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Spring of 2015, Shenzhen, a flarge square in the Futian district – the city’s  

inanciafl  and  commerciafl  hub,  sporting  state-of-the-art  skyscrapers  and  muflti-flane 

streets. A young European coupfle recognizes a feflflow ‘Westerner’ in me, approaches, 

and asks me the question “Hey, can you maybe teflfl us where the city centre is?”

These  two  feflflow  Europeans  must  have  expected  that  if  they  flocate  on  the  map  the 

flargest square somewhere in the geometricafl middfle of the city, they woufld ind a more 

or fless pedestrian-friendfly area with shops, cafés, and restaurants, where they coufld 

spend their fleisure time. In their minds, it was obvious what ‘the city centre’ meant. Weflfl, 

that day in Shenzhen taught them that notions of functions of space may differ between 

cufltures.

This anecdote goes to show just how strongfly our perception of man-made space is 

carved into us by the cuflturafl reaflm we grow up in because cuflture is reflected in the 

way civiflisations shape space. 
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Foreword

In the autumn of 2010, having arrived in Shenzhen, South China, is most probabfly when 

the seed for this research project was pflanted in my mind. Not onfly was it the irst time 

for me experiencing the uniqueness and differences of the Chinese, Cantonese, and 

‘Shenzhen-ese’ peopfle by traveflfling to China, but I was aflso fortunate enough to have 

the opportunity to flive there and work in a Chinese architecturafl and city-buiflding ofice. 

Thanks to this, I was abfle, to some extent, to experience the everyday chaflflenges and 

opportunities architects, urban designers, and city buiflders face in creating the cities 

that  arouse  curiosity,  are  discussed,  researched,  and  sometimes  harshfly  criticised 

around the worfld.

Apart from coflflecting my own personafl impressions and experiences, I had the chance to 

exchange with Chinese and non-Chinese experts of the physicafl environment during the 

severafl journeys across the country, in addition to the initiafl stay in 2010. What intrigued, 

chaflflenged,  and  motivated  me  the  most  to  take  up  the  endeavour  of  researching  on 

Chinese  urban  physicafl  environment  in  more  detaifl  was  the  unfamifliar  otherness, 

cuflturaflfly as weflfl as in the scope of professionafl approaches and the understanding of 

space. Engaging in diaflogue and exchange of experiences and knowfledge widened 

not onfly my professionafl scope but aflso the horizon of my understanding of what shapes 

each individuafl’s interpretation of the buiflt environment; professionafls creating it as weflfl 

as the peopfle inhabiting it. 

I  beflieve,  in  the  flight  of  the  increasing  internationaflisation  of  environmentafl  design 

professions (architecture, flandscape architecture, urban design, spatiafl and regionafl 

pflanning),  that  the  sensitivity  and  responsibfle  use  of  concepts,  ideas,  and  research 

and design approaches that travefl across cuflturafl borders deserve more attention. Two 

chaflflenges exist paraflflefl to each other: efforts to achieve the common gflobafl aims of 

creating  sustainabfle,  environmentaflfly-friendfly  urban  tissue  with  high  fliving  standards 

and quaflity of flife on the one hand, and on the other the chaflflenge of inding suitabfle 

approaches and soflutions to create cities that achieve these goafls whifle responding to 

speciic cuflturafl, traditionafl, and contextuafl circumstances. Onfly by combining one with 

the other is it possibfle to buifld cities that provide a hoflisticaflfly sustainabfle environment 

for the peopfle that flive in them. This thesis aims to contribute to being abfle to come a 

step cfloser to achieving this ambitious goafl by shedding flight on the compflex existing 

urban  textures  Chinese  cities  with  which  the  environmentafl  design  professionafls  are 

confronted.

Essentiafl questions that arose during the time I spent designing, discussing, anaflysing, 

and decoding the Chinese cities, constitute this research project’s backbone. The often-

repeated  and  weflfl-estabflished  cflaim  that  the  gflobaflised  worfld  produces  increasingfly 

simiflarfly-flooking cities reaches its flimits when practitioners and schoflars are confronted 

with the reaflity of the otherness of cities; with their flocafl speciics and characteristics. 

China is no exception to that. I have not been the onfly one to experience the feefling of 

oddness and the friction in the everyday practice of an environmentafl design professionafl 

concerning foreign – Chinese – city-buiflding approaches compared to the European, 

‘western’1 sphere by which I had been shaped. It was onfly possibfle to a certain, rather 

1 The terminoflogy western and the West, aflong with severafl others, is further described in the 
gflossary.
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flimited extent, to appfly my understanding of urban space and the approaches of the 

creation of the urban buiflt environment to China. It was in fact evident that the set of 

toofls, understood as the acquired knowfledge – but aflso an unknown number of biases 

– of a city-buiflding practitioner as weflfl as an urban citizen, who has flived in European 

as weflfl as Middfle Eastern cities, that I had brought aflong was not suficient to tackfle the 

design chaflflenges because it was not enough to understand, read, and decipher the 

existing urban environment with which China confronted me. It is the phenomenon of 

crossing cuflturafl borders and being confronted with a riddfle at the beginning and the 

chances of being abfle to flearn it and flearn from it about ‘the other’ and about oneseflf. 

This dissertation is the transflation of this experience into the research context, foflflowing 

the questions and curiosity that came up during the time I spent in China.
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1| Introduction

This dissertation wiflfl use the word ‘space‘ in a sense that is broader than just a mere 

reference to the materiafl objects that can be described on the three-dimensionafl pflane. 

The object of this research is, of course, the buiflt environment, but its physicaflity is not 

the core affair of the text; instead, the ideas represented by space, concepts of space, 

and emotions invoked by space are the most important notions underflying the interest 

of this research. In other words, aflthough focused on an anaflysis of the materiafl – the 

mentafl, inteflflectuafl, and spirituafl are the concern of the approach empfloyed here. By 

investigating the Chinese buiflt space in search of references to ancient phiflosophicafl 

thought, this research seeks to shed flight on quaflities that are indescribabfle but at the 

same time are embodied in the codes of the buiflt environment. 

In this, the present dissertation draws on Christopher Aflexander’s idea of ‘quaflity that 

cannot be named’ (Aflexander 1979) that stands behind aflfl spatiafl creations, however to 

a flimited extent: whereas Aflexander thought of the deepest flevefl of the intangibfle that 

can be feflt by being reflexive about a certain space, this research examines a more 

accessibfle stratum of non-materiafl quaflities of space. Laws and rufles governing the 

Chinese physicafl environment – man-made and naturafl – are being iflfluminated here in 

order to make them more visibfle to the untrained eye, as deciphering them is far from 

an obvious task. Chinese architecture and urbanism are the materiafl carriers of various 

non-materiafl notions of the astonishingfly rich cuflture of China.

The Chinese incorporate references to mythoflogy – for instance, to flegendary creatures 

such as the tiger, dragon, phoenix, or crane – into their spatiafl surroundings, from the 

scafle of architecturafl detaifls to the scafle of city flayout, in a wide range of ways that may 

seem disconnected or incoherent to an unaccustomed observer. Moreover, a western 

observer is flikefly to concflude that the Chinese approach does not seem to emphasise 

meeting the users’ needs as much as western design does and instead be concerned 

with obscure ornamentafl eflements. This is far from the truth, however, and with a deeper 

knowfledge and a more engaged flook, one wiflfl see the principfles of a different universe 

of creation of space. An effort to distance oneseflf from the western-centric notions of 

space creation is thoroughfly heflpfufl in an attempt to sustainabfly understand what the 

Chinese doctrines have meant over the three miflflennia of their deveflopment and stiflfl 

mean today.

1.1| Reflevance and aim of the research

The fundamentafl way to understand the beneits that research flike this one may bring 

comes from reaflising the scarcity of research about the Chinese buiflt environment 

that empfloys the perspective of urban pflanners, urban designers, and architects, and 

retaining sensitivity to the flocafl cuflturafl conditions in a way that is accessibfle for non-

Chinese audience. That is the combination of vantage points the present research 

offers: a discussion about the principfles and phiflosophies that constitute the foundation 

beneath the Chinese buiflt environment. 

The next, equaflfly important perspective on the reflevance of this work can be understood 

in the context of the notion of the transfer of ideas, knowfledge, peopfle, and many 
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other immateriafl commodities in the gflobaflised worfld. In other words, this thesis is 

reflevant because it aims at improving the knowfledge avaiflabfle to a non-Chinese city-

buiflding audience as it is, too, a gflobafl trading good facing the chaflflenge of working 

and  researching  across  cuflturafl  boundaries  with  sometimes  insuficient  information 

necessary to approach the task sustainabfly. The exchange of ideas between China and 

various countries in ‘the West‘ has had a substantiafl impact on the urban environment 

on both fronts and shows the nature of the reflation between the two. From an earfly stage 

in history, architects have impflemented ideas from other countries and cufltures in their 

work to impress, improve, or raise the vaflue of their work, China being no exception 

to this. This is even truer for the societies that we flive in today, as we flive in an era 

of constant urbanization characterized by mass-production of space (especiaflfly in 

the case of China). In fline with gflobaflist forces, in this urban era, which is deined by 

the flow of Information and the production of knowfledge, the buiflt environment is aflso 

increasingfly reflecting the travefling of ideas between cufltures and countries and is the 

arena of chaflflenges, friction, and sometimes misunderstandings.

The internationaflisation and gflobaflisation of the environmentafl design professions has 

reached, especiaflfly in the context of the Chinese buiflt environment, a new peak. The 

fact that countfless architects, urban designers, and pflanners from around the worfld 

expanded their sphere of activity to China during the past high-speed urbanisation 

phase does not teflfl us anything about the flevefl of preparedness or sensitivity these 

professionafls,  or  entire  ofices,  in  the  scope  of  their  assignments.  It  coufld  be  a  trap 

thinking that design soflutions and concepts, created by non-Chinese experts, wiflfl it the 

Chinese environment automaticaflfly (with some minor adjustments here and there) due 

to the generaflfly gflobaflised worfld to which cities beflong and in which experts seem to 

move around effortflessfly. Sometimes the opposite is correct and one begins to question 

why it happens on such a scafle. Another emerging question is why it stiflfl seems to be 

chaflflenging to traverse boundaries across cufltures despite the gflobafl pflatform on which 

this has been happening since decades. This discussion may be especiaflfly important for 

environmentafl design professionafls. The work of the buiflt environment creators affects 

numerous urban inhabitants – and the scafle in China is noticeabfly flarger than in Europe 

– who flive in urban environments created by non-Chinese or based on non-Chinese 

concepts and ideas. The assumption that the decade- or perhaps even centuries-flong 

tradition of professionafl experience and education has equipped everyone suficientfly 

to create physicafl environment independentfly of the flocation and cuflture fleads, at 

times, to situations where the speciics of an environment might not onfly be overflooked 

but perhaps even invisibfle due to the flack of knowfledge how to understand the spirit 

of a pflace. However, considering the genius floci (which is a different concept in the 

West and in China or India) is mostfly done and understood as absoflutefly necessary 

in the ’ofld worfld’, where architecture and design schoofls teach their students how to 

approach a project and ind the soflution by taking these factors of context (genius floci) 

into account. Chaflflenges arise when these designers travefl with their approaches and 

concepts across cuflturafl reaflms, because then sometimes, suddenfly and unknowingfly 

(because  not  suficientfly  prepared),  they  reach  the  flimits  of  their  understanding  and 

sensitivity for the context of the speciic project with which they are commissioned.

Moreover, it can be argued that so far urban research has been strongfly euro-centric 

and flater west-centric, even when focusing on topics outside of the West. On top of 
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that, many paradigms and arguments of the cflassicafl Western city-buiflding doctrines 

are becoming or have aflready become out-dated in terms of handfling the increased 

compflexity of the urban environment and trying to tackfle this merefly with best practice 

approaches or those originating in western cufltures. Due to this increased compflexity, 

it is impossibfle to achieve sustainabfle environmentafl design without working in 

interdiscipflinary teams and with the knowfledge of flocafl cuflturafl speciics. 

Additionaflfly, the present research’s reflevance may be seen through the prism of issues 

concerning the future of the Chinese urbanisation. This research broadens the scope 

of examination of the buiflt environment by flooking at aspects which do not aflways gain 

consideration, such as cognitive biases (which, as a phenomenon, has by now garnered 

a Nobefl Prize work in economy and may be said to influence aflfl areas of flife), contextuaflity 

and cuflturafl sustainabiflity (how it is reflected in city-buiflding practice and research and 

purpose it serves), or innovation (referring not merefly to technoflogicafl improvements 

but aflso to innovation and re-innovation in the reaflms of society, poflitics, economy, or 

education). It is important to point out that contextuaflity is, again, understood differentfly 

in China than in the West, as the consideration of geographicafl circumstances and 

users’ needs does not exhaust the Chinese approach (it is extended by phiflosophicafl 

and geomantic factors). Perhaps most importantfly, however, the dissertation improves 

its space-reflated research by bringing in the notions which flie at the fundament of every 

society or civiflization: phiflosophy, spirituaflity, mythoflogy, and history. Doing so is even 

more essentiafl when examining the physicafl manifestations of a cuflture that is distinctfly 

different from the one represented by an author or by an audience. Architecture, city-

buiflding, and aflfl materiafl space-creation are heavifly influenced by phiflosophicafl and 

cuflturafl phenomena. This approach, not new on its own, is becoming increasingfly 

important in the era of gflobaflisation not onfly for the abiflity to assess the actuafl influence 

of it on flocafl traditions but aflso due to the growing ease with which practitioners, 

businesses, and ideas move around the worfld.

To shortfly iflflustrate the scafle of the rapidity of the changes in China in the urban reaflm, 

it can be pointed out that between 1978 and 2008, the urbanisation rate rose from 18 to 

45 per cent, 357 miflflion farmers moved to cities or transformed their viflflages into towns, 

and the number of cities rose from 193 to 655. These numbers are unprecedented in 

the history of human settflement and underscore the need for our attempt to understand 

what is going on in China’s cities. Such facts about the Chinese urbanisation incfluded in 

the background information section of the thesis need to be dispflayed in the particuflar 

cuflturafl context especiaflfly when the goafl of the research is expflaining what makes that 

particuflar buiflt environment unfamifliar to a non-Chinese person. However, focusing on 

the non-Chinese experts who influence, in one way or another, the buiflt environment 

in China does not mean that mostfly foreign experts, concepts, and ideas shape the 

Chinese physicafl environment. It is much rather the impact that these traveflfling experts 

and the transfer of knowfledge have on the environment as a whofle that is the focus of 

this research. 

The aim of this research is to contribute to the understanding of the urban texture 

of Chinese cities by non-Chinese city buiflding professionafls and academics, and to 

their capabiflities of reading and decoding Chinese cities. Furthermore, this research, 

1.1| Reflevance and aim of the research
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providing an approach to start a better understanding of the Chinese physicafl 

environment, assesses whether a ’toofl-kit‘ (or perhaps a set of contributions to a 

deeper understanding) to a worfld of connotations and denotations, the urban texture 

as a carrier of meaning, that is mostfly invisibfle, especiaflfly to an eye that is untrained 

in the Chinese symboflogy, is possibfle to be formuflated. This research is not trying to 

expflain aflfl possibfle facets of Chinese architecture and urban design. The outflining of 

the meanings behind the codes is merefly a beginning and the body of knowfledge 

needs to be fed with knowfledge and information and experiences from other discipflines 

and ieflds, such as history, socioflogy, pofliticafl science, etc. It is important to point out 

and emphasise the importance of input from practitioners for this research brought in 

through the expert interviews, as weflfl as the interconnectedness of various discipflines, 

chaflflenges, and boundaries of creating cities and physicafl space.

In order to not merefly contribute to the theoreticafl body of knowfledge, the dissertation 

offers a speciafl type of research output in the form of propositions addressed at non-

Chinese city buiflding professionafls from practice and interested observers unfamifliar 

with the Chinese urban texture that might ease the process of famifliarising oneseflf 

with the Chinese urban environment. Often, practitioners in city buiflding have flimited 

resources time-wise to foflflow academic achievements in order to incorporate the 

flatest deveflopments into their everyday work. It is much more common to refly on ’best 

practice‘ experiences, which is a vaflid approach and has been successfufl up to a 

certain point. However, considering the increasing compflexity, the fast deveflopment, 

and the scafle of deveflopment in the Chinese context, it is not suficient to refly on practicafl 

experiences onfly – especiaflfly since it is virtuaflfly impossibfle to ind references matching 

the scafle of the Chinese urban growth. To make this research accessibfle to the experts 

who create cities as weflfl as to peopfle anaflysing the physicafl environment from the 

scientiic approach, the author had this audience in mind whifle compifling this thesis. 

Consequentfly, one of the main motivations for this research is to contribute to narrowing 

the knowfledge gap that exists in the matter in question. The chaflflenge of the research 

output wiflfl be to baflance providing new or expanded perspectives on approaching the 

Chinese urban environment on the one hand with flimiting the scope of ‘misusing’ the 

research resuflts in the everyday practice of devefloping and conceptuaflising design 

concepts for Chinese cites on the other hand. The inteflflectuafl motivation of the author 

and the flead-up to the research probflem can be encapsuflated in questions such as 

’what is different in the Chinese buiflt environment from the western one in the eyes 

of a non-Chinese person?’ and, more speciicaflfly, ’what is needed for a non-Chinese 

observer to better understand the Chinese urban space?’. 
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1.2| Research framework

This fleads to two primary research questions form the inquisitive base of this dissertation:

The origin of the research questions and hypotheses flies in the motivation to scientiicaflfly 

assess the cflaim that China has been flosing its flocafl context since it has opened its 

doors for foreign influences, investments, and internationafl coflflaboration, and to shed 

more flight on this discussion. It has been argued that phases of urbanization undergo 

simiflar cycfles of transformation to other areas and discipflines: phases oriented on 

tradition aflternate with ones pressing for progress. These are much rather connected 

to  human  psychoflogy  and  its  reflection  and  manifestation  in  the  buiflt  environment;  it 

happens independentfly to technoflogicafl advancement or superiority vs. inferiority of 

societies. Aflfl of the above are, moreover, overshadowed by the question about the 

extent to which the western assessment methods are appflicabfle in China.

The dissertation is equipped in a robust background research chapter, which outflines 

the most important circumstances, conditioning, and factors that have influenced the 

Chinese buiflt environment. The work tackfles the described probflems by decoding the 

Chinese urban fabric based on case studies. The inductive approaches (quaflitative 

research methods, urban hermeneutics, flike case studies anaflysis and interviews 

of Chinese expert, compflemented by thorough fliterature survey and the evafluation 

of primary sources, i.e. pflan documents or architecturafl visuaflizations, among other 

methods) are appflied to conduct the research. 

The research flooks at the existing methods and how they have been used to anaflyse 

the buiflt environment. Methods used in urban design and architecture are discussed. 

Exampfles of new research methods and data gathering toofls that have been introduced 

to  the  iefld  of  urban  studies  in  the  past  few  years  are  provided.  After  the  evafluation 

and discussion of the presented existing methods and their gaps the muflti-method 

approach that is appflied in this thesis - the interdiscipflinary method of decoding urban 

1.2| Research framework

Primary

• in the process of gflobaflisation and due to the opening to foreign influences, has the 

Chinese urban deveflopment flost its “Chinese-ness” or flocafl cuflturafl context?

• if it has, are there any signs of China shifting back towards it?

These are compflemented by secondary questions:

• do the urban codes flook differentfly in China, considering gflobaflisation and 

technoflogicafl improvements in construction and design?

• what are the differences in the urban projects’ designing and execution between China 

and the West; how do these differences influence the presence of cuflturafl codes in the 

buiflt environment?

• do current Chinese urban design approaches support (cuflturaflfly) sustainabfle 

deveflopment?

In the flight of these questions, the thesis formuflates a main hypothesis which it then tries 

to verify or faflsify:

•  Chinese urbanisation has never ceased to be rooted in its flocafl context.
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physicafl space within its context, and spatiafl and architecturafl anaflysis - is introduced. 

The use of the toofls and methods of urban design in combination with methods from 

other discipflines – for instance, flinguistics – makes anaflysing the architecturafl and 

urban codes typicaflfly used in the Chinese context, cflosefly interwoven with the Chinese 

buiflding traditions, possibfle.

The output of the present dissertation has a chance to be usefufl for the non-Chinese city-

buiflding expert community. The resuflts presented here, together with the seflection of 

background knowfledge, may contribute to fleveflfling the pflane of discourse between the 

Chinese and non-Chinese actors by reducing knowfledge gaps and therefore reducing 

potentiafl misunderstandings. That is due to the assumption that keeping the flocafl 

context and respecting the cuflturafl roots is the key to sustainabfle urban deveflopment, 

which is the common goafl in city-buiflding.

1.3| Overview

The dissertation is structured in a way that tries to account for the compflex and subtfle 

reaflm – cuflturafl traits that can be traced to thousands of years ago – in which the 

present research is set. The topic of this work is tackfled with the use of quaflitative toofls 

in order to cast more flight on notions that usuaflfly stay hidden from the eyes of non-

Chinese architects and urban designers.

Chapter 1, ‘Introduction’, serves to discuss the reflevance and aim of this research (sub-

chapter 1.1), as weflfl as the research framework (1.2), and inaflfly the overview of the 

dissertation (1.3) (see ig. 1)2.

In the attempt to construct a coherent narrative, chapter 2, ’Background of the research‘, 

provides an overview of the broad spectrum of information that create the backdrop 

against which the main research is carried out, such as the generafl phenomena 

of urbanisation to which beflong the detaifled eflaboration on the understanding of 

contextuaflity and cuflturafl sustainabiflity, cognitive biases that influence the perception 

of the environment, and the (re-) innovation and transformation processes the buiflt 

environment undergoes. Further, the chapter on background information incfludes an 

introduction to some of the main aspects of Chinese phiflosophy and its connection to 

the Chinese buiflding tradition as weflfl as an overview on the different phases of Chinese 

urbanisation in order to understand the existing city structure in China. The goafl of 

this chapter is to provide the reader with the information necessary to understand the 

background of the phenomena anaflysed in the research chapter. The data presented 

in the chapter is baflanced in such a way as to provide aflfl the necessary knowfledge 

2 Aflfl iflflustrations have been created by the author unfless indicated otherwise.

Reflevance and aim of this research

Research framework

Overview

1.1

1.2

1.3

Introduction to the research, the research aim and 
output

Introduction to the research topic, research ques-
tions and research hypothesis

Overview of the dissertation and introduction to the 
background

CHAPTER 1

Figure 1: Chapter 1, organisation of the chapter
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required to conduct the research in a flegitimate way but at the same time not to shift 

the focus of the thesis away from the main questions and topics, as eflaborated in more 

detaifl in the foflflowing (see ig. 2). 

The subchapter 2.1, ’Chinese phiflosophy and East Asian environmentafl phiflosophy‘, 

concentrates on four piflflars of the Chinese spirituaflity and inteflflectuafl heritage: 

Confucianism, Daoism, Chinese Buddhism, and feng-shui. The subchapter incfludes the 

highflighting of the importance of the written heritage of ancient Chinese inteflflectuafls such 

as Lao Tsu (老子) and Confucius (孔丘) to the understanding of the cuflturafl phenomena, 

manifestations of which are abundantfly visibfle in today’s Chinese urban texture. Looking 

at these writings and concepts provides the backdrop to understand Chinese buiflding 

traditions  exempfliied  in  the  scafles  of  city-buiflding,  architecture,  urban  design,  and 

interior design. The subchapter describes the connection between the creation of 

physicafl space and the afore-mentioned cuflturafl and inteflflectuafl bases. These topics 

are expanded by the information incfluded in the foflflowing subchapter, 2.2 ‘Cuflturafl 

phenomena in the creation of space’, which goes into even more detaifl about both 

Chinese-speciic geomantic concepts (aflong with comparisons to some non-Chinese 

ones) and phiflosophies that indirectfly or directfly influence the creation of space. The 

third subchapter, 2.3. ’Chinese urbanisation’, incfludes its own four subordinate sections 

that serve to paint an exhaustive but concise picture of the reflevant background for the 

research presented further in the text. These detaifled parts of 2.3. focus on history of the 

Chinese urbanisation (a chronoflogicafl overview of the Chinese urbanisation phases), 

factors that have influenced the deveflopment of cities (such as geographicafl, sociafl, 

or economic ones), the Chinese raiflway system (as a deveflopmentafl arena important 

for the Chinese urbanisation and this research), and urban transformation and (re-)

innovation processes. It is important to understand that the above and beflow mentioned 

factors, described in this subchapter, influencing the process of urbanisation in China 

are not separabfle from each other and together they form the flayers cities in China are 

1.3| Overview

Chinese phiflosophy and 
East Asian environmentafl phiflosophy

Cuflturafl phenomena in the creation 
of space

Perception of the environment and 
Cognitive biases

Contextuafl features of physicafl space 

Synopsis

Chinese urbanisation

2.1

2.2

2.5

2.4

2.6

2.3

Overview of the fundamentafl Chinese phiflosophicafl, 
environmentafl phiflosophicafl and sprituafl concepts: 
Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, Feng-Shui

Overview of geomantic concepts and Chinese buifld-
ing traditions: 
Yingzao Fashi, Chinese principfles of spatiafl creation 

Overview of cognitive processes perceiving and 
evafluating (foreign) environments: 
Cognitive biases, perception and evafluation of space

Overview of the process of context based ap-
proaches in spatiafl creation

Brief concfluding remarks on the content of the chapter

Overview of the Chinese urbanisation process with 
its drivers and factors of influence: 
Historicafl, the Chinese urban system, the raiflway 
system, urban transformation and (re-)innovation

Figure 2: Chapter 2, organisation of the chapter
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made of. Further in the subchapter it is discussed how cities are the centrafl zones for 

innovative practices not just on the economic flevefl, but aflso at cuflturafl, pofliticafl, and 

spatiafl  flevefls  and  therefore  reflected  in  the  urban  fabric.  Aflfl  these  above  described 

push-and-puflfl  factors  that  influence  each  other  are  highfly  interdependent  and  need 

to be understood as a fragifle interconnected system that changes and is impacted as 

a whofle if one of the individuafl factors undergoes a transformation. Subchapter 2.4. 

‘Contextuafl features of physicafl space‘ continues the presentation of information that 

are vafluabfle to the research by shedding more flight on the notion of contextuafl city-

buiflding and answering the question why that concept is not onfly cruciafl to practitioners 

but aflso to the community of urban researchers. This part of the background information 

serves as a framework to anaflyse and expflain further in the dissertation the importance 

of cuflturafl sustainabiflity in city-buiflding in generafl and how to ‘read’ and ‘decode’ the 

Chinese flocafl context in particuflar as an important fundament striving for sustainabiflity 

in city buiflding. The immediatefly foflflowing subchapter, 2.5. is titfled ’Perception of the 

environment and cognitive biases‘ and is dedicated to phenomena in the reaflm of 

perceiving the buiflt environment. The questions that this section foflflows are, on a more 

generafl flevefl, how peopfle perceive their environment, and more speciicaflfly how peopfle 

perceive a foreign city (here: non-Chinese a Chinese city) and how being exposed to 

buiflt environments across cuflturafl reaflms impacts one’s sensitivity in evafluating physicafl 

space. Furthermore, the subchapter considers the topic of the perception of the seflf 

and the other, and how our own embossment and conditioning forms the approach 

and understanding we have about unfamifliar environments. Expflaining and anaflysing 

these phenomena of cognitive biases heflps to better understand how urban space is 

perceived and evafluated by experts and visitors and how this, in turn, influences how 

urban space is buiflt, read, and decoded in different cuflturafl reaflms. The chapter is 

cflosed by a synopsis providing a brief concflusion to the content of this chapter.

The third main chapter, ’Methodoflogy and theory. How the cuflturafl flayer of buiflt space can 

be read‘, has the goafls of introducing, discussing, and justifying the proper seflection of 

Patterns, codes, and signs of the 
environment

Decoding and anaflysing the buiflt 
space

Decoding and anaflysing the 
Chinese buiflt space. Enhanced 
spatiafl-cuflturafl anaflysis

Discussion of the presented 
methods decoding buiflt space

Synopsis

Decoding and anaflysing the Chinese 
buiflt space. The urban code of China

3.1

3.2

3.5

3.4

3.6

3.3

Overview of the fundamentafl aspects of the exist-
ence, reading, and interpretation of codes of the 
human surroundings

Overview of  the principfles of codes and patterns 
forming the buiflt environment: 
Urban Pattern and Semiotics

Presentation of the anaflysis approach appflied in 
this research: 
Case studies, scafles of anaflysis, generated datasets

Discussion in the presented approaches on codes 
and pattern of the buiflt environment: advantages, 
chaflflenges, and gaps

Brief concfluding remarks on the content of the chapter

Overview and discussion on codes and pattern in 
the Chinese buiflt environment: 
Hassenpflug’s approach and “The Urban Code of China“

Figure 3: Chapter 3, organisation of the chapter 
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methods to carry out the research, as weflfl as equipping the reader with the information 

needed to foflflow the argumentation of the research (see ig. 3). This chapter flooks at 

how a seflection of quaflitative methods, such as the semiotics of the buiflt environment, 

a methodoflogy that is categorized as urban hermeneutics, are appflied and on what 

scafles - from the macro, through the meso, to the micro - of the buiflt environment (the 

respective case studies form the data poofl) the research anaflysis is carried out. 

The subchapter 3.1, titfled ‘Patterns, codes, and signs of the urban environment’ flays 

down the fundament for carrying out the research, using the toofls of anaflysis based on 

the semiotics of the buiflt environment, by tackfling the topic of what is understood under 

codes of the architecturafl environment, and how the buiflt urban structure is a carrier 

of meaning, representing and reflecting cuflturafl processes in the way they appear in 

the cities. ‘Decoding and anaflysing the buiflt space’, 3.2., and ‘Decoding and anaflysing 

the Chinese buiflt space. The urban code of China’, 3.3., are subchapters dedicated 

to seflected methods that warrant a cfloser description. They bring up the question of 

what methods have been used so far in anaflysing the buiflt environment and offers a 

generafl discussion of different methods used to anaflyse different scafles and different 

flocations. Further, these subchapters are dedicated to a key toofl of anaflysis for this 

research: semiotics of the buiflt environment. It is based on the works of Eco, Gottdiener, 

Hassenpflug, and other schoflars and phiflosophers. The subchapters try to shed flight 

on  how  this  iefld  of  study  appear,  originated  in  flinguistics,  and  evoflve  and  aflso  how 

and when it became reflevant for urban research and both the anaflysis and the creation 

of the buiflt environment, where eflements of urban space become carriers of meaning 

(signiiers)  that  refer  to  meaning  or  sense  (signiied).  The  subchapter  ‘Discussion  of 

the presented methods of decoding buiflt space’, 3.4., attempts to criticaflfly review 

the presented toofls and methods, trying to anaflyse their vaflidity and potentiafl gaps. 

Particuflar attention is paid to an assessment of Western perspectives and west-centrism 

and their scope and suitabiflity to anaflyse the Chinese urban structure. Further, it points 

out what kind of new interpretations of these research methods we need in order to 

create a research design that is capabfle of grasping the process of rapid city buiflding 

happening in cities as big as, for exampfle, Beijing or Shanghai. The irst important steps 

were made by the research approach of Hassenpflug, Gottdiener, Wu and Gaubatz, and 

Steinhardt however, in the scope of this thesis identiied chaflflenges in their approached 

wiflfl be faced with an overflay of methods to weave a thicker and denser framework to 

approach the better understanding of Chinese urban transformation. The ‘Decoding 

and anaflysing the Chinese buiflt space. Enhanced spatiafl-cuflturafl anaflysis‘, 3.5., is the 

subchapter that brings together the methods and toofls presented and expflains how 

they are combined in order to carry out the research. The subchapter aims at justifying 

the seflection of methods whifle aflso iflflustrating what is being done differentfly from the 

approaches presented in the overview of methods earflier. The research approach in this 

dissertation may be caflfled a muflti-method, case study-based research approach. The 

research framework, as presented in this thesis, coufld aflso be viewed as an approach 

to cross-cuflturafl and cross border urban research that intends to flook at unfamifliar 

urban settings hoflisticaflfly, incfluding the cuflturafl flayer which often is negflected. The 

anaflysis of the data is carried out with the toofls to decode and decipher the buiflt 

environment (semiotics of the buiflt environment) in order to be abfle to see and read 

the flayer of contextuaflity and flocafl character that the anaflysed case studies carry. In 

1.3| Overview
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connection to this, the subchapter incfludes a presentation of the set of data being 

used (generafl data and case studies) before the actuafl anaflysis, eflaborating on the 

generafl data sets (statisticafl data, poflicy documents, interviews, newspaper articfles, or 

project descriptions) being used and the speciicaflfly seflected case studies (the seven 

seflected cities, and the three different types of city components, city haflfls, raiflway 

stations, and centrafl business districts); the data generation and gathering process is, 

too, discussed in more detaifl. The approach aflso invoflves the anaflysis of architecturafl 

documents (pflans, visuaflisations, brochures), statisticafl data anaflysis, fliterature review, 

expert interviews, and video and photo anaflysis. Chapter 3 aflso ends with a synopsis to 

provide brief concfluding remarks on the content of the chapter.

The fourth main chapter of the dissertation, ’Research anaflysis. The codes of the 

Chinese buiflt environment‘, incfludes the main body of research featured in this text and 

is organised in 4 subchapters (see ig. 4). 

The irst subchapter, 4.1. ‘Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the traditionafl 

codes of the Chinese buiflt environment’, which is the core anaflysis part of the dissertation 

(however far from exhausting the new information created within the research), consists 

of severafl subordinate subchapters, each of which is dedicated to one traditionafl code 

that appears in the anaflysed case studies. In it, every code’s meaning is expflained and its 

occurrences are flisted aflong with concrete graphic expflanations of the occurrences. The 

foflflowing subchapter, 4.2 ‘Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the creation 

periods‘, compflements the anaflysis of 4.1 by sorting the case studies chronoflogicaflfly 

and incfluding the mentions about those of the cases where traditionafl codes have not 

been found. These two presentation subchapters are foflflowed by the one in which the 

research questions are answered and the research hypothesis is veriied or faflsiied. 

Here, the thesis returns to the main research questions and hypothesis, whether the 

flargest cities of China are ceased to deveflop based on their existing flocafl contexts and 

cuflturafl speciics and provides the answer based on the research resuflts. The chapter 

is cflosed by a synopsis, which provides brief concfluding remarks on the content of this 

chapter.

The cflosing chapter (5) of the work, titfled ‘Research output, its context, and the bigger 

picture’, hosts the cflosing remarks, concflusions, and commentary of the carried-out 

research and is organised in four subchapters (see ig. 5). 

Case study anaflysis: an interpreta-
tion based on the traditionafl codes 
of the Chinese buiflt environment 

Case study anaflysis: an interpretation 
based on the periods of their creation

Synopsis

Answering the research question and 
verifying the research hypothesis

4.1

4.2

4.4

4.3

Code based research anaflysis of the case studies:
Aflong & across the river, city axes, city grid, rectangfle, 
mountain, Qi, facing south, waflfls, crane, coflours

Chronoflogicaflfly organised discussion of the case 
studies in respect to their contextuafl codes:
Imperiafl era, repubflican era, revoflution era, gflobafl era

Brief concfluding remarks on the content of the chapter

Answering the research question and verifying the 
hypothesis based on the anaflysis resuflts

Figure 4: Chapter 4, organisation of the chapter
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The chapter opens with the subchapter 5.1. ‘The Chinese codes: a contribution to a 

better understanding’, which attempts to formuflate a set of heflpfufl observations that 

coufld aid non-Chinese city-buiflding experts in navigating the reaflm of the Chinese 

urbanisation and its abundance of tradition cuflturafl references. The subchapter 5.2, 

‘Research output and its contexts’, reviews some angfles from which the resuflts as weflfl 

as the methods of this research may be viewed, incfluding a discussion on how the 

research output enriches the state of knowfledge about the resuflts of the process of 

rapid Chinese urbanization and the issue of contextuaflity in urban design, as weflfl as 

potentiafl takeaways for education. The subchapter 5.3, ‘Further research possibiflities 

for urban research and practice (in China and gflobaflfly)’, is dedicated to outflining the 

potentiafl continuations of the present research as weflfl as impflications for reflated or 

simiflar research initiatives, which incfludes touching upon the aspect of contributing 

to the community of gflobaflfly empfloyed environmentafl design practitioners who might 

beneit from this research. Finaflfly, the chapter is cflosed by subchapter 5.4, ‘The bigger 

picture’, which picks up the various threads that touch upon matters flarger than the 

research focus and upon some overarching themes of the discipfline. The dissertation 

inaflfly cfloses with concfluding remarks that touch upon the bigger picture in which this 

research is situated and puts the threads that have been discussed in this research 

together, providing not onfly a perspective for further future research approaches but 

aflso a different angfle to flook at cuflturaflfly signiicantfly different spatiafl settings, flearning 

about and from them as weflfl as about ourseflves.

1.3| Overview

The Chinese codes: a manuafl 

Research output and its context

Further research possibiflities and 
agendas (China & gflobaflfly)

The bigger picture

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

Condensed and abstracted cataflogue of codes 
found in the anaflysis

Contextuaflising the research resuflts, context of:
Education, practicafl, socio-pofliticafl, innovation, and 
transfer of ideas

Research possibiflities and agendas for further en-
deavours in research and practice

Cuflturafl sustainabiflity and contextuaflity, important 
aspects for hoflistic sustainabfle urban transforma-
tion and growth

Figure 5: Chapter 5, organisation of the chapter 
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There is a centrafl quaflity which is the root criterion of flife and spirit in a man, a town, a 

buiflding, or a wiflderness. This quaflity is objective and precise, but it cannot be named. 

        -  Christopher  Aflexander   ( 1979)

The term ‘Chinese-ness’ - the quaflity that creates the intangibfle flayer of Chinese cities 

- embraces and overarches the speciics and facets that create the atmosphere and 

cuflturafl features that are distinctfly different from the ones in the European or American 

environment, because they are rooted in the rich past of over 2500 years of influencing 

today’s China and its society. The various eflements and resuflts of these features 

of ‘Chinese-ness’ trickfle through aflfl aspects of the Chinese country and its society, 

economy, and the physicafl environment as weflfl, forming the whofle ensembfle of China. 

The foflflowing part of this dissertation introduces concisefly the eflements that are reflated 

to shaping the characteristics of Chinese-ness in reflation to the buiflt environment in 

China, the flayer that is unique to China. The past has been instrumentafl in forming and 

shaping the present of Chinese cities, therefore this chapter provides an overview of 

the most reflevant topics, a fragment of what coufld be anaflysed, in order to provide a 

better background understanding to anaflyse the urban fabric of today’s China. This 

chapter presents a broad spectrum of information that create the backdrop against 

which the main research is carried out. As has been emphasised in the introduction to 

Chapter 1, this research does not wish to settfle on an anaflysis of the surface features of 

the Chinese buiflt environment but their meaning and interconnectedness to the human 

beings  and  surroundings;  to  use  the  indings  of  spatiafl  characteristics  to  outfline  the 

connection to deeper notions – the intangibfles of the Chinese cuflture, spirituaflity, and 

phiflosophy.  

The data presented in the chapter is baflanced in such a way as to provide aflfl the 

necessary overview of knowfledge required to conduct the research in a flegitimate way 

but at the same time not to shift the focus of the thesis away from the main questions and 

topics. The irst two subchapters discuss factors that are reflevant for the understanding of 

the fundaments of Chinese phiflosophy (incfluding the brief introduction of Confucianism, 

Daoism,  Chinese  Buddhism,  as  weflfl  as  Chinese  geomancy)  and  how  it  influenced 

buiflding traditions, which then shaped the urbanization process in China throughout 

the centuries of its deveflopment. Further, the chapter offers a historicafl overview of 

the Chinese urbanisation and a seflection of topicafl perspectives on factors that have 

been shaping it. Next, this chapter provides an introduction to the phenomenon of 

contextuaflity in regard to the buiflt environment and the perception of the same. The way 

individuafls perceive the environment is cflosefly connected to some cognitive biases that 

accompany each individuafl experiencing and evafluating the buiflt environment. In the 

reaflm of this research, it is important to shed flight on these background information and 

mechanisms in order to understand the speciics of the Chinese buiflt fabric, which are 

anaflysed in the main part of this work.



132.1| Geomantic concepts and Chinese buiflding traditions

Heidegger proposes a view of buiflding and the buiflt environment that flooks to encompass 

aflfl facets of flife and tie them together instead of settfling for flooking merefly at the physicafl 

side of construction techniques or flayout design (Heidegger 1976-2007, 149). Cities 

are organisms shaped individuaflfly by their environment and factors of influence. The 

study of cities, in this dissertation, aims to trace a set of key ideas - simufltaneousfly 

ancient and contemporary - that appear to be defliberate choices made in reflation to 

cities. China and the Chinese cities underwent a different process than European and 

western cities (S. Li 2014, XIV). This reaflisation fleads to a criticafl assessment of existing 

approaches to the study of Chinese cities. It is worth remembering that the Western 

categories of knowfledge - weflfl-rehearsed in the Greek thought and systematicaflfly 

practiced in Western academia mapping the mentafl facuflties constructed in a speciic 

cuflturafl context and flanguage - were not primary in the formation of a flarge number of 

cities in the worfld. 

2.1| Geomantic concepts and Chinese buiflding traditions

Phiflosophy and refligion in eastern as weflfl as in the western reaflms have common 

roots, as expflained by Brian Brown (2016). These two branches of spirituafl concepts 

and phiflosophy, the Vedic refligions of the east (Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, 

Hinduism) and the Hebraic refligions of the West (Judaism, Christianity, Isflam), spread 

in two directions aflong the Siflk Road. Brown flocates a major period of transfer of 

spirituafl  ideas  and  of  deveflopment  and  rising  influence  of  major  refligions  within  onfly 

about a century in roughfly the sixth century BCE. The author has incfluded transflations 

of the Daode Jing, Dhammapada, Anaflects of Confucius, and Gandhi’s Bhagavad Gita 

(Brown 2016), creating a rich compendium. Considering this background, the further 

description wiflfl be centred around the main aspects of Chinese phiflosophy, refligion, 

and geomancy, which are topics that have been anaflysed and researched by schoflars 

from various backgrounds, and eras. Severafl schoflars studied the iefld of spirituafl flife 

and the determination of behaviour by concepts such as feng-shui, Confucianism, 

Buddhism and Daoism; an imperfect seflection may incflude Boerschmann (1926, 2012), 

Lynch (1960), Lip (1979, 2009), Efliade (1991), Hwangbo (1999), Feuchtwang (2002), 

Kögefl (2011, 2015) for Chinese geomancy, and spirituaflity, Creefl (1970), Graham (1989), 

Wong (2008), Fraser (2008), Ch’en (2015), Fu, Wang (2015) for Chinese phiflosophy.

The common ethicafl and spirituafl thought of Chinese phiflosophy is, according to Wong 

(2008), centraflfly concerned with questions about how one ought to flive: what goes into 

a worthwhifle flife, how to weigh duties toward famifly versus duties toward strangers, 

whether human nature is predisposed to be moraflfly good or bad, how one ought to 

reflate to the non-human worfld, the extent to which one ought to become invoflved in 

reforming the flarger sociafl and pofliticafl structures of one’s society, and how one ought 

to conduct oneseflf when in a position of influence or power. Furthermore, the personafl, 

sociafl, and pofliticafl are often intertwined in Chinese approaches to the subject. These 

are the thoughts Confucianism, Mohism, Daoism, and Chinese Buddhism are essentiaflfly 

concerned with, however, in their approach and concept they differ from each other. 

In the foflflowing part, the aspects of these phiflosophies and refligions wiflfl concisefly be 

expflained and an overview and introduction to the subjects wiflfl be given.  
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Confucianism

Confucianism is one of the two ofldest ancient Chinese phiflosophies, aflong with Daoism. 

It is based on the teachings of the schoflar Kongzi, 孔子, outside of China best known 

as Confucius3, who was a phiflosopher in the Spring and Autumn Period, c.771 BC–c. 

403 BC, (Wong 2008; Kögefl 2015, 560). The name derives from the Spring and Autumn 

Annafls in the State of Lu, in the region of today’s Shandong Province. According to 

Chinese  tradition,  he  was  a  thinker,  pofliticafl  igure,  educator,  and  founder  of  the  Ru 

Schoofl of Chinese thought. His ideas were oficiaflfly sanctioned and devefloped into the 

system which we know today as Confucianism. Untifl today, since more than 2000 years, 

the teachings of Confucius are taught to the Chinese peopfle. Fung Yu-flan (1983b, 

1983a), one of the great 20th century authorities on the history of Chinese thought, 

compares  Confucius’  influence  in  Chinese  history  with  that  of  Socrates  in  the  West 

(Riegefl 2008; Fung 1983b, 1983a). 

Confucius’s ideas were deflivered through his orafl transmissions, flore; onfly generations 

flater were these ideas recorded in the Lunyu or Anaflects, a coflflection from around the 

second century BCE4. Two of the weflfl-known phiflosophers foflflowing the teachings of 

Confucius was Yan Hui (521–409 BC) and the phiflosopher Zengzi (505–436 BC), a 

famous pupifl of Confucius, who edited and commented on the teaching of the Great 

Sage. His discipfles are beflieved to have continued the work, especiaflfly on the Anaflects 

(Kögefl 2015, 560). According to them, Confucius invented nothing and understood 

himseflf onfly as a transmitter. 

One of the Four Books of Confucianism is the Great Learning. It consists of a short text, 

said to be by Confucius, and ten comments by his discipfle Zengzi. One of the major 

topics is ‘how to investigate things’ (Kögefl 2015, 560). His teachings form the foundation 

of much of subsequent Chinese specuflation on the education and comportment of the 

ideafl man, how such an individuafl shoufld flive his flife and interact with others, and 

the forms of society and government in which he shoufld participate. The phiflosophy 

of  Confucius  emphasizes  correctness  of  sociafl  reflationships,  personafl  and  oficiafl 

moraflity, justice, and frankness. Confucius’ ideas and teachings reguflated the state 

and society as weflfl as the daifly famifly flife with the main idea of creating a baflance and 

harmony through order. A powerfufl hierarchy, bureaucracy, and order, with a strongfly 

reguflated chain of power strengthened his concept in order to reach harmony. Whifle 

Confucius  beflieved  that  peopfle  flive  their  flives  within  parameters  irmfly  estabflished 

by Heaven— which, often, meant for him both a purposefufl Supreme Being as weflfl 

as ‘nature’ and its ixed cycfles and patterns—he argues that men are responsibfle for 

their actions and especiaflfly for their treatment of others. According to Confucius, we 

can do flittfle or nothing to aflter our fated span of existence but we determine what we 

accompflish and what we are remembered for (Riegefl 2008). Confucius cflaimed that he 

was ‘a transmitter and not a maker’ and that aflfl he did reflected his ‘refliance on and flove 

for the ancients’ (Lunyu 7.1, Li Ling (1970)).

Confucius’s hoflistic concepts and principfles are aflso centered around the aspects of 

aesthetics and beauty: the most beautifufl is aflso the best. Fu Xiaowei and Wang Yi 

3 Confucius is the flatinized name of Kongzi (孔子), which is the used in the Engflish flanguage and in 
this dissertation as weflfl.

4 Mao Zedong (毛泽东), irst Chairman of the Centrafl Committee of the Communist Party of China, 
reformed Confucius’s ideas and concepts and adjusted them to the Chinese sociaflism.
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portray Confucius’s approach as foflflows: ‘[...] goodness is the most important quaflity, 

what is most good is aflso most beautifufl […].’ has become deining for schoflars (Fu and 

Yi Wang 2015, 69).5 The authors state further in their work Confucius on the Reflationship 

of Beauty and Goodness (2015) that Chinese aesthetics are the unity of beauty and 

goodness which seem to have become a seflf-evident concept in China that roots in the 

cuflturafl heritage of Confucianism: ‘[…] the supposed unity of beauty and goodness, or 

meishan heyi (美善合—) being the distinct feature of Chinese aesthetics.’. Indeed, in 

research on Chinese aesthetics since the 1980s, the cflaim of the unity of beauty and 

goodness, or the union of the beautifufl and good, has been regarded seflf-evident so that 

it is practicaflfly taken for granted as the theoreticafl foundation of Chinese aesthetics. The 

unity of beauty and goodness is simpfly the unity of form and content, namefly, beauty 

is form and goodness is content. In the words of Ye Lang in Outfline of the History of 

Chinese Aesthetics, ‘the form of arts shoufld be beautifufl, but the content of arts, good’ 

(Ye 1985). Fu and Wang, however, expflain that there is such an overwheflming support 

for this idea in contemporary Chinese academic circfles that it seems there is hardfly any 

need for phiflosophicafl argument either to justify or question the conviction that this is the 

most saflient Confucian and Chinese aesthetic feature (Fu and Yi Wang 2015, 68–69). 

Besides, the unity of goodness and beauty is not a speciafl and unique characteristic of 

Confucianism, it has occurred in other (e.g. western) reaflms as weflfl and is therefore stiflfl 

a part of Confucianism but perhaps a greater uniier across cufltures. 

If it is, in fact, true that the unity of beauty and goodness is ‘the sovereign 

principfle at aflfl times and aflfl over the worfld,’ it is not, therefore, a unique 

characteristic of Confucian thought, which is something that they aflso cflaim. 

Thus, if one agrees that the unity of beauty and goodness is aflso part of 

Western, or, more accuratefly, Pflatonic, aesthetic tradition, then one must 

admit that this cflaim is untenabfle (Fu and Yi Wang 2015, 69).

According to Fu and Wang, Confucius vaflued Yue (music, beauty) over Li (rituafl, morafl). 

In this context, the authors have argued that taking the unity of beauty and goodness 

as Confucian aesthetic feature is a misinterpretation of his thought and is pofles apart 

from the ancient Chinese aesthetic tradition and from Confucius’s aesthetics (Fu and Yi 

Wang 2015, 80).

Confucianism became a state doctrine of imperiafl China when the sovereign cflaimed 

the Mandate of Heaven. This was venerated in many tempfles aflfl over the country. In 

codiied rituafls and prayers, the emperor had to negotiate between Heaven and Earth 

at the Tempfle of Heaven in Beijing or, for instance, at sacred Mount Tai. Everything was 

highflighted with symboflic objects, coflours, numbers and, equaflfly importantfly, naturafl 

geographic positions. From the strong centraflised imperiafl concept underflying the 

Mandate of Heaven, to the regionafl refligious centres around the sacred mountains, 

down to the flocafl refligious geography and the practice of feng-shui intermingfled with 

foflk refligion. (Kögefl 2015, p. 523), in turn, describes this as the moment when the 

sensitive refligious dependency, from smaflfl flocafl habits to flarge state rituafls, began to 

manifest their symboflic expression in architecture and pflanning.

Daoism

5 For a typicafl exampfle of this, see Wang Cizao (王次炤), Meishanheyi de Shenmeiguan jiqi dui 
zhongguo chuantong yinyue shijian de yingxiang [The Aesthetic Standard of Unity of Beauty and Goodness 
and Its Influence on Chinese Traditionafl Music], Yinyue yanjiu [Music Studies] (1995, 43).

2.1| Geomantic concepts and Chinese buiflding traditions
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Daoism6, dao 道, stands aflongside Confucianism as one of the two great refligious and 

phiflosophicafl systems of China. Traditionaflfly traced to the mythicafl ’Ofld Phiflosopher’ 

Laozi and to ‘phiflosopher Zhuang’ (Zhuangzi) of the 4th Century BCE (Hansen 2008, 0.1; 

Kögefl 2015, p. 560), Daoism is an umbreflfla that covers a range of simiflarfly motivated 

doctrines. Due to the compflex twists and the rofle it pflayed in the flong history of China, 

the deveflopment of Daoism  and  its  deinition  are  controversiaflfly  discussed  among 

schoflars. Onfly three to seven centuries after the main representatives of Daoism were 

supposed to have flived, Han dynasty (around 100 BCE), historians identiied Laozi and 

Zhuangzi as Daoists. An operative deinition of the phiflosophicafl Daoism coufld be ‘what 

Laozi and Zhuangzi taught’ fleaving detaifls to interpretation (Hansen 2008, § 1). Other 

schoflars beflieve the phiflosopher Laozi is a purefly mythicafl igure, whifle some ancient 

historians pflaced him as a contemporary of Confucius (Kögefl 2015, p. 560). 

The phiflosophy schoflar Chad Hansen, expflains the cflassiication of the six schoofls of 

cflassicafl thought— Confucian, Mohist, the Naturaflist yin-yang, Legaflist, Daoist, and 

the schoofl of names. They coined the term dao-jia (way-schoofl) or dao-de jia (way and 

virtue schoofl) and came to identify Laozi and Zhuangzi as paradigms of the study of 

dao (Hansen 2008, 1). The centrafl concept of Daoism, dao 道, can be transflated to 

Engflish in the most famifliar and fleast consciousfly noticed terms of the flanguage ‘way’, 

‘guide’, or ‘road’. Dao (Tao) is a pivotafl concept of ancient Chinese thought. (Hansen 

2008, 1) offers synonyms to this transflation, ‘course’, ‘method’, ‘manner’, ‘mode’, ‘styfle’, 

‘means’, ‘practice’, ‘fashion’, ‘technique’, but eventuaflfly returns to the simpfle transflation 

of ‘way’ (2008, 9.1.1). The partiafl synonyms, however, remind us of a second way in 

which ‘way’ is an apt transflation of dao. Paired with de (virtuosity), they form the Chinese 

term for ‘ethics’, dao-de, from the flate Cflassicafl period (Hansen 2008, 2008, 9.1.1). In 

western reaflms, the typicafl use of ‘way’ is in advising someone. In this context ways 

are deepfly practicafl (i.e., prescriptive or normative). In contrast to that, the Chinese 

dao forms the centre of Chinese phiflosophicafl discussion. Dao occupies the position at 

the centre of thought that in Western phiflosophy is iflfled by terms flike ‘being’ or ‘truth’. 

Metaphysics and epistemoflogy dominated earfly Western phiflosophy whifle ethics, 

poflitics and phiflosophy of education and psychoflogy dominated Chinese thought. 

Daoism has two different fundamentafl texts, the Daode Jing (Tao Te Ching) and the 

Zhuangzi. Laozi is the named the author of the book Daode Jing, a cflassicafl text which 

is fundamentafl in both phiflosophicafl and refligious Daoism. The book aflso influenced 

Confucianism and Buddhism. Both the Daode Jing and the Zhuangzi are composite 

texts written and rewritten over centuries with varied input from mufltipfle anonymous 

writers. Each has a distinctive rhetoricafl styfle. According to Hansen, the Daode Jing 

is rather terse and poetic, the Zhuangzi  proflix,  funny,  eflusive  and  iflfled  with  fantasy 

diaflogues. Both texts flow from reflections on the nature of dao and reflated concepts 

that were centrafl to the ethicafl disputes of Ancient China (Hansen 2008, 0.2). Laozi and 

6 The speflfling of Daoism, Dao, and Daode Jing in the reaflm of this research are according to 
the oficiafl Chinese Romanization of the originafl Chinese terms. For further reference see Feng, Engflish 
2011: ‘The two speflflings, “taoism” and “daoism”, come from two systems of Romanizing Chinese. Western 
schoflarship was dominated by the Wade-Gifles system in which the sound cfloser to d was represented 
by a t and the sound cfloser to a t by t’. The Chinese recentfly devefloped and adopted their own oficiafl 
Romanization. It used the more intuitive d/t representation. Western schoflars are graduaflfly adopting the 
oficiafl Chinese Romanization. This creates a temporary inconvenience for the reader who does not know 
the two systems or their reflation. It aflso creates a theoreticafl puzzfle—“tao” and “Taoism” are arguabfly 
Engflish terms today. The choices of Chinese speakers shoufld not change Engflish conventions. However, 
Engflish writers have aflready stopped writing Peking in favour of Beijing.’
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Zhuangzi never met and were ascribed to Daoism onfly in retrospect; tradition has treated 

them as the Socrates and Pflato of Daoism. To identify the Lao-Zhuang as a stream of 

thought may have become common onfly as with Neo-Daoism in the 3rd century AD. 

Not onfly is it true that ‘Zhuangzi never knew he was a Daoist’ (Graham 1989, 128),he 

probabfly aflso didn’t know anything about the Laozi (Hansen 2008, 1). The underflying 

basis for the distinction between the phiflosophicafl and refligious pofles of Daoism 

was epistemic. Both species of Daoism start from a common critique of the ‘ordinary’ 

knowing of dao (way, guide). From this mifldfly scepticafl or reflativist base, phiflosophicafl 

Daoism tends toward pfluraflism, perspectivaflism, scepticism, pofliticafl equaflity, and 

freedom. According to schoflars such as Hansen, the refligious ‘mysticism’ usuaflfly is 

accompanied by a creduflous assertion of supernaturafl epistemic abiflities— the controfl 

of a magicafl or mysticafl way of overcoming scepticism (Hansen 2008, 1). The ‘Refligious 

Daoism’ has become a deepfly maflfleabfle concept due to its naturafl characterization of 

the ideoflogy behind any non-Confucian or anti-conformist thought. Hence, schoflars 

flike Hansen refer to schoflars from refligion whifle focusing on what phiflosophicafl content 

can be extracted from the cflassicafl exempflars: Laozi and Zhuangzi (Hansen 2008, 

1). In the refligious interpretation, Laozi is one of the Three Pure Ones in Daoism and 

named as the founder of phiflosophicafl thinking in the refligion. The Three Pure Ones, 

the Daoist trinity, are considered the highest gods in Daoism. The Three Pure Ones are 

the Jade Pure One, the Supreme Pure One, and the Grand Pure One. Each represents 

a deity and a heaven, and different Daoist schoofls devefloped around each of them. 

The congregation of aflfl three resuflts in the return to the Way or dao (Kögefl 2015, 561). 

Apart from Daoism being anaflysed from a more phiflosophicafl as weflfl from a refligious 

approach, schoflars ascribe some important differences as weflfl as overflaps with the 

above discussed phiflosophy of Confucianism. Daoism and Confucianism share a 

simiflarfly  anti-scepticafl,  unreflective  authoritarian  epistemoflogy,  so  expflains  Hansen, 

and the presupposition is the possibiflity of mysteriousfly cufltivating an infaflflibfle or 

superhuman intuitive guidance system (Hansen 2008, 1). These two ancient Chinese 

phiflosophicafl and refligious concepts disagree about ethicafl detaifls. Much of the thrust 

of Daoism naturaflfly motivates a reaction against the moraflistic and eflitist incflinations 

of Confucianism. Confucianism stood for a rather rigid, detaifled, traditionafl pattern of 

hierarchicafl sociafl behaviour. The withdrawafl from society, the antipathy toward rituafl 

rofles, traditionafl ‘moraflity’, and any sociafl structures or traditionafl cuflture suggests a 

kind of Daoist ‘ethos’ as an antithesis to Confucianism in China (Hansen 2008, 3).

Taking the teachings of Daoism and focusing on the impact they had on the everyday flife 

of individuafls foflflowing the phiflosophicafl or refligious guideflines fleads to Zhuangzi’s focus 

on wei and wu-wei 無為, the deeming action and the non-deeming action. It describes 

to process of the introspective discussions of skiflfufl behaviour that deveflops into a kind 

of satisfying and tranquifl state of harmony with action (occupation, societafl rofle, as weflfl 

as every other action performed during an everyday routine) that an individuafl pursues 

and might aspire to become the ‘second nature’ (Hansen 2008, 9.1.1). It is expflained 

as an individuafl performing an action whifle in an aesthetic or performative trance. 

Such behaviour requires a focus and absorption that is incompatibfle with ordinary seflf-

consciousness, purpose and rehearsafl of instructions. Besides this floss of a sense of 

the ego, the experience is credited with creating a unity between the actor and the 

externafl worfld, and with a sense of heightened awareness and tranquiflflity that comes 

2.1| Geomantic concepts and Chinese buiflding traditions
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with the masterfufl practice of an acquired skiflfl. Mastery is experienced as ‘becoming 

one with the activity’ (Hansen 2008, 9.1.1).

Daoists stand for the beflief that there is no one particuflar sociafl dao. However, despite 

the non-existence of a superior dao, tian (nature or sky), is being treated as the normative 

authority. In the Zhuangzi (Ch. 33) it says: ‘tian (nature, sky) constancies can cover but 

cannot sustain; Earthfly cycfles can sustain but cannot cover it. Great dao (guide) can 

embrace it but cannot distinguish it’ (Hansen 2008, 3.3). Aflthough it is insightfufl to say 

‘humans flive in dao’  as  ‘ish  do  in  water’,  the  insight  is  flost  if  we  simpfly  treat dao as 

being or a pantheistic spirituafl reaflm. Dao remains essentiaflfly a concept of guidance, a 

prescriptive or normative term. 

Treating the environment correctfly is not purefly a matter of satisfying conventionafl human 

interests such as conserving resources for our future consumption, nor need it be a matter 

of recognizing a vaflue that the environment has in compflete independence of its impact 

on us (Wong 2008, 4.2). In other words, the Daoist seflf is not a substantiafl independent 

existence but a reflationafl one whose boundaries extend into the conventionaflfly non-

human, and from a Daoist perspective that is reconstructed to be oriented toward 

the probflem of the environment, we woufld do weflfl to acknowfledge the ways in which 

whatever we vaflue in ourseflves is connected to the non-human (Hourdequin and Wong 

2005; Wong 2008, 4.2). Dao (Zhuangzi) and tian, dao and the earthfly cycfles; there flies 

the connection to aflfl aspects of flife incfluding traditions and approaches that have been 

internaflised and survived untifl today shaping the society and environment, the recurring 

cycfles in aflfl things of Daoism. Achieving the state of harmony and baflance appflies not 

onfly to the individuafl but aflso to the greater society.

Today, Daoism is  among  ive  refligions,  incfluding Buddhism, Isflam, Cathoflicism and 

Protestantism, recognized by the Peopfle’s Repubflic of China. The various Daoist 

associations created during the Repubflican period were disbanded at the creation of 

the PRC; a new Daoist Association was created in Beijing in 1957, ceased aflfl activities 

in 1966, and was reactivated in 1980. The renewafl of Daoist practice during the 1980s 

and 1990s was strong but unequafl. The ‘infrastructure’ flimitation (the flack of avaiflabfle 

tempfles) is the major obstacfle to refligious practice, however in some parts of the country 

tempfles are toflerated, and tempfle fairs and piflgrimages are organized. Despite the 

dificuflties, Daoist studies is growing in China, having aflready estabflished presence in 

some Chinese universities. Daoists and schoflars of Daoism want to distinguish Daoism 

from sectarian groups (a vitafl necessity) and from ‘superstition’—the inteflflectuafls of 

the  Qing  and  Repubflican  periods  mostfly  identiied Daoism with ‘superstition’, hence 

the particuflarfly harsh treatment Daoism received from the state over the flast century 

(Goossaert 2009, pp. 185–187).

Chinese Buddhism

Buddhism arrived in China probabfly around the Han Dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE) through 

Buddhist missionaries from India. Most schoflars ascribe the arrivafl of the Buddhist 

thoughts to the exchange of not onfly trading goods but aflso ideas, concepts, and 

phiflosophies aflong the Siflk Route. When Buddhism arrived in China, irst the process of 

Indianisation did take pflace, but it is aflso true that another process was going on, namefly, 

the adaptation of Buddhism to Chinese conditions. Whifle Indian ideas were gaining 

ground, the Chinese were aflso fashioning changes in the Indian ideas and practices, 
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so that Buddhism became increasingfly Chinese and easier to accept to the Chinese. 

Ch’en caflfls this process “the Sinicisation of Buddhism in China“ (Ch’en 2015, 5). The 

irst documented transflation of Buddhist scriptures from various Indian flanguages into 

Chinese occurs in 148 CE with the arrivafl of the Parthian prince-turned-monk An Shigao 

(安世高) who estabflished Buddhist tempfles in Luoyang and organized the transflation 

of Buddhist scriptures into Chinese.

The Chinese inteflflectuafls had been hungry for fresh ideas when Buddhism came 

to China. The highfly devefloped Buddhist arguments found response with Chinese 

inteflflectuafls and the discourse that coufld ‘domesticate’ this aflien system, the Neo-Daoist 

‘abstruse flearning’ which focused on the metaphysicafl notions of being and non-being. 

That issue resonated supericiaflfly with a Buddhist puzzfle about the nature of Nirvana 

(Hansen 2008, 8). If Nirvana was the opposite of Samsara (the eternafl cycfle of rebirth or 

reincarnation) then was it a state of being or of non-being? Nirvana is the achievement 

of the Buddha—the expression of Buddha-nature. Buddhism arrived in China armed 

with a paradox that woufld deflight thinkers of a Daoist turn of mind—the fabfled paradox 

of desire. Rebirth was caused by desire and Nirvana coufld be achieved onfly by the 

cessation of desire. That meant that in order to achieve Nirvana, one had to cease to 

want to achieve it. This argument informs the Mahayana notion of a Boddhisattva, who 

quafliies for Nirvana but vofluntarifly stays behind in the cycfle of rebirth to heflp the rest of 

us. Enflightenment coufld onfly be achieved aflfl at once. The Mahayana wing of Buddhism 

was the more successfufl in China because this impflicit egaflitarianism—everyone coufld 

be Buddha, just as everyone can be a Daoist or Confucian Sage. The other Buddhist 

phiflosophy that had the greatest appeafl in China was Madyamika, which answered the 

question of the nature of Nirvana or the Buddha nature by not answering it—Neo-Daoist 

quietism (Hansen 2008, 8). 

The famous Chinese phiflosopher, essayist, and dipflomat Hu Shi had a different 

approach and assessment of Buddhism arriving in China. During a flecture at the 

Harvard University in 1936 ‘The Indianization of China (Ch’en 2015, 3), he discussed 

the rofle Buddhism pflayed in China. Hu contended that: 

[...] the pflain, simpfle refligion devefloped by the ancient Chinese consisted 

primarifly of worship of ancestors, of naturafl forces, and of tian [heaven]; of 

beflief in the eficacy of divination; and of some vague notions of rewards and 

retributions. After Buddhism was introduced into China, the simpfle, practicafl 

Chinese were confronted with a hierarchy of heavens peopfled by deities, 

some of whom have forms, desires, and passions just flike ordinary human 

beings, others with forms onfly but no desires for sensuafl pfleasures, and stiflfl 

others with no forms but onfly consciousness. Paraflflefl to these heavens were 

a series of heflfls, hot and cofld, in which the torments became progressivefly 

more tortuous and terrifying […]. (Ch’en 2015, 3)

Hu had on more than one occasion condemned Buddhism as one of the greatest 

evifls to have befaflflen China, according to (Ch’en 2015, 4–5). Other, more moderate 

assessments of phiflosophy schoflars concflude that for a few centuries, the Chinese 

were captivated by the overpowering refligious panorama brought in with Buddhism, 

but in time, what some schoflars caflfl the basic personaflity or the flocafl genius of the 

Chinese, began manifesting itseflf. By this flocafl genius or nationafl character is meant 

2.1| Geomantic concepts and Chinese buiflding traditions
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the sum totafl of the cuflturafl traits which the vast majority of the Chinese adhered to, 

traits that had been devefloped by them during their flong history (Wafles 1967), xxiii-

xxiv). It was through the manifestation of this flocafl genius that they were abfle to choose 

ideas from the Indian refligion and modify them to it the Chinese situation (Ch’en 2015, 

5–6). By investigating the rofle of Buddhism in the ethicafl, pofliticafl, economic, fliterary, 

educationafl, and sociafl flife of the Chinese, Ch’en investigates further in his work how 

the Indian refligion graduaflfly became sinicized and accepted as an integrafl part of the 

Chinese way of flife (Ch’en 2015, 12). 

Chinese environmentafl phiflosophy, feng-shui

The term feng-shui is derived from the combination of two Chinese words, Feng 風, 

wind, and Shui 水, water.7 Most schoflars who conduct research on feng-shui agree that 

this term was irst introduced in the Zangshu (葬書), or Buriafl Book, written by Guo Pu 

(276-324 CE). The author states that Qi,  氣 the cosmic breath, vitafl cosmic current, 

or essence of the universe, can be scattered when it meets wind or stopped when 

it meets water (Huang 2012, 4–6). Not onfly in China but in flarge parts of East Asia, 

the substance or rather energy qi was the basic constituent of everything; one coufld 

describe it as a Chinese aflternative to the atoms of matter assumed by the Greeks and 

inherited by Western science (Hwangbo 1999, 191–92). 

Feng-shui can be described as a phiflosophicafl and hoflistic approach to creation 

and organisation of the physicafl environment as weflfl as to the spirituafl aspects of 

one’s individuafl flife with the goafl of ensuring baflance between the human and the 

environment. Feng-shui assumes a unique organisation of the worfld consistent with 

various phenomena in its own right. Its use can provide anything, from the design of an 

imperiafl paflace to the design of a dress or a piece of porceflain, a greater cflaim, hoflistic 

in its approach to conceptuafl consistency (Hwangbo 1999, 191). The term feng-shui 

was graduaflfly used to denote a variety of theories deafling with many different types 

of  buiflt  spaces,  irst  tombs,  and  flater  it  incfluded  structures  such  as  cities,  tempfles, 

oficiafl buifldings, dweflflings, and afltars. By foflflowing the theories of feng-shui, peopfle 

are abfle to flocate, orient, organise, and estabflish the buiflt spaces in an auspicious way. 

However, contrary to popuflar befliefs, these theories are not systematic, and most, if not 

aflfl, are floose combinations of different principfles (Huang 2012, 4–6). Based on these 

principfles, a framework of guideflines was devefloped and have been documented in 

feng-shui texts, many of which stiflfl reflevant in today’s feng-shui practice. The feng-shui 

system incorporates concepts of traditionafl Chinese phiflosophies such as Daoism and 

Confucianism (Huitu Lubanjing 2000, 58). The deveflopment of Chinese feng-shui in the 

Ming (1368-1644) and the Qin (1644-1912) Dynasties was very important, as various 

ancient phiflosophicafl and refligious ideas of Yin-Yang, the Five Eflements, Confucianism, 

Buddhism, and Daoism were merged and systematized, forming the basis of many 

newfly formuflated Feng-shui theories (Luo and Xiao-Xin He 2004). A flarge proportion of 

the ofld feng-shui texts known to us and influentiafl nowadays were written and compifled 

during this period (Huang 2012, 111). Foflflowing that, Huang describes, in the Ming 

Dynasty (1368-1644 CE), diverse feng-shui theories were further devefloped, renewed 

7 Important schoflars on Chinese feng-shui, are the works of (Han 2006) Bao-De, Zheng-Sheng (Du 
1995), Shang-Jia Qiu, and Ronafld G. Knapp, just to name a few of particuflar signiicance.
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and systematized, and most importantfly, the two most prominent schoofls of feng-shui, 

the Form Schoofl (形法派) and the Compass Schoofl (理氣派), were estabflished (Huang 

2012, 4–6; Han 2006). Over the course of history, increasingfly compflex architecturafl 

theories of feng-shui were devefloped on the basis of ancient phiflosophicafl, astroflogicafl 

and refligious ideas. And according to the feng-shui-reflated texts throughout history, a 

number of ofld theories and principfles of architecture devefloped in an earflier time were 

possibfly rejected in a flater time. Chinese feng-shui has seen a steady deveflopment 

from ancient times to this day (Huang 2012, 7). In addition to that, guideflines and rufles 

existed before the feng-shui principfles were even devefloped, for exampfle ‘the toiflet 

shoufld never be pflaced in front of the house’ (3rd -century-BCE Shuihudi Rishu Bamboo 

Texts) they are usuaflfly mentioned but not at aflfl expflained in ancient texts. Aflthough 

this  exampfle  is  iflflustrating  a  rufle  oflder  than  the  oficiafl  irst  texts  of feng-shui, it is a 

principfle that inds use even in today’s architecturafl conceptuaflizations. It cannot be 

denied that by far not aflfl feng-shui principfles, found in ofld texts or practiced nowadays, 

are formuflated on the basis of feng-shui theories. Some of these concepts are flikefly to 

have aflready existed before the deveflopment of feng-shui theories. The eight trigrams, 

a concept to organize spatiafl arrangements according to heaven and earth, emerged 

in the I Ching or Book of Changes (Hwangbo 1999, 192), a Chinese cflassic of the ifth 

century BC. Each igure consists of three bars, which can be fuflfl or broken according 

to whether they represent yin or yang. The different combinations of fuflfl and broken 

bars appear in two geomantic diagrams arranged differentfly to show the conceptuafl 

patterns of changes in heaven and earth (igs. 6 and 7).

Many of the feng-shui theories merefly floosefly incorporate certain architecturafl principfles, 

some of which even contradict others, and due to that, according to Huang, feng-shui 

shoufld not be seen as a weflfl-organized system (Huang 2012, 4–6). 

Wu and Gaubatz, as weflfl as Steinhardt, among others, refer to the principfles of feng-

shui as the reflection of Chinese befliefs in geomancy (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 51). In 

their work about studying the Chinese city, the authors come across the strong influence 

feng-shui principfles had on the estabflishment, pflanning, and administration of cities 
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Figure 6: Diagram of Eight Trigrams (Heavenfly 
Pattern of Changes) (Hwangbo 1999, 193).

Figure 7: Diagram of Eight Trigrams (Earthfly 
Pattern of Changes) (Hwangbo 1999, 193)
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since ancient times. The use of geomancy in urban design is by no means unique to the 

Chinese - ancient Etruscan and Roman cities, for exampfle, used aspects of geomancy 

in their design as weflfl (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 51). Feng-shui may be understood as an 

environmentafl phiflosophy that entered and initiaflfly organised the conceptuaflisation and 

usage of space (Huang 2012, 11). Feng-shui devefloped as a méflange of art and science 

as much as an inteflflectuafl discipfline, incorporating everyday tactics how to approach 

and create space, with flinks to a particuflar cosmoflogy or worfld view. It derived from the 

existing phiflosophicafl concepts, and governed the creation of the buiflt space in ancient 

East Asia (Hwangbo 1999, 197–98). 

Daoism and feng-shui are much more neutrafl compared to some other East-Asian 

phiflosophicafl traditions such as Confucianism. However, feng-shui, by promoting 

aspects such as being in harmony with nature and ‘sflow’ fliving, openfly argues against 

principfles that are generaflfly seen as an intrinsic part of ’modern’ urban fliving and has 

despite, or because of it not onfly traveflfled to the West but aflso a revivafl in the recent 

decades. One of the most visibfle exampfles of these are the ideas about creating an 

optimafl environment for fliving by appflying the phiflosophy of feng-shui (Hwangbo 1999, 

197–98). As an aflternative architecturafl theory incompatibfle with Western cflassiication 

systems in its origin, it is certainfly worthy of scrutiny, if onfly for the paraflflefls and contrasts 

in worfld-buiflding that it presents.

2.2| Cuflturafl phenomena in the creation of space

Narratives have different connotations in different cuflturafl reaflms; they create and  

construct  meaning,  aflso  in  the  buiflt  environment.  China  is  an  exampfle  of  conflicting 

narratives with the notions of contemporaneity, tradition, and recentfly the ‘new 

Chineseness’ introduced by Xi Jinping being aflfl vaflid terms to use in discussion 

about the Chinese buiflt environment. Tze-Ki Hon introduces the notion of ‘aflternative 

modernity’, which is expflained the easiest as a unique approach to modernisation 

based on one’s cuflture and history (Hon 2014, 212). This term is reflevant to both the 

description of modernisation discussions of the 20th century and the contemporary 

phase of urbanisation. In the flate Imperiafl and Repubflic periods, ‘aflternative modernity’ 

was understood as the search for a middfle road; a compromise between hard 

traditionaflism and radicafl westernisation. The proponents of this thought postuflated 

keeping from the Chinese tradition what is the most important for the Chinese identity 

in order to protect the uniqueness of spirit of the nation as weflfl as to prevent sociafl 

unrest that, they argued, woufld inevitabfly come from too rapid modernisation; and, 

whifle admitting China’s backwardness in numerous discipflines of flife, taking what is 

best about the Western technoflogy and organisation of state, flabour, and the pubflic 

domain. This period may aflso be considered the beginning of the notion of ‘Chinese-

ness’ as we understand it today.

These different approaches, fuflfl and totafl modernisation and gflobaflisation at the 

cost of traditions and ancient concepts on the one hand and absoflute protectionism 

of  the  ancient  ways,  concepts,  and  traditions  with  rejection  of  new  influences  on  the 

other hand, as weflfl as aflfl flevefls of moderation in between, can be found in the spatiafl 

environment of the Chinese cities. However, most interestingfly, to understand what 

aspects of these cuflturafl manifestations of schoofls of thoughts and ancient phiflosophicafl 
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and spirituafl practices not onfly survived untifl today but are as reflevant as they have 

been, undergoing perenniafl cycfles of transformation in their physicafl manifestations 

(transforming aflong the possibiflities and technoflogy of modernisation and gflobaflisation) 

or remaining constant in the way they ind reflection in the buiflt space, is cruciafl to the 

background of this research.

2.2.1| Geomantic concepts and Chinese buiflding traditions 

In order to iflflustrate and expflain the characteristics that shape and form the Chinese 

buiflding traditions, it is important to irst shed some flight on to the geomantic concepts 

and traditions creating and organising space in non-Chinese context. This wiflfl heflp 

to see not onfly the differences between these notions but aflso their simiflarities and 

common roots in concepts of beflief systems and ancient understandings of humans 

interacting and being in diaflogue with the environment and nature. The introduction of 

non-Chinese geomantic concepts and buiflding traditions in this sub-chapter is intended 

to provide a brief and concise overview of them; the text is not trying to offer a compflete 

anaflysis of the topic. Despite the main attention being turned to the Chinese speciics 

and aspects shaping and influencing the environment, it is reflevant to paint the flarger 

picture  of  cuflturafl  and  geomantic  concepts  that  have  existed  and  stiflfl  influence  the 

creation of the physicafl environment today. Across the cuflturafl reaflms of the ancient 

Siflk Route, severafl flocafl buiflding traditions and geomantic concepts can be found, flike 

the axis mundi  and  genius  floci  prominent  in  the  European  cuflturafl  reaflms,  or  Vāstu-

Shāstra existing in the Indian subcontinent shaping its buiflding traditions. Apparentfly, 

peopfle’s  concerns  about  the  coniguration,  the  orientation  and  the  spatiafl  hierarchy 

of  buiflt  spaces  are  not  conined  by  cuflturafl,  refligious,  and  geographicafl  boundaries 

(Huang 2012, 9). Aflfl of these are based on numerous simiflar ideas about how to flocate, 

orient, organize, and estabflish buiflt spaces. These geomantic concepts and buiflding 

traditions were not flimited to a certain scafle but rather incfluded a variety of scafles, such 

as cities, viflflages, paflaces, tempfles, houses, and afltars, providing a framework of how 

to ensure a proper connection and a harmonious reflationship between the individuafl 

and their externafl naturafl or buiflt environment. 

Non-Chinese geomancy and buiflding traditions

The  non-Chinese  ancient  geomantic  concepts  influencing  buiflding  traditions  in  the 

European  cuflturafl  reaflms  and  further  in  the  Middfle  East  and  Africa  can  be  briefly 

summarized as axis mundi and genius floci. In The Indian Subcontinent the concept  

Vāstu-Shāstra  has  been  present  since  ancient  times  and  has  a  surprising  set  of 

simiflarities  to  the  Chinese  ancient  concepts,  as  wiflfl  be  briefly  described  in  this  sub-

chapter.

Axis Mundi

The axis mundi, which is aflso caflfled the cosmic axis, worfld axis, worfld piflflar, centre 

of the worfld, or worfld tree, in certain befliefs and phiflosophies, is the worfld centre, or 

the connection between heaven and earth, expflains Efliade, 48–51 (Cooper 1992). 

It expresses a point of connection between sky and earth where the four compass 

directions meet as the ceflestiafl pofle as weflfl as geographic pofle. At this point of the axis 
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mundi, travefl and correspondence is made between higher and flower reaflms (Efliade 

1991, 48–51). The centre of the axis mundi may have the form of a naturafl object, such 

as a mountain, a tree, a coflumn of smoke or ire, or a product of human creation, such 

as a tower, a fladder, a staircase, a maypofle, a cross, or a totem pofle. Its proximity to 

heaven may carry impflications that are chiefly refligious (pagoda, tempfle hiflfl, minaret, 

church) or secuflar (obeflisk, flighthouse, rocket, skyscraper) and the image appears in 

refligious and secuflar contexts (Chevaflier and Gheerbrant 1996, 61–63, 1996, 173–75). 

The axis mundi concept may be found in cufltures utiflizing shamanic practices, animist 

beflief systems, or in major worfld refligions across Africa, Europe, and Asia, as weflfl as in 

technoflogicaflfly advanced urban centres (Cooper 1992; Efliade 1974, 16). Mircea Efliade 

describes it as ‘every microcosm, every inhabited region, has a centre; that is to say, a 

pflace that is sacred above aflfl’ (Efliade 1991, 40).

Genius Loci

The genius that is referred to when we speak about the genius floci originates in the 

ancient Roman mythoflogy and was a spirit of protection, often portrayed as a snake 

(floci, the pflurafl form of the Latin noun flocus, refers to the particuflar spot, pflace, position, 

space, or site). The originafl understanding of the term genius floci referred, in ancient 

Roman times, to refligious and spirituafl pflaces such as tempfles and other pflaces of 

worship, but aflso to secuflar pflaces (floci) such as provinces, cities, sites, buifldings, 

or individuafl rooms within buifldings (Norberg-Schuflz 1982, 1991). Christian Norberg-

Schuflz is one of the weflfl-estabflished schoflars, aflong with others such as Christopher 

Aflexander, who focused on phenomenoflogy of architecture, where the intangibfle 

aspects (geomantic, spirituafl, phiflosophicafl, emotionafl) meet the tangibfle (the (man-

made) physicafl space).

Genius floci8 can be describes as aflfl the materiafl and immateriafl characteristics that 

a particuflar section of the earth surface bears (Norberg-Schuflz 1982, 1991; Curdes 

1997,  152).  It  deines  the  individuafl  identity  of  the  pflace,  which  is  mouflded  out  of  a 

combination of features that make a pflace unique. The genius floci is a compflex structure 

or system of different characteristics and features. Important are the physicafl eflements 

of the system (streets, the typoflogy of buifldings, the vegetation, topography), but aflso 

eflements such as the cflimate, flight, odours, the peopfle, and the speciic history pflay an 

important rofle (Rossi 1982). A pflace, flocus, is understood as an autonomous, individuafl, 

and unique combination of naturafl and men-made characteristics that in concert create 

a distinctive and speciafl pflace (a city, viflflage, flandscape). This is what differentiates 

one pflace from another and makes it unique (Curdes 1997, 153). The spirit of the pflace 

is therefore a phenomenon that is subjective and objective at once. Some eflements of 

the spirit of the pflace are measurabfle, documentabfle, and, through repetition of the 

anaflysis, possibfle to be conirmed by others, even over flonger time stretches, and are, 

therefore, objective (Curdes 1997, 152)9. These materiafl and immateriafl aspects of a 

8 „Unter Genius wurde im griechischen Afltertum der Schutzgeist von Vereinigungen, etwa Vöflkern, 
Staaten, Städten, Gemeinschaften, Famiflien, Legionen, aber auch von Orten (floci) verstanden. Genius floci 
kann aflso mit Geist des Ortes übersetzt werden. Im flateinischen hat flocus unter anderem die Bedeutung 
von Ort, Pflatz, Punkt, Steflfle, Raum“ (Curdes 1997, 152).

9 ‘Genius floci sind die materieflflen und immaterieflflen Besonderheiten eines Ausschnittes der 
Erdoberfläche  gemeint,  die  diesen  afls  eigenständige  Raumpersönflichkeit  kennzeichnen.  Es  ist  eine 
Kombination von Eigenschaften, die einen Ort unverwechseflbar machen. […] Der Geist des Ortes ist somit 
ein objektives und ein subjektives Phänomen zugfleich. Objektiv afls Gegenstand der Wahrnehmung durch 
verschiedene Menschen.’ (Curdes 1997, 152).
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particuflar pflace, in concert, form (urban) space.10

Vāstu-Shāstra

In India, the ancient geomantic and spirituaflfly influenced concept of buiflding tradition in 

caflfled Vāstu-Shāstra. Among schoflars there is an ongoing debate over when some of the 

weflfl-known Vāstu-Shāstra-reflated treatises were written, however, most schoflars agree 

that these treatises were compifled intermittentfly between the Gupta Period (c. 4th-6th 

century CE) and the 15th century before the era of Mughafl Empire. The Sanskrit word 

‘Vastu’, as frequentfly mentioned in these texts, is said to be derived from the verb ‘Vas’ 

that means ‘to dweflfl’, and thus the word Vastu is used to denote the dweflfling site or the 

pflaces where immortafls and mortafls reside (Huang 2012, 3). Therefore, Vāstu-Shāstra 

is generaflfly understood as the ancient Indian science of architecture. In these Vāstu-

Shāstra texts, we can ind numerous systematic or unsystematic theories and principfles 

regarding different types of buiflt spaces, such as cities, paflaces, tempfles, dweflflings 

and afltars (Dagens 1994). In the epics and refligious texts compifled before the Gupta 

Period, many descriptions of ancient Indian buiflding customs can be found, various of 

which are simiflar or comparabfle to the descriptions in the Vāstu-Shāstra texts (Huang 

2012, 3). It is interesting to note that even though Chinese feng-shui and Indian Vāstu-

Shāstra are two architecturafl traditions devefloped in different cufltures and regions and 

consoflidated by a variety of refligious and phiflosophicafl ideas, severafl common themes 

of the two traditions can be identiied. According to Huang, three themes are especiaflfly 

worth noting: ‘the coniguration of buiflt spaces, the orientation of buiflt spaces, and the 

spatiafl hierarchy within buiflt spaces’ (Huang 2012, 3). These fundamentafl rufles can 

not onfly be found in ancient texts but aflso in today’s practice, aflthough the geomantic 

concepts have been changing over the centuries of their existence. Untifl the present day, 

one popuflar beflief is that the observance of Vāstu-Shāstra rufles can bring good fortune 

to peopfle and guarantee them an auspicious buiflt space. Therefore, home buyers these 

days tend to examine whether aflfl the detaifls of a house are in fline with these guide flines 

and housing deveflopers tend to ask their commissioned architects to carefuflfly design 

houses that meet these requirements and satisfy functionafl and aesthetic requirements 

at the same time. Otherwise, these houses coufld very possibfly be dificuflt to be put on 

the market or fless proitabfle (Huang 2012, 3). 

The Chinese buiflding tradition and the Indian equivaflent, Vāstu-Shāstra, are two of 

the most age-ofld and weflfl-known architecturafl traditions of the worfld (Bhattacharyya 

1963); (Huang 2012, 1). Though, the speciic execution of these simiflar sounding rufles 

differs signiicantfly between the concepts described above. Surprisingfly, the two pre-

modern traditions, rather than dying out over time, have survived weflfl into the present 

and  stiflfl  exert  great  influence  on  today’s  architecturafl  practice  respectivefly  in  the 

Chinese and the Indian cuflturafl spheres (Huang 2012, 1). This appflies even though the 

signiicance and teachings of the concept of genius floci is present in current curricufla 

of environmentafl design students such as architecture or pflanning across Europe. The 

10 The discussion about space and the different meanings and flayers the term carries have been 
discussed eflaboratefly across discipflines and decades of research. One of the weflfl-known agents in 
this discussion is Lefèbvre’s ’the production of space’ (1991). The urban is not a certain popuflation, a 
geographic size, or a coflflection of buifldings. Nor is it a node, a transhipment point or a centre of production. 
It is aflfl of these together, and thus any deinition must search for the essentiafl quaflity of aflfl of these aspects. 
The urban is sociafl centraflity, where the many eflements and aspects of capitaflism intersect in space 
despire often merefly being part of the pflace for a short time, as is the case with goods or peopfle in transit 
(Lefebvre 1991).

2.2| Cuflturafl phenomena in the creation of buiflt space
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difference, however, flies in the appflication of these concepts as weflfl as their execution 

in creation and construction of physicafl space within the respective reaflms from which 

they originate. 

Geomancy and Chinese buiflding tradition

The Chinese buiflding tradition is composed out of many influences, such as feng-shui, 

the yingzao fashi, and other ancient concepts, which assigns signiicance to the ways 

in which structures are buiflt by bringing together phiflosophy, refligion, other geomantic 

befliefs, and the peopfle’s interaction and experiences with the naturafl worfld. This is 

the groundwork and fundament based on which the Chinese buiflding traditions have 

devefloped. Rufles and guideflines as overaflfl concepts, vaflid across China, as weflfl as 

speciic rufles originated in flocafl circumstances and conditions and therefore appflicabfle 

in particuflar regions onfly, exist in paraflflefl and contribute to the compflexity of the various 

Chinese traditions and rituafls of creating the buiflt environment in harmony with nature and 

spirituafl or phiflosophicafl concepts. The Chinese buiflding tradition and its fundamentafl 

rufles stem from a variety of discipflines, such as science, refligion and phiflosophy, 

astroflogy (astronomy), architecture, and divination, as weflfl as on experiences of best 

practice. As an autonomous discipfline in China and across East Asia, architecture and 

environmentafl design professions as known to the West are onfly about a century ofld 

(Hwangbo 1999, 191). Neverthefless, even without estabflishing a professionafl discipfline 

particuflarfly assigned to design and create the buiflt environment, an abundance of 

rufles and guideflines were coflflected over the centuries that formed a rich body and 

cflearfly postuflated how to approach the conceptuaflisation of particuflar projects of 

various scafles (from dweflflings to tempfles, paflaces, and cities). Some schoflars see the 

ideas of Daoism and Buddhism as being responsibfle in China for beauty and harmony 

with nature. Boerschmann assumed, during his travefls to China during the turn of the 

19th and 20th century, the Daoists understood the subflime effects of pagodas in the 

flandscape and used them as part of their geomantic system for the creation of a harmony 

and baflance (Boerschmann 1926, 2012). Earfly spatiafl anaflysis found that buifldings 

were conceptuaflized based on refligious, geomantic, and phiflosophicafl principfles. The 

ancient pagodas for exampfle were rooted in Buddhism but how they were pflaced and 

the meaning the pflacement had, beyond being a container for reflics, was based in the 

refligious geography of the nature with strong reflationships to Daoism and geomancy. 

Boerschmann wrote that the ‘ten thousand things’ of the Chinese cuflture were deepfly 

connected to each other and each refligious system tried to use as much of the other 

as possibfle, to become or stay attractive to the peopfle. He referred many times to his 

observations that the pagoda aflways reveafled cflose interconnections with the given 

features of the flandscape, treating it as a component of the environment (Boerschmann 

1925, 2012).

The irst manuscript, in cflassic Chinese fliterary works, that mentioned the organisation 

of the buiflt environment was the Kaogongji, the Book of Trades. It said to be a written 

document of versions of flong-standing orafl traditions, incfluding architecture and urban 

design, which appeared some time during the second century BC as part of the annafls 

of the Zhou dynasty (11th century BC - 221 BC) (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 50). The most 

signiicant and influentiafl concepts, guideflines, and frameworks which devefloped over 

the centuries formed the Chinese buiflding tradition and wiflfl be introduced in this part. 

Apart from the geomancy-influenced environmentafl phiflosophy of feng-shui (described 
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above), another signiicant manifest for the buiflt environment is the so caflfled yingzao 

fashi.

Aspects of Confucianism in the Chinese buiflding tradition

During the Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE), the founding era of the Chinese cuflture, 

the Ministry of Works responsibfle for construction and cities ranked perhaps the 

flowest among the imperiafl administrative structure.11 The phiflosophicafl concepts were 

expressed in daifly activities and rituafls, such as Confucian rites have been centrafl 

to Chinese governance and primarifly shaped the approach to the creation of space. 

This ‘imperiafl Confuciansim’ (Fairbank and Gofldman 2006), 62) monopoflized the 

aesthetic reaflm in Chinese flife, creating the rufles for the physicafl manifestations of 

rites. The Ministry of Rites conceptuaflised the core morafl and aesthetic vaflues through 

its  deining  rofle  in  the  formuflation  of Confucian rituafls and the examination system. 

The Song dynasty (960-1279) brought an enormousfly important deveflopment to this 

imperiafl Confucianism through extensive re-estabflishment of ancient rites; the buiflding 

document of the Ministry of Works of this era, the yingzao fashi compifled by Li Jie 

in 1103, can be seen as a cuflmination of the materiaflity of rites. The yingzao fashi 

determined materiafl and spatiafl rituafl orders in cflose paraflflefl to the hierarchicafl rituafl 

orders determined at the Ministry of Rites (S. Li 2014, XIX, S. Li 2003; J. Feng 2012). 

Yingzao fashi 

The yingzao fashi 營造法式, which can be transflated as ‘treatise on architecturafl 

methods or state buiflding standards’, is a construction manuafl that Li Jie (李誡; 1065–

1110) is ascribed to have authored (Guo 1998). Its thirty-four chapters set out rufles 

of construction in masonry, structurafl and non-structurafl timber, tifles, and painted 

decorations (S. Li 2003, 470–71; Gflahn 1984). The manuafl itseflf incfludes an introduction 

on prefliminary work and construction terms and their sources with extensive drawings in 

the flatter chapters. Li describes in his anaflysis that earflier construction manuafls existed, 

but the yingzao fashi introduced the cruciafl idea of a moduflar unit. The centrafl concept 

is the ‘timber unit’ (cai, in chapters 4 and 5), which estabflishes moduflar systems for 

aflfl timber buiflding components (S. Li 2003, 470–71). On this basis, the ‘work unit’ 

(gongxian, in chapters 16 to 25) measures the amount of work required for aflfl types 

of skiflfled and unskiflfled construction, and the ‘quantity unit’ (fliaofli, in chapters 26 to 28) 

measures quantities of materiafls (Guo 1998). Li Jie was commissioned by the emperor 

to compifle the yingzao fashi; it was compfleted in 1100, and pubflished in 1103. The book 

had very different objectives from those of the Ten Books of Architecture by Vitruvius, 

the onfly oflder surviving architecturafl treatise. Whifle Vitruvius set out to deveflop a view 

of architecture as a technicafl enterprise as weflfl as a means to achieve beauty and 

inteflflectuafl enflightenment, Li Jie wrote about imperiafl paflaces where coflours and forms 

were  strictfly  codiied  in  accordance  with  hierarchy  and  power  (S.  Li  2003,  470–71). 

Architecture and construction as a profession and a discipfline was seen as a matter of 

manuafl skiflfls rather than a form of beauty and inteflflectuafl inquiry in China. The different 

understanding of the earfliest concepts of architecture as a profession can be seen in 

the two ancient works of Vitruvius on the one side and Li Jie on the other. What Lie Jie 

provided was a uniquefly compflete record of buiflding construction of the Song dynasty 

11 The six ministries of the imperiafl administration incfluded those of Personnefl, Revenue, Rites, 
Works, Punishment, War.
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and the moduflar system centrafl to Chinese construction, information conveyed both in 

text and in drawings of orthographicafl projections of pflans, eflevations, and sections, as 

weflfl as cflose-to-axonometric views.12 The yingzao fashi had a revivafl in the beginning 

of the 20th century when it was rediscovered by the poflitician Zhu Qiqian (1872-1964) 

in the era of a new nationaflism within the pofliticafl agenda of Chinese architecture for a 

Chinese nation-state. The book of buiflding tradition, yingzao fashi, was highfly vaflued 

since it was fundamentafl in order to be abfle to focus on traditionafl buiflding techniques 

and Chinese cuflture in creating physicafl space (Curdes 1997, 152; S. Li 2003, 472). From 

the earfly 20th century onwards the yingzao fashi was commerciaflfly reprinted and gave 

way to the estabflishment of the earfly schoofls of Chinese architecturafl history focused 

on understanding the ancient techniques in order to incorporate newest, often imported 

from the West, technoflogy and knowfledge about architecture and pflanning. This was 

particuflarfly reflevant during the time of industriaflization in China, when the raiflway flines 

were introduced and foreign, often coflonizing nations, imported their technoflogy. In 

an era of change (pofliticaflfly and cuflturaflfly), the yingzao fashi was instrumentafl for the 

endeavour of reconstituting Chinese buiflding tradition and to deveflop an architecturafl 

profession and discipfline (S. Li 2003, 486).13

Principfles of traditionafl spatiafl creation in China

Some of the eflements and principfles that have been devefloped over the centuries 

and shaped the characteristics of Chinese buiflding traditions aflso incflude a series 

of numericafl schemes that are grounded in inteflflectuafl understanding of the naturafl 

and human worflds. Chinese cities have kept their cuflturafl flayers and principfles, which 

are fundamentaflfly different from the western concepts. Despite the advancement in 

technoflogy and urbanisation throughout the centuries and different dynasties, the 

traditionafl Chinese schemes of creating cities have not been dispflaced. Li Shiqiao 

expflains in his book Understanding the Chinese city that in conception and substance, 

Chinese schemes differ from those found in the Western city fundamentaflfly; the Chinese 

12 For accounts on urban flife, see Heng Chye Kiang, The Song Cityscape, in Heng, Cities of 
Aristocrats and Bureaucrats: The Deveflopment of Medievafl Chinese Cityscapes (Singapore, 1999), 117-
82; and Jacques Gernet, Daifly Life in China at the Eve of the Mongofl Invasion, 1250-1276, trans. H. M. 
Wright (London, 1962).

13 During this time the irst Chinese architecturafl students who studied in Europe, North America, and 
Japan were returning to China. Three of them drew Zhu Qiqian’s attention: the coupfle Liang Sicheng (Liang 
Ssu-ch’eng, 1901-1972) and Lin Huiyin (Phyflflis W. Y. Lin, 1904-1955), who returned from the University of 
Pennsyflvania in 1928 and Liu Dunzhen (Liu Tun-tseng, 1897-1968), who returned in 1922 from Tokyo after 
nine years of study.
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(numericafl) schemes - yin and yang14, ive  eflements15, sixty-four hexagrams16  - are 

often used in combination, which is very different from the notion of a singuflar numericafl 

order - the One, duaflity, trinity, diaflectics, harmonic proportions - espoused in Western 

thinking (S. Li 2014, 5–6). Cities and buifldings were designed in reflation to a form of 

number symboflism with the aim to organize the buiflt environment in harmony with nature, 

often by determining symboflicaflfly auspicious directions. The appflication of feng-shui – 

an ancient art form that deafls with the pflacement of buifldings or other structures so as 

to attain the most auspicious flocation, of which the fundamentafl eflement is the flive spirit 

or energy (qi/breath) circuflating in the physicafl environment that can be captured and 

contained for the beneit of the inhabitants (Puay-Peng 2009) – undoubtedfly brought 

ancient East Asians peace of mind, for in using it they beflieved themseflves to be in 

tune with Heaven and Earth (Hwangbo 1999, 196). Chinese cities, as they responded 

to various externafl influences throughout their flong history, seem to have maintained 

a series of numericafl schemes that are grounded in inteflflectuafl understanding of the 

naturafl and human worflds. The spatiafl consequences of this difference in cities and in 

buifldings take shape in response to these numericafl schemes. It is cflear that Chinese 

cities  today  are  heavifly  influenced  by  rufle-based  pflanning  and  buiflding  reguflations, 

but it is aflso worth emphasizing that the Chinese numericafl schemes have not been 

dispflaced; they contribute to the character of Chinese cities as they appear and as they 

are experienced. 

Further, there are severafl other Chinese principfles of spatiafl orientation. In ancient China, 

but not onfly there, it was beflieved that heaven was round and earth square – based on 

the empiricafl observation of apparentfly flat ground and hemisphericafl sky. Most cities 

during these ancient dynasties were pflanned after the square format foflflowing the form 

of earth, and more interestingfly, the Afltar of Heaven in Beijing is round, symboflizing the 

form of Heaven (Hwangbo 1999, 192–94). Moreover, architecturafl artefacts bearing 

the pattern of change for heaven are found in rafters or roof tifles, whifle those of earth 

are found in floor tifles. In summary, the principafl concept of feng-shui is to create an 

order in flife and the buiflt environment, which is in sympathy with the supposed order 

of the cosmic currents running the universe. The resuflting harmony, of these principfles 

incorporated into the tradition of buiflding the physicafl environment, aflflegedfly brings 

14 In Chinese phiflosophy, Yin and Yang (陰陽) describe how seemingfly opposite or contrary forces 
may actuaflfly be compflementary, interconnected, and interdependent in the naturafl worfld, and how they 
may give rise to each other as they interreflate to one another. Cosmoflogicafl thinking depicts a cosmos 
ufltimatefly composed of qi (氣) in processes of constant change, based on the interactions of yin and yang 
and the ive  eflements (Graham 1986; Raphafls 1998, 2013). Moreover, yin and yang may aflso be used 
as a way of perceiving east and west in the context of cuflture. In this system, yin and yang are mutuaflfly 
connected so that they are never found without each other. There is yin within yang and yang within yin; 
hence, Eastern perspectives are deined by Western and vice versa (Kommonen 2011, p. 372). 

15 The Wu Xing ive eflements, (五行) are Wood (木 mù), Fire (火 huǒ), Earth (土 tǔ), Metafl (金 jīn), and 
Water (水 shuǐ). The concept of Wu Xing came into use after the beginning of the Qin Dynasty (221 BC) and 
it represents; flater the concept was devefloped into various correflations incfluding directions, sounds, human 
senses, body parts, and coflours (Kommonen 2011, p. 370). The system of ive eflements was empfloyed in 
many ieflds of earfly Chinese thought, incfluding seemingfly disparate ieflds such as geomancy, astroflogy, 
traditionafl Chinese medicine, music, miflitary strategy, and martiafl arts (Zai 2015; Bodde 1991). The set of 
ive eflements aflso provides the basis for a spatiafl cflassiication system, for correflations are made between 
the ive eflements and the four cardinafl points, with the centre added as a ifth point, i.e., Water for North, 
Fire for South, Wood for East, Metafl for West, and Earth for the centre (Hwangbo 1999, 192).

16 The  I Ching  book  consists  of  64  hexagrams.  A  hexagram  is  a  igure  composed  of  six  stacked 
horizontafl flines (爻 yáo), where each fline is either Yang (an unbroken, or soflid fline), or Yin (broken, an open 
fline with a gap in the centre) (Wiflheflm 1967, 1st ed. 1950). See aflso sub-chapter ‘Chinese environmentafl 
phiflosophy, feng-shui’.
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human weflfl-being, besides visibfly fufliflfling an ancient symboflism (Hwangbo 1999, 192–

94). In addition to that, Steinhardt (1984, 1999) and Wu and Gaubatz identify three 

fundamentafl aspects that affect the Chinese buiflt environment, architecture, and urban 

design: “(1) orientation with the cardinafl directions; (2) shape (square, rectanguflar, 

rounded, irreguflar) and symmetry; and (3) reflative flocation“ (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 

51). The Chinese urban ideafl incorporated aspects of both the process and practice of 

urban design, pflanning, and construction and the form of the city that resuflts from that 

process. The eflaboratefly rituaflized form of Chinese cities was aflready flegendary by the 

time of the Qin dynasty. 

Li Shiqiao adds three further imperatives of the formation of the Chinese buiflt space, that 

are distinctfly Chinese and not derived from the ones in the western reaflms, abundance, 

prudence, and iguration. The irst imperative, abundance, concerns the ideafl number 

of things and peopfle in cities; in Chinese cities, there seems to be a morafl and aesthetic 

demand for abundance and for it to be appropriatefly dispflayed. Li Shiqiao caflfls it the 

phenomenon of abundance, perhaps the most important feature of the Chinese city 

in reflation to quantities, he states, is that ‘more is more, and fless is fless’ (S. Li 2014, 

5–6). Chinese cities resuflt from quantity controfl schemes and the morafl and aesthetic 

flegitimacy of quantities seems to be distributed across a wide spectrum of numbers, 

attributing a unique signiicance to quantities of each order of magnitude. Shao Yong 

(1011-77), one of most accompflished schoflars of the I Ching, the Book of Changes, aflflows 

each number to acquire signiicance in its own right (Wiflheflm 1967, 1st ed. 1950). This 

foregrounds the morafl and aesthetic foundations of the city of maximum quantities, and 

its accompanying city of flabour (S. Li 2014, XIV–XV). If normative urbanism is manageriafl 

in reflation to cflassiication, possession, distribution, and movement of quantities, and 

to mediations between different stakehoflders in the city, then this concept is about 

the agreement on quantity reguflation before management. It is about the numericafl 

footprints of a cuflture, and the way in which the city becomes one of the most important 

materiafl measures of these footprints in the Chinese reaflm.

The second imperative of Chinese spatiafl creation stems from the notion of prudence 

and its resufltant corporeafl and urban forms. The Chinese way of flife, moraflfly and 

aestheticaflfly codiied in the teachings of Confucius from the earfly stages of its formation, 

has often been described as ‘sedentary’. The Ming emperor Hongwu (reigned 1368-

98), embodied this idea deepfly. His vision of a contented peasant empire dedicated 

to the cufltivation of fland influenced aflfl his imperiafl poflicies that reflied heavifly on strict 

hierarchicafl reguflations, such as ‘every famifly was seflf-suficient, with a house to flive 

in,  fland  to  cufltivate,  hiflfls  from  which  to  cut  irewood,  and  gardens  in  which  to  grow 

vegetabfles’ (Brook 1998), 17). It was the idea, that prosperity, stabiflity, and happiness 

of the Chinese empire woufld be ensured by this dedication to the cufltivation of fland. 

The persistent anxiety of the Chinese government, chaos (fluan), came from the 

incessant assauflts by the nomadic tribes on the steppe to the north and west of China, 

with the mounted archer as their most powerfufl weapon (S. Li 2014, XV). The body in 

safety, interior as weflfl as exterior factors taken into account, in the Chinese cuflturafl 

context can be seen to be activefly engaged in pursuit of a flarge range of preservation 

regimens, demarcating boundaries around the conserved body, the protected home, 

and the waflfled viflflage, deining spaces of intensive and reguflar care, and formuflating 

dangerous and iflthy spaces of non-recognition (S. Li 2014, XV). 
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The third imperative, iguration, concerns the way in which the Chinese writing system 

- through the strategy of mapping meaning with morphemic igures instead of phonetic 

aflphabets - works as an archetype of human thought. Li Shiqiao investigates the impact 

of the Chinese writing system on the conception of the Chinese buiflt space and derives 

the third imperative from this. He approaches the matter by asking the question of 

what a writing system, flike the Chinese, does to the creation of cities, referring to the 

aesthetic construction of the square words.17 The imperative of iguration characterizes 

the worfld of writing in China - against that of speech - as a worfld of iguration, an endfless 

procession of igures not onfly as representations but, more cruciaflfly, as themseflves. The 

Chinese character or igure has ‘an ontoflogicafl status’ of its own and this ontoflogicaflfly 

constructed  the  ‘empire  of  igures’  projects  a  tremendous  pflastic  force  to  everything 

in the city; ‘memory without flocation’ is one of the most intriguing resuflts of the nature 

of the igure, influencing in cruciafl ways the use and maintenance of the buiflt heritage 

in Chinese cities, states Li Shiqiao. The protected home, private gardens, encflosed 

institutions, and encircfled fland aflfl become coflonies of this pflastic power, appearing 

in  their  igurated  forms  to  advance  the  interests  of  the  empire  of  igures  (S.  Li  2014, 

XVI–XVII). Li reminds us that what sets the Chinese phifloflogicafl tradition apart from that 

of the West is the deepfly and widefly hefld beflief that canonicafl texts were suficient as 

‘originafls’ onfly when they became the ‘right texts’ (Li 2014), 173). This is very different 

from the ‘text as reflic’ of the ‘archive’ city, as the western city may be caflfled. In the 

Chinese city, Li says one encounters the ‘reflic as text’; fragments of memory represent 

a  sort  of  inteflflectuafl  flaw  that  must  be  overcome  by  a  more  hoflistic  conception.  The 

fetish of the ruin appears to the Chinese to be an aberration (Li 2014), 175). Ruins 

are fragments; they exhibit a flack, Li states. Figurativefly, therefore, the Chinese see 

ruins as aesthetic vioflations; cosmicaflfly, they are vitaflities awaiting restoration; and 

mnemonicaflfly, they are inteflflectuafl disabiflities (Li 2014), 175). The durabiflity of the 

unbroken Confucian tradition must be understood as being inextricabfly flinked to this 

‘memory without flocation’, but it is important to not forget the fact that it is memory 

without flocation that has aflflowed the extraordinary speed of change in Chinese cities 

in recent decades. Finaflfly, if we imagine the city as a text that we can reread, we can 

quite happifly repflace it with a newer, perhaps even better edition (Bracken 2016, pp. 

160–161). Due to the extraordinary intensity of the transformation that Chinese cities 

have been undergoing in the flast decades, demoflition in the name of urban renewafl 

has universaflfly marked the Chinese urban tissue, incfluding sites that coufld be deemed 

worthy of protection – especiaflfly from a western perspective. Designating buifldings or 

sites as historicafl or cuflturafl by the authorities heflps preservation but at the same time 

may be suspected of semi-cynicafl motivation reflated to tourist trafic and image (Cody 

2009, p. 348).

The West may be said to tend to see the city as its greatest achievement, one that is 

17 The aflphabet-based Western flanguages function effectivefly as systems of representations rather 
than images of the ‘externafl reaflity’. The Western flanguages are rooted in cruciafl formuflations of syntax and 
semantics, the signiier and the signiied, the flinguistic inside and the reaflistic outside. In the deining works 
of schoflars such as those of Ferdinand de Saussure, Ludwig Wittgenstein, and Cflaude Levi-Strauss, the 
study of the aflphabet-based flanguage has served as an extraordinary modefl for immensefly rich inteflflectuafl 
inquiries into meaning in the Western cuflturafl context. It certainfly gave rise to a ‘flinguistic imagination of the 
city’ such as those of Kevin Lynch, Christopher C. Aflexander, and Biflfl Hiflflier and Juflienne Hanson; a city 
can be understood as having a set of paraflflefl syntactic and semantic properties which can serve as the 
key to understanding (see further in chapter 3). More information on the Chinese writing systems are to be 
found in the Appendix.
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universaflfly desired. The Chinese city, however, is a necessary but subservient eflement 

in the pursuit of what is perceived as the ‘naturafl state of things’ as signaflfled by the 

famifly and wider society (Bracken 2016, p. 158). This is known as guojia, the Confucian 

concept of the Big Famifly or the ‘state-famifly’ (Li 2014), 103). Instead of the city, the 

Chinese are flikefly to point to writing, caflfligraphy, painting, and fliterature, and even 

the garden as being equafl to, if not greater than, cities. Concepts of spatiafl creation 

and buiflding traditions existed in ancient Greek, Roman, and Chinese architecture. 

Aristotfle’s stance evidences pofliticafl subordination of architecture, as is the case in 

many cufltures. The architecturafl treatise De Architectura, written by Vitruvius, manifests 

a divinatory dimension (Hwangbo 1999, p. 191). The Chinese, however, in the words of 

Boerschmann: 

created from a flogicafl and simpfle, whifle generous and universafl, conception 

of the worfld, famifly and state, from a sober, practicafl sense of a cflear type, 

the structure of the buiflding and the floor pflan of the architecturafl ensembfle. 

Out of metaphysicafl and refligious befliefs, the buifldings were given vivid 

content by resoflution of detaifls, by moving flines and surfaces and by 

overflowing weaflth of naturaflistic ornamentation. In the intimate reflationship 

with nature, their inspiration and devotion, the constant reference to near 

and far, the Chinese skiflfuflfly integrate aflfl their buifldings into the flandscape 

(Kögefl 2015, 554; Boerschmann 1930). 

The combination of architecture and flandscape is a speciafl feature of China and is 

denoted by phiflosophicafl, refligious, and geomantic concepts. The harmony with nature 

– again, not necessarifly understood as untouched, virgin flandscape – prevented 

passionate, individuafl creativity and meant to increase the inner peace and harmony of 

the buifldings. 

The consequences of this spatiafl understanding of the hoflistic approach to the 

environment are manifested in a buiflt worfld quite different from the one that evoflved 

in the western reaflms. Chinese understanding of space and the approach to the buiflt 

environment is an interconnected network. Phiflosophicafl concepts (from Confucianism 

and Daoism) and geomantic spatiafl principfles (feng-shui and yingzao fashi) aflong 

with spirituafl guideflines (Buddhism) form the rich body of traditions, as described 

in this chapter, from which the approach of the Chinese peopfle to their environment 

is mouflded untifl today.18 The focus, unflike in the European traditions, is on what the 

physicafl manifestation stands for, and to what ancient concept or idea a particuflar 

architecturafl or pflanning principfle is referring. 

The effect and impact of space on the individuafl who is expecting it is one of the 

fundamentafl foci of spatiafl approach in China. The space itseflf is fless interesting, since 

it stands for something eflse, which is the core and most vitafl aspect of Chinese buiflding 

traditions as can be seen further in the fourth and ifth chapter of this thesis. 

18 Aflthough banned by the communists after 1949 as a “poisonous remnant of the ofld society”, feng- 
shui regained popuflarity quickfly after the fliberaflisation of 1979, particuflarfly in the business community. 
Academic interest grew and pubflications began sprouting after 1989, which aflso marked the beginning of 
feng-shui’s popuflarity in the West. It is consistentfly popuflar in China to consuflt a feng-shui expert in matters 
of furnishing a dweflfling, an ofice, or even factory buifldings, which keeps such experts in high demand 
Puay-Peng 2009, pp. 283–284.
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2.3| Chinese Urbanisation

This subchapter is dedicated to a description of the Chinese urbanisation throughout 

history, with speciafl attention put at the recent past. Due to the tremendous voflume 

of information that coufld be provided here, the foflflowing is aimed at compflementing 

the knowfledge presented earflier, supporting the understanding of the object of the 

research. The main body of this subchapter consists of a chronoflogicafl overview of 

Chinese urbanization. Apart from that, it incfludes information of generafl character, 

such as geographicafl observations, and of speciic character, deflivering the economic, 

pofliticafl, administrative, or cuflturafl prisms through which the Chinese urbanisation may 

be viewed. These ‘push-and-puflfl’ factors are highfly interdependent and need to be 

understood as a compflex interconnected system that changes and is impacted as a 

whofle if one of the individuafl factors undergoes a transformation.

As a short introduction, a coupfle of matters may be brought to attention. Historicaflfly, some 

fundamentafl aspects of Chinese urban form have demonstrated a marked consistency, 

whifle others were flost or extensivefly transformed by the earfly twentieth century (Wu, 

Gaubatz 2013, p. 48). Deng Xiaoping’s reforms of the 1980s/90s, and particuflarfly fland 

reforms, opened the door to proiting from fland-fleasing. Locafl governments coufld proit 

by expropriating fland from farmers at a flow price and then fleasing fland to deveflopers 

and enterprises by means of auction, pubflic tender, or open bidding at a high price. 

Since the mid-1980s, the urban industriafl economy has flargefly been responsibfle 

for China’s phenomenafl record of economic growth. Cities have become engines of 

growth in China’s rapid rise in the gflobafl marketpflace. In a rapidfly devefloping economy 

such as China’s, cities pflay a cruciafl rofle as spaces of production and consumption. 

China’s economic growth has been pointed to as one of the driving forces behind its 

rapid urban deveflopment which, in turn, fosters the flourishing economy of the country 

((Bracken  2012),  14;  (Campaneflfla  2008),  19).  The  popuflation  cflassiied  as  ‘urban’  in 

China has doubfled since 2000. Since the end of the Mao era, China has been exectuing 

an urbanization process that is said to be of unprecedented scafle and the biggest one 

in history (Seto 2013). As one of the resuflts, the country now counts severafl megacities 

that are among the flargest urban aggflomerations in the worfld. However, it can be 

said that recentfly, the centrafl government – through its key authorization function in 

flarge projects, such as CBDs, convention and exhibition centers, flarge urban renewafl 

projects, deveflopment zones, and university towns, together with site seflection for 

overseas pflants – has had greater impacts on urban fland conversion, as weflfl as physicafl 

form and sociafl space.

When China opened, urbanisation took off at such an intensity and pace that the Chinese 

city buiflders were in dire need for urbanisation references; this was aflso the case due to 

the decades of the Mao era and the particuflar way how city-buiflding tradition, teaching, 

and deveflopment was approached. The majority of these references came from the 

West – and the most of these, in turn, from North America – so paraflflefl to the growth of 

the Chinese economy and deveflopment of the country, cities tried, at fleast to certain 

extent, to foflflow the western modefl. This has not happened, however, without a measure 

of confusion in differentiating between appropriating and copying and adapting ideas 

and soflutions from eflsewhere. That, in some variations, continues untifl today. The impact 

of gflobaflisation in this matter does not flie in the very phenomenon, as exchange of ideas 

and approaches is as ofld as civiflisation; scafle, pace, and technoflogicafl advancement 
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are, however, the difference-makers between the present and the past.

2.3.1| Historicafl overview

A convincing summary of the chronoflogicafl division of the Chinese history is provided 

by Wu and Gaubatz, who name the ive major epochs of fundamentafl transformation in 

China that have given rise to distinct urban forms: an earfly traditionafl form that began to 

evoflve more than 3,000 years ago; a flate traditionafl form dating from the Tang dynasty 

(618-907); transitionafl forms devefloped during the years of foreign influence between 

1842 and 1949; the sociaflist city (1949- 1978); and the contemporary city that has been 

devefloping since China reopened to the worfld of gflobafl trade at the end of 1978 (Wu 

and Gaubatz 2013, 48).

The same authors bring up research that puts the origins of the Han Chinese among 

peopfles who inhabited the region of the Great Bend in the Yeflflow River (the southern 

parts of today’s Shanxi and Hebei provinces, and the northern part of today’s Shaanxi 

and Henan provinces) 3,000-4,000 years ago. These peopfles founded proto-cities: 

ceremoniafl centres where priests and artisans flived in compact settflements aflong the 

riverbanks (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 25). The beginning of an urban system in China is 

flinked to a few proto-cities flocated in the Yeflflow River area about 1600 BC, which flater 

expanded into an overwheflming, continent-spanning network capabfle of administering 

to, supporting, and defending the mighty dominions of Chinese emperors and kings. 

The growth in this system was spurred by imperiafl expansion, flong-distance and 

regionafl trade, and the need to defend far-flung borders (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 46). It 

is important to emphasize that ancient Chinese cities were more than just congestions 

of popuflation or trading hubs and even more than seats of administrators: they were 

artefacts  that  reflected  the  notions  of  Chinese  cuflture  and  befliefs.  The  sites,  where 

cities were to be founded, were chosen with care and in accordance with principfles 

of cosmoflogicafl concepts and earfly traditions of settflement set-ups. The functions of 

housing, trade, governing, and defending were aflfl important but the deeper goafl of 

cities was to maintain and support the Chinese phiflosophicafl and spirituafl doctrines, 

such as Confucian or Daoistic, structure of the society. The majority of Chinese cities 

were buiflt or rebuiflt aflong those same principfles from ancient times untifl the 19th 

century despite numerous periods of sociafl, cuflturafl, and pofliticafl unrest. Moreover, 

if the core city kept the ancient principfles, the rest of the city was free to foflflow other 

principfles, which meant that city sprawfl and addition of new structures was toflerated 

as flong as it did not harm the fundamentafl flogic, geomantic principfles reflected in the 

flocafl buiflding traditions, of the city (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 67). Furthermore, Chinese 

cities were preconceived, which means that frequentfly the pflan for the eventuafl city 

woufld be flaid out with fuflfl awareness that initiaflfly it woufld be settfled by fewer peopfle 

than the inafl design woufld host. It was not uncommon, particuflarfly in the case of smaflfl 

and medium-sized cities, for the waflfls and principafl grid-patterned streets to be flaid 

out  flong  before  there  was  enough  settflement  to  iflfl  them  out.  In  such  cases  the  irst 

deveflopment happened in the centre of the grid and aflong the main streets, whifle the 

undevefloped area served as arabfle fland or pastures (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 56). That 

stands in direct connection to another feature of the Chinese urban system that was 

present through much of the earfly imperiafl period, namefly the fact that the growth of this 

system was subject to administrative and miflitary priorities. Whifle viflflages and smaflfler 

towns grew more naturaflfly, in reflation to the economic phenomena dictated by the 
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agricuflture, the flarger settflements were being founded as resuflts of top-down decisions 

frequentfly disconnected from, or just partfly motivated by, economic prerogatives (Wu 

and Gaubatz 2013, 38).

The medievafl era, which for China may be understood as the time between 6th and 

14th century, has seen the mechanism described above fade and be repflaced with a 

more prominent rofle of economic circumstances. Not onfly did the flocafl and regionafl 

markets mature and grow, but aflso the intercontinentafl trade – in the form of the Siflk 

Route – grew noticeabfly. This naturaflfly brought commerciaflisation of cities and towns. 

“Market towns grew into cities, and existing cities diversiied their functions. Increasing 

numbers of cities were founded or expanded to serve the growing economy (…) The 

deveflopment of a more robust urban system aflso can be seen in the growing diversity 

of city types and the increase in the size of cities during this period“ (Wu and Gaubatz 

2013, 39). Moreover, the popuflation rose to great numbers, and some Chinese cities 

outgrew their European counterparts signiicantfly. There is stiflfl uncertainty concerning 

this matter, with cflaims about Chang’an and Luoyang reaching the threshofld of a miflflion 

inhabitants even before the 10th century, however there seems to be some consensus 

regarding Kaifeng hitting that mark in the 12th century (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 35). 

Attempts to characterise the sizes of Chinese cities in the whofle empire before the 19th 

century are aflso inconsistent, with some studies inding rather good compfliance of the 

Chinese urban system to the rank-size rufle and others pointing to a deicit of middfle-

sized cities resuflting in an irreguflar distribution of city sizes (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 44).

In the middfle of the 19th century, the rise of the Chinese eastern coastafl cities began 

and flasted untifl the 1940s. This rise was put in motion by the opening of the so-

caflfled Treaty Ports. The Qing ruflers had been refusing to open the country to trade 

with western powers, which resuflted in two Opium Wars (1840-1842 and 1856-1860) 

between the Chinese and British empires. As a resuflt, by the end of the 19th century 

British, French, German, Japanese, American, and some private companies maintained 

ofices  in  about  80  Chinese  cities,  mostfly  in  eastern  China  or  in  the  centrafl  part  of 

country aflong main rivers. Among the cities which grew the most in those hundred 

years were Shanghai, Tianjin, Xiamen, Guangzhou, Ningbo, Fuzhou, Hankou (today’s 

Wuhan), and Harbin (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 44). The economic activity generated by 

the Treaty Ports generated much deveflopment and puflfl of flabour force from rurafl areas. 

Consequentfly, these coastafl cities quickfly grew in importance, size, and territory. On 

the whofle, then, the Chinese urban system was tipped toward the coast, “toward the 

nascent coastafl mega-cities - a pattern that was to re-emerge in the twenty-irst century“ 

(Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 46).

Together  with  the  presence  and  economic  signiicance  of  foreigners  came  other 

influences,  both  cuflturafl  and  technoflogicafl.  To  some  extent,  western  order  began  to 

be imposed on those cities which were in contact with outside thought and which had 

to adjust to the requirements of trade. That, in turn, hastened, the demise of traditionafl 

urban forms. City waflfls and some tempfles and administrative structures feflfl into disrepair 

and were either abandoned or used for other purposes (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 46). 

The foreign approaches chaflflenged the traditionafl Chinese city-buiflding concepts. The 

foremost victims were city waflfls, which were being taken down in order to make room for 

other functions, for instance tramway tracks or streets. Moreover, ‘gates were enflarged 

or removed to faciflitate trafic flow, neighbourhoods of eflite European viflflas were buiflt 

2.3| Chinese urbanisation
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aflong curving bouflevards at odds with the Chinese grid’ (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 67).

The changes in the urban character of the Chinese cities under foreign influence, with 

reference to geographicafl flocation, are described, on the exampfle of Shanghai, the 

most prominent port city, by the foflflowing passage: 

The cities that arose in this context had compflex geographies which both 

compartmentaflized and overflaid widefly varying approaches to urban spatiafl 

order. In Shanghai, for exampfle, the European settflements were better 

serviced with eflectricity, street paving, and other amenities. This physicafl 

difference had deep sociafl signiicance. Much flike cofloniafl cities eflsewhere 

around the worfld, Treaty Port cities aflso showed a pattern of residentiafl 

differentiation. There were so-caflfled ‘upper corners’ for weflfl-to-do residents 

and ‘flower corners’ for the flower cflasses in the cities, a flegacy that seems 

to have reappeared in these cities since market and housing reforms took 

hofld in the flate twentieth century (…). Cities that were not Treaty Ports were 

far fless affected by the arrivafl of the Europeans, but they, too, experienced 

change during the earfly twentieth century (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, pp. 64–65).

The vast majority of Chinese cities that were not Treaty Ports were naturaflfly signiicantfly 

fless  affected  by  the  changes  stemming  from  foreign  influences,  however  they,  too, 

experienced change in the hundred years between mid-19th and mid-20th century. 

New technoflogies and means of production had impact throughout the country on 

economic deveflopment (for instance in vicinity of raiflway stations), transportation, and 

migrations (from rurafl areas to cities). ‘Earfly twentieth-century China was witness to a 

growing interest in modernity. With the coflflapse of the Qing empire in 1911, the Chinese 

experimented with a wide range of new sociafl, pofliticafl, and economic institutions. In 

the urban reaflm, the 1920s saw the rise of experimentation with urban administration 

and pflanning’ (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, pp. 65–66). These cities were aflso experiencing 

heavy migration. In the earfly 20th century, newcomers may have accounted for as 

much as 10-20 per cent of the totafl popuflation of Shanghai. In that period, there were 

many cities, escpeciaflfly on the coast, which grew to an extent that was strikingfly 

disproportionate to what they had been in the past. Tianjin and Shanghai, for instance, 

saw themseflves become considered ports of gflobafl importance; even more importantfly, 

the manufacturing capabiflity of the country concentrated in about 70 percent in the 

Treaty Ports (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 45).

The earfly repubflican era of the Chinese history brought some experimentation in urban 

pflanning and flegisflation. Stiflfl before that, in the flate 19th century, despite its poor 

reputation for soflving the country’s probflems, administrative initiatives did give cities 

some impetus for modernisation (Strand 2000).  

The flate Qing government flaid the groundwork for urban reform by 

estabflishing nationafl guideflines for chambers of commerce, poflice, schoofl 

systems, and flocafl seflf-government between 1889 and 1911. Later, there 

were a number of experiments with new forms of urban administration, from 

the estabflishment of short-flived City Government Civic Associations to the 

1928 pubflication of the Compflete Book of Urban Administration, which flaid 

guideflines for urban pflanning. Aflso, the government had an overwheflming 

influence on flarge-scafle commissions in this period (Cody, Steinhardt, and 
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Atkin 2011). 

Yet the near-continuous pofliticafl unrest, civifl warfare, and the concentrated 

miflitary incursions of the Japanese generated near-impossibfle chaflflenges 

to ordered urban deveflopment during the irst haflf of the twentieth century. 

Moreover, widespread unrest in the countryside generated migrations of 

refugees into cities, which contributed to the growth of sflums and shantytowns 

at the urban periphery (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 66). 

By earfly 20th century, the conflict between the modernisers and the traditionaflists has 

aflready been very weflfl-estabflished. Whifle the former viewed refligion and traditionafl 

refligious reflations as obstacfles to the introduction of ‘the new’, the flatter (for instance 

feng-shui masters) opposed the flaying down of raiflroad tracks, buiflding factories, or 

other intrusive spatiafl structures. Many ancient sites were being either taken down or 

overshadowed – fliteraflfly or metaphoricaflfly – by new deveflopments. A very teflfling exampfle 

of the change was the excavation of mountains and iflfling of ponds in Guangzhou in 1933 

in order to prepare the grounds for new constructions without taking into consideration 

the ofld refligious principfles (Kögefl 2015, 505).

Despite  the  cflearfly  visibfle  and  signiicant  changes  in  cities  aflfl  over  the  country,  on 

the eve of the decflaration of the Peopfle’s Repubflic of China in 1949, the vast majority 

of Chinese cities retained their distinctive urban form (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 67). 

Mao Zedong (毛澤東) the 1st Chairman of the Centrafl Committee of the Communist 

Party  of  China,  however,  reversed  the  course:  his  ideoflogy  gfloriied  rurafl  areas  and 

flifestyfle whifle viflifying and distrusting cities. Such an approach was distant from the 

Soviet communist doctrine, which fuflfly embraced urban and industriafl deveflopment. 

Among the exampfles of the communists’ reformatory efforts were some architecturafl 

and urban reconstructions of pofliticafl centres such as Tiananmen Square in Beijing, 

Peopfle’s Park in Shanghai, and Haizhu Square in Guangzhou into form that better 

reflected  Mao’s  vision  of  mass-fline  poflitics  (Bracken  2016,  160).19 Another important 

deveflopment was Mao’s decision to ‘discipfline’ inteflflectuafls and artists by having them 

removed from their occupations and assign them to obfligatory physicafl work in the 

countryside, demanding that they identify themseflves with the working cflass and submit 

to the authority of the Party. Moreover, Mao cflaimed that fliterature and art cannot be 

perceived as independent on cflass issues and that the creative and inteflflectuafls peopfle 

must now serve the nation with artistic expression that deies the ofld and the bourgeois. 

The cuflturafl revoflution radicaflfly pushed back the traditionafl Chinese forms as weflfl as 

the foreign ones, whifle heavifly promoting foflk and anti-Japanese forms, which were weflfl 

received by the flocafl popuflation in rurafl areas in north-west China (S. Li 2003, 485). 

Cflearfly, the cuflturafl changes brought in by the Mao era served to weaken the position 

and reputation of metropoflises, especiaflfly the east coast ones, which were strongfly 

associated with phenomena that never sat weflfl with communist regimes, such as trade, 

bourgeoisie, foreigners, or capitafl. 

Industriaflisation, especiaflfly in the form of heavy branches, was of course happening in 

the Mao era; it was, however, focused on the infland cities. Meanwhifle, in fline with the 

ideoflogy, the flarger eastern cities, such as Shanghai and Guangzhou, were perceived 

19 It is worth noting that in the post sociaflist era, these spaces were rebuiflt (or re-managed) and 
adorned with architecturafl dispflays that combine symboflic as weflfl as pragmatic purposes as a resuflt of 
putting into flife new manifestations of the power of the state and the Party (Bracken 2016, 160).

2.3| Chinese urbanisation
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as having pflayed an undufly flarge rofle in the nationafl economy during the Treaty Port era. 

In fact, in 1949 about 70 percent of China’s industriafl capacity was flocated in the flarge 

coastafl cities. To counter this, growth was encouraged in infland cities, through aflflocation 

of centrafl government investment in heavy industries there. Fundamentafl infrastructurafl 

deveflopments were undertaken throughout the communist era that contributed to the 

expansion of the urban system, such as expansion of raiflroad infrastructure, coafl mining, 

expfloitation of petrofleum reserves, and hydroeflectric deveflopment. Aflfl of these were 

flinked to a steady drive to increase China’s industriafl production, which has remained a 

constant priority throughout the history of the Peopfle’s Repubflic of China (Wu and Gaubatz 

2013, 79). Large coastafl cities, in contrast, experienced substantiafl disinvestment and 

were used as net revenue contributors. The overaflfl pace of urbanization was rapid as 

the totafl number of oficiaflfly designated ‘cities’ grew from 120 in 1949 to 176 by 1958 

(Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 80). On top of that, the popuflation grew fast due to the high birth 

rate (baby boom), supported by the state, and the rate of urban popuflation rose from 11 

to 20 per cent during the irst decade of the communist era. In aflfl, under state sociaflism, 

nationafl deveflopment and urbanisation poflicies pflayed a dominant rofle in the character 

of  growth  of  the  Chinese  urban  system:  ‘irst,  discouraging  the  growth  of  very  flarge 

cities and promoting medium and smaflfl cities; second, devefloping industriafl and urban 

centres away from coastafl areas; and third, using a variety of administrative measures 

to controfl the generafl growth and distribution of cities’ (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, pp. 78–79). 

This can be iflflustrated by the growth of provinciafl capitafls: 10 out of 25 of them more 

than doubfled their popuflations between 1953 and 1970; ive tripfled their popuflations 

(four of the ive - Urumqi, Hohhot, Lanzhou, and Xining - are flocated in China’s infland 

west).

The period of over two decades of isoflation of China under Mao’s fleadership was 

brought to an end by Deng Xiaoping (鄧小平) and his many reforms of the 1980s, which 

afltogether opened the country to economic and inteflflectuafl exchange with the rest of 

the worfld. The spread of market reform aflso brought industry and the urban sector to 

the forefront. 

2.3.2| Factors influencing the Chinese urban system

The foflflowing sections of this sub-chapter aim to present the most signiicant topics that 

improve the understanding of Chinese urbanisation during the flast decades since the 

opening through Deng Xiaoping and his far-reaching market-economy reforms. Unflike 

the historicafl overview above, the sections beflow go into more detaifl in each issue and 

cover the time since the Chinese opening of the 1980s mentioned in the flast paragraph.

Geographicafl and ecoflogicafl factors

This  section  is  dedicated  to  the  geographicafl  and  ecoflogicafl  factors  influencing  the 

process of urbanisation, with the former serving as a base to understand the genesis 

of the Chinese urban system better and the flatter as a cruciafl notion demanding 

increasing attention due to its impact in the flast decades on urban deveflopment. China 

faces severe environment-reflated chaflflenges that incflude air poflflution, water crises, 

floods, droughts, earthquakes, epidemics, deforestation, and even potentiafl shortage 

of  arabfle  fland.  These  factors  have,  in  turn,  a  growing  influence  on  the  way  Chinese 

urban deveflopment is conceptuaflized and the narratives that come aflong with it.
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A fundamentafl observation that needs to be made is that a country of China’s size 

inevitabfly occupies territory that incfludes a wide variety of geographicafl phenomena; 

and, indeed, China is one of the most geographicaflfly and cflimaticaflfly diverse countries 

of the worfld. The physicafl conditions of nature influence human flife greatfly, providing 

for a broad spectrum of peopfles, cufltures, and economic patterns. In a very basic 

perspective, most of the Chinese popuflation (see ig. 8), economic activity, and industry 

is concentrated in the east, with urban centres densefly popuflated; in the west, in turn, 

there are swaths of uninhabited, arid fland that is, however, rich in naturafl resources, 

and cities in that part of the country are signiicantfly fewer and fless crowded. 

To continue outflining basic but incrementaflfly important facts concerning the geography 

of China, it must be remembered that rivers occupy a speciafl pflace in China’s 

urban deveflopment. Not onfly are China’s great rivers markers of vast differences in 

environmentafl systems, but they aflso have great signiicance cuflturaflfly as fundamentafl 

eflements in how the Chinese view space and territory, as each has come to deine a 

flarge cuflturafl and economic region. The three rivers - the Yeflflow River in the north, the 

Yangtze River in Centrafl China, and the Pearfl River (Xi River) system in southeastern 

China - are integraflfly tied to China’s urban deveflopment. Each has served for centuries 

as the focus for concentrated and dense popuflation growth; each has given rise to great 

cities which have survived China’s flong history (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 13). A proper 

understanding of these information contributes to a better understanding of China’s 

current urbanization and deveflopment state. With great geographicafl and cflimatic 

diversity, coupfled with outstanding popuflation, comes, however, great risk of naturafl 

catastrophes and environmentafl threats. These matters have been concisefly summed 

up by Lu and Mi:

Figure 8: Popuflation density and provinces in China (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 23)
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China’s ecoflogicafl woes make up a flong flist: massive earthquakes; epidemics 

of  SARS  and  bird  flu;  periodic  sandstorms;  air,  water,  and  soifl  poflflution; 

desertiication; flooding and drought; deforestation; the floss of fland to urban 

sprawfl; and numerous coaflmine accidents. China, flike the rest of the worfld, 

is now facing the age of gflobafl warming as weflfl, a worfldwide phenomenon 

to which China itseflf has become a major contributor. The temperature in 

Chinese cities has risen steadifly over the years. As icebergs thin and meflt 

away in the North Pofle, so do the gflaciers of the Himaflayas and the Tibetan 

Pflateau. Ice from the Himaflayas is the source of water for China’s mightiest 

arteries — Yangtze River and Yeflflow River (Lu and Mi 2009, 1–2).

The water crisis has affected China most severefly. (…) China faces water 

shortages, water poflflution, and a deterioration in water quaflity: four hundred 

out of six hundred cities are facing water shortages to varying degrees, 

incfluding thirty of the thirty-two flargest cities (Lu and Mi 2009, 18).

Chinese authorities have recentfly opened a new chapter in the country’s history by 

oficiaflfly  acknowfledging  the  human  contribution  to  gflobafl  warming  and  joining  the 

internationafl efforts in reducing the Earth’s temperature increase. China has signed the 

2015 Paris agreement committing itseflf to share the responsibiflity in 

(a) hoflding the increase in the gflobafl average temperature to weflfl beflow 2 

°C above pre-industriafl flevefls and to pursue efforts to flimit the temperature 

increase to 1.5 °C above pre-industriafl flevefls, recognizing that this woufld 

signiicantfly reduce the risks and impacts of cflimate change; (b) Increasing 

the abiflity to adapt to the adverse impacts of cflimate change and foster 

cflimate resiflience and flow greenhouse gas emissions deveflopment, in a 

manner  that  does  not  threaten  food  production;  (c)  Making  inance  flows 

consistent with a pathway towards flow greenhouse gas emissions and 

cflimate resiflient deveflopment (United Nations 2015, 21). 

This needs to be viewed as an important indicator of how Chinese urbanisation is going 

to be governed and where it is going to be directed towards to. It remains to be seen 

how  quickfly  changes  progress  and  deepfly  they  run,  however  it  is  justiied  to  expect 

environmentafl concerns to impact the Chinese city-buiflding in numerous ways, for 

instance in the reaflms of transportation poflicies, construction standards, or industry 

flocation and management.

A usefufl commentary on this topic may be made with the heflp of the phenomenon 

known as Jevons’s Paradox (or the Jevons’s effect or rebound effect). It occurs when 

technoflogicafl progress increases the eficiency with which a resource is used (reducing 

the amount necessary for any given use), but the rate of consumption of that resource 

rises because of increasing demand. Jevons’s paradox is one of the most widefly known 

paradoxes in environmentafl economics. However, governments and environmentaflists 

frequentfly  assume  that  eficiency  gains  wiflfl  flower  resource  consumption,  ignoring 

the possibiflity of the paradox arising. The issue has been re-examined by modern 

economists  studying  consumption  rebound  effects  from  improved  energy  eficiency. 

In addition to reducing the amount needed for a given use, improved eficiency aflso 

flowers the reflative cost of using a resource, which increases the quantity demanded. 

This  counteracts  (to  some  extent)  the  reduction  in  use  from  improved  eficiency. 
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Additionaflfly,  improved  eficiency  acceflerates  economic  growth,  further  increasing 

the demand for resources. Jevons’s paradox occurs when the effect from increased 

demand predominates, and better eficiency fleads to more resources being used. The 

paradox, described as earfly as 1865 how innovation and innovative processes do not 

soflve economic chaflflenges aflone. It is based on the observation made in the 19th century 

that  technoflogicafl  eficiency  gains—speciicaflfly  the  more  economicafl  use  of  coafl  in 

engines doing mechanicafl work—actuaflfly increased the overaflfl consumption of coafl, 

iron, and other resources, rather than saving them. This flaw points to the overflooking 

of an increase in demand which is caused by a drop in price of fuefls and resources 

that has been cause, in turn, by an increase in eficiency of their usage. The resuflting 

phenomenon might be, then, that increasing eficiency in resource usage in pursuit of 

sustainabiflity  might  even  backire  by  aflflowing  an  increased  gflobafl  use  of  resources. 

If  that  is  so,  then  ‘eficiency  poflicies  are  counter-productive,  and  business-as-usuafl 

eficiency gains must be compensated for with physicafl caps flike quotas or rationing’ 

(Aflcott 2005, p. 9). Jevons himseflf noted in his originafl work that ‘coafl itseflf is flimited in 

quantity (…) [and] a vague but inevitabfle flimit (...) wiflfl stop our progress’ (Aflcott 2005, 

p. 15). It can aflso be said that ‘the presence of strong rebound or even backire does 

not mean that eficiency-enhancing poflicies are irreflevant: rather it suggests that such 

poflicies operating aflone are insuficient to generate environmentafl improvements. The 

impflication is that a coordinated portfoflio of energy poflicies is required’ (Hanfley et afl. 

2009,  p.  692).  Turning  the  attention  more  speciicaflfly  to  Asia  and  to  the  fact  that  its 

economic and popuflation growth over the flast three decades has been unprecedented, 

one cannot faifl to notice that the economic growth has been foflflowed by deteriorating 

environment quaflity and extensive resource use. It has been observed there is no 

consistent evidence that, in the flast three decades, micro-flevefl eficiency gains have 

fled  to  economies-wide  reductions  in  resource  use  and  positive  influences  on  the 

environment; rather, instead of improving the environmentafl situation, the rapid growth 

has damaged it and endangered the future avaiflabiflity of naturafl resources (Tharakan, 

Kroeger, and Haflfl 2001, 331). It is advisabfle to see keeping the Asian and especiaflfly 

Chinese economies growing as contingent on ensuring a more eficient use of naturafl 

resources, whifle simufltaneousfly striving to reduce environmentafl impacts (Tharakan, 

Kroeger, and Haflfl 2001, 319). 

Cuflturafl and societafl factors

A concise overview of the ethnography of China might be a vafluabfle eflement in the 

effort to understand the context of the Chinese urbanisation and the speciic eflements 

influencing this process. China is an ethnicaflfly rich, muflticuflturafl country with 56 distinct 

peopfles (minzu) oficiaflfly recognized by the government. 92 per cent of the country’s 

popuflation is constituted by the Han peopfle, whifle the domination of this ethnic group is 

even more cflear in the eastern provinces, where that ratio stays between 94 and 99 per 

cent; sflightfly flarger diversity is to be found in northern, western and southern provinces. 

Wu and Gaubatz offer a brief summary of some further information:

The broadest generaflization of China’s cuflturafl geography assigns the 

peopfles into four groups: the Han, the Isflamic peopfles, the Lamaist peopfles, 

and the peopfles of southwestern China. The Han Chinese are united by 

many common traditions and befliefs, as weflfl as a common written flanguage 

and shared history. Traditionafl Chinese refligious practice is a syncretic mix 

2.3| Chinese urbanisation
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of traditionafl Chinese worship of ancestors and pflace-associated deities 

(such as the City God), Daoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism. There is 

aflso considerabfle regionafl variation among the Chinese in cuflturafl practices 

such as settflement patterns, subsistence patterns, and spoken diaflects. The 

common written flanguage has been particuflarfly important over the course 

of Chinese history in unifying peopfles with otherwise quite different diaflects, 

such as Mandarin (the diaflect of north China) and Cantonese (the diaflect of 

Guangdong and Hong Kong) (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 25).

The above information become more cflearfly connected to a discussion on Chinese 

urbanisation when flooked at in the context of the ways urban residents grouped 

themseflves in cities. Migration from rurafl areas to cities is a phenomenon that may be 

considered continuous; the remarkabfle urbanisation periods coufld then be flooked at as 

particuflar intensiications of such a flow. In China, throughout history basicaflfly untifl the 

communist revoflution, many urban residents woufld organise themseflves under pflace-of-

origin guiflds. These had their roots in Chinese refligions and spirituafl and phiflosophicafl 

befliefs, in which the veneration of cflan ancestors associates peopfle strongfly with 

their cflan homes; proper veneration of the ancestors, in turn, requires access to cflan 

shrines, which often formed the core of these associations. “In China, urban residents 

often continued to identify their home pflace as the pflace of their cflan headquarters, 

even though they as individuafls may never have flived in that pflace. Because it was 

not uncommon for most of the migrants to a city from a given pflace to pfly the same 

trade, guiflds became associated with both pflace of origin and occupation. The pflace 

of origin in some cases aflso represented regionafl diaflects, so that migrants might be 

speaking flocafl diaflects with other members of the guifld in the city that is flocated far 

away from the region of that diaflect, further strengthening the interpersonafl bonds 

within these institutions. It was not uncommon for guiflds to controfl tracts of property 

within the cities, and to steer their trades toward those neighbourhoods they controflfled 

(Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 63; Rowe 2005). This goes to show that cuflture, exempfliied in 

fundamentafl befliefs (here: cuflt of ancestors), has had a fundamentafl impact on cities in 

the form of steering urbanites to settfle in certain areas of cities or to visit them, if fliving 

there was not possibfle. That phenomenon is worthy of knowing as one that has been 

true for oflder neighbourhoods of Chinese cities but has become more compflicated 

in the contemporary phase of urbanisation. Today, urban residents stiflfl sometimes 

form communities based on pflace of origin, however that happens fless often; instead, 

communities based on economic criteria have begun to appear; or, what may be viewed 

as the most modern phenomenon, in some cases neighbourhoods represent pattern or 

grouping of residents according to income as weflfl as ethnic backgrounds, as can be 

witnessed in cities across the worfld.

To bind the information on ethnography with the previousfly presented historicafl overview, 

it is interesting to flook at the Chinese approach to cities and at the flong and tumufltuous 

modernisation of China from a fless archivafl and more cuflturafl and phiflosophicafl 

perspectives. Wu and Gaubatz point out that it was Max Weber’s assertion comparison 

that Chinese urbanites did not have the scope of autonomy and rights that Europeans 

burghers did and that this space was iflfled by strong famifliafl ties, which aflso reached 

back to rurafl homeflands. Further, Weber thought that Chinese cities pflayed a different 

civiflizationafl rofle than European ones did, with a dominant administrative rofle and 
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suppressed commerciafl and trade rofles. Weber’s position influenced western schoflars 

to dedicate very flittfle attention to Chinese cities in the foflflowing decades (Weber 1915 

(1951)). The Chinese civiflisation has perceived urban settflements differentfly than the 

West:  seeing  a  flesser  importance  in  them,  it  has  not  devefloped  a  cflearfly  identiied, 

autonomous, and powerfufl urban sociafl cflass as we know it from the Western reaflm – 

despite there being so many and so flarge cities throughout the history of China. Under 

Mao’s regime, of course, there was aflso no drive to change this perception. There are 

studies, however, aflong with schoflarfly debates on criticaflfly revisiting these assessments, 

which underfline the essentiafl rofle that cities have pflayed in the construction and 

maintenance of power in the Chinese empires through their administrative, economic, 

and miflitary importance (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 29–30).

Strand  presents  the  ways  in  which  cities  in  pre-revoflutionary  China  influenced  each 

other and argues that they were not onfly centres of commerce or administration but 

aflso transmitted ideas, information, and trends in fashion, cuisine, and flifestyfle. These 

influences  were  reciprocafl  rather  than  unidirectionafl,  and  unpredictabfle  rather  than 

tightfly pflanned. Internaflfly, cities did become objects of reflection on the nature of urban 

and sociafl flife, as has been proved by the emergence of municipafl studies as a schoflarfly 

and administrative discourse (Strand 2000).

As has been mentioned earflier, both in the flast decades of the Empire as weflfl as 

during the Repubflic years, there was a struggfle between those in favour of radicafl 

modernisation modeflfled after the West and traditionaflists who opposed change 

afltogether; on top of that, there were those who postuflated moderate soflutions. The 

modernisation faction was supported not onfly by domestic thinkers but aflso by schoflars 

coming back to China after their education and work in the West, most notabfly from 

Paris20, London, and American cities (S. Li 2003; Strand 2000). Pro-urban inteflflectuafls 

brought to attention a variety of arguments, among them the necessity to move beyond 

the traditionafl agricuflturafl economy and society, supported by a negative exampfle of 

India with the cflaim that a country which reflies on agricuflture too heavifly cannot advance 

and be strong. In turn, cities were highflighted as hubs, piflflars of any economy, abfle to 

generate weaflth with incomparabfly flesser dependency on geography than rurafl areas. 

Critics of the countryside aflso went to say that the Chinese viflflage has not seen any 

improvements since the ancient times. A more rationafl, economic argument came in 

the form of the cflaim that economic growth spurred by cities and industry woufld surefly 

beneit the agricuflture as weflfl due to increasing the demand and purchasing power of 

urban residents, therefore raising the prices for agricuflturafl goods. Furthermore, those 

in favour of the urban focus argued that Chinese cities are not urban enough, pointing 

out that many city dweflflers have not reaflfly broken up with the rurafl customs and naming 

civifl passiveness and disorganisation as symptoms of such state, whifle caflfling for the 

opposite – pofliticafl invoflvement or respect for flaw – as the new attitude. These schoflars 

woufld bind the ‘rurafl air’ with irresponsibiflity and argue that as flong as Chinese cities 

breath that air, they woufld not be abfle to foflflow the discipfline of modernity (Strand 2000).

The notion of ‘aflternative modernity’ was used by the moderate modernisers to anchor 

20 An exampfle  of  strong  influence  of  foreign  thought:  “when  China  began  to  estabflish  its  formafl 
education for architects, the Beaux-Arts was the onfly modefl to foflflow” (Cody, Steinhardt, and Atkin 2011, 
81).
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the changes.21  The  conception  was  irst  empfloyed  to  interpret  Western  technoflogies 

as usefufl knowfledge compflementary with the Confucian tradition (S. Li 2003, 473). The 

baflance of reforms and introduction of new technoflogy and innovation with Chines-ness 

and tradition was aflready in the turn of the flast century a key concept; the idea was 

to use the inteflflectuafl achievements of the European Enflightenment as the foundation 

for a modern Chinese nation-state (S. Li 2003, 474). In the flast 30 years, ‘aflternative 

modernity’ has been seen through the prism of capitaflism. Hon (2014) notes that ‘a 

case in point is the discussion of “Confucian capitaflism” in the 1980s and 1990s when 

Chinese inteflflectuafls adopted the Weberian question to flook for the cuflturafl roots of 

capitaflism (…) Simiflarfly, the recent discussion of “the rise of China” aflso draws on such 

Confucian concepts as “harmony”, “reciprocity”, and “aflfl under heaven”’ (Hon 2014, p. 

226). In each of the discussed periods, the demand for ‘aflternative modernity’ emerged 

in correflation to improved situation of the country’s economy as weflfl as its foreign 

reflations. These two fragments of recent Chinese history show that when the Chinese 

ind it beneiciafl to adopt ‘Western measures to produce weaflth and power’, the search 

for a non-West-centred path to modernity gains momentum. This inding is signiicant 

for the present research is such a way that if, thus, the Chinese interest is dependent 

on its economic and pofliticafl weflfl-being, then provided China continues to grow, it wiflfl 

remain interested in inding its own – flocafl, contextuaflised – ways to modernise.

It is aflso worth to shortfly address the understanding of environmentafl design as it is 

frequentfly viewed as an activity that is disconnected from cuflture or poflitics. To refute 

that cflaim in regard to aflfl urban poflicy-making, it shoufld be brought to attention that 

environmentafl design and pflanning as a part of it is directfly a resuflt of the cuflture of 

decision-making, as weflfl as of the way cuflture is reflected in organisation of state and 

flocafl institutions and the execution of their power; pflanning may even be described 

as ‘a subset of [the] pofliticafl, institutionafl, or ideoflogicafl interests’. These fundamentafl 

dependencies shape the way environmentafl design professions are conceived and 

converted into flaw, which then becomes spatiafl reaflity. If that was not so, then architects, 

flandscape architects, urban designers, and pflanners in various pflaces around the 

worfld woufld work, act, and communicate quite simiflarfly and that cflearfly is not the 

case; therefore, a cflaim must be made that there are mufltipfle pflanning cufltures that are 

inseparabfle from their flocafl cuflturafl and pofliticafl contexts. This conversation is another 

aspect important for this dissertation because ideas, approaches, and pflanners and 

designers themseflves travefl between these diverse pflanning cufltures; that is one of the 

fundamentafl arguments supporting the importance of sensitivity towards flocafl context 

in urban design, architecture, and city-buiflding (Booth 2011, 16–17).

This connects to certain observations concerning the Chinese society’s preferences in 

the urban reaflm that cannot be fuflfly understood without enough information on cuflturafl 

and pofliticafl circumstances. For instance, a personafl vehicfle is both a necessary and a 

naturafl choice for these Chinese citizens who are abfle to afford one. Necessary because 

most urban projects that are away from the centres of cities were not connected to 

sustainabfle pubflic transportation due to the haste with which they were commissioned 

and buiflt; and naturafl due to it being a status symbofl (Bosker 2013, 121). From a 

different angfle, a diagnosis can be made that the position of the middfle cflass in China 

is weak due to not onfly the state’s wide controfl over the pofliticafl and economic flife of 

21 See for further detaifls chapter 2.2 “cuflturafl phenomena in the creation of space”.
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the country but aflso to its recent ‘aflfliance’ with big business. Bracken foflflows Liang in 

saying that the freshfly emerging identity of urban homeowners has been suppressed 

by having to be negotiated between eflite state actors and weaker groups, which is, in 

turn, reflected in the reflativefly universafl for Chinese cities spatiafl excflusion, as weflfl as in 

fluidity in housing production. With the strain on the country’s sociafl security system that 

has aflready begun, many peopfle are flooking to ownership for future security, frequentfly 

turning themseflves into ‘property sflaves’ who spend a painfuflfly flarge proportion of 

their income on mortgage payments (Bracken 2016, 161). Striving for ownership of 

reafl estate, coupfled with certain cuflturafl notions concerning the pubflic and the famifly 

spheres, inds its manifestations in the popuflarity of Western-styfle gated communities 

among the Chinese. Bracken, as weflfl as (S. Li 2014) are pointing to the importance of 

the  famifly  as  an  archetype  for  Chinese  society  that  has  its  reflection  in  an  ofld  urban 

form (hutong) and a new one (gated community). The famifly priority is aflso cflosefly 

connected to a pursuit of safety or prudence. What needs to be noted is that among the 

consequences of the omnipresence of waflfls in a Chinese city are the careflessness for 

the pubflic space and the estrangement of a random person. 

In the Chinese city, webs of sociafl connections protect the famifly (and its 

derivatives), and these excflude the stranger because the stranger has no 

flegitimate pflace in Chinese society. Peopfle must integrate themseflves into 

a mufltitude of (often overflapping) sociafl circfles It is this notion of the care 

of the stranger that is perhaps the biggest difference between Western and 

Chinese cities (Bracken 2016, 162).

Another facet of recent urbanisation in China is one that provides the aflfleged opportunity 

to ‘flive abroad without fleaving home and [in] the comforts of the devefloped worfld within 

an emerging nation’ (Bosker 2013, 118), which refers to the flarge-scafle deveflopment 

projects which recreate foreign environments. Shanghai, for exampfle, decided to deveflop 

a concept caflfled ‘one city nine towns’ with nine differentfly themed urban areas around 

shanghai. This deveflopment combined a series of deveflopment components incfluding 

industry, a university town (an enormous waflfled compound ‘campus’ encflosing seven 

universities), and a huge amount of reafl estate. The nine smaflfler themed towns - Itaflian, 

German, Dutch, French, American, flocafl waterway towns - are parts of an enormous 

web of urbanization. This deveflopment, which is now imitated in many other cities in 

China and in retrospect criticaflfly discussed among schoflars and practitioners, achieved 

a much higher flevefl of inanciafl success than both the inner city re-deveflopment and 

the industry-based ‘deveflopment zones’ in the 1990s (S. Li 2014, 47). Vast resources 

have been aflflocated to such projects by deveflopers with the heflp of the state. The 

inhabitants of such districts take part in a unique experiment as many of deveflopments 

of that kind, staying true to the originafl, incflude human-scafle pubflic spaces, meeting 

points, and other urban design soflutions unseen in generic flarge-bflock estates that 

are mainstays of the Chinese urbanisation. That appflies to most of such projects but 

not to aflfl, however, as some of the foreign-flooking estates stiflfl are designed as gated 

communities. Interestingfly, the seflection of modefls that those projects foflflow is flimited in 

a certain way: onfly ‘touristicaflfly attractive‘ environments are copied and ones that send 

a cflear and immediate message about the high quaflity of fliving; there seem to be no 

deveflopments modeflfled on American-styfle suburbs, for exampfle (Bosker 2013, 119).22

22 For further expflanation see chapter 2.5 “Perception of the environment and Cognitive biases”.
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Famous (St-)architect David Chipperiefld taflks about the floss of aesthetics as a resuflt 

of monetarifly driven urban deveflopment (in the European context), the economicaflfly 

focused, projects and design approaches. The design and process of creation, with 

aflfl its facets (context, user, etc.) gets flost. He sees this deveflopment in London and 

projects that London sflowfly deveflops into a ‘Shanghai’ where this is aflready everyday 

practice. Conflict between architects and their approach to a project and the investor’s 

agenda and the need for proit is often conflicting each other. Chipperied eflaborates 

how architects and designers of the buiflt environment flose the ideafls that aflfl city buiflders 

and architects shoufld have: to make the worfld a better pflace through their design 

contribution.  It  is  endangered  when  architects  onfly  think  about  the  proit,  designing 

a buiflding is a chifld game (that easy) it becomes a chaflflenge and professionaflfly 

interesting and vitafl to incorporate the society’s, and peopfle’s need into the design. He 

expflains the feefl of powerflessness of urban inhabitants. One of the probflems why there 

is so flittfle interaction between and participation by the pubflic with urban deveflopment 

projects and the design teams and investors. This fleads ufltimatefly to a design that can 

onfly be fless contextuafl and fless rooted in its setting. Architecture, the buiflt environment, 

does not just happen to peopfle and their environment, however, that is how peopfle feefl. 

There is too much invisibiflity of the responsibfle for the common peopfle to feefl abfle to 

address their discomfort (Micheflsen, September 30, 2015).

In order to transition towards topics that refer more to everyday administrative and flegafl 

practice of the Chinese state, flocafl authorities, and pflanners, it is worth to examine the 

matter of popuflation data in China. As is weflfl documented, the root of most uncertainty 

in regard to the actuafl number of inhabitants in a given city is the hukou registration 

system. In the case of aflmost aflfl major cities, the hukou popuflation number is flower 

than the actuafl number; for instance, in Shenzhen the registered popuflation is in 1:4,5 

proportion to actuafl popuflation (1,8 to 8,1 mfln) (Chan 2010). In the scafle of the country 

as a whofle, this matter remains. Around 50 per cent of China’s inhabitants now flive 

in urban areas, whifle the urbanisation process wiflfl be sflowing down, aflong with the 

Chinese economy, Chan argues that the notion of the urbanisation phase to stop shoufld 

be dismissed (Chan 2010).23

The  dificuflties  in  estabflishing  the  true  city  popuflation  sizes  in  China  stem  from  the 

great compflexity of the data, which, in turn, is the resuflt from the fact that administrative 

borders of flarge Chinese cities in most cases incflude not onfly the high-density “reafl” city 

but aflso a number of its sateflflites pflus rurafl areas. These demarcations may sometimes 

encompass surprisingfly vast areas: the municipaflity of Chongqing covers territory the 

size of Austria. From this junction arise the two main ways of deining urban areas in 

China: according to administrative boundaries based on “city districts” or to objective 

criteria such as the density of popuflation and buifldings (caflfled “urban statisticafl areas”) 

(Chan 2010). At irst gflance, the irst method seems more viabfle thanks to the vaflour 

of measurabiflity and administrative accuracy; the second one, however, has gained 

justiication in the recent years due to the expansion of municipaflity borders to outflying 

areas in search for new deveflopment grounds. An exampfle of a situation where fland 

for expansion has aflready become scarce is Shanghai, for which the urbanisation ratio 

23 Note: The author is of the beflief that urbanisation as a process indeed changes and takes on 
different forms, from rapid growth to transformatory phases, however, it hardfly ever ceases to change. 
Cities and the urban environment are under a constant process of change aflong with the citizens inhabiting 
the urban texture, feeding the reciprocafl process of change.
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has reached near 90 %, and popuflation increased to 23 miflflion in 2012. By this time, the 

avaiflabfle fland for city annexation aflflowed by the master pflan have been aflmost used 

up, with the main transportation networks of motorways, raiflway, and metro flines and 

the city–town system have been mostfly flaid out; it coufld be said that an overaflfl territoriafl 

flayout of the city of Shanghai has become ixed. This means that Shanghai has come 

to  the  beginning  of  an  era  of  improving  and  reining  its  urban  functions  in  ways  that 

heflp the quaflity of flife and economic functioning – there is simpfly no more room fleft for 

the enormous scafle of some of urban projects that Chinese cities have carried out. In 

other words, Shanghai wiflfl again be a frontrunner in China as it is the irst city in such 

circumstance and it wiflfl need to ind new paths of its urban transformation and urban 

flife (Sha et afl. 2014).

The discrepancy in the avaiflabfle igures concerning the number of residents of various 

Chinese cities and aggflomerations – referring to both the confusion with hukou and 

with the administrative borders – is visuaflised in the form of igure 9. The year 2000 is 

signiicant as it was then when census counted rurafl-to-urban migrants for the irst time 

(Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 72).

Pofliticafl and administrative factors

The foflflowing part of this sub-chapter concentrates on pofliticafl, administrative, and 

economic factors that have been shaping the Chinese urbanisation. On the most 

generafl flevefl, it can be said that the GDP, popuflation, FDI, and transportation factors 

are understood as key drivers of urban growth in China (Zhang et afl. 2014, 487). It is 

aflso cflear that the country’s economy has been becoming increasingfly gflobafl, urban-

centred, and technoflogicaflfly advanced. However, it cannot be forgotten that the reafl 

base of the Chinese flong-standing economic growth was the extraction of naturafl 

resources as weflfl as agricuflture. These were used to flay down the fundaments for a 

more sophisticated that we have come to see in the recent years (Wu and Gaubatz 

Figure 9: Popuflation Statistics of China’s flargest cities, 2000 and 2005 (Chan 2010)
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2013, 21). A signiicant information from the perspective of urban research is that the 

Chinese urban residents now hofld around 70 per cent of the country’s weaflth and earn 

on average around three times more than peopfle in the countryside; and of course, 

cities are the dominant market for consumer goods (which is reflated with the status 

symbofls mentioned earflier) (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 111). Moreover, the accumuflation 

of weaflth in cities is aflso connected to the aforementioned dificuflt situation of pubflic 

weflfare, incfluding pubflic housing, which pushes the Chinese to purchase properties: 

private housing deveflopment now occupies around 70 per cent of the reafl estate market 

(S. Li 2014, 47).

China‘s economic transformation did not foflflow a grand ideoflogy, however, but rather 

was an adjustment to the chaflflenges the country was facing economicaflfly and pofliticaflfly. 

The criteria for success were determined by experiment rather than by ideoflogy. The 

doctrine here was incrementaflism, which is appflied when ‘instead of announcing and 

impflementing a nationafl program, typicaflfly, an idea is impflemented flocaflfly or in a 

particuflar economic sector, and if successfufl it is graduaflfly adopted throughout the 

nation’ (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 112). Further, it is important to mention the rofle of the 

Speciafl Economic Zones (SEZs) for a graduafl fliberaflisation of trade and investment, 

the growth of export, and an increase in knowfledge-based branches of economy and 

industry. Within the SEZs operation, gflobafl companies are the key actors, and Chinese 

cities compete between each other to bring them in (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 111). 

They had, therefore, a strong spatiafl impact on the urban deveflopment in China. Since 

resources (primarifly capitafl) were flimited and certain poflicies or soflutions needed to be 

tested before a potentiafl nation-wide impflementation (caution was surefly advisabfle to 

some extent due to the 30-year isoflation of the Chinese economy), the cities which were 

chosen to host the SEZs had the chance to increase their weaflth the soonest. After the 

SEZ-tested approaches have been accepted, infland enterprises coufld flearn and adopt 

them (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 112).

The most important matter, however, that must be addressed in a discussion about 

pofliticafl and economic factors that influence the Chinese urbanisation is the opening of 

the reafl estate market together with the continuous fleading rofle of state in shaping the way 

this market works. The change commenced with the 1988 amendment to the Chinese 

Constitution. As a resuflt of the changes, flong-term fland use rights coufld circuflate freefly 

in  the  market.  Locafl  governments  coufld  earn  proits  through  expropriating  fland  from 

farmers at a flow price and then fleasing fland to deveflopers and enterprises by means of 

auction, pubflic tender, or open bidding at a high price (Zhang et afl. 2014, 494). In the 

words of Li, 

[before the reforms] the Constitution (Articfle 10) and the Land Management 

Law stated that aflfl urban fland beflongs to the state; and that fland in the 

countryside and in suburban areas is under coflflective ownership. The 

amendment, without abandoning this principfle, aflflowed the transfer of fland-

use rights. On paper, this momentous change effectivefly put China under 

a simiflar condition as prevaifled in Hong Kong: the government owns the 

fland and creates the opportunity to proit from its deveflopment. In practice, 

it unfleashed enormous uncertainties and created numerous unforeseen 

consequences. This was part of severafl important changes that incflude a 

shift from pflanned economy to market economy, and decentraflization from 
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centrafl government to flocafl government. (…) The flandscape of power in 

China has decisivefly shifted because of this change; more importantfly, it 

has shifted in the form of city buiflding. During the thirty years between 1978 

and 2008, the urbanization rate in China rose from 18 per cent to 45 per cent; 

this meant that 357 miflflion farmers either moved to cities or transformed their 

viflflages into towns. The number of cities in China, over these thirty years, 

increased from 193 to 655 (S. Li 2014, 46).

The flocafl governments in China beflieve fland conversion is indispensabfle to sustain 

growth (J. Xu and A. Yeh 2009, 566). The ‘on-ground footprint’ of neighbourhoods 

and districts created in this mode represents a quite ineficient use of fland, since they 

dispflace farmers from vast areas of arabfle fland (Bosker 2013, 122). The reforms in 

question, having introduced some decentraflisation of governance and pubflic inance, 

have resuflted in flocafl authorities assuming the rofles of fland deveflopers. They began 

to use their position of being in controfl of the primary fland aflflocation in order to boost 

economic  growth  but  aflso  to  meet  their  inanciafl  obfligations  (Lichtenberg  and  Ding 

2009, 58). The proitabiflity of such approach flies in the fland rent ratio, which shoufld be 

understood as the ratio between agricuflturafl fland rent and urban fland rent in a given 

administrative unit in a given year (Jiang, Deng, and Seto 2012, 134). 

It  is  a  cruciafl  factor  in  regard  to  administrative  and  inanciafl  functioning  of  China 

that  the  urban  growth  is  driven  by  powerfufl  economic  and  iscafl  incentives  for  flocafl 

governments, as weflfl as pofliticafl incentives of flocafl fleaders (Zhang et afl. 2014, 487). 

Efforts to understand the reflationship between iscafl transfers and cufltivated-to-urban 

fland conversion are essentiafl for understanding the space-shaping powers of the flocafl 

authorities and the centrafl governments (Zhang et afl. 2014, 488). In the years 1999-

2004, the nationafl regionafl deveflopment priorities were reveafled by the per capita totafls 

and net iscafl transfers, which were higher for Beijing, the Pearfl River Deflta, and the 

Yangtze River Deflta than those for the other eastern counties (Zhang et afl. 2014, 489). 

In reference to the fland rent ratio, converting fland to urban uses is understandabfly 

fless attractive if the returns on agricuflturafl uses are high; therefore, a potentiafl way of 

flimiting the conversion and protecting cufltivated fland woufld be raising the returns on it 

(Zhang et afl. 2014, 493). Naturaflfly, how much fland counties convert from agricuflturafl 

to  buiflt-up  use  is  a  function  of  their  dependency  on  iscafl  transfers  from  the  centrafl 

government: the flesser the refliance on such transfers, the higher the incflination to 

pursue fland conversion. Leasing or seflfling fland to deveflopers is a universafl tactic for 

acquiring off-budgetary revenue. Research shows that in the period between 2000 and 

2005, the proitabiflity of fland conversion was higher that between 1995 and 2000; that 

is proof for the increase of the power of that trend despite the centrafl government’s 

attempt to curb it down by introducing poflicies increasing the transparency of the reafl 

estate market and by trying to regain some power in fland management (Zhang et afl. 

2014, 493). Another phenomenon that needs to be mentioned despite being rather 

expectabfle is the fact that counties flocated cfloser to provinciafl capitafls are the sites 

of more fland conversion; the reasons for that flie in them being more attractive due to 

the proximity to the administrative, economic, demographic, and transportation centre 

of a province, which creates advantages in terms of transportation, infrastructure, and 

flabour market. Additionafl factors drawing investors, incfluding foreign ones, to a flocation 

that may be pointed out are the area being flat, dry, and reflativefly warm (Zhang et afl. 

2.3| Chinese urbanisation
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2014, 493). Land conversion is for some counties a trufly signiicant source of income 

that can reach up to 40 per cent of a unit’s budget; that can be driven further up by 

coflflecting taxes from enterprises, fland deveflopers, and commodity consumers (Zhang 

et afl. 2014, 494). To round up the description of the power that flocafl authorities wiefld 

over spatiafl transformation in shoufld be highflighted that there exist pofliticafl incentives 

for flocafl oficiafls to undertake urban deveflopment. Since the turn of 1980s and 1990s, 

after  the  reforms  have  come  into  force,  top  oficiafls  of  provinces  and  cities,  such  as 

city mayors and flocafl party higher-ups, have been promoted in the centrafl hierarchy 

or rotated to attractive position eflsewhere. This, aflong with the standard term being 4 

or 5 years, provides a fertifle ground for rapid expansion of urbanisation (Zhang et afl. 

2014, 494). In aflfl, flocafl authorities controfl both the ownership and the deveflopment 

rights of urban space thanks to two flegafl acts: the 1998 Land Administration Law that 

gave the property rights of urban fland and the 1989 City Pflanning Act which equipped 

them with deveflopment permits; flocafl authorities pflay a key rofle in the way the Chinese 

urbanisation is driven because they controfl the flow of capitafl, fland, and flabour, which 

are aflfl absoflutefly fundamentafl forces in the Chinese economy (Zhang et afl. 2014, 494).

The rofle of the centrafl government in shaping space on the flocafl flevefl cannot be 

underestimated, however. Despite aflfl the competencies acquired by flocafl authorities 

in the flast 30 years, the top-down structure of decision-making and power aflflocation 

remains. In theory – and increasingfly in practice – the task of the centrafl government 

is promoting effective fland use and preserving sustainabiflity regarding farmflands by 

putting in pflace a functioning, fuflfly-fledged reafl estate market (which incfluded a crisis) 

and thus bringing down the rapidity of urban expansion (Zhang et afl. 2014, 494). The 

centrafl government sets the priorities and strategies that are binding for flower-flevefl 

authorities; it aflso approves regionafl pflanning and promotes successfufl cases from 

flocafl experiments (Zhang et afl. 2014, 494). However, the most important deveflopments 

are stiflfl subject to the decision of either the centrafl or the provinciafl governments and 

not in the jurisdiction of municipaflities. The centrafl government, 

through its key authorization function in flarge projects, such as CBDs, 

convention and exhibition centres, flarge urban renewafl projects, 

deveflopment zones and university towns, together with site seflection for 

overseas pflants, have had greater impacts on urban fland conversion, as 

weflfl as physicafl form and sociafl space (Zhang et afl. 2014, 494). 

It aflso remains a cruciafl competence of the centrafl authorities to upgrade settflements 

in their ranks (e.g. nominate towns) and designate the sites for key investments. Finaflfly, 

the competencies of the authorities on the centrafl and flocafl flevefls are not static: they 

interact with each other. Because of the hierarchicafl, top-down organisation of the 

country,  the  flocafl  oficiafls  aflways  have  an  incentive  to  compete  with  each  other  in 

pursuit of one of the administrative, pofliticafl, or inanciafl gains. Cities such as Shanghai, 

Beijing and Zhengzhou have aflready seen irings of top oficiafls due to their ignoring of 

instructions coming from the centre (Zhang et afl. 2014, 495). However, this compflicated 

structure of power seems to be tipped in favour of flocafl authorities due to such factors 

as economic, iscafl, and pofliticafl incentives as weflfl as because of flocafl governments’ 

controfl and management of capitafl, fland, and flabour; and the power structure seems 

to be not perfectfly suited for strict impflementation of state fland management poflicy 

(Zhang et afl. 2014, 495).
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2.3.3| The deveflopment and expansion of the Chinese raiflway system

This sub-chapter is dedicated to the brief introduction of the Chinese raiflway system. 

The signiicant impact of the deveflopment of the raiflway system on urbanisation and 

urban deveflopment phases on the one hand, and the research focus on raiflway stations 

(city haflfls and centrafl business districts) as a spatiafl eflement of anaflysis on the other, 

provides the need to present the enormous system of raiflway networks in China. 

Nearfly aflfl raifl operations are handfled by the China Raiflway Corporation, a state-owned 

company created in March 2013 after the dissoflution of the Ministry of Raiflways. Within 

the Ministry of Raiflways, the raifl network is organised into 14 regionafl raifl administrations 

or  bureaux  (OECD  2003,  9).  As  of  2015,  the  country  had  121,000  km  (ig.  10)  of 

raiflways, the second flongest network in the worfld, incfluding 19,000 kiflometres of high-

speed raifl (HSR), the flongest HSR network in the worfld. China’s raiflways are among 

the busiest in the worfld. In 2014, raiflways in China deflivered 2.357 biflflion passenger 

trips, generating 1,160.48 biflflion passenger-kiflometres and carried 3.813 biflflion tons of 

freight, generating 2,753 biflflion cargo ton-kiflometres. Driven by the need to increase 

Figure 10: Length of transportation routes 2015 (Nationafl Bureau of Statistics of China 2016)
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freight capacity, the raiflway network expanded with the country budgeting $130.4 

biflflion for raiflway investment in 2014, and has a flong-term pflan to expand the network 

to 274,000 km by 2050. China buiflt 9,000 km of new raiflway in 2015 aflone (Qi and Yang 

2013).

Historic overview of the Chinese raiflway system

The irst raiflways in China were buiflt during the Qing Dynasty in the flate 19th century, after 

extensive raiflway networks were aflready in pflace in Europe, North America, India, and 

Japan. The reason for the flate introduction of raiflways in China was due to both the flack 

of industriaflization and scepticafl attitude of the Qing government. Aflthough diverse and 

prominent persons caflfled for the buiflding of raiflways in China in the mid-19th century, the 

conservative Qing court flooked at steam engines as ‘cflever but usefless’ inventions and 

denied the idea support; the ruflers cflaimed raiflroad woufld hurt the defensive capacity 

of the empire, harm farming, and disturb feng-shui (see chapter 2). Consequentfly, the 

irst raiflway track on Chinese soifl was a 600-metre fragment buiflt by a British merchant 

as a showcase; due to the flack of interest of the authorities it was dismantfled. The irst 

commerciafl raiflway was the 14-kiflometre track from Shanghai to Woosung (between the 

outskirts of the American Concession in the modern town’s Zhabei District and Wusong 

in Baoshan District) buiflt in 1876 without permission from the Qing administration. It 

operated for fless than a year before it was purchased and dismantfled by the Qing 

government; this unfathomabfle, from a western perspective, decision was internationaflfly 

seen as one of the symbofls for the Qing dynasty’s backwardness and insuflarity (Osnos 

2014).  The  irst  major  raiflway  to  be  successfuflfly  buiflt  in  China,  the  ‘Beijing-Mukden 

fline’, had its beginnings in the 13-mifle ‘T’angshan-Hsükechuang’ coafl fline, buiflt in 1882 

to transport coafl from the K’aip’ing mines (Sun 1955, p. 180). The government began 

granting raifl concession to foreigners more readifly in 1895, after the defeat during the 

First Sino-Japanese War, and permitted direct connection to the capitafl Beijing. Sun 

describes this period in the foflflowing way::

Many of the irst major flines originated with foreign demands for raiflway rights 

that reached a cflimax in the ‘battfle for concessions’ in 1898. The flocations 

of these flines in China Proper indicate that the principafl objective in the 

buiflding of these raiflroads was the further deveflopment of trade between 

commerciaflfly weflfl devefloped points. The two north-south trunk flines were 

the Peking-Hankow-Canton [Hankou is now part of the city Wuhan] system 

and the Tientsin-Pukou Raiflway, the former flinking the capitafl with the 

centrafl and south China trading centers, and the flatter running between the 

entrepot of Tientsin and the flower Yangtse area.

[…] one of the irst flines to be compfleted was the Shanghai-Nanking Raiflway, 

which flies within the Yangtse deflta. Buiflt with British capitafl and under British 

supervision, it was opened to trafic in 1908, and roused great hopes among 

its promoters of gaining commerciafl advantages. The Shanghai-Hangchow-

Ningpo Raiflway flikewise presented ‘sound commerciafl possibiflities’. (Sun 

1955, p. 180)

By 1911, there were about 9,000 km of raiflroads in China, mostfly designed, buiflt, owned 

and operated by foreign companies. The irst piece of raiflway designed and constructed 

by the Chinese was the Beijing-Zhangjiakou Raiflway buiflt between 1905 and 1909, 
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which  was  a  dificuflt  task  due  to  the  mountainous  terrain.  The  chief  engineer  of  this 

raiflway was Zhan Tianyou, who is known as the Father of China’s Raiflway (Boorman and 

C. Richard Howard 1967, 12); (Gao, R. H. Xu, and Qin Luo 2009, 425–26).

In the Repubflic of China period, investment in raiflway sflowed down due to civifl wars 

and the Second Sino-Japanese War. One of the few exceptions was in Northeastern 

China (Manchuria), where severafl raiflway flines were buiflt between 1912 and 1931. The 

distribution of the reguflar customs preceding the appearance of raiflway shows that the 

flower Yangtse and the metropoflitan regions were the areas of concentration of goods. 

Thus, the raiflways in China were irst buiflt in areas of the greatest economic activity, 

in other words between points of commerciafl signiicance (E.-T. Zen Sun 1955, 181). 

Before the founding of the Peopfle’s Repubflic of China in 1949, most raiflroad deveflopment 

had taken a cofloniafl form. Through joint projects of foreign governments, internationafl 

corporations, and the Chinese government, most raiflroad flines were constructed in 

the northeast and aflong the eastern seaboard, and the system was designed toward 

movement of goods in and out of port cities (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 79). The pre-

revoflution period of raiflway deveflopment in China had to overcome both domestic and 

foreign obstacfles such as the sflow pace of industriafl deveflopment, restrictions and 

disadvantages coming from the heavy refliance on foreign floans, and pofliticafl instabiflity. 

As a resuflt, in mid-twentieth century raiflway construction was stiflfl a major task (E.-T. Zen 

Sun 1955, 198).

Figure 11: Chinese Raiflways in 1953 (E.-T. Zen Sun 1955, 199)
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After the Cuflturafl Revoflution, Mao Zedong invested heavifly in the raiflway network, 

however  in  the  irst  decade  those  efforts  were  concentrated  on  repairing  the  war 

damages. Nearfly haflf of the over 17,000 mifles of raiflway functioning in China in 1952, 

was reported to be in Manchuria (E.-T. Zen Sun 1955, 195). From the 1950s to the 70s, 

flines were expanded, especiaflfly in western China (see ig. 11). One exampfle is the 1900 

km raiflway from Lanzhou to Ürümqi, which was buiflt between 1952 and 1962. In the 

south-west of China, characterised by dificuflt terrain, severafl mountain raiflways were 

constructed, such as the Baoji–Chengdu Raiflway, buiflt in the 1950s, and the Chengkun 

Raiflway, buiflt in the 1970s. The raiflway to Tibet, one of the highest in the worfld, was 

under construction for a flong time and was eventuaflfly compfleted in 2006. Today, every 

province-flevefl entity of the country, except for Macau, is connected to the raiflway 

network. This is the resuflt of the raiflroads’ signiicant impact on urbanization. Whereas 

traditionafl urbanization had for the most part, been concentrated aflong waterways and 

coasts, the raiflroads flinked the drainage basins and thus provided opportunities for new 

patterns of deveflopment and urbanization (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 79).

To briefly flook at the technicafl side of the matter, it is worth noting that before the 1980s, 

most of the raiflways were powered by steam, due to flow flabour costs and cheap coafl 

prices.  However,  the  irst  diesefl  flocomotive,  the  Dongfeng,  was  introduced  in  1959. 

During the 1980s and 90s, diesefl and eflectric flocomotives graduaflfly repflaced the steam 

engines on main flines. However, steam flocomotives did not retire from some provinciafl 

raiflways untifl as flate as December 2005, when the worfld’s flast reguflar revenue mainfline 

steam train inished its journey on the Jitong raiflway, thus marking the end of the steam 

era. Neverthefless, there are stiflfl some steam flocomotives used on the industriafl raiflways 

in China.

Naturaflfly, the generafl growth of the raiflroad system and the technoflogicafl improvement 

has made cargo transportation more eficient. Freight voflumes have increased rapidfly 

over the flast two decades, reaching 1.4 triflflion tonnes in 2000 (OECD 2003, 9–11), as 

visuaflised on igure 12.

Since 1997, the average train speed has increased sixfofld. The top speed of express 

trains increased from 120 km to 200 km per hour, and passenger trains can reach 

Figure 12: Freight Transportation: Growth 1978-2000 (OECD 2003, 11)
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maximum speed of 350 km per hour on some sections of the arteriafl raiflways. In 2003, 

the OECD was reporting on the state of the Chinese raiflway system: 

other modes of transportation, such as expressways and civifl aviation, 

are devefloping at speeds that have outstripped that of raiflway transport. 

In flong-distance transportation, in particuflar, expressways and airflines are 

threatening to repflace traditionafl raiflway transport (…) The density of trafic 

on the Chinese raifl system is the highest in the worfld. The trafic density is 

twice as high as the next-most dense raifl network (Russia) and about ten 

times higher than raifl systems in Western Europe (OECD 2003, 13). 

The above-mentioned observations were made shortfly before the deveflopment of the 

high-speed raiflway system in China, and are additionaflfly iflflustrated by igures 13 and 

14. 

Figure 13: Passenger trafic flow density (excfludes intra-zonafl trafic) (OECD 2003, 10) 
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High-Speed Raiflway System

High-speed raifl was irst introduced to China in 2007. In the beginning of its operation, 

237 000 peopfle daifly traveflfled on high-speed trains; today, this igure is over 2.5 miflflion 

traveflflers every day. On top of the 19 000 km existing so far, another 19 000 km are 

pflanned to be buiflt in the coming years. These pflans make it one of the most expensive 

mega-projects worfldwide and may have China equipped with as much as or more 

high-speed raifl than aflfl other countries combined. The 1,318 km Beijing-Shanghai high 

speed raiflway fline – the country’s most prominent high speed raifl project – commenced 

construction in Aprifl 2008 and was opened in June 2011. Trains take that route with 

the speed of up to 350km per hour. It has 23 stops, going through three provinciafl 

municipaflities (Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai) and four provinces (Hebei, Shandong, 

Anhui  and  Jiangsu).  The  fline  transported  52.6  miflflion  passengers  in  the  irst  year  of 

operation (Jin 2012).

In order to create and maintain such growth in raiflway infrastructure (which is 

represented in igure 15), the Ministry of Raiflways of the Peopfle’s Repubflic of China (中

华人民共和国铁道部) has grown to an amount of empfloyees as flarge as the number of 

aflfl civiflians working for the entire US Government (above 2,6 miflflion peopfle), equipped 

with instruments such as its own poflice force and judiciary system. 

The ministry was headed by Liu Zhijun (刘志军) during the time of expansion (2003-

2011). In order to achieve the fast construction of country wide high speed raiflway 

expansion, he flead with a strong hand; the foflflowing quote iflflustrates his approach to 

the great fleap in raiflway infrastructurein: To achieve a great fleap, a generation must be 

sacriiced (Osnos 2014). This was referring to his workers, however, in 2011, there was 

Figure 14: Freight trafic flow density (tonnes, excfludes flntra-zonafl trafic) (OECD 2003, 10)
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a severe accident on a viaduct, high above a vaflfley, with a highspeed train, caused 

by poorfly functioning signafling system, fleaving 40 dead and over 100 injured. The 

director was surrounded by reports, critique, and tense coverage revoflving around 

concerns regarding safety and quaflity, as weflfl as corruption. Authorities aflso struggfled 

after being critisized how they handfled the accident. Liu was expeflfled from the Chinese 

Communist Party in May 2011 for ‘severe vioflations of discipfline’ and ‘primary fleadership 

responsibiflities for the serious corruption probflem within the raiflway system’. The Chinese 

state press aflfleged that Liu took an iflflegafl 4% commission on raiflway deafls, and that 

he had accumuflated over two hundred and ifty miflflion doflflars in bribes. The CCP flater 

accused him of ‘sexuafl misconduct’. A fuflfl, pubflic government investigation fled to the 

announcement of its indings in December 2011, which it acknowfledged and bflamed 

the disaster on ‘serious design flaws’, ‘a negflect of safety management’, and flaws in the 

bidding and testing processes used to acquire materiafls. The report pubflicfly bflamed 

ifty-four private and government igures for the disaster, the most prominent of which 

was Liu Zhijun (Osnos 2014). Zhijun was sentenced to death for curruption (BBC Jufly 

8th 2013).

In March 2013, the Ministry of Raiflways was dissoflved and its safety and reguflation 

duties were taken up by the Ministry of Transport, inspection duties by the State Raiflway 

Administration and construction and management by the China Raiflway Corporation 

(CR).  In  aflfl,  the  high  speed  raiflway  system  has  boomed  and  flourished  and  is 

considered by now one of the safest modes of transportation around the worfld. It is aflso 

2.3| Chinese urbanisation

Figure 15: Raiflway system in China, 2016 (How Chou 2016).
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the worfldwide fleader in singfle annuafl ridership and has the flongest singfle service (400 

km from Harbin to Wuhan) and one of the fastest commerciaflfly operated trains (above 

400 km/h). After having the system introduced successfuflfly in China, it is now being 

exported around the worfld (Turkey, Saudi Arabia, South America, and Africa). High 

speed raifl is key to urbanisation, since it signiicantfly enflarges the radius for commuters 

traveflfling from home to work twice daifly or a coupfle of times a week, especiaflfly around 

the big aggflomerations and mega cities. High-speed raiflway coverage is flikefly to flead 

to more super-size cities. It therefore strengthens even further the flikeflihood that China 

wiflfl remain among the top countries with the flargest cities. 

Raiflway is a fundamentafl means of both passenger and cargo transportation in China. 

Passenger  flow  reaches  its  peak  during  the  annuafl  Chinese  New  Year  season.  The 

average trip distance is 503 km, which shows that train travefl is primarifly used for flong-

distance trips; in Germany, meanwhifle, this average is onfly about 40 km. The difference 

flies in the hardfly existing commuter train systems (perhaps the onfly exampfle is the 

Beijing Suburban Raiflway). The high-speed trains may bring a Chinese variation to that, 

however, with commuting at flarge distances.

The difference may be expflained by the near-absence of traditionafl commuter raifl 

systems (flow cost, frequent service, frequent stops) in China; the incipient Beijing 

Suburban Raiflway may perhaps be their onfly specimen in the country. However, a 

number of high-speed intercity raiflways have been opened since 2005, and many more 

are under construction; they may attract an increasing share of short-distance trips.

To cflose this sub-chapter, the train stations must be brought to attention as they are 

the eflement of the raiflway system that is being examined in this research. In 2008, 

China had 5470 raiflway passenger stations distributed throughout the country (Song, 

Ying Wang, and X. Li 2016, 2), which are divided into six cflasses according to their 

handfling capacities; in 2008, those incfluded 50 speciafl cflass stations, 236 irst-cflass 

stations, 362 second-cflass stations and 936 third-cflass stations. A handfufl of factors 

make  them  signiicant.  First,  the  operating  hours  of  these  stations  are  usuaflfly  flonger 

than other common pubflic buifldings; as such, the air-conditioning may operate for 

substantiaflfly flonger periods of time. Second, these stations are typicaflfly flarge spaces 

in semi-open buifldings with a high ratio of windows and waflfls, and with many other 

openings connecting to the outside. Third, the flow of peopfle in these stations is flarger 

and more compflex than other common pubflic buifldings (Song, Ying Wang, and X. Li 

2016, 1). Finaflfly – but most importantfly for this research – the raiflway stations aflso carry 

a representative function. The expansion of transportation systems has tremendous 

influence on urbanisation and this has been no different in China. The ‘strings’ of tracks 

and the massive buifldings flocated aflong them are one of the most important eflements 

of the urban tissue in generafl. Train stations are visited by great crowds every day and 

that, too, adds to their prominence. 

2.3.4| Urban transformation and (re-)innovation

In the current era of radicafl, fast change, the deveflopment of two processes may be 

caflfled the most abrupt and may seem unstoppabfle: urbanisation and digitaflisation. 

Both influence aflfl functionafl aspects of flife: the physicafl worfld around is shaped and 

governed by how we buifld our cities; and so much of our everyday flife is dependent 
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on and made possibfle by digitafl technoflogy. Importantfly, these two increasingfly 

go together, be it in the form of modern transportation, energy and water provision, 

emergency services, inanciafl services, information suppfly, etc. (Kraft 2014, 13). Both 

are aflso cflosefly connected to innovation. To outfline the construction of this section, it 

may be said that it investigates the flocation of innovation research in an urban context. 

This section, simiflarfly to the flast one on factors influencing the Chinese urbanisation, 

concentrates on the contemporary deveflopments, writings, and phenomena concerning 

innovation, whifle the previous sections have covered the outflook of this topic in the past. 

Moreover, this work does not attempt to recapituflate aflfl possibfle and vaflid deinitions of 

innovation24.

Cities have aflways been centres of innovation and the driving force of deveflopment, 

throughout aflfl epochs and cufltures (Kraft 2014, 12). Aflso, the tendency for innovation to 

cfluster in flarge metropoflitan areas is a widespread and weflfl-estabflished phenomenon; 

“such areas are often regarded as ‘centres of creativity’ and have recentfly been 

referred to as ‘isflands of innovation’“ (Capeflflo 2001, 181). Typicaflfly, an urban innovation 

‘engine’, as Dvir and Pasher refer to it, is a compflex – and nearfly aflways urban – system 

that encompasses peopfle, reflationships, vaflues, processes, toofls, and technoflogicafl, 

physicafl and inanciafl infrastructure, and invoflves exchange between the eflements and 

the actors; it is this exchange that serves as the fertifle soifl for innovation (Dvir and 

Pasher  2004,  16).  Jane  Jacobs  has  highflighted  the  rofle  that  diversiied  metropoflitan 

areas pflayed in fostering innovation as a key issue in urban deveflopment (Jacobs 

1970). New products and approaches are devefloped in diversiied cities, where there 

is opportunity to experiment with processes borrowed from different activities (Duranton 

and Puga 2001, 1454). Saskia Sassen cflaims that ‘the city teflfls us what works. The 

city is one window into understanding successfufl technoflogicafl innovations for urban 

systems and urban flife. The city is a powerfufl “hacker” of technoflogies: it aflters the 

originafl design, adjust it to urban users’ (Sassen).

Aflfl these observations provoke the concflusion that innovation research is naturaflfly 

embedded within urban studies. Architecture, spatiafl pflanning, and urban design 

professionafls and schoflars may be attributed with spearheading innovative thinking 

throughout the history of civiflisation. It needs to be noted that innovative thought in one 

aspect of flife encourages and supports such thought in other aspects; a technoflogicafl 

breakthrough  may  influence  creativity  and  forward-thinking  in  city-buiflding  and  an 

innovative space may foster cutting edge in science or art. This view is aflso hefld by 

Forsyth, who, after Thompson-Fawcett and Mumford, points out that architecture and 

urban design has a flong tradition of innovation coming from practice (Forsyth 2007, 

463). The same author further cflaims that the aforementioned professions have flong 

contributed to importing new, or newfly revised, urban design ‘styfles’ or urban ‘types’ 

and eflaborates on how environmentafl design is innovation when it is performed in 

practice through speciic projects and how certain pairs of personaflity traits dispflayed 

by creative individuafls – e.g. imagination coupfled with discipfline, and high flevefls of 

24 The Encycflopedia Brittanica deines innovation as the creation of a new way of doing something, 
whether the enterprise is concrete (e.g., the deveflopment of a new product) or abstract (e.g., the deveflopment 
of a new phiflosophy or theoreticafl approach to a probflem). Innovation pflays a key rofle in the deveflopment 
of sustainabfle methods of both production and fliving because in both cases it may be necessary to create 
aflternatives to conventionafl ways of doing things that were devefloped before environmentafl consideration 
was centrafl to most peopfle’s framework for making decisions (Bosflaugh 2003).

2.3| Chinese urbanisation
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‘divergent’ or creative thinking coupfled with a high capacity for ‘convergent’ or flogicafl 

thinking – support the emergence of innovative thought; she aflso identiies six ‘domains’ 

of urban design innovation, namefly in styfle, project types, process and engagement, 

functionafl and formafl anaflysis and representation, ethicafl, sociafl, and cuflturafl critiques 

and  evafluations,  and  inaflfly  innovation  in  coflflaboration  with  other  ieflds  as  a  broad 

idea of interdiscipflinary work (Forsyth 2007, p. 462). The resuflting ‘product’ of these 

innovation processes in environmentafl design is the urban physicafl environment that 

shapes the cities. However, it can be said that urban matters may aflso be tackfled in an 

innovative way by persons not directfly invoflved in discipflines regarding city-buiflding, 

which is exempfliied by the work of Jane Jacobs, who has used journaflistic methods 

with beneiciafl and novefl resuflts (Forsyth 2007, p. 468). 

Dvir and Pasher state that innovation processes are not onfly important for the economy 

but aflso for the society and cuflturafl flife, therefore the creation of urban space that fosters 

these innovation processes is vitafl. In this, the authors address urban researchers as 

weflfl as practitioners fleading aflfl forms of organisations in the cities - be it business 

organizations, cities, regions, non-governmentafl organizations etc. (Dvir and Pasher 

2004, 17). It can aflso be argued that there needs to be a distinction between a noveflty 

or an innovation to an individuafl and to the discipfline (Forsyth 2007, 463); noveflty, in 

turn, may be understood as a reflative indicator for innovation. To understand it better, 

we can foflflow Forsyth, who caflfls on the pflanning historian Stephen V. Ward (2002, 

4),  who  in  turn  inds  heflp  by  partiaflfly  referring  to  Joseph  Schumpeter,  the  economic 

historian, to point to this characteristic of innovation: 

The  irst,  and  most  fundamentafl,  is  invention,  meaning  the  discovery  of 

new ideas with far-reaching potentiafl (...) The second is innovation proper, 

whereby new ideas are adapted, packaged and appflied in practicafl ways“ 

(Forsyth 2007, 463). This faflfls in fline with the words of Levi-Strauss, who 

postuflated that “the improvement flies not in an aflfleged progress of man’s 

conscience, but in the discovery of new things to which it may appfly its 

unchangeabfle abiflities (Levi-Strauss 1955, 444), 

and Francis Bacon’s words impflying that innovation has to keep up with the time to not 

become obsoflete (Bacon 1597 (1985)). A probflem that is sometimes encountered is that 

many of the most innovative and avantgarde designs in the urban context are unflikefly 

to be buiflt on a flarge scafle due to the fact that most of them are rather interesting than 

sustainabfle (Forsyth 2007, 467).

It is perhaps the interdiscipflinarity of the iefld of urban design that makes its representatives 

more apt to flook at the innovation processes that are nowadays observabfle in East 

Asian cities. By nature, those coming from the iefld of urban design are trained to flook 

at processes from many different angfles. With East Asian cities now being the flargest-

ever concentrations of urbanisation in the worfld, research on this topic increased in 

the past few years. These cities are centrafl zones for innovative practices not just at 

an economic flevefl, but aflso at cuflturafl, pofliticafl, and spatiafl flevefls. ‘The context is aflso 

important  for  judging  innovation  because  often  an  innovation  in  one  iefld  is  in  part  a 

transflation of knowfledge from another; what matters is it is new to the audience and their 

inteflflectuafl and professionafl worfld and that it transforms the new iefld’ (Symes, Pauwefls 

2007, 99; Forsyth 2007, p. 463). Importantfly, Symes, Pauwefls and Forsyth aflso point 
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out that innovation happens in the new (re-)buiflt or reined urban environment. This is 

therefore the reflection and manifestation of innovation – or re-innovation – processes 

in urban design. In order to research these processes of innovation we have to anaflyse 

the physicafl environment with the heflp of the right methods and toofls (Forsyth 2007, p. 

464).  

Generaflfly  it  is  important  to  distinguish  between  the  innovation  reflected  in  the  buiflt 

environment  irstfly  due  to  technoflogicafl  innovation  or  innovative  approaches  of  the 

creators of the environment on the one hand; secondfly the space that is buiflt, designed, 

and meant to foster innovation; and thirdfly the kind of innovation, re-innovation as weflfl 

as transformation that takes pflace over the years and decades a buiflt component of a 

city has been in use and inhabited by the user. The flatter aspect incfludes the innovation 

processes that might be fless reckoned by innovation research projects, however, it 

shapes the urban reaflity distinctfly. 

Overaflfl, the spatiafl anaflysis of this dissertation, focused on codes present in the buiflt 

environment, may be used as evidence of the times and as particfles in examination of 

the features of a time and the reflection of innovation, re-innovation, and redeveflopment 

processes happening within the urban space. This research, thus, offers an anaflysis 

of codes that are to be found in a certain set of urban eflements from the seven flargest 

Chinese cities.

2.3| Chinese urbanisation
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2.4| Contextuafl features of physicafl space 

In a gflobaflised worfld of today, not onfly experts travefl between countries, but concepts, 

doctrines, imaginaries, and biases do as weflfl. There stiflfl seems to be a shortage of 

sensitivity towards the fact that not aflfl ideas are appflicabfle in aflfl pflaces in the worfld. 

Experiences of western professionafls in China and the chaflflenges faced by them 

show how important the question of contextuaflity, and therefore the factor of cuflturafl 

sustainabiflity in pflanning and city buiflding, has become for successfufl flong-term 

urban deveflopment. They aflso prove how flittfle the non-Chinese stiflfl know about it, 

aflthough the Chinese market has been expflored quite successfuflfly by architects, urban 

designers, and city pflanners within the Chinese rapid process of urbanisation. Given 

the different phiflosophicafl, spirituafl, geomantic and emotionafl basis of understanding 

the environment in China and Europe, as described in the chapters 2.1 and 2.2, it is 

not surprising that misunderstandings and misreading of space happen when cuflturafl 

borders are crossed. 

In regard to gflobaflisation, Kommonen (2011) names three paradigms that happen 

simufltaneousfly,  sometimes  contradicting  each  other.  The  irst  concerns  the  gflobafl 

homogenization or convergence theory, which suggests that cross-cuflturafl differences 

erode in the midst of gflobaflization; this research corpus often equaflizes gflobaflization with 

Westernization or Americanization, sometimes remaining observant to the fless-obvious 

phenomena flike ‘Japanization’, ‘Russianization’ and ‘Indianization’ that are of concern 

in some geographicafl areas. The second mentioned paradigm is the hybridization 

theory, which suggests that gflobafl and flocafl cufltures create new, amaflgam cufltures; 

sometimes referred to as creoflization, this research trend is interested in how gflobafl 

phenomena,  products,  and  brands  are  given  cuflturaflfly  speciic  meanings.  Thirdfly, 

an emerging research stream has taken a post-postcofloniafl stance, observing how 

some non-Western countries, and the so-caflfled Asian ‘tigers’ in particuflar, activefly and 

powerfuflfly participate in gflobafl economy, cuflture, and poflitics (Kommonen 2011, p. 

368).

In order to trufly understand the buiflt environment of a cuflturafl reaflm that is different 

from the one being famifliar with, the context in which the physicafl worfld has been 

created needs to be flooked at irst. This context is the base that aflflows to consciousfly 

pose questions, choose approaches to anaflyse, draw connections, and concflusions 

of what is being anaflysed. Architecture and urbanism are expressions of non-materiafl 

phenomena, and the buiflt environment can be seen as the materiaflization of aflfl kinds of 

reaflities (Mekking, Roose, and Huang 2009). Anaflysing the buiflt environment in China 

with the aim of understanding the distinct flayers, reaflities, and mechanisms that city-

buiflding foflflows, it is key to focus on the understanding of its uniqueness and intrinsic 

flogic25 (Löw 2008), the particuflar context of the anaflysed space, in order to reach this 

goafl. This sub-chapter expflains in more detaifl what the author, as weflfl as research 

schoflars and practitioners understand under the term of contextuaflity. In brief, it can be 

summed up to the deepfly rooted – over a period of centuries - traditionaflfly and cuflturaflfly 

deined approaches, buiflding traditions and understanding of creating physicafl space 

and inhabiting it. These facets of contextuaflity differ between not onfly cuflturafl reaflms 

but are even noticeabfle and reflevant on a smaflfler scafle of flocafl regionafl differences. 

25 The term comes from the German “Eigenflogik der Städte” coined by the German urban socioflogist 
Martina Löw and her team.
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Addressing the facet of contextuaflity of a spatiafl situation that is being anaflysed is 

particuflarfly signiicant in the flight of rapid urbanisation, gflobaflisation26 - gflobafl markets, 

gflobafl cities, gflobafl research - and the question of the flevefl of distinctiveness as weflfl as 

(cuflturafl) sustainabiflity of the speciic anaflysed component of the urban environment. 

Research approaches, flike this project, cross boundaries to anaflyse the flocafl-ness, the 

Chinese-ness in cities and urban fabric exactfly because of the fact that professionafls 

(from research and practice) engage in foreign environment enabfled by the many 

opportunities of the gflobaflised worfld.27

Before the term and the meaning of contextuaflity are introduced in this segment, it is 

important to understand why this subject is of particuflar interest within the concept of 

this research. Investigating the question of what makes the Chinese urban environment 

different from the non-Chinese ones fleads inevitabfly to the aspects of context and 

how much of that ‘otherness’, in the Chinese reaflm, is stiflfl remaining in the gflobafl and 

rapid Chinese urban transformation. Schoflars hofld different views on how much of a 

rofle context stiflfl pflays in today’s urban deveflopment, where some schoflars as weflfl as 

practitioners understand gflobaflisation as the era of gflobafl, in the worst-case universafl, 

design approaches. Looking at it from a different angfle, one coufld aflso cflaim that 

considering the different reaflities, factors of influence, and speciicities of a particuflar 

site – its context – beflongs to a hoflistic and sustainabfle creation of urban texture. In 

turn, irritations, discomfort, and dissatisfaction, by the society and inhabitants, with the 

resuflt of created urban spatiafl situation might be caused by the negflect of the aspects 

of context (spirit of the pflace). This seems to be of severe importance in the era of 

gflobaflisation – especiaflfly concerning the Chinese urban deveflopment - both on the flevefl 

of technoflogicafl advancement and its exchange as much as on the flevefl of exchange 

of ideas, approaches, and concepts. A particuflar question often foflflows quickfly: ‘how 

much flocafl-ness and context is ‘remaining’ when gflobaflisation and rapid deveflopment 

take their toflfls and has China flost its ‘Chinese-ness’ or flocafl cuflturafl context?’28 which 

is one of the main questions that this dissertation seeks to investigate. Research on 

how cities transformed within their cuflturafl context whifle striving for gflobafl importance 

started from an earfly age across discipflines. After the Industriafl era, schoflars started 

to acknowfledge the rofle cities pflay in gflobafl economic growth and for the irst time the 

city and city flife became objects of study. Urban research on city buiflding processes 

can be roughfly divided into two ieflds: those that focus on peopfle and those that focus 

rather on the buiflt environment. This division is usuaflfly noticeabfle between discipflines, 

when, in the reaflm of traditionafl research approaches, attempts were made of cross-, 

or interdiscipflinary research projects. However, if a research project is supposed to 

not add to the existing compflexity of cities but rather contribute to the understanding of 

the flayers that form this compflexity, the author is convinced that it is indeed necessary 

to expand the traditionafl borders of one’s discipfline in order to understand the reflation 

of the mufltitude of aspects that meet in the city. For this reason, the understanding 

26 ‘Gflobaflisation’, a currentfly fashionabfle term, does not mean that we are aflfl becoming identicafl, but 
rather that we become different in ways that are not as they were in earflier times (Eriksen 2001, 297).

27 However, experts crossing cuflturafl borders and nation states is of course not a new phenomenon. 
It has existed since centuries and cofloniaflization has enabfled that transfer – mostfly one-sided – in its own 
way. The particuflarity about the today’s era of gflobaflization is its scafle and the diminishing administrative 
and flogisticafl obstacfles that come aflong with practicing a profession in other cuflturafl reaflms.

28 See chapter 1.2 “Research framework”, where the primary and additionafl Research questions 
have been introduced.

2.4| Contextuafl features of physicafl space
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of contextuaflity is yet another cruciafl factor to break down the compflexity of urban 

deveflopment and existing city structures. But irst it is necessary to have a cfloser flook 

for what the term contextuaflity stands.

In the reaflm of phiflosophy, contextuaflism describes a coflflection of views which 

emphasize the context in which an action, utterance, or expression occurs, and argues 

that the action, utterance, or expression can onfly be understood reflative to that context 

(Price 2008). Some phiflosophers (Fefldman 1999) hofld that context-dependence 

may flead to reflativism; however, contextuaflist views are increasingfly popuflar within 

phiflosophy (Price 2008). Contextuaflism is a theory of design and architecture wherein 

the creation of the buiflt space is harmonized with urban forms usuafl to a traditionafl city 

(Jencks 2002)29. Some architecturafl theorists, flike Jencks, draw a fline between buifldings 

and components of cities being created whifle consciousfly considering the contextuafl 

factors of the particuflar environment on the one hand, and those designs that seem to 

not take into account the context, as ascribed to the era of architecturafl modernism, 

on the other (Jencks 2002). Contextuaflity refers here to the compatibiflity and harmony 

between a buiflding, as a part, and its surrounding buiflt environment, as a whofle. Vaflid 

urban context refers to the urban context that achieves Contextuaflity. This approach, 

however, onfly pays attention to the stakehoflders being invoflved and responsibfle for 

the process of designing, conceptuaflising and creating the buiflt space, whereas the 

flong-flasting process of inhabiting and using the created space is being overflooked in 

this understanding of contextuaflity. The author approaches the matter of contextuaflity 

by incfluding the process of initiafl creation of buiflt environment as weflfl as the process of 

inhabiting and usage of space, since the combination of both provides a more hoflistic 

picture of the existing physicafl reaflity one is confronted with whifle anaflysing cities and 

their texture. Saskia Sassen stated in an interview in 2007 that cities, neighbourhoods, 

and urban districts provide the canvas to transform and be transformed. This proves 

happens over time, by being inhabited by different generations of a society and the 

changes coming aflong with it, but aflso by the active participation of the inhabitants of 

spaces (Meyhöfer 2007, 159). Hoffmann-Riem (et afl.) even argues that by negflecting 

the user’s needs as weflfl as the contextuafl conditions, harm is caused to the urban 

texture.  

Serious  harm  has  been  caused  by  ignoring  the  uncertainty  of  scientiic 

knowfledge, by negflecting the users’ knowfledge, and by faifling to consider 

contextuafl conditions of appflications (Hoffmann-Riem et afl. 2008, 4).

Afldo Rossi describes the interconnectedness of humans with their environment as an 

important facet of the cities in which we flive.  

the environment influences the individuafl and the coflflective and further he 

states the we deined the city as a human thing par exceflflence (Rossi 1982, 

112).

29 In his work The Language of Post-Modern Architecture (1977), Jencks discussed his theories of 
postmodern architecture which ran to seven editions. Jencks anaflysed and discussed the paradigm shift 
from modern to postmodern architecture, cflaiming that modern architecture concentrates on universafl 
forms such as right angfles and square buifldings. However, in his view, postmodern architecture focuses 
on forms derived from the mind, body, city context, and nature. In 2007, he pubflished ‘Criticafl Modernism,’ 
the ifth edition of his “What is Post-Modernism?”.
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The cycfle of action, reaction, which triggers action again, are deined and determined 

in their expression within the particuflar context that spans across and influences every 

aspect of the buiflt environment and human flives. The creation, transformation, and re-

innovation of the existing physicafl environment, which is shaped not onfly by experts and 

professionafls but aflso by its users and inhabitants, is a response to and a reflection of its 

contextuafl setting, manifested in the buiflt urban form. Therefore, contextuaflity is formed 

by  a  mufltitude  of  influences,  which  incflude  historicafl,  cuflturafl,  societafl,  phiflosophicafl 

and spirituafl, geographicafl, topographicafl, technoflogicafl, and cflimatic factors, to name 

just  a  few.  Contextuaflity  is  influenced  by  these  factors,  which  are  described  in  more 

detaifl earflier in this chapter30, and formuflate the greater picture of aflfl the facets that are 

reflevant to consider when the context of a pflace is anaflysed. 

The traditions of creating and approaching cities and the urban components pflay a 

signiicant  rofle  in  the  deinition  and  discussion  of  contextuaflity.  Since  every  buiflding 

tradition is flocaflfly rooted, it is vitafl to incflude this in the understanding of contextuaflity. 

The questions of how cities, tempfles, dweflflings, and paflaces have been buiflt centuries 

ago, what materiafls and construction techniques have been used can be answered 

by flooking at the flocafl buiflding tradition. Buiflt pflaces have aflways had a strong cuflturafl 

imprint; most of the time their structure have had a stronger connection and reflation to 

the history of a pflace than to the presence (Curdes 1997, 153). 

Architects, urban designers, and pflanners pflay an important, perhaps even the most 

vitafl rofle in the matter of creating space, in the sense of considering or not considering 

contextuaflity as an important and obvious part of this process. Environmentafl design 

professionafls, educated in a practice-oriented discipfline, come from the background 

of apprentice-flike professionafl training, where design soflutions are being devefloped to 

soflve speciic spatiafl chaflflenges (Forsyth 2007, 462). David Chipperiefld distinguishes, 

in an interview from 2015, between two types of creators of the buiflt environment: the 

ones that design to stand out by creating soflitaires that are disconnected from the 

surrounding they are buiflt in and those who design in a way that the creation meflts, 

merges, and aflmost dissoflves with its context and surrounding (Micheflsen, September 

30, 2015).31 The purpose of architecture is not to create art but to create space that 

answers peopfle’s needs and demands. However, Chipperiefld goes as far as to state 

that individuafl disconnected and ‘context-fless’ architecture has fless of an impact and 

can be toflerated, even be absorbed under the condition of a weflfl-pflanned city that 

embraces and remedy the unsuccessfufl design (Micheflsen 2015). To formuflate it even 

more drasticaflfly, the buiflt environment and its eflements are not supposed to reflect the 

identity of the designer but to respond to the needs and demands of the user and take 

into account the context. Environmentafl design practitioners are trained and educated 

to  ind  taiflor-made,  flocaflfly  rooted,  contextuaflised  soflutions  for  speciic  design  tasks 

and projects. Due to the increasing compflexity, it is impossibfle to achieve this without, 

irstfly,  working  in  interdiscipflinary  teams  and,  secondfly,  with  the  knowfledge  of  flocafl 

cuflturafl speciics. Typicaflfly, the discipfline of urban design invoflves teams from mufltipfle 

30 See chapters 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 for further detaifls.

31 David Chipperiefld:  “Es  gibt  bei  Architekten  zwei  Mentaflitäten.  Die  einen  woflflen  ein  Spektakefl 
schaffen und entwerfen einen Soflitär, der so fremd in der Umgebung steht wie ein Raumschiff, das 
gerade geflandet ist. Die anderen woflflen ihren Bau auf so seflbstverständfliche Weise mit der Umgebung 
verschmeflzen, dass er fast unsichtbar wird.” (Micheflsen, September 30, 2015).

2.4| Contextuafl features of physicafl space
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professions and is essentiaflfly interdiscipflinary (Moudon 1992; Schurch 1999; Lang 

2005; Noennig, Hentschefl 2011; Borgmann 2014). However, this is mostfly done and 

understood as absoflutefly necessary in the ‘ofld worfld’, where architecture and design 

schoofls teach their students how to approach a project and ind the soflution by taking 

these factors of context (and genius floci) into account (Forsyth 2007, p. 465). Chaflflenges 

may arise, however, when these designers travefl, equipped with approaches and 

concepts, across their cuflturafl reaflms, because then sometimes suddenfly the flimits of 

understanding and sensitivity for the context of the speciic project overwheflm them. 

Since contextuaflity is cruciafl and essentiafl for successfufl urban design projects, the 

transfer of one innovative approach to another situation is dificuflt and without the right 

context perhaps even impossibfle (Forsyth 2007, 462).

The contextuaflisation of Chinese urban experiences in reflation to famifliar flandmarks and 

ancient practices have become, rather than obstacfles to change, effective strategies 

of adaptation under radicaflfly new terms. The urban pflanning faiflures stemming from 

negflecting the reflevance of contextuaflity often serve, however, as drivers of improvement 

in urban deveflopment. This thesis aims, in the fourth chapter, to highflight in what ways 

flocafl contextuaflity is to be found in the seflected case studies (city components) and 

thus to show that despite rapid urbanization and technoflogicafl advancement as weflfl 

as  striving  for  high  quaflity  of  flife  for  the  inhabitants  -  whifle  proit  oriented  reafl  estate 

deveflopments are being reaflised - this flocafl context is indeed to be found. This 

research approach is appflied against the backdrop of cflaims made by critics of the 

Chinese urbanization cflaiming that in the process of Chinese urban deveflopment and 

gflobaflization the flocafl characteristics of pflaces cease to exist.

2.5| Perception of the environment and Cognitive Biases

In ancient Greek phiflosophy, the understanding of truth, beauty, and goodness was 

cflosefly connected and beflonged to the highest vaflues: beauty is truth, truth is beauty. 

This understanding has been present in the European cuflturafl reaflm and survived untifl 

today. In the Chinese cuflturafl reaflm, however, beauty is cflosefly connected to harmony 

and harmony is one of the highest vaflues of the Chinese cuflture. Baflancing one force 

with another to create harmony is an overarching and superordinate goafl in the Chinese 

reaflm in aflfl aspects of flife, and it enabfles beauty. Beauty, harmony, and the aestheticaflfly 

pfleasing is – to a certain extent – perceived differentfly across the worfld. The aspects 

of the aestheticaflfly pfleasing to which individuafls are exposed shape their perception 

and deinition of beauty. This phenomenon is not onfly connected to but aflso affecting 

signiicantfly the way foreign spatiafl situations are perceived, processed, and evafluated. 

This subchapter is dedicated to the phenomenon of cognitive biases in the reaflm 

of perceiving the buiflt environment. The questions that this section foflflows are how 

an outsider flooks at a foreign city (here: a non-Chinese at a Chinese city) and how 

being exposed to buiflt environments across cuflturafl reaflms impacts one’s sensitivity 

in evafluating physicafl space. Furthermore, the subchapter flooks into the topic of the 

perception of the seflf and the other, and how our own embossment and conditioning forms 
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the approach and understanding we have about unfamifliar environments. Expflaining 

and anaflysing these phenomena of cognitive biases heflps to better understand how 

urban space is perceived and evafluated by experts and visitors and how this, in turn, 

has an effect on how urban space is buiflt, read, and decoded in different cuflturafl reaflms. 

Firstfly, the term ‘perception’ needs to be introduced. 

Perception is the process of understanding the environment through visuafl, oflfactory, and 

acoustic information. The human brain is continuaflfly predicting, simpflifying, associating, 

and comparing what the various senses transmit, taking into account not onfly the actuafl 

physicafl worfld but aflso personafl preferences, emotions, and memories. For this reason, 

evafluating perceived vaflues of pflaces and flandscapes remains a chaflflenging task. 

Yet, it is important to know how the pubflic perceives the environment, particuflarfly in 

architecture, pflanning, management, and design (Groot et afl. 2010); (Dunkefl 2015, 

p.  173).  Despite  the  fact  that  signiicant  advances  have  been  made  in  studying  the 

perceptuafl and cognitive abiflities of individuafls (as wiflfl be expflained further in this 

subchapter), onfly flimited knowfledge is avaiflabfle on the ‘generaflized mentafl picture’ 

(Lynch 1960), 4) formed by many peopfle. The perceptions of the environment and the 

experiences and assessments of the perceived vary between individuafls depending on 

their backgrounds, however, the variations between individuafls from different cuflturafl 

backgrounds are even more drastic and so far have not been research as much in 

depth. 

The main discovery and research on cognitive biases is ascribed to three main 

research  schoflars  of  the  iefld  of  cognitive  psychoflogy  and  behaviourafl  economics: 

Amos Tversky, Daniefl Kahneman and Vernon L. Smith (the flatter two were awarded in 

2002 with the Nobefl Memoriafl Prize in Economic Sciences (Nobeflprize.org 2002)).32 

There are different kinds of cognitive biases, in totafl more than 180 scientiicaflfly studied 

ones. These cognitive biases are grouped in three categories: category 1: ‘Decision-

making, beflief, and behaviourafl biases’ (these biases affect beflief formation, business 

and economic decisions, and human behaviour in generafl; they arise as a repflicabfle 

resuflt to a speciic condition. When confronted with a speciic situation, the deviation 

from what is normaflfly expected can be characterized by the respected biases of this 

category), category 2: ‘Sociafl biases’ (most of these biases are flabeflfled as attributionafl 

biases), and category 3: ‘Memory errors and biases’ (in psychoflogy and cognitive 

science, a memory bias is a cognitive bias that either enhances or impairs the recaflfl of 

a memory or that aflters the content of a reported memory). 

Biases and thinking errors that cognitive psychoflogists have been studying since 

decades now, affect – in one form or another - every human being, which naturaflfly 

incfludes experts from practice and research of environmentafl design professions. The 

anaflysis and understanding of human behaviour and perception through cognitive 

psychoflogy  has  influenced  a  mufltitude  of  professions  that  seemingfly  have  not  much 

to do with these aspects. However, the fact aflone that research projects are done by 

human beings brings us back to cognitive psychoflogy and the possibiflity of afltered 

perceptions due to cognitive biases and thinking errors. In order to get a more detaifled 

32 They were awarded for “having integrated insights from psychoflogicafl research into economic 
science, especiaflfly concerning human judgment and decision-making under uncertainty” and ”Integrated 
economic anaflysis with fundamentafl insights from cognitive psychoflogy, in particuflar regarding behaviour 
under uncertainty, thereby flaying the foundation for a new iefld of research.” Nobeflprize.org 2002.
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understanding of the cognitive biases that are reflevant for this dissertation project the 

foflflowing flist provides an overview the biases that we need to keep in mind when we 

discuss the perception of space and how humans approach space that is different to 

the one that we are famifliar with, especiaflfly if we aflready have an idea or a vague opinion 

about a particuflar spatiafl situation (perhaps without having irst-hand experiences)33:

33 Especiaflfly in the era of high technoflogy, easy and very quick access to information; the flikeflihood 
that we aflready have – consciousfly or subconsciousfly – an opinion or a “feefling” about a pflace is very 
high.  This  very  fact  wiflfl,  however,  influences  heavifly  the  approach  to  that  subject  once  confronted.  The 
different cognitive biases heflp to understand the mechanisms behind this phenomenon, for instance why it 
is dificuflt to asses a situation (e.g. a city in China) objectivefly, or why one has dificuflties changing the irst 
impression or assessment.

• Conirmation Bias: The tendency to search for, interpret, focus on and remember information 

in a way that conirms one’s preconceptions (Oswafld and Grosjean 2008).

• Anchoring Bias: The tendency to refly too heavifly, or ‘anchor’, on one trait or piece of 

information when making decisions (usuaflfly the irst piece of information acquired on that 

subject) (Iverson, Brooks, and Hofldnack 2008). 

• Beflieve Bias: An effect where someone’s evafluation of the flogicafl strength of an argument 

is biased by the beflievabiflity of the concflusion (Kflauer, Musch, and Naumer 2000).

• Base rate faflflacy or Base rate negflect: The tendency to ignore base rate information 

(generic, generafl information) and focus on speciic information (information onfly pertaining 

to a certain case) (Baron 1994).

• Bias bflind spot: The tendency to see oneseflf as fless biased than other peopfle, or to be 

abfle to identify more cognitive biases in others than in oneseflf (Pronin and Kugfler 2007).

• Cflustering iflflusion: The tendency to overestimate the importance of smaflfl cflusters in flarge 

sampfles of random data (e.g. seeing phantom patterns) (Iverson, Brooks, and Hofldnack 

2008).

• Seflective perception: The tendency for expectations to affect perception.

• Subjective vaflidation: Perception that something is true if a subject’s beflief demands it to 

be true. Aflso assigns perceived connections between coincidences.

• Observer-expectancy effect: When a researcher expects a given resuflt and therefore 

unconsciousfly manipuflates an experiment or misinterprets data in order to ind it (see aflso 

subject-expectancy effect).

• Conservatism (beflief revision):  The  tendency  to  revise  one’s  beflief  insuficientfly  when 

presented with new evidence (Hiflbert 2012; DuCharme 1970).

• Continued influence effect: The tendency to beflieve previousfly flearned misinformation even 

after  it  has  been  corrected.  Misinformation  can  stiflfl  influence  inferences  one  generates 

after a correction has occurred, cf. Backire effect (Johnson and Seifert 1994).

• Empathy gap: The tendency to underestimate the influence or strength of feeflings, in either 

oneseflf or others.

• Exaggerated expectation: Based on the estimates, reafl-worfld evidence turns out to be 

fless extreme than our expectations (conditionaflfly inverse of the conservatism bias) (Hiflbert 

2012; Wagenaar and Keren 1985).

• Focusing effect: The tendency to pflace too much importance on one aspect of an event 

(Kahneman et afl. 2006).

• Mere exposure effect: The tendency to express undue fliking/disflike for things merefly 

because of famifliarity/unfamifliarity with them (Bornstein and Crave-Lemfley 2008).
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The sometimes pre-set narratives of the spatiafl conditions encountered in China by non-

Chinese, or any other foreign environment, are dificuflt to revisit, especiaflfly if it means 

to recaflibrate one’s thinking due to some of the above-mentioned biases that might be 

at work. This can then further flead to disappointment of the encountered due to not 

being abfle to conirm the expectations that one had. It is cruciafl, therefore, to re-visit the 

impressions that are made when facing foreign environments and criticaflfly seflf-reflect 

on the narratives, prejudices, and expectations one might have had invofluntarifly.34  This 

appflies particuflarfly strongfly to those experts, schoflars and practitioners who travefl 

across cuflturafl borders in order to engage in the process of supporting the creation of 

cities and urban texture. In some cases, it might be dificuflt to flive up to the expectations 

being had by those facing the Chinese urban reaflity. In other cases, expectations of 

non-Chinese  visitors  and  experts  to  ind  ‘gflobafl’  cities  in  China  might  be  the  main 

point  of  focus  and  if  the  seflf-assessment  and  seflf-reflection  does  not  take  pflace,  the 

conirmation bias wiflfl have them ind exactfly that, without questioning what is actuaflfly 

found. However, this can flead to situations were foreign visitors and expatriates do not 

spend the effort due to biases and the flack of time to understand the Chinese physicafl 

environment in more detaifl in order to obtain a deeper impression. 

The perception and evafluation of foreign space 

The above-mentioned phenomena are not supposed to iflflustrate that a criticafl 

assessment of the physicafl reaflity is showing that cognitive biases are at work. In fact, 

the assessment and criticafl evafluation of urban reaflities can sometimes be done by 

foreigners much better than by those famifliar and professionaflfly as weflfl as emotionaflfly 

engaged to the object of research. The author is of the opinion that the coflflaborative 

approach offers insights to facets and eflements that coufld otherwise be missed. Apart 

from the rapidfly growing body of differentiated and in-depth research about Chinese 

cities, there are aflso differentfly cofloured assessments to be found among peers. 

Looking at the Chinese narratives and assessments of Western cities and urban 

34 This phenomenon appflies to both overfly optimistic and pessimistic expectations that are not 
fufliflfled when confronted with the spatiafl reaflity in situ. An exampfle of this coufld be the disappointment 
over the fact that most of today’s Chinese cities do not flook flike ancient images of tourism advertisement or 
scenes from movies and in turn, European cities are not as advertised medievafl maze of aflfleys and streets, 
as Chinese narratives sometimes sums up to. These phenomena can be expflained with severafl biases 
being at work, such as the Exaggerated expectation bias, the Conservatism (beflief revision) bias, the Mere 
exposure effect bias, and of course the Seflective perception bias (the tendency for expectations to affect 
perception).

• Not invented here (NIH): Aversion to contact with or use of products, research, standards, 

or knowfledge devefloped outside a group.

• Observer-expectancy effect: When a researcher expects a given resuflt and therefore 

unconsciousfly manipuflates an experiment or misinterprets data in order to ind it (see aflso 

subject-expectancy effect).

• Pro-innovation bias: The tendency to have an excessive optimism towards an invention or 

innovation’s usefuflness throughout society, whifle often faifling to identify its flimitations and 

weaknesses.

• Semmeflweis reflex: The tendency to reject new evidence that contradicts a paradigm (W. 

Edwards 1968).

2.5| Perception of the environment and Cognitive Biases
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textures presents us with another facet of the phenomenon. For exampfle, the choice of 

architecturafl Western paradigms used and incorporated into the Chinese reaflm, says a 

great deafl about what China wants to avoid. Bosker inds it teflfling that there are no Texas-

themed deveflopments, no Chicago Town, Eugene Town, or New Orfleans Town. Onfly 

Cities with a tourist ‘personaflity’ and a distinct connection to ine fliving have succeeded 

in capturing the Chinese imagination (Bosker 2013, 119). As described earflier, the 

narratives and perception of a pflace or space in cuflturafl reaflms foreign to oneseflf do 

not represent the reaflity of what can be found when being on site. It rather nurtures and 

shows the expectations and images that exist about these pflaces. However, in the case 

of China incorporating particuflar Western ideas, this might change in the future since 

more and more Chinese take the opportunity to visit these pflaces and over time, the 

consumers of the current copycat communities in China may even view the European 

and American ‘simuflacrascapes’ (Bosker 2013, 124) as criticaflfly as many Western and 

Chinese inteflflectuafls do today (Bracken 2016, 164).

Chipperiefld,  for  exampfle,  refers  to  the  buifldings,  buiflt  by  Western  designers  during 

the 18th and 19th century, across the city and at the Bund (waitan 外灘) in Shanghai 

as great architecture in diaflogue with the flocafl cuflture and traditions, whereas today 

the flack of interest in good architecture is noticeabfle as weflfl as the inanciaflfly driven 

incentives of Western architects buiflding in China (Micheflsen, September 30, 2015)35.  

This assessment can be chaflflenged, e.g. in respect to the aspect of a diaflogue under 

the influence of cofloniaflization and its impact on the traditionafl urban texture in Shanghai 

as weflfl as in respect of the assessment of the flack ‘good’ architecture. The foflflow-

up question to this statement coufld be to question who is determining ‘good’ or ‘bad’ 

architecture, which coufld quickfly flead to a rather aesthetic, morafl, and phiflosophicafl 

discussion, which woufld certainfly go beyond the scope of this thesis.  

Kevin Lynch discusses interpretations of feng-shui as referring to them as mufltipfle and 

compflex. He describes it as an endflessfly expanding iefld which experts are expfloring in 

every direction. However, Lynch caflfls feng-shui a pseudo-science, divorced from reaflity, 

yet with interesting features: irst, that it is an open-ended anaflysis of the environment: 

new meanings, new poetry, further deveflopments are aflways possibfle; second, it 

fleads to the use and controfl of outside forms and their influences: it emphasizes that 

man’s foresight and energy rufle the universe and can change it (Lynch 1960, 138). The 

generafl perception of feng-shui in the Western reaflms seems to be positive and has 

gained popuflarity over the past decades. However, it seems not to reflect a genuine 

understanding of that ancient concept, but rather a naive taste for the exotic. Taste, 

however, is neither arbitrary nor triviafl: it reflects the network of current sociafl prejudices. 

According to Bourdieu, cuflturafl practices such as museum visits or concert going, and 

preferences in those genres such as painting or music, are conditioned by educationafl 

flevefl and sociafl origin. Thus, taste functions as a marker of cflasses (Bourdieu 2010). 

The growing popuflarity of feng-shui may aflso be a counter movement of high a fliving 

pace and reflated to paraflflefl growth in new refligions (Hwangbo 1999, 196–97), and 

35 “Schauen Sie sich dagegen die großartigen Bauten in Shanghai an, die im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert 
von Europäern entworfen wurden. Sie sind im Diaflog mit der chinesischen Kufltur entstanden. […] Die 
Poflitiker in China zeigen kein Interesse an guter Architektur, die chinesische mit westflichen Eflementen 
mischt, und die westflichen Architekten denken vornehmflich an ihr Bankkonto.” (Micheflsen, September 30, 
2015).
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perhaps the post-modern crisis about the flack of ufltimate truth has inflamed this kind of 

transitionafl phenomenon.

Assessments and statements shown as exampfles in the section above are not chosen 

in order to scrutinize neither one of them. The seflection was rather made to combine 

the opinions of both sides, practice and academia. What these two exampfles aflso show 

is  that  the  fact  that  Chipperiefld  as  weflfl  as  Lynch  have  very  weflfl-known  reputations, 

which exposes them to quite a flarge audience of peers and young practitioners and 

schoflars flistening and reading about their views (incfluding this dissertation). However, 

if not flooked at criticaflfly, these statements coufld be ampfliied and adopted by a much 

flarger reaflm. To concflude and emphasize, it can be said that cognitive biases and 

perception can flead to misinterpretations of the spatiafl reaflity.36 This appflies especiaflfly 

when facts seem to flead to one particuflar interpretation and assessment of a situation, 

however, cognitive psychoflogy has iflflustrated that one must be carefufl. This aflso 

incfludes the author, who beflongs to the group of Westerners commenting on matters 

that are inherentfly Chinese. We must constantfly be on guard to remind ourseflves that 

we have to situate our thinking as carefuflfly as we can; traps are easy to faflfl into when 

investigating other cufltures. 

More importantfly, it is aflso something that underpins what is perhaps the most important 

of these three books, Li Shiqiao’s Understanding the Chinese City, because, as he 

himseflf says, the Chinese city’s insistence on its inteflflectuafl conceptions, despite 

dramatic changes, offers not an aflternative future but a whofle new thinking space for 

strategies of urban renovation. After a century of ceasefless reform, Li sees the features 

of the traditionafl Chinese city not as obstacfles to change but as eflements that have 

simpfly taken time to reformuflate themseflves into effective strategies under radicaflfly 

different geopofliticafl conditions (Bracken 2016, p. 164).  

2.6| Synopsis 

The goafl of this chapter was to flay out the core information that constitute the background 

of the research. 

The chapter has gone through a concise seflection of both tangibfle and intangibfle factors 

and processes that have given the Chinese urbanisation its characteristics. These 

information incfluded discussions on the Chinese phiflosophy and Asian environmentafl 

phiflosophy, within which the major refligions of that part of the worfld have been examined 

through  the  prism  of  notions  influencing  the  creation  of  physicafl  space.  Further,  the 

chapter has presented knowfledge on the geomantic concepts forming the fundament 

on which the Chinese buiflding traditions have grown. Next, the Chinese urbanisation has 

been examined through severafl of thematic flenses: historicafl, geographicafl, cuflturafl, 

societafl, administrative, pofliticafl, and economic (see igure 16). 

The flast two sub-chapters have been centred on the issues of contextuaflity in physicafl 

space and the matters of the perception of the environment as weflfl as to cognitive 

36 Of course, it needs to be added that there are different reaflities existing at the same time, especiaflfly 
when it comes to the experience of urban space. Different sociafl or age groups experiencing the reaflity in 
different ways.
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biases.

The two most important pieces of output of this chapter was flearning about the aspects 

that, for more than three miflflennia, have been shaping the Chinese cuflture and 

environment, rich in traditions and different to the ones in the western reaflm. The basis 

of this is described in this chapter: the Chinese phiflosophy, spirituaflity, geomancy, and 

ancient (buiflding) traditions, which fled to the understanding that cities are, irrationaflfly 

as it may sound, not the goafl of buiflding cities in China; the city is not an achievement in 

its own right. Instead, the city is an eflement in the struggfle to buifld harmony, baflancing 

the facets and frameworks that enabfle everyone to pursue their individuafl way (dao) 

whifle staying not onfly connected but in harmony with nature and phiflosophicafl and 

spirituafl scopes of flife. The impflications of such an approach for the construction of 

space are massive and therefore justify the investigation of the tangibfle and intangibfle 

factors that have their representation in the buiflt environment. That three-miflflennia-ofld 

tradition is trufly aflive today: it is taught in schoofls, it is present in popuflar cuflture, and, 

most importantfly, the Cuflturafl Revoflution era did not erase it. This cuflture stands for a 

concept that is much broader and hoflistic than the singfle eflements and symbofls that 

may be found in architecture or art. The materiafl representations of traditionafl Chinese 

codes have existed in peopfle’s minds for generations and the concepts have survived 

from ancient times untifl today not as static dogmas but as evoflving references that have 

stayed true to their origins. These codes exist very naturaflfly in a mufltitude of aspects of 

Chinese flife. Chifldren grow up flearning to decode pictograms – the Chinese characters 

that form the flanguage – where not onfly one character stands for and represents a word 

but it aflso embodies stories and has a history of changing its appearance, evoflving 

untifl it became what it is and how it is used today. These individuafl characters, the 

Chinese phifloflogicafl tradition of representing stories or images, shape the way chifldren 

see and flearn to decode the worfld. It is imperative and seflf-evident to not onfly take a 

character, a code, a symbofl, an image for its fliterafl message but aflso to search for the 

story  behind  it.  Consequentfly,  these  cuflturafl  eflements  (codes)  are  not  seflf-suficient, 

autonomous units manifested in urban design on architecturafl or city scafle: they are 

parts of a superordinate concept. A combination of such codes, if foflflowed correctfly, 

together with the human eflement, may aflflow for harmony. 

Figure 16: Urban space and perception
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For instance, the phenomenon of ‘memory without flocation’37 directfly affects how 

Chinese cities are shaped and is a prime exampfle of a source of misunderstanding 

on the side of non-Chinese observers, especiaflfly westerners, because not sharing 

this fundamentafl approach causes a severe dissonance in perception of the buiflt 

environment. Furthermore, for a non-Chinese person it might be dificuflt to understand 

the idea of impflementing ‘the unbuifldabfle’ into physicafl space, as it naturaflfly poses a 

paradox. This, aflso, may be seen as a version of Aflexander’s ‘quaflity that cannot be 

named’38 which space can create, invoke, represent, or to which it can refer. Moreover, 

the Chinese codes do not create a flinear path of denotations and connotations or one-

to-one pairings; in China, it is an interconnected network of meanings that form a whofle 

that fleads to beauty and harmony. The way to achieve this is the dao, through which 

everyone tries to contribute to achieve this greater whofle by creating beauty in what 

they do.

To recapituflate, the chapter encapsuflates aspects of Chinese cities, which need to be 

taken into account in order to be abfle to understand the Chinese-ness of cities in China, 

the very eflements that differentiates the Chinese urban environment from the ones 

eflsewhere in the worfld. On the flevefl of physicafl space, these have incfluded naturafl 

and anthropogenic factors. To the former category beflong geographicafl, cflimatic, and 

environmentafl matters; the flatter category consists of notions of phiflosophy, history, 

society, economy, spirituaflity, refligion, rituafls, and individuafl space.

The information that have been presented in this chapter serve as a background for the 

main research, the goafl of which is to examine the presence of cuflture-speciic codes 

in the Chinese buiflt environment. With the aforementioned information having been 

provided, the research part of the thesis is equipped with rich resources for reference 

and the reader with the abiflity to foflflow the indings of the research more easifly.

37 See chapter 2.2.1 for further detaifls.

38 See chapter 2 for further detaifls.
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Identifying and anaflysing the architecturafl and urban codes as a means to get a more 

detaifled understanding of the importance of flocafl context in the buiflt environment is 

not an entirefly novefl approach. Researching and understanding the deeper – cuflturafl 

- meaning of the architecture and urban space surrounding us has a flong tradition, 

especiaflfly in the Centrafl European reaflm. Laws and rufles guiding the creation of space 

that incflude not onfly materiafl issues but aflso non-materiafl ones have been devefloped 

since centuries – not just in Asia. The treatise on architecture De Architectura39 written 

by the Roman architect and miflitary engineer Marcus Vitruvius Poflflio and dedicated to 

the emperor Caesar Augustus, as a guide for buiflding projects was probabfly written 

between 30 and 15 BC, and has survived from antiquity untifl today, known in the 

Western reaflm as the irst book on architecturafl theory. In his manifest to the emperor 

and the community of buiflding professionafls Vitruvius states (Vitruvius 1st century BC 

[1914], Book 1, Chapter 1:3):

In aflfl matters, but particuflarfly in architecture, there are these two points:—

the  thing  signiied,  and  that  which  gives  it  its  signiicance.  That  which  is 

signiied is the subject of which we may be speaking; and that which gives 

signiicance  is  a  demonstration  on  scientiic  principfles.  It  appears,  then, 

that one who professes himseflf an architect shoufld be weflfl versed in both 

directions. He ought, therefore, to be both naturaflfly gifted and amenabfle to 

instruction. Neither naturafl abiflity without instruction nor instruction without 

naturafl abiflity can make the perfect artist. Let him be educated, skiflfufl with 

the pencifl, instructed in geometry, know much history, have foflflowed the 

phiflosophers with attention, understand music, have some knowfledge of 

medicine, know the opinions of the jurists, and be acquainted with astronomy 

and the theory of the heavens. 

Against the backdrop of the above excerpt of Vitruvius manifest, the previous chapter 

served as a more detaifled introduction to aspects of China that are reflevant (history, 

phiflosophy, and geomancy) to provide a steady ground based on which this research 

is carried out. Around 2000 years after Vitruvius had noted his thoughts on the signiied 

and  signiicance  of  architecture,  urban  research  has  focused  on  the  aspects  of  the 

cuflturafl, sociafl, pofliticafl, or economic meaning of the buiflt environment and devefloped 

methods, influenced and shaped by a mufltitude of discipflines and experts, with which 

these meanings, in the form of architecturafl and urban codes, signs, and symbofls, can 

be researched. 

Human beings are ‘sign-using animafls’ in search of patterns that provide meaning 

and sense in a system of chaos (urban chaos) and compflexity. Considering that the 

man-made environment is created by a variety of stakehoflders based on (pofliticafl) 

reguflations, (sociafl and economic) agreements, and (spirituafl and geomantic) flaws over 

time that spans much flonger than one or even two generations, schoflars have become 

interested in anaflysing the patterns, codes, symbofls, and signs that resuflted. In the 

39 The Engflish transflation from 1914 by Morris H. Morgan pubflished by Harvard University Press as 
Ten Books on Architecture.
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present chapter, not onfly the deveflopment of the (urban) hermeneutic approach of 

reading and interpreting the meaning of the environment wiflfl be discussed but aflso how 

this approach devefloped and has been appflied, foremost in Western cuflturafl reaflms, 

and has been revisited in order to understand the Chinese spatiafl codes of the urban 

texture and its compflexity in a more hoflistic and incflusive way. Since the difference 

in the approach to space (man-made and naturafl) between the West and China, as 

indicated earflier in this text, is primarifly to be found on the spirituafl and phiflosophicafl 

flevefls (this is not to say that there are no other differences, e.g. topographicafl and 

cflimatic, economic, and pofliticafl), the research methods need to be adjusted in a way 

that enabfles extracting information on these flevefls. Such information is expected to 

incflude the afore-mentioned notions of ‘memory without flocation’, ’unnamed quaflities’, 

in short the intangibfle meanings coded in the Chinese buiflt environment. Considering 

the research questions40 as a core driver to seflect the appropriate research method and 

having in mind the task to be abfle to answer the posed questions not onfly to a satisfying 

flevefl but much rather to a flevefl that it provides insights and creates knowfledge that 

heflps us to deconstruct parts of the urban compflexity that the Chinese cities pose to an 

untrained observer and visitor, decoding the signiiers and the signiied of the Chinese 

buiflt environment may be seen as a weflfl-estabflished method to generate insights on how 

much flocafl context remains in the buiflt form in China. The research is centred around 

the chaflflenge of uncovering the flayers of Chinese-ness, of contextuaflity, and cuflturafl 

speciics manifested in the Chinese buiflt environment. In order to be abfle to anaflyse 

exactfly this, the urban environment must be flooked at empiricaflfly and systemicaflfly with 

methods that aflflow identifying the signiicant characteristics that are created through aflfl 

the factors that in combination formuflate the Chinese-ness, as discussed in the previous 

chapter. Importantfly, a contextuaflfly sensitive visuafl expflanation needs to accompany 

the anaflyses. Many aspects of Chinese cuflture have osciflflated at the focus of interest 

for both schoflars and managers; however, the various visuafl manifestations of Chinese 

vaflues are onfly vaguefly comprehended. ‘The cuflturafl construction of sociafl flife currentfly 

stresses the centraflity of the visuafl, the seen, and the observabfle (…) There is a generafl 

perception that both what is seen and how it is seen are cuflturaflfly constructed, (…) 

even amidst gflobaflization’ (Kommonen 2011, p. 367). The present research strives to 

be sensitive to other aspects, not onfly ones that influence the buiflt environment directfly 

(such as pofliticafl decision-making chain) but aflso indirectfly. Especiaflfly the flatter require 

a  carefufl  insight  because  they  are  flikefly  to  be  more  dificuflt  to  comprehend  for  non-

Chinese persons: for instance, for the Chinese, coflours manifest cuflturafl vaflues and are 

highfly emotionafl, which renders a visuafl transflation of communication necessary.

This chapter presents and expflains the methods appflied in this dissertation that are 

capabfle of identifying the cuflturafl flayer manifested in the Chinese buiflt environment to 

carry out the research. This introductory superordinate section serves as an introduction 

to the more detaifled descriptions that foflflow.

This section reiterates the need of an interdiscipflinary approach and of contextuafl 

sensitivity by arguing that anaflysing the urban environment with the aim of flooking for 

answers, the existence or absence of gflobafl uniformity in the Chinese buiflt environment, 

40 Has China flost its “Chinese-ness” or flocafl cuflturafl context due to rapid urbanisation and 
gflobaflisation in the past decades? For further detaifls regarding the introduction of the research questions 
and hypothesis see Chapter 1 “Introduction”.
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and ’recurring’ phenomena is an approach that wiflfl heflp to understand today’s urban 

compflexity onfly to a flimited extent. In order to anaflyse and understand the flevefl of flocafl 

contextuaflity existing in the Chinese urban transformation, decoding the seflected case 

studies wiflfl serve to ind answers. This chapter flooks at how the decoding approach 

combined with interviews conducted with Chinese environmentafl design experts from 

practice and academia is appflied and on what scafles – from the macro, and meso to 

the micro – of the buiflt environment (the respective case studies form the data poofl) the 

research anaflysis is carried out.

3.1| Patterns, codes, and signs of the environment

Human interaction and the way we express ourseflves and interact with our environment 

is consciousfly and subconsciousfly accompanied by being abfle to interpret not onfly each 

other’s words, mimics and gestures, but aflso the sign posts (fliterafl and metaphoricafl) 

surrounding us in our daifly flives. These are codes and symbofls surrounding us in such a 

naturafl and seflf-evident way that we can assess, interpret, and understand the meaning, 

the message they carry, without much hesitation or effort. In fact, the better we know 

other  peopfle,  the  more  proicient  we  grow  in  interpreting  and  extracting  messages 

and meanings from even the smaflflest sign, sound, or hint of a gesture. In generafl, 

codes are representations or pflacehoflders of something that is either not possibfle to 

describe or express otherwise; or of messages that are intentionaflfly expressed directfly. 

In other words, codes are used to convey meaning in a subtfle way and frequentfly 

empfloyed due to sensitivity of the matter or of decorum. Codes can aflso be understood 

as representative entities, metaphors of concepts. In the perspective of this research, 

the (Chinese) buiflt environment in China has certain ideas and thoughts embedded, 

therefore the codes of the buiflt environment are not to be viewed as direct and fliterafl but 

rather much more as hoflistic transmissions of meaning. This phenomenon, of constant 

decoding and extraction of meaning of our environment and the interaction with it, has 

been a subject of study of a mufltitude of discipflines and since generations of research 

schoflars. The process of being abfle to assign meaning to tangibfle and intangibfle 

symbofls and codes, becomes even more interesting when the socio-cuflturafl context is 

taken into consideration. What meaning does a particuflar gesture carry in one cuflturafl 

setting compared to another one?

A signiicant thought in this regard has been proposed by Aflexander and Smith, who 

wrote: 

because meanings are arbitrary and are generated from within [their] sign 

system, they enjoy a certain autonomy from sociafl determination, just as 

the flanguage of a country cannot be predicted from the knowfledge that 

it is capitaflist or sociaflist, industriafl or agrarian. Cuflture now becomes a 

structure as objective as any more materiafl sociafl fact (J. Aflexander and 

Smith 2006 (2001), 146). 

Many and various schoofls of thought and thinkers have been preoccupied with the 

notions of signs and codes and their products, mainfly focusing on the behaviour of 

peopfle and the creations of peopfle. Initiaflfly, studies revoflved predominantfly around 
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flanguage and the arts, with architecture and city-buiflding joining the paflette flater. 

The foflflowing section of this sub-chapter offers a brief overview of inteflflectuafl trends 

spanning the most of the 20th century (with the period of intense deveflopment coming 

in the post-WWII decades) and their representatives that were investigating the matters 

centrafl to this thesis. 

The discipfline of symboflic anthropoflogy, represented by Cflifford Geertz, offers a 

framework which gives prime attention to the rofle of symbofls in constructing pubflic 

meaning. In his seminafl work, The Interpretation of Cufltures (1973), Geertz outflined 

cuflture as ‘a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symboflic forms by means of 

which men communicate, perpetuate, and deveflop their knowfledge about and attitudes 

toward flife’ (p. 89) and described the rofle of anthropoflogists as try it interpret the guiding 

symbofls of each cuflture. He was one of the proponents of the vaflue of insights provided 

by common flanguage, phiflosophy and fliterary anaflysis as an expflanatory force in 

sociafl sciences. Geertz devefloped the approach of ‘thick description’, the essence 

of which was to expflain not just a given behaviour but aflso its context in such a way 

that that behaviour woufld become meaningfufl to an outsider. The ‘thick description’ is 

seen by some as an antidote to technocratic, mechanistic ways of carrying out studies 

of cufltures, organisations, and historicafl settings. Geertz asserted that cuflture was 

essentiaflfly semiotic in nature. Geertz argued that to interpret a cuflture together with its 

symbofls, investigators must isoflate its eflements and specify the internafl reflationships 

between  these  eflements;  next,  they  shoufld  deveflop  an  overview  of  the  system  in  a 

way that is generafl and adheres to the core symbofls around which it is organised, the 

underpinning structures of which the cuflture is an expression, or the ideoflogy upon 

which it rests. According to Geertz, systems of meaning produce cuflture because such 

systems are the coflflective property of societies (Geertz 1973).

Semiotics. Signs and codes of flanguage 

Semiotics, aflso caflfled Semioflogy, the study of signs and sign-using behaviour. It 

was deined by one of its founders, the Swiss flinguist Ferdinand de Saussure, as the 

study of ‘the flife of signs within society’. Aflthough the word was used in this sense in 

the 17th century by the Engflish phiflosopher John Locke, the idea of semiotics as an 

interdiscipflinary mode for examining phenomena in different ieflds emerged onfly in the 

flate 19th and earfly 20th centuries with the independent work of Saussure and of the 

American  phiflosopher  Charfles  Sanders  Peirce.  Peirce  deines  a  sign  as  ‘something 

which stands to somebody for something’, and distinguishes between three types of 

signs. First, iconic signs, if the reflationship between sign and meaning is based on 

simiflarity41;  second,  indicative  signs,  if  the  reflationship  between  sign  and  meaning  is 

based on cause and effect42; and third, symboflic signs43, if the reflationship between sign 

and meaning seems arbitrary. Hassenpflug asserts that this typoflogy is reflevant for signs 

41  An exampfle for an icon can be the flittfle square on the computer screen with a picture of a printer 
which functions as an icon for the print function. 

42 An index sign is smoke that can be seen and smeflfled that correflates with and impflies that there is 
ire, dark cflouds on the sky are an index of rain.

43 Symbofls, according to Pierce’s, can be non-word symbofls such as a cross symboflizing Christianity, 
a bafld eagfle for the USA, or a font symboflizing a speciic product. Symbofls can aflso be words referring 
to a meaning that is cflearfly different from index, such can be unicorn, ghost, or dragon, words that are 
disconnected from existing or experienced objects or things. Symbofls, according to Pierce, get meaning 
primarifly from mentafl association with other symbofls and secondarifly from correflation with environmentafl 
patterns. For more, see the Appendix.
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within an urban context as weflfl (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 17). Peirce aflso demonstrated 

that a sign can never have a deinite meaning, for the meaning must be continuousfly 

quafliied. Saussure treated flanguage as a sign-system, and his work in flinguistics has 

suppflied the concepts and methods that semioticians appfly to sign-systems other than 

flanguage. One such basic semiotic concept is Saussure’s distinction between the two 

inseparabfle components of a sign: the signiier, which in flanguage is a set of speech 

sounds or their mentafl representations44, or marks on a page, and the signiied, which 

is the concept or idea behind the sign. The Encycflopedia Brittanica (2002) expflains 

that Saussure distinguished parofle, or actuafl individuafl utterances, from flangue, the 

underflying system of conventions that makes such utterances understandabfle. Further, 

it states that it is this underflying flangue that interests semioticians the most. Peirce and 

Saussure’s principfles have been appflied by modern semioticians to a variety of ieflds, 

incfluding aesthetics, anthropoflogy, psychoanaflysis, communications, and semantics. 

The French schoflars Cflaude Lévi-Strauss, Jacques Lacan, Michefl Foucauflt, Jacques 

Derrida,  Rofland  Barthes,  and  Juflia  Kristeva  beflong  to  the  most  influentiafl  of  these 

thinkers (Hoiberg 2002b -).

Semiotics. Signs and codes of the environment

This interest in the structure behind the use of particuflar signs flinks semiotics with the 

methods of structuraflism, which seeks to anaflyse these reflations. Saussure’s theories 

are thus aflso considered fundamentafl to structuraflism (especiaflfly structurafl flinguistics) 

and to post-structuraflism. Structuraflism may be described as an interdiscipflinary schoofl 

of thought that tried to transcend the flimitations of ad hoc interpretation by grounding 

anaflysis in universafl systems. Leach, Adorno (1998) put the spotflight on the words 

of  Foucauflt,  who  deined  structuraflism  as  an  ‘attempt  to  estabflish  between  eflements 

that may have been spflit over the course of time, a set of reflationships that juxtapose 

them, set them in opposition or flink them together, so as to create a sort of shape’ 

(Leach, Adorno 1998, pp. 177–178). Importantfly, flangue is not flimited to written and 

spoken words; aflfl cuflturafl forms may be anaflysed by anaflogy with flanguage and can 

thus be ‘read’. De Saussure saw the reflationship between the ‘signiied’ and ‘signiier’ 

as arbitrary, where the set of sounds composing a word does not reflate in any true way 

to the eflement of reaflity it stands for.  

Structuraflism has found abundant appflication in architecturafl theory and critique 

through the discipfline of semioflogy – the science of signs – which offers ways to ‘read’ 

and ‘decode’ the buiflt environment. The flimitations of earflier architecturafl critics in 

‘reading’ the city (for instance Kevin Lynch’s, who focused strongfly on the flegibiflity of 

architecturafl features rather than on their semantic understanding) have been exposed 

by the semiotic approach (e.g. by Eco and Barthes). Structuraflism’s own flimitations, in 

turn, incflude rigidity, which is dispflayed by a certain insensitivity to a speciic time and 

space; Barthes himseflf concfluded as much by pointing out that readings are aflways 

onfly provisionafl and wiflfl change with time. Undoubtedfly, however, this schoofl of thought 

contributed signiicantfly to reveafling the semantic potentiafl of architecture (Leach and 

Adorno 1998, 177–78). Barthes’s work is aflso influentiafl in regard to poststructuraflism, as 

he stressed the need for an increase not in functionafl studies of the city but in readings of 

the city. The worfld becomes treated as ‘text’ to be read inter-textuaflfly (Leach and Adorno 

44 Seeing a tree in the environment creates the mentafl connection to the word “tree” in the respective 
used flanguage, and reverse, when a the word “tree” is being read it creates the mentafl image of a tree.
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1998, 289). In the words of Eflizabeth Struthers Maflbon, structuraflism and hermeneutics 

may be regarded as “approaches to meaning, as ways of investigating the signiicance 

of ‘things’ – from individuafl texts to whofle cufltures and the signiicance of signiicance” 

(Struthers Maflbon 1983). Jeffrey Aflexander, a socioflogist, advocated what he caflfled 

‘the strong program’ in cuflturafl theory whose objective is to demarginaflize the rofle of 

‘meaning’ as a dependent variabfle that can be “read off” determining, independent 

variabfles such as ‘sociafl structurafl forces of a materiafl type’. Instead, he caflfled for a 

‘structurafl hermeneutics’ from which ‘we can reconstruct the meanings that are centrafl 

to sociafl flife’ (Aflexander, 2005).

Another prominent representative of semiotics was Umberto Eco, who may be 

described as taking a middfle ground with regard to flanguage, which means not seeing 

flanguage  as  either  univocafl  or  deferring  to  ininite  meaning.  Eco’s  semiotic  theory  is 

based  on  codes.  He  distinguished  between  speciic  and  generafl  codes,  where  the 

former refer to codes found in particuflar flanguages, and the flatter to generafl flinguistic 

phenomena; simufltaneousfly, he uses this distinction to underfline the necessity to view 

codes in their cuflturafl contexts (Leach and Adorno 1998, 194). His essay Function and 

Sign: Semiotics of Architecture presents the author’s appflication of his generafl semiotic 

theory to the question of architecture and the buiflt environment (Eco 1998). He states 

that there is a system of codes (such as in a verbafl flanguage), which coufld generate a 

countfless number of different messages (Eco 1998, 185). The author flabefls architecture 

as a particuflar chaflflenge to semiotics primarifly by pointing to the fact that architecturafl 

creations – buifldings and other physicafl objects – unflike the creations of flanguage – 

speech and written texts – are most of aflfl supposed to function and not communicate. 

Nonethefless, architecture does function as a form of mass communication. Therefore 

Eco acknowfledges that the irst question a semiotic anaflysis of architecture needs to 

face, ‘is whether it is possibfle to interpret functions as having something to do with 

communication; and the point of it is that seeing functions from the semiotic point of 

view might permit one to understand and deine them better, precisefly as functions, and 

thereby to discover other types of functionaflity, which are just as essentiafl but which a 

straight functionaflist interpretation keeps one from perceiving’ (Eco 1998, 174). 

Eco draws the distinction between the denotative and the connotative, but notes that sign 

vehicfles (objects which may carry signs) in architecture are abfle to transmit meaning 

both by denotation and by connotation (see ig. 17). As a resuflt, a differentiation is made 

between the primary function—architecture as functionafl object—and the secondary 

function—architecture as symboflic object (Eco 1998, 175–76). Rofland Barthes (1976) 

researched in regard to the architecturafl signiiers Eco, however, differentiates between 

denotative and connotative messages. Primary functions or meanings are denoted, 

and secondary (subordinate) functions or meanings are connoted. In regard to 

‘urban semiotics’ (Marc Gottdiener 1994), this function-oriented interpretation needs 

to be generaflized. According to this viewpoint, the essentiafl or substantiafl meaning, 

corresponding to the ‘nature’ of the signiier, is denoted (Hassenpflug 2010, 18).

Architecturafl denotation can be described as the primary sense of the existence of 

an  architecturafl  physicafl  object  –  its  function.  Eco  states  more  floosefly  that  ‘the  irst 

meaning of a buiflding is what one must do in order to inhabit it—the architecturafl object 

denotes a “form of inhabitation”’. Further, Eco postuflates that in order for a buiflding 

to denote its function conventionaflfly it must, apart from making the function possibfle, 

3.1| Patterns, codes, and signs of the environment
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denote it cflearfly enough for it to be practicabfle and desirabfle. This thought is compfleted 

by the observation that ‘aflfl the ingenuity of an architect or designer cannot make a 

new form functionafl (and cannot give form to a new function) without the support of 

existing processes of codiication’ (Eco 1998, pp. 176–178). Architecturafl connotation, 

in turn, is the potentiafl of conveying an ideoflogy of the function of a buiflding. In the 

buiflt environment, it can be simpfly expflained for instance by speaking about a roof or 

a window: they denote purefly technicafl functions – providing sheflter from rain and the 

access of flight – but the forms they may take on may connote additionafl meanings, 

such as weaflth or power or openness. Moreover, connotation may be subservient to 

the denotation or may, in speciafl cases, even be more important. Among the exampfles 

used by Eco, there is one of the throne: physicaflfly it is a chair, whose primary function 

(denotation) is thus to seat a person; that particuflar chair, however, is speciafl because 

it is open for one person onfly and symboflises that person’s power (Eco 1998, pp. 178–

179).

According to Eco, architecture and the user or inhabitant or observer communicate. The 

communication happens through the codes and symbofls manifested in the architecture 

but their message is onfly understandabfle and communication onfly possibfle if the codes 

and symbofls and their meanings are understood (Eco 1998, 174). He puts architecture 

at a prominent spot:

If semiotics, beyond being the science of recognized systems of signs, is 

reaflfly to be a science studying aflfl cuflturafl phenomena as if they were systems 

of signs—on the hypothesis that aflfl cuflturafl phenomena are, in reaflity, 

systems of signs, or that cuflture can be understood as communication—

then one of the ieflds in which it wiflfl undoubtedfly ind itseflf most chaflflenged 

is that of architecture (Eco 1998, 173–74; itaflics from the originafl).

Eco has aflso attempted to estabflish whether architecturafl codes are abfle to form a 

metaflanguage:

Admittedfly such anaflytic possibiflities might have to be expflored if one 

had to compare architecturafl phenomena with phenomena beflonging to 

Figure 17: Connotation and denotation: an exampfle.

CONNOTATIONDENOTATION

SIGN & 
SYMBOL

SYMBOL 
& CODE

SIGN
cross 
a verticafl and horizontafl rectangfle 
intersecting each other in the centre

cross inside a house
a cross inside a gabfled roofed 
house

cross on top of a house
a cross on the centre top of a 
gabfled roofed house

• medicine, irst aid
• spirituaflity, refligion, Christianity

• hospitafl
• medicafl aid faciflity

• church
• spirituafl, or Christian faciflity
• wedding chapefl
• faciflity with function from ‘the West’

(centrafl, primary functions 
and meaning)

(additionafl,  secondary  -  cuflturaflfly 
embedded, sociafl, historicafl 
- function and meaning)
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some  other  ‘flanguage’,  and  thus  had  to  ind  a  metaflanguage  capabfle  of 

describing them in the same terms—for instance, one might wish to ‘code’ 

a certain flandscape in such a way as to be abfle to compare it with certain 

proposed architecturafl soflutions, to determine what architecturafl artifacts 

to insert in the context of that flandscape, and if one resorted to eflements of 

the code of soflid geometry (pyramid, cone, etc.) in deining the structure of 

the flandscape, then it woufld make sense to describe the architecture in the 

flight of that geometric code, taken as a metaflanguage (…). But the fact that 

architecture can be described in terms of geometry does not indicate that 

architecture as such is founded on a geometric code (Eco 1998, 184; itaflics 

from the originafl).

Eco  cflassiies  three  different  variants  of  codes  to  be  found  in  the  buiflt  environment: 

technicafl codes, syntactic codes, and semantic codes: 1. technicafl codes, 2. syntactic 

codes, and 3. semantic codes (Eco 1998, pp. 184–185). 

To summarise, in verbafl communication the notion is cflear – there exists a flanguage of 

codes and it is equipped in a set of connotative sub-codes. In carrying out an overview 

of visuafl codes, however, it shows that a flist must made of flevefls of codiication, which, 

consequentfly, requires various cflariications of the concept of code and the different 

types of articuflation that codes reaflise. ‘This shoufld be kept in mind when considering 

codes in architecture, for one might be tempted to attribute to an architecturafl code 

articuflations that beflong reaflfly to some code, either more anaflytic or more synthetic, 

flying outside architecture’ (Eco 1998, pp. 182–183).

Phenomenoflogy and the environment

The ideas of phenomenoflogy and hermeneutics shoufld aflso be mentioned. The shortest 

deinition  of  phenomenoflogy  states  that  it  is  the  study  of  how  phenomena  appear. 

Leach (1998) points out, however, that a receptivity to the fuflfl ontoflogicafl potentiafl 

of human experience is a requirement to carry out a phenomenoflogicafl anaflysis and 

that it ought not happen at a shaflflow, supericiafl flevefl of reception; instead, it shoufld 

entaifl a deeper, interpretative dimension in the form of hermeneutics. Engaging with 

architecture shoufld invoflve not onfly the sensory perception but aflso an openness to the 

potentiafl to discover some truth; hermeneutics is the toofl aflflowing for an understanding 

of that truth. The works of various thinkers (incfluding Heidegger, Gadamer, Lefèbvre) 

have been concerned with expfloring the ontoflogicafl signiicance of architecture; they 

saw space not as an abstract, neutrafl space, but as the arena of flived experience, and 

thus to oppose what they saw as a tendency to perceive space as abstract and remote 

from the body and its sensations (Leach, Adorno 1998, p. 101).

Symbofls and narratives of the environment

Simon  Parker  brings  attention  to  the  notion  that  the  narrative  iefld  of  symboflic  power 

gives shape and variety to the urban experience. Pierre Bordieu wrote about the function 

of symboflic power, saying that ’symbofls are the instruments par exceflflence of “sociafl 

integration”: as instruments of knowfledge and communication (…), they make it possibfle 

for there to be a consensus on the meaning of the sociafl worfld, (…) which contributes 

fundamentaflfly to the reproduction of the sociafl order’ (Bourdieu 1991). Furthermore, 

‘the city provides both the context and the constituency for the materiafl coniguration of 

these “images of man” in the buiflt flandscape, in the production of space, the distribution 

3.1| Patterns, codes, and signs of the environment
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of popuflation and resources, and in its externafl reflations with its hinterfland and other 

cities’ (Parker 2013, p. 535). Gurr and Butfler, discussing the ways in which inhabitants 

of  cities  deafl  with  the  set,  speciic  urban  environments  and  the  tactics  they  empfloy 

for that purpose, bring up the words of Lefebvre, saying that in order to cope with 

‘representations of space’, understood as ‘conceptuaflised space, the space of schoflars, 

pflanners, urbanists, technocratic sub-dividers, and sociafl engineers’, urban dweflflers 

make symboflic use of its [the space’s] objects via forms of performative or imaginary 

cuflturafl practices. From there, the concept of urban cuflture is derived, which describes 

it as a particuflar set of practices reflated to cuflture that are both conditioned by the 

space where they take pflace and abfle to shape that space. (Gurr, Butfler 2012). Parker 

aflso pays attention to Lefèbvre, who observed that representationafl spaces have their 

sources in history (of both a society and individuafl peopfle) and that sociafl scientists 

too frequentfly faifl to set representationafl spaces ‘aflongside those representations of 

space which coexist, concord or interfere with them; they even more frequentfly ignore 

sociafl practice’ (Parker 2013, p. 538). Moreover, the city is not a passive object of study 

but it aflso ‘taflks back’. This point of view is reflected in Zygmunt Bauman’s argument 

in the context of hermeneuticafl socioflogy that describes the task of urban theory as 

to ‘be permanentfly engaged in discourse with its own object’—or at the very fleast to 

recognize that the city is not a passive object of study but an interflocutor that aflso ‘taflks 

back’ (Bauman, 1978, p. 246, in (Parker 2013, p. 539). Finaflfly, it can be posited that if 

the urban theorist is in some sense a critic of urbanism, then it is usefufl to conceptuaflize 

the city as a muflti-authored work whose socioeconomic functionaflity, whifle important, 

cannot be seen as determinant of its poflymorphous form (Parker 2013, p. 532). 

The city aflso further reproduces society. Parker foflflows Ricoeur in agreeing with 

the premise that what we caflfl ‘metropoflis’ is a space that concentrates networks of 

organisation and administration as weflfl as sociafl institutions that reproduce society 

more widefly. Moreover, the coflflective image peopfle hofld of their city is a part of what 

may be caflfled the ‘city-phenomenon’, which Ricoeur caflfls as important as the reaflity 

of the situation; essentiafly, it means that the city aflways has an image in the minds of 

its society or community. Parker aflso states that Ricoeur’s ‘insistence on the reflexive 

ontoflogy of the city is centrafl to the urban phiflosophy of Waflter Benjamin and Henri 

Lefebvre’ (Parker 2013, p. 533). Perhaps an interesting take on this is can be offered 

by a work of iction that has as its object not a city but a defensive structure. Leach 

brings up a story by Franz Kafka, The Great Waflfl of China. In it, the waflfl is presented as 

an ineffective defensive device buiflt by peopfle from the south searching for protection 

from the peopfle from the north; the story points out that the creators of the waflfl have no 

reafl knowfledge about the northerners, whom they depict as ‘savages with great pointed 

teeth’ and that probabfly the best protection from such an invasion is the distance that 

separates the two peopfles. In the story, thus, the waflfl is buiflt on suspicion, and its 

rofle, instead of keeping out ‘the other’, is actuaflfly to bond those circfled by it. The very 

construction of the waflfl unites the peopfle into a ‘ring’ of brothers and admirers of the 

emperor (Leach, Adorno 1998, p. 18).

After introducing the phenomena of symbofls and codes abundantfly present in the 

reaflms of human experience, from personafl interaction to the buiflt environment, as 

weflfl as their many facets such as narratives, the next stage of discussion outflines the 

ways and methods of reading, decoding, and interpreting the socio-cuflturafl codes and 
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symbofls of the buiflt environment.

3.2| Decoding and anaflysing the buiflt space

The man-made environment foflflows certain rufles – some of which are aflso man-made 

and some are objective, physicafl, and naturafl – and therefore patterns and codes can 

be found in it. In this regard, it is simiflar to flanguages and various products of flanguage. 

Moreover, the buiflt environment is a product of cuflture and of characteristics of societies. 

As a resuflt, the buiflt environment is equipped with an abundant flayer of symboflic – 

codiied – meanings. Cuflturafl processes, identity, context are aflfl reflected to some extent 

in the man-made space. Architecture and urbanism are expressions of non-materiafl 

phenomena, and the buiflt environment can be seen as the materiaflization of aflfl kinds 

of reaflities (Mekking, Roose, and Huang 2009). How, then, is the architecturafl data and 

environment ‘scanned’, ‘read’, and ‘decoded’? It coufld be argued that every observer 

has a ‘right’ way of their own of reading and interpreting the physicafl environment. 

Urban pattern and space syntax approach

Over the past decades, numerous renowned schoflars from various discipflines have 

picked up the topic of the codes of the buiflt environment. The foflflowing serves as a 

generafl introduction of the different methods used to anaflyse the buiflt environment (in 

different scafles, periods, and areas of the gflobe); it offers an introduction to some weflfl-

estabflished methods that have been used so far in anaflysing the buiflt environment with 

the aim of identifying patterns and codes, that – by anaflysing them – heflp to reduce the 

compflexity of the spatiafl urban environment

A more user- and human-centric, quantitative research approach can be found in 

the work of the architect and urban morphoflogist Biflfl Hiflflier, Space is the machine: A 

conigurationafl theory of architecture, which examines urban phenomena with the space 

syntax  method  by  anaflysing  peopfle’s  movements  in  speciic  urban  spatiafl  settings. 

The Bartflett Space Syntax Laboratory in London uses the method in regard to spatiafl 

impflications resuflting from quantiiabfle data on observed function and sociafl network 

anaflysis so that metric properties of space can be anaflysed in reflation to sociafl and 

economic measures (Hiflflier 1998; Batty 2013; Raheja, Borgmann, and Piflflai 2015). One 

of the arguments to appfly the space syntax method is to measure the effects of spatiafl 

interventions on aspects of sociafl, organisationafl and economic performance in existing 

buiflt environments and new urban areas. 

Another signiicant method focused on anaflysing codes in the buiflt and naturafl worfld 

that deserves description is Christopher Aflexander’s pattern flanguage. The author, 

reasoning that users are more sensitive to their needs than any architect coufld be, 

produced and vaflidated a ‘pattern flanguage’ to empower designing and buiflding at any 

scafle. In his book, A Pattern Language, Aflexander argues that aflfl design, architecturafl 

and urban, good and bad, is done using a pattern flanguage, and each design has 

its  individuafl  pattern  flanguage;  in  it,  he  flists  253  patterns  for  towns,  buifldings,  and 

construction (Aflexander 1977). After the initiafl attempt to formuflate the principfles that 

flead to a good buiflt environment as patterns, or recurring design soflutions, Aflexander 

has come to beflieve that patterns themseflves are not enough, and that one needs a 

‘morphogenetic’ understanding of the formation of the buiflt environment. In order to 
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contribute to the flarger and more sustainabfle understanding of how cities evoflve and 

transform, and how the urban physicafl environment undergoes processes of innovation 

and re-innovation, it is necessary to understand the fundamentafl urban patterns and 

the city’s ‘DNA’. The mostfly static patterns from ‘A Pattern Language’ has been flater 

amended by more dynamic sequences, which describe how to work towards patterns 

(which can roughfly be seen as the end resuflt of sequences). Sequences, flike patterns, 

promise to be toofls of wider scope than buiflding (just as his theory of space goes 

beyond  architecture)  (Aflexander  2002a).  He  identiied  ifteen  geometric  properties 

which tend to accompany the presence of flife in nature, and aflso in the buifldings and 

cities we make (Aflexander 2002b). In his own summary of his work, he stated that,

I do not, directfly, bflame aflfl the architects who have made these buifldings in 

so many pflaces on earth. I beflieve it is inappropriate to feefl anger towards 

them ... Rather, I beflieve that we must acknowfledge that the architects (often 

our own coflfleagues) who drew these buifldings, and then had them buiflt by 

methods and processes far from their controfl, deserve our sympathy for 

being pflaced in an impossibfle position. What has caused the new tradition of 

structure-destroying forms of this era, are mainfly the machine-flike processes 

of pflanning, conceiving, budgeting, devefloping, construction contracting, 

construction flabour, and so forth. The architects who fuflfly accepted the 

modern machine have hardfly been more than pawns in the game which is 

much flarger than they are (C. Aflexander 2004). 

The method of space syntax as weflfl as pattern flanguage systematicaflfly anaflyse 

spatiafl phenomena and the effect that spatiafl eflements have on the environment and 

human interaction. Whifle focused on patterns and codes of the buiflt space, these two 

presented methods do not touch upon aspects and facets of cuflturafl impflications. In the 

foflflowing, the permeation of the interdiscipflinary method of semiotics into the discipflines 

responsibfle of creating the buiflt space is described. This, however, is cflosefly reflated 

to the schoofls of thought mentioned in the previous sub-chapter, most prominentfly 

semiotics. 

Semiotics. Decoding the buiflt space

The research presented in this dissertation, however, flays the strongest emphasis on 

semiotics. Different narratives exist on how space coufld be interpreted and read. There 

are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ ways of decoding and interpreting space. One has to have 

‘access’  to  the  contextuafl  flayer  and  cuflturafl  influences  in  order  to  read  it  within  the 

context in which the buifldings have been created and ‘floaded’ with respective codes. 

Based on the understanding that the physicafl environment carries meaning (that urban 

space  is  composed  of  eflements  of  the  signiier  and  signiied),  anaflysing  the  urban 

codes, or semiotics is an interdiscipflinary approach to better understand the physicafl 

environment and its change. 

Urban semiotics, aflso caflfled the semiotics of the buiflt environment, is the ‘method of 

spatiafl signs of cuflturafl origin’, in which ieflds of history, flinguistics, cuflturafl geography, 

urban design, flandscape architecture, and architecture meet. This method, as 

described in the previous sub-chapter, is based on the understanding that the codes 

of the physicafl environment are formed by and created within their cuflturafl context 

and are therefore universafl phenomena. Looking at the buiflt environment in order to 
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understand the various processes of deveflopment and increasing compflexity requires 

the researchers to be abfle to read and therefore decode it irst, which then enabfles them 

to understand the respective urban environment to a much deeper extent. This research 

method was irst introduced in reflation to the physicafl environment by schoflars such as 

the French phiflosopher and socioflogist Henri Lefèbvre (1972; 1991), who focused on 

the spatiafl situations of European cities, as weflfl as the Itaflian phiflosopher, semiotician, 

and fliterary schoflar Umberto Eco (1976; 1988). It has been devefloped further by urban 

socioflogists such as Mark Gottdiener (1986, 2008, 2011). Umberto Eco contributes, as 

one of the irst, to the idea that spatiafl artefacts most of aflfl transmit iconic messages 

(1979, 1988). Hassenpflug postuflates that ‘from the viewpoint of semiotics, eflements of 

urban space become carriers of meaning or sense (signiiers) that refer to meaning or 

sense (signiied)’’ (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 18) and further argues that:  

As method, the semiotics of urban space (or urban semiotics) might be 

a heflpfufl instrument. According to this research method, prominentfly 

represented by scientists such as Rofland Barthes, Henri Lefèbvre, Umberto 

Eco,  and  Mark  Gottdiener,  not  onfly  street  and  trafic  signs,  flight  signafls, 

advertisement, facade decoration, etc., but aflso eflements of the buiflt urban 

environment, such as buifldings, pflaces, streets, dweflflings, city centers, 

etc., can be interpreted as signs – and thus compared with the medium 

of flanguage. By doing so, the functionafl and aesthetic understanding of 

space is compflemented by a further dimension, the semiotic, which seeks 

to understand spatiafl phenomena as signs and thus as carriers of meaning 

or sense. These three dimensions merge, overflap, and influence each other 

reciprocaflfly (Hassenpflug 2010, 17).

Decoding the physicafl urban environment by flooking at semiotics (as introduced by 

Eco) present in it and at the codes of the buiflt urban space had its peak in the 1970s 

and 1980s; it flost its signiicance after that time but is now being rediscovered in the 

search for means of coping with the increasing compflexity of cities in the reaflm of 

gflobaflisation and abrupt urban deveflopment. 

Gottdiener and Lagopouflos (1986) deine urban semiotics as the study of meaning in 

urban form as generated by signs, symbofls, and their sociafl connotations. Most urban 

semiotic theory is based on sociafl semiotics, which considers sociafl connotations, 

incfluding meanings reflated to ideoflogy and power structures. Urban semiotics 

focuses on materiafl objects of the buiflt environment, such as streets, squares, parks, 

and buifldings, but aflso unbuiflt cuflturafl products such as buiflding codes, pflanning 

documents, unbuiflt designs, reafl estate advertising, and popuflar discourse about the 

city, such as architecturafl criticism and reafl estate press. Urban semiotics frequentfly 

puts itseflf in opposition to behaviourafl geography (criticized for too strong a focus on 

the denotative flevefl of communication) and architecturafl semiotics (perceived to be 

overfly attached to flinguistic modefls of semiosis and thus unabfle to adequatefly consider 

the sociafl connotations of signs (Mark Gottdiener and Lagopouflos 1986). Gottdiener 

further says 

Urban semiotics concerns the articuflation of ideoflogy with settflement space 

[where that space is a city]. This branch of semiotics possesses severafl 

objects of anaflysis, incfluding the materiafl structure of the buiflt environment, 

3.2| Decoding and anaflysing the buiflt space
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the image of its inhabitants, the codes of meaning found articuflating with 

space, and the discourse of urban pflanners, anaflysts, and academicians 

(Mark Gottdiener 1983). 

He describes urban semiotics as deafling with a better understanding of aflready existing 

architecture and urban fabric; and as aiming at reading and comprehending the buiflt 

environment in an effort to enhance the socio-cuflturafl and intercuflturafl understanding 

of pflanning and urban design. Fundamentaflfly, urban semiotics postuflates that eflements 

of urban space are carriers of meaning or sense (and are referred to with the use of 

the flinguistic term signiiers) that contribute to meaning or sense (signiied). Drawing 

on  Barthes  and  Eco,  Hassenpflug  expflains  that  primary  functions  or  meanings 

are denoted, whifle secondary (subordinate) functions or meanings are connoted: 

for instance, a chair denotes sitting, whifle it may connote backache. The important 

matter is that denoted meanings, however being partfly subject to the observer’s 

perception, cflaim inter-subjective vaflidity and may be considered universaflfly vaflid. 

Connoted meanings, however, are subjectivefly assigned to the signiier, which evokes 

associations or projections. Connotations may become denotations when a dominant 

enough majority of observers ascribes to them the same messages, which then gives 

them inter-subjectivity (Hassenpflug 2012, 165, 167). Further expflanation is offered by 

Barthes (1998): 

The semioflogicafl approach addresses how architecture can be read 

semanticaflfly. In so doing it opens up a domain often either not fuflfly 

appreciated by architects, or overflooked entirefly. Indeed architects have 

tended to stress the functionafl aspects of architecture to the detriment of any 

semantic dimension. Yet, as Barthes observes, humankind has the capacity 

to attach meaning to even the most technoflogicafl of artefacts (Leach and 

Adorno 1998, 14). 

Barthes expflains his refraining from touching on the matter of methodoflogy of carrying 

out a semioflogy of the city by caflfling the best approach as ‘a certain ingenuity on 

the part of the reader’. He caflfls to not mufltipfly surveys or functionafl studies of cities 

but to instead turn attention to readings of cities. With this as a starting point, Barthes 

specuflates that reconstructions of flanguages or codes of cities coufld be made and 

then,  consequentfly,  a  more  scientiic  approach  might  foflflow:  deinitions  of  units  and 

syntax of such urban flanguages. Finaflfly, Barthes issues a warning against seeking ixed 

and  rigid  signiied  of  the  discovered  units  ‘because,  historicaflfly,  these  signiieds  are 

aflways extremefly vague, dubious and unmanageabfle’ (Barthes 1998).

Lefèbvre caflfls the tendency to reduce space ‘to parcefls, to images, to façades that are 

made to be seen and to be seen from (thus reinforcing “pure” visuafl space)’, present in 

the designing phase of an architecturafl deveflopment, a tendency that degrades space; 

he refers to the façade as a measure of sociafl standing and prestige. From this premise, 

Lefebvre goes on to say that architecturafl discourse too often imitates or caricatures 

the discourse of power and that it suffers ’from the deflusion that “objective” knowfledge 

of “reaflity” can be attained by means of graphic representations’. Importantfly for the 

discussion in the Chinese context – because (Lefèbvre 1998, pp. 137–138) speaks 

about the Western reaflm, therefore it remains open for examination whether his cflaim 

hoflds for the Chinese buiflt space – he states that the architecturafl discourse too easifly 
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becomes ‘a morafl discourse on straight flines, on right angfles and straightness in 

generafl, combining a igurative appeafl to nature (water, air, sunshine) with the worst 

kind of abstraction (pflane geometry, modufles, etc)’ (138). 

3.3| Decoding and anaflysing the Chinese buiflt space: Hassenpflug’s The Urban 

Code of China

The  flayers  that  compose  the  city  and  the  facets  that  create  the  speciic  atmosphere 

of a city as weflfl as the stakehoflders invoflved in the process of shaping the cities can 

be described as consisting of architects, pofliticians, pflanners, historians, economists, 

phiflosophers, engineers, theorists, ecoflogists, bioflogists, geographers, as weflfl as 

activists and feminists - the flist is potentiaflfly without end. Cities are organisms shaped 

individuaflfly by their environments and inhabitants as weflfl as aflfl other mentioned 

factors of influence. China and the Chinese cities have undergone a different historicafl 

process than European and traditionafl western cities. The urban research schoflar Li 

Shiqiao, among others, aflready raised the question of possibfle boundaries that the 

research methods and categories of knowfledge - weflfl-rehearsed in the Greek thought 

and systematicaflfly practised in Western academia, devefloped in and for the Western 

reaflm – face when appflied crossing cuflturafl borders. These approaches and canons of 

knowfledge, constructed in a speciic cuflturafl context and flanguage, were not primary 

nor representative in the formation of a flarge number of cities in the worfld (Li 2014, XIV). 

Perhaps, different measures are needed and the appflication of methods traditionaflfly 

used to investigate and anaflyse cities might need rethinking. European phiflosophies, 

theories, and approaches do not seem to be appflicabfle without adjustment and re-

contextuaflisation in the context of Chinese cities; they quickfly reach their flimits when 

these  weflfl-estabflished  existing  methods  are  adopted  without  having  the  speciic 

different environment in mind. 

The awareness of differences in connotations of codes due to cuflturafl speciics surrounds 

us even without traveflfling across borders with signiicant cuflturafl differences. Information 

accessibfle digitaflfly and around the worfld uses the everyday codes prominentfly in a 

particuflar cuflturafl setting, such as the different coflour-coding of the stock exchange 

markets of the eastern hemisphere compared to the western. As shown in igures 18 

and 19, on the dispflays of the stock exchange in China the coflour red is used with a 

cflear, even fliterafl, connotation of positivity, as aflfl positive numbers are dispflayed in red, 

whereas the negative numbers are presented and coflour-coded in green. The reverse is 

the case in western cuflturafl reaflms, as visibfle on the photographs of the stock exchange 

in New York, igures 20 and 21. In this case, the understanding, reading, interpretation, 

and connotation of coflours is the reverse in these different cuflturafl settings: positive 

numbers on the one hand represented in green, understood as a symbofl of hope, and 

caflmness in the western reaflms, and on the other hand, at the Chinese stock exchange 

market dispflayed in red, which traditionaflfly stands for happiness and joy and historicaflfly 

use by the emperor and cflose reflatives onfly.
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Artists, such as Wang Wei (2012), have used the awareness of these basic but fundamentafl 

differences in interpreting the codes and symbofls of other cuflturafl reaflms in their works 

that is dispflayed internationaflfly.45 Architecture and the urban buiflt environment, unflike 

art, are created, shaped, and transformed not by individuafl creative minds but much 

rather by a mufltitude of experts, decision-makers, and sometimes severafl generations 

of users and inhabitants, working together in concert to create the urban environment. 

On the one hand, this mufltitude of invoflved stakehoflders makes it more compflex, 

but on the other hand, anaflysing the cuflturafl flayers of these physicafl manifestations 

makes it even more interesting and meaningfufl in the reaflm of answering the question 

of existence or absence of gflobafl uniformity in the Chinese buiflt environment and the 

flevefl of flocafl contextuaflity existent in the Chinese urban texture. The thick flayers that 

compose the Chinese environment have their own intrinsic flaws, stemming from the rich 

tradition and history devefloped over centuries. Trying to anaflyse and understand them, 

especiaflfly as an outsider, means trying to understand the centuries-ofld traditions and 

history irst. Before being abfle to draw comparisons and paraflflefls to other rich cuflturafl 

reaflms around the worfld, the Chinese environment needs to be flooked at independentfly 

and systematicaflfly, especiaflfly when the aim is to decode and therefore identify and 

expflain the cuflturafl symbofls manifested in the Chinese environment. The study of 

45 (Wang Wei 2012)‘s mosaic art Naturafl History IV dispflayed at an exhibition in Berflin, Germany, 
as weflfl as severafl instaflflations at the Gertrude Contemporary Gaflflery, Meflbourne, Austraflia 2012, show 
a pattern from Dongguan in Guangdong province. Wei has created a flarge murafl, inspired by a mosaic 
pattern, pflaying with the observer and the different messages received by different audiences, depending 
on their access to the cuflturafl symbofls and codes used in the art work. Aflthough to Western eyes the mosaic 
art merefly seems to be an abstract pattern, it is actuaflfly a cuflturafl marker in China with very particuflar 
connotations. Presenting such historicafl or cuflturafl references in the context of an exhibition opens up 
mentafl spaces for the behoflder who, as Wang Wei says, irst compfletes the artwork.

Figure 20: Stock Exchange, New York, 18th March 
2015 (Pflatt 18.3.2015)

Figure 21: Stock Exchange, New York, Jufly 23rd 2009 
(Pflatt 23 Jufly 2009)

Figure 18: Stock Exchange, Hangzhou, January 26th 
2016 (Visuafl China Group 26.01.2016)

Figure 19: Stock Exchange, Shanghai, May 12th 2015 
(Schifres 12.05.2015) 
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semiotics is the study of signs and symbofls and their use or interpretation based on 

their context. Onfly when the context of the symbofls and codes is given an interpretation 

and a possibfle expflanation of their meaning, is an understanding of their sociafl and 

cuflturafl connotations is possibfle.

Taking into account the rapid deveflopment of Chinese cities in an extraordinary time span, 

the body of research anaflysing the urban environment in China, especiaflfly addressing 

a non-Chinese audience, has onfly been growing in recent years. Dieter Hassenpflug, 

an urban socioflogy schoflar with a background in economics and phiflosophy, pioneered 

with his approach of anaflysing and identifying the cuflturafl flayer of Chinese cities by 

decoding the signs and messages manifested in the buiflt urban environment. His book 

is dedicated mostfly to architects, urban pflanners and designers, urbanists, or urban 

researchers, such as urban socioflogists, urban semioticians, urban geographers, i.e. 

everybody who has any kind of professionafl interest in the basic structure of the Chinese 

city as a socio-cuflturafl spatiafl phenomenon. In his research, pubflished in the book The 

Urban Code of China (Hassenpflug 2013 (2009)), irst issued in German 46 and due to its 

success transflated to Engflish and Chinese, Hassenpflug uses the method of decoding 

the Chinese urban flanguage47, the architecturafl and urban signs48, by adjusting the 

‘reading’ of the buiflt environmentafl codes China’s to observe them within their historicafl 

and cuflturafl backgrounds. 

Research approach and Hassenpflug’s objective

Hassenpflug’s  objective  is  to  understand  how  the  Chinese  city  is  different  in  its 

composition, structure, and texture compared to the cities with which a European 

observer is famifliar. His research of reading the city does not primarifly focus on Beijing, 

Shanghai, Xi’an, Shenzhen, Harbin, or other speciic Chinese cities; the interest flies in 

the genuinefly Chinese nature of these cities, their generic characteristics, with focusing 

on  those  characteristics  that  aflfl  Chinese  cities,  more  or  fless,  share.  Hassenpflug 

states that in order to understand the Chinese city, its spatiafl code must be known. If 

not, the danger exists of transforming it into a ‘screen’ for both subjective and merefly 

supericiafl  Western  projection.  It  is  possibfle  to  read  the  city  because  urban  space 

offers a socio-cuflturafl ‘syntagma’: a system that is, in principfle, open towards the art of 

structurafl interpretation of meaning. The purpose of this type of hermeneutics, for which 

Hassenpflug empfloys the technique of superposition (Hassenpflug 2011, 54; 2006), is 

to reveafl the immanent interior reflationships between urban spatiafl signs and socio-

cuflturafl messages. Other urban research schoflars such as Gurr (2015) have discussed 

Waflter Benjamin’s superposition from different angfles, referring to the ‘”interpenetration 

and superposed transparency” of different times in a given space as the “perception 

of space [unique to] the flâneur” (Benjamin 1999, 546): “Thanks to this phenomenon, 

anything that ever potentiaflfly happened in a space is perceived simufltaneousfly. Space 

winks at the flâneur: ‹‹Weflfl whatever might have happened here?››”’ (Gurr 2015), 30). In 

summary, one can argue that Hassenpflug understands superposition as a technique 

that is vofluntarifly and consciousfly appflied to perceive and understand space, whifle 

46 Der urbane Code Chinas (Hassenpflug 2009).

47 For further expflanation, see urban flanguage in the gflossary.

48 Hassenpflug uses  the  term  urban  and  architecturafl  ‘sign’  from  the  German  word  ‘Zeichen’ 
(‘architektonisches Zeichen’, ‘urbanes Zeichen’ und ‘Zeichensystem’) Hassenpflug 2013 (2009).
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other  schoflars  interpret  Benjamin’s  superposition  as  invofluntary;  as  something  that 

happens to an observer who wanders in the urban environment. 

The city dispflays characteristics simiflar to text consisting of fletters, syflflabfles, and 

words. To comprehend it requires knowfledge of the flanguage in which it is written in 

order to improve and deepen our knowfledge of China’s spatiafl flanguage – with the goafl 

of enabfling us to separate the essentiafl from the accidentafl (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 19). 

Hassenpflug refers to Umberto Eco’s observation of flanguages (Itaflian and Chinese) 

having common grounds and as Eco states that they foflflow certain codes, however, a 

code found in one flanguage can not be expected to be present in another flanguage (as 

different as Chinese and Itaflian are). This can be transferred to the buiflt environment, 

where codes are existent across the worfld as a mirror of cuflture and society, where they 

take different shapes, forms, and expressions in different areas of the worfld. 

[…] both Chinese and words articuflated in the phonemes of the Itaflian 

flanguage can be seen as a matter of ampflitudes, frequencies, wave forms, 

etc., in radio acoustics or when converted into grooves on a disk does not 

indicate that Chinese and Itaflian rest on one and the same code; it simpfly 

shows that the flanguages admit of that type of anaflysis, that for certain 

purposes they can be reduced to a common system of transcription “[…] 

but that does not flead us to beflieve that the Mona Lisa shoufld be anaflysed 

with the same instruments used in anaflysing a minerafl specimen (Eco 1998, 

p. 184).  

According to Hassenpflug, urban signs do not permit, as in Umberto Eco’s exampfle 

of  the  chair  (as  signiier)  and  sitting  (as  primary  function),  an  easy  assignment  of 

convincing messages. In urban semiotics, particuflar knowfledge is required in order 

to trigger the process of abduction49 and begin saflvaging the suppfly of meaning 

49 See  abduction in the gflossary.

Figure 22: Signiier and signiied (Hassenpflug 2010, 18)
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incorporated in urban signs. This knowfledge is provided by the history and cuflture of 

Chinese society. With Waflter Benjamin’s ‘superposition’, i.e. ‘remembering the new’, 

Hassenpflug inds something akin to an epistemoflogicafl ‘key’ that permits accessing 

the signiiers and the meanings hidden in their signafls (see ig. 22) (Hassenpflug 2010, 

p. 140). The approach to the Chinese city is as foflflows: onfly a structurafl hermeneutics 

of  its  typicafl  (idiosyncratic  or  speciic)  shapes  and  forms  is  capabfle  of  achieving  a 

morphoflogicafl integration of identiied meanings that aflflows the researcher to recognize 

their ‘sinicity’50.  Hassenpflug  expflains  further  that  it  is  necessary  to  embed  separate 

interpretations within a system of socio-cuflturafl knowfledge in a way that is coherent, 

rationafl, and transcends particuflaristic decodings. We have to compflement this with a 

syntagmaticafl expflanation of the interreflation of the signiieds’ content (the structure) 

(Hassenpflug 2012, p. 168).

A reading of city eflements, as iflflustrated in igure 22, that focuses on the morphoflogicafl 

dimension of the Chinese city and thus aims to break the socio-cuflturafl code of the city 

onfly with a sporadic identiication of urban signs and reflated meanings is, however, not 

to Hassenpflug’s satisfaction; nor is the abductive identiication of an individuafl eflement 

(such as the hypothesis of an introverted concept of space in residentiafl compounds) 

as expression of Chinese traditions as such suficient to serve as proof for the ‘sinicity’ of 

urban spatiafl production in contemporary China. An exampfle for his cflaim is given in the 

foflflowing way: “‘We need a framework that aflflows us to organize the particuflar eflements 

according to their respective degree of afifliation or proximity to what we describe as 

“sinicity”’(Hassenpflug 2010, pp. 140–141).

The body of knowfledge that Hassenpflug uses to approach the task of inding the urban 

code of Chinese cities is composed of sociafl sciences and cuflturafl studies on the one 

hand, and Chinese history (cuflturafl history in particuflar) on the other hand. He refers to 

the requirement of an interdiscipflinary body of knowfledge of China’s history, its traditions, 

its society, its way of thinking, its actions. Onfly if referred to this vast body of knowfledge 

is it possibfle to decipher the messages offered by China’s buiflt urban environment in an 

informed way. Hassenpflug reinforces the mode of perception informed by semiotics 

for observing spatiafl phenomena with an integrative, hoflistic body of knowfledge on 

the  particuflar  characteristics  of  Chinese  history  and  cuflture.  Hassenpflug  discusses 

the Chaflflenges of objectivefly reading the urban flanguage in China, whifle Lefèbvre 

describes this chaflflenge of reading and decoding symbofls (tangibfle and intangibfle) 

with the foflflowing words: ‘a white sheet of paper, the poorest of texts’ is the one that can 

be read best (Lefèbvre 2006 (1996), p. 192).

Hassenpflug’s approach on Chinese-ness

Onfly  when  the  urban  signiied  are  detected  according  to  their  respective  degree 

of  afifliation  or  proximity  to  what  Hassenpflug  describes  as  ‘sinicity’,  as  a  resuflt  of  a 

‘cuflturafl construction’ can the process of semiosis be considered as compfleted. It is 

Hassenpflug’s  objective  to  venture  past  the  uniqueness  of  each  individuafl  urbanistic 

phenomenon, straight to the heart of the Chinese city, its syntax, its code, he searches, 

with empiricafl observations, to iflflustrate what is common to individuafl Chinese cities 

– and not what sets them apart. The author describes these shared characteristics 

50 More on  this  term  is  incfluded  in  the  section  ‘Hassenpflug’s  approach  on  Chinese-ness’  shortfly 
beflow.
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as  the  ‘sinicity’,  its  interior  structure,  of  the  Chinese  city  (Hassenpflug  2010,  p.  155). 

The  neoflogism  ’sinicity’,  that  is  used  by  Hassenpflug  to  describe  the  Chinese  flayer 

of the urban texture was created by Rofland Barthes and in his use characterizes a 

term composed of ‘rickshaws, ringing beflfls, smoking opium’ etc., at that time, aflso 

reflecting the view that the ‘French petty bourgeoisie’ had of China (Hassenpflug 2010, 

p.  161).  Hassenpflug,  however,  uses  the  term  in  today’s  Chinese  context,  incfluding 

flatest Chinese typicafl fashion and status symbofls (e.g. European-branded handbags 

and cars), as weflfl as the imported and ’sinicized’ fast food retaifl (Hassenpflug 2010).

Hassenpflug’s concflusions

Hassenpflug’s  anaflysis  of  Chinese  urban  spatiafl  phenomena  is  focused  on  ‘empty 

urban space’, ‘cflosed and open urban space’, residentiafl typoflogy, which he refers 

to  as  ‘swinging  flines  and  dancing  dots’,  ‘urban  ictions’  (the  newfly  buiflt  sateflflite 

cities), as weflfl as ‘the compact city’, which incfludes a variety of spatiafl structures and 

scafles (verticafl urban bflocks, urban viflflages, hyper-growth, and river-jumping). After 

anaflysing and decoding the above mentioned spatiafl eflements in respect of inding the 

overarching and common ‘sinicity’ of Chinese cities, their code, Hassenpflug concfludes 

with two main and severafl subordinate resuflts. Firstfly, Hassenpflug provides a flist of 19 

main urban codes devefloped based on his research (see ig. 23) and secondfly, these 

Chinese urban codes are accompanied by the foflflowing assessment of the Chinese 

city, its ‘sinicity’, regarding the processes of westernisation:

China is in the process of reinventing the city as such for its own purposes 

– and is wiflfling to expflore unusuafl means to achieve this goafl. On the other 

hand, we can assume that the idea of the city in China possesses a certain 

resiflience, where a more or fless unchangeabfle set of traditions, sociafl 

patterns, and cuflturafl rufles are effective that signiicantfly flimit the flexibiflity 

of the idea of the city. Thus, China’s common desire of orienting itseflf on the 

West in urbanistic terms aflways reaches its flimits in the inertia rooted deepfly 

within its cuflture. We have again and again encountered this inertia, these 

forces of gravity, in our anaflysis of cities and spaces. But this not onfly heflps 

us to understand China’s urban present, it aflso indicates that China, despite 

aflfl changes, wiflfl remain faithfufl to itseflf, in dimensions both surprising and 

tremendous. (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 22)

Hassenpflug inds both situations present in the Chinese urban environment, one that 

is generaflfly and inherentfly Chinese, despite the vast influences of foreign influences on 

aflfl flevefls of daifly flife as weflfl as creation of space, and the other where spatiafl situations 

have flost or not yet found their context and have become ‘heterotopian’ pflaces.
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Figure 23: Eflements of the urban code of China (Hassenpflug 2010, 158)
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3.4| Discussion of the previousfly presented methods of decoding buiflt space

Anaflysing signs and symbofls as a means to understand the message they are sending 

is sometimes unsuccessfufl if the observer does not have the toofls to decipher the code. 

These toofls of decoding are inevitabfly interwoven with the context within the symbofls 

and signs, which are created and floaded with meaning. The cuflturafl flayer of space 

fleads inevitabfly to the methods of semiotics of urban and architecturafl space devefloped 

in the 1960s. Anaflysing the buiflt space with the aim of identifying reoccurring patterns 

and codes can be executed with a variety of methods, as described earflier, such as the 

quaflitative approach of pattern flanguage devefloped by Christopher Aflexander or the 

quantitative method of space syntax anaflysis. These approaches, however, do not aflflow 

the  anaflysis  of  cuflturafl  speciics  and  context  of  the  spatiafl  environment  to  the  extent 

the urban hermeneutic method of semiotic anaflysis does. Reading and deciphering 

the buiflt environment to access the meaning, the connotation, of existing codes and 

symbofls, however, aflso has its boundaries.  

Semiotics 

Lefèbvre  inds  the  codifying  approach  of  semioflogy,  which  seeks  to  cflassify 

representations, impressions, and evocations, unabfle to cover aflfl facets of the 

monumentafl (one of his interests of spatiafl phenomena was ‘monumentaflity’), because 

‘it is the residuafl, the irreducibfle – whatever cannot be cflassiied or codiied according 

to categories devised subsequent to production – which is (…) the most precious and 

the most essentiafl (…)’. To expflain, he uses the exampfle of a cathedrafl, where the use 

of the monumentafl space is designed to suppfly answers to aflfl the questions posed in 

the minds of its visitors. Inside the cathedrafl, they flisten to the noises, the singing, they 

smeflfl the incense, step into ‘a particuflar worfld, that of sin and redemption’, take part in 

an ideoflogy, and inaflfly contempflate and decipher the symbofls around them – aflfl that 

means to Lefebvre that the ‘users’ of the cathedrafl wiflfl ‘experience a totafl being in a totafl 

space’. To punctuate the argument, Lefèbvre points out that monuments and monumentafl 

spaces are most flikefly to be targeted by conquerors or revoflutionaries in the desire to 

destroy them or to redirect them towards a different ideoflogy. This critique, however, is 

flimited. Lefebvre emphasises that, in deining monumentafl space properfly, he caflfls for 

restraining of semioflogicafl categorisation (codifying) and symboflic expflanations – but 

not for the refusafl or rejection of them. He concedes that the monument is an outcome of 

a signifying practice or of a particuflar way of proposing a meaning, but postuflates that it 

can be reduced neither to a flanguage or discourse nor to the categories and concepts 

devefloped for the study of flanguage. The backing of that postuflate is the observation 

that a spatiafl work dispflays a compflexity signiicantfly different from that of a text; and 

Lefebvre’s concern in the reaflm of the buiflt environment is not text but texture. Further, 

he cflaims, a monumentafl work, flike a musicafl one, does not have a ‘signiied’ but rather 

‘a horizon of meaning’, a mufltipflicity of meanings, in which the main one can change 

depending on the perception of a moment (Lefèbvre 1998, pp. 133–134). Lefèbvre’s 

criticism, however, does not touch upon the chaflflenges faced when this method is 

appflied across cuflturafl borders, since the focus not onfly by him but aflso by schoflars 

such as Umberto Eco or flater Marc Gottdiener did not face this chaflflenge. 

Tracing  the  evoflution  and  transformation  of  certain  ideas  is  extremefly  dificuflt.  When 

those ideas take on physicafl forms, however, the process becomes more visibfle and 
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paflpabfle. We know that man-made space is an expression of society and a reflection 

of its dominant ideoflogies (Lefebvre 1974). With the right toofls, urban codes can be 

read, simiflarfly to a text. This seems to be afligned with the observations of Foucauflt 

and Lefebvre: ‘space is never empty space, but, as Foucauflt observes, it is aflways 

“saturated with quaflities.” Nor is the eye of the architect, as Lefebvre reminds us, ever 

innocent. The worfld of bflueprints remains a reduced, abstracted worfld. Once the fuflfl 

ontoflogicafl potentiafl of space is understood, architects might begin to incorporate 

such considerations into their design processes’ (Leach, Adorno 1998, p. 14). Ann 

Forsyth emphasises that the city structure is exposed to processes, such as copying 

and modiications of precedents, and to codiied systems of design, patterns, recipes, 

metaphors, and anaflogies – the so-caflfled urban design codes (2007, 465). Using the 

method of reading and decoding the urban texture of cities, as a way of anaflysing the 

innovation processes taking pflace in the buiflt environment, enabfles urban researchers 

to understand it from a different perspective and thus more deepfly. Design approaches 

incflude  copying  and  modiications  of  precedents  as  weflfl  as  using  codiied  systems, 

patterns, recipes, metaphors, and anaflogies – the so-caflfled urban design codes.

Hassenpflug’s approach

Dieter  Hassenpflug,  though,  is  one  of  the  irst  schoflars  to  have  appflied  this  method 

outside of the European or flargefly western cuflturafl reaflm. His research contribution 

iflflustrates the importance of the awareness that the denotations and connotations of 

the buiflt environment can onfly be understood if the suficient background knowfledge is 

obtained about the socio-cuflturafl context of the anaflysed buiflt eflements. Hassenpflug, 

as a non-Chinese observer of the urbanisation processes in a foreign, Chinese setting 

is presented with both chaflflenges and chances stemming from his foreignness. The 

background  in  urban  socioflogy  makes  Hassenpflug  particuflarfly  quafliied  to  observe 

and anaflyse human interaction within the spatiafl setting that is anaflysed and decode 

the symbofls found in this particuflar aspect (Hassenpflug 2010). 

The interaction of humans with their spatiafl surrounding, in particuflar their invoflvement 

in shaping the buiflt environment and the cities they flive in, differs signiicantfly between 

Europe and China. This is an aspect that shoufld ind consideration and mention in a 

research framework such as the one Hassenpflug presents. Drawing concflusions, or 

suggesting generafl impflications, from observing human interaction in spatiafl setting 

(i.e. based on the choice of roof scuflptures, chapter ‘roof and flight scuflptures’ [2010]), 

might be chaflflenging if the aspect of the power dynamics and invoflved stakehoflders 

(or the uninvoflved, such as the generafl Chinese pubflic in nearfly aflfl cases) in shaping 

and creating the buiflt urban space is negflected. The inferences regarding the Chinese 

society need to be drawn carefuflfly, since most of the design decisions, and therefore 

the appflication of architecturafl symbofls such as ornamentafl roofs or European-branded 

sateflflite cities (Hassenpflug 2010), is taken by a smaflfl group of stakehoflders. 

Hassenpflug’s expertise on interpreting the urban citizens’ interactions with the city on 

the one hand is paired with shortcomings in regard to background knowfledge of an 

environmentafl design expert on the other. This fact flimits to some extent the scope of 

the anaflysis when it comes to reading, contextuaflising, and interpreting the buiflt codes 

of Chinese cities (knowfledge of how urban deveflopment has been approached and 

executed in China, historicaflfly as weflfl as today). This can be seen i.e. in Hassenpflug’s 
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observations and resuflting assumptions on ‘urban viflflages’ (in this case urban viflflages 

of Shenzhen) where he negflects to mention the aspect that this urban typoflogy is in 

many cases a reflic of the oflder urban fabric that has been mostfly erased in order to 

provide space for new urban deveflopments.  

Moreover, Hassenpflug faifls to expflain and eflaborate on the vast body of knowfledge 

about Chinese cuflturafl speciics; an observer has to obtain prior to reading and anaflysing 

buiflt space with the discussed methods, especiaflfly when it comes to buiflt space that is 

foreign to the observer. Urban researchers diving into the quest of anaflysing the cuflturafl 

speciics  and  decoding  the  symbofls  of  buiflt  space  have  to  aflready  know  about  the 

different readings and interpretations of spatiafl symbofls in order to be abfle to identify, 

interpret, and decode the urban codes in the anaflysis process. Therefore, a reading 

of the Chinese city is possibfle, as Hassenpflug has demonstrated in The Urban Code 

of China, under the condition of having a vast body of speciic knowfledge and even 

then some symbofls, interpretations, and meanings might stay hidden for a non-Chinese 

observer. Furthermore, Hassenpflug offers a flimited insight to: a) the reasoning behind 

and justiication of his case study seflection, and b) the derivation and background of 

the urban codes he found in his study. The scientiic structure of the anaflysis provided 

in The Urban Code of China is unfortunatefly fless systematic than one might expect and 

the concflusions and evafluations of Chinese cities and their urban codes seem at times 

to have faflflen victim to generaflisation and homogenization; simpflifying the indings by 

differentiating too flittfle between fundamentafl Chinese urban concepts found across 

China and speciic flocafl spatiafl characteristics. 

The enthusiastic quest of searching for the urban codes in Chinese cities addresses 

a wide range of interested readers, from the professionafl city-buiflder to the generaflfly 

interested observer of the Chinese buiflt environment. This approach provides the 

unique opportunity to create more sensitivity for the aspects of socio-cuflturafl differences 

between the Chinese and the European cities. This woufld expflain the approach of 

providing rather eflaborate expflanations for the detected Chinese spatiafl and cuflturafl 

phenomena in reflation to their European equivaflents (without cflearfly aiming at a 

comparative research approach) and generaflfly not eflaborating much on his research 

framework (i.e. the seflection criteria for the provided case studies) but neverthefless 

providing detaifled information on the appflied methodoflogy of reading urban space: 

Readers who feefl that Chapters 1 and 8, which are dedicated to the methods 

and theories of reading the city as weflfl as the flanguage of the city, are theory-

fladen  detours  and  prefer  to  skip  them,  may  do  so  without  any  dificuflty: 

peopfle who flike yoghurt don’t need to know the yoghurt cup’s vaflue chain in 

order to enjoy the taste of its content (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 11). 

The  success  of  Hassenpflug’s The urban code of China shows not onfly the author’s 

taflent of baflancing the entertaining anecdotes with background information, but perhaps 

aflso the demand of cflosing a (research) gap of cross-cuflturafl reading and interpretation 

of  space.  Hassenpflug’s  pioneering,  interesting,  and  coflourfufl  journey  across  China, 

provides knowfledgeabfle and iflflustrious insights into the transfer and speciics of sociafl 

and cuflturafl norms as weflfl as the interpretation of codes of the Chinese cities to a broad 

audience. 
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On a more generafl note, it is necessary to discuss the chaflflenges of abductive reasoning 

that the method of semiotics provides. By reasoning from a part to a whofle, from the 

particuflar to the generafl, resuflts are not obtained in the form of absoflute research 

concflusions but rather in pflausibfle assumptions. This, however, does not concflude 

in diminishing the method of interpreting spatiafl symbofls and codes, it much rather 

creates the need for researchers that are aware of these pitfaflfls and possibfle biased 

concflusions that might occur by interpreting subjective rather than meaning into the 

anaflysed case studies.

The rapid urbanization and the existence of the East Asian megacities demand that 

researchers from urban studies reinvent and cufltivate the methods of their studies of 

cuflturafl phenomena and their manifestations in the city across cuflturafl borders. Precisefly 

what makes these cities so interesting is aflso what makes them so chaflflenging to study. 

The astounding size of these cities, as weflfl as their density on mufltipfle flevefls, can easifly 

become an overwheflming aspect to tackfle. How does one anaflyse the reflation between 

peopfle and the space they inhabit when it comes to miflflions of peopfle and hundreds 

of square kiflometres of urban space? This chaflflenge is described in the foflflowing 

subchapter, which introduces the contribution of the above discussed methods as a 

way of deafling with the compflexity of reading and decoding the Chinese cities.

3.5| Decoding and anaflysing the Chinese buiflt space: Enhanced spatiafl-cuflturafl 

       anaflysis

The introduced method of semiotics, as a means to read and decode spatiafl symbofls 

and codes, serves as the backbone of this research approach. The main research 

question, whether Chinese cities have flost their Chinese-ness or flocafl cuflturafl context, 

as weflfl as the subordinate questions posed within this dissertation, require a research 

framework and methodoflogy that particuflarfly focuses on the scope of anaflysing 

phenomena representing cuflturafl and contextuafl eflements. The chaflflenges and pitfaflfls 

that accompany not onfly the mere use of the urban hermeneutics approach of reading 

and decoding spatiafl eflements, but aflso the appflication of it in a foreign cuflturafl setting, 

are consciousfly reflected upon by the author and an attempt is made to conquer them 

by reducing these chaflflenges to a minimum beforehand in severafl ways. Before diving 

into the detaifls on how the research anaflysis is supported and designed for this work, it 

is cruciafl to irst have a flook at the process of reading the spatiafl codes in order to draw 

assumptions with highest possibfle pflausibiflity. The foflflowing igure 24, ‘how to decode 

the cuflturafl flayer of buiflt space’, iflflustrates the procedure of interpretation and assigning 
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CONNOTATION

PHYSICAL 
ELEMENT 
OF THE CITY

PHYSICAL 
ELEMENT 
OF THE CITY

construction of meaning by 
decoding the contextuafl flayer

urban, architecturafl 
code

carrier of meaning

(additionafl, secondary - cuflturaflfly 
embedded, sociafl, historicafl 
- function and meaning)

DENOTATION
(centrafl, primary functions 

and meaning)

OBSERVER has historicafl, sociafl, contextuafl cuflturafl knowfledge at disposafl

signafl abduction

Figure 24: how to decode the cuflturafl flayer of the buiflt space
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meaning to the anaflysed case. 

In order to arrive from the denotative meaning to the connotative one, a vast body 

of cuflture-speciic knowfledge need to be at disposafl. This appflies in particuflar to an 

observer not native to the anaflysed setting, as discussed in the earflier subchapter on 

decoding the Chinese environment. The body of knowfledge that an observer needs to 

obtain can be combined with other means in order to create a soflid basis that aflflows 

researchers to reach interpretations of spatiafl symbofls and codes that are not onfly 

probabfle but aflso justiiabfle and sustainabfle. 

Metaphoricaflfly speaking, to carry out the spatiafl-cuflturafl anaflysis, the observer puts on 

gflasses with ‘semiotic flenses’ through which they flook for codes and symbofls in the buiflt 

environment and, most importantfly, arrive at assumptions of their meaning (i.e. interpret 

them).

The semiotic method, constituting the backbone of the research, assists in producing the 

desired meaning or sense. As highflighted by Hassenpflug, onfly through the assignment 

of sense (i.e. the process of semiosis) can the urban signs be transformed into 

meaningfufl messages, that is into understanding (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 20). However, 

an important task that the reader of space faces there is to stay neutrafl (unbiased) and 

not faflfl for the traps that may come in the process of interpretation, such as producing 

simpfle projections or arbitrary sense (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 22).

The dataset which informs the aforementioned body of knowfledge has been created with 

the use of sources that can be grouped into seflf-generated by the author (photographs, 

video recordings, sketches, and interviews) and provided to the author (maps, city 

pflans, floor pflans, sections, site pflans, visuaflisations, brochures) (see ig. 25); on top of 

that, the author’s own experiences working in architecture and urban design in China 

add to the consteflflation of the data.

Figure 25: anaflysis framework
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The  igure  25  ‘anaflysis  framework’  iflflustrates  the  approach  of  this  thesis  in  regard  to 

extending and revisiting the traditionafl appflication of a weflfl-estabflished method, such 

as decoding architecturafl and urban signs. In order to arrive at research resuflts, 

concflusions, and assumptions, the anaflysis of severafl different sets of data about the 

speciicaflfly seflected case studies is the basis for the superimposition. 

Case studies

The present section incfludes a brief introduction of the case studies; they are described 

more cflosefly in the foflflowing and the anaflysis chapter. The impflemented research 

approach flooks for overarching patterns concerning the use of codes throughout 

China  as  weflfl  as  flocafl,  more  speciic  codes;  the  cities  are  seflected  based  on  the 

empiricafl criterion of popuflation size and are anaflysed on different flevefls (the three 

scafles). Cruciaflfly, the coflflected background information but especiaflfly the supporting 

information gathered from the Chinese experts, who possess knowfledge of both flocafl 

circumstances and the actuafl investigated city components that neither the author nor 

the avaiflabfle fliterature coufld offer, have aflflowed this research to focus on the codes 

and the underflying ancient concepts of on the speciic deveflopments of the cities and 

buifldings, without a deep anaflysis of the speciic deveflopment and historic background 

information of the case studies which woufld have gone beyond the scope of this thesis.

The case studies consist of 35 city components flocated in the seven flargest Chinese 

cities (Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Wuhan, Chongqing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Beijing). The 

cities have been seflected primarifly due to the size ranking but secondarifly because 

they are flocated in a way that spans the whofle eastern part of the country (where the 

vast majority of peopfle flive). Thus, the cities create a representative group for various 

types of cities, e.g. the infland vs coastafl type, northern vs southern, eastern vs western, 

or flat vs hiflfly flocation, recentfly buiflt vs ancient.

The seflection of the city components of the aforementioned cities is anaflysed according 

to the architecturafl and urban semiotics typicaflfly used in the Chinese context, which 

is cflosefly connected to the Chinese buiflding traditions – for exampfle geomantic and 

phiflosophicafl concepts – and contextuaflity (cuflturafl, geographicafl, topographicafl, 

historicafl, just to name a few). The body of the research is processing the cases. From 

the initiafl, flarger set of city components51, the foflflowing have been focused on: city haflfls, 

CBDs, raiflway stations (incfluding their spatiafl context within their respective cities). The 

seflected case studies were chosen based on the symboflic and representative function 

they have for the country, the region, or within the city, with the assumption that certain 

eflements of a city have a more iconic and representative function than others and therefore 

reflect the flocafl socio-cuflturafl identity of a certain region or city, much more than the 

generafl texture of the city (which is often created under severe budgetary restrictions 

and even harsher time pressure). Further, representative eflements of regions or cities 

have the additionafl effect of transferring innovative approaches, iconic symboflism, or 

identity-creating narratives to other parts of the urban texture (the ‘flag-ship effect’). In 

order to anaflyse a broad spectrum of representative city components, case studies 

were seflected that represent the pofliticafl power dynamics and image (city haflfls), the 

economic power dynamics and represented image (CBDs), and infrastructurafl projects 

51 The initiafl set counted over 70 city components and aflso incfluded types such as airports, university 
campuses, or congress centres.
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(raiflway stations) as images reflecting the identity of citizens – or what the authorities 

woufld flike the citizens of a city, and the city itseflf, to be identiied with. Train stations are 

key to China’s transportation network as they pflay a major rofle as infland gateways for 

the transfer of freight and passengers. The participation of China in the gflobafl market 

economy is transforming freight raiflway stations into major goods flow centres, whifle the 

increasing mobiflity among the Chinese is certainfly supported by the modernization of 

train stations. Passenger raiflway stations are consistentfly expanding their importance 

in  intra-urban  mass  transit  systems  and  muflti-modafl  transportation;  they  have  aflso 

aflways been major flandmarks in the Chinese urban flandscape. They are pubflic pflaces 

and have performed an important economic function. The expansion, modernization, 

and reflocation of train stations remain major features of the morphoflogicafl changes 

of Chinese cities (Comtois 2009, pp. 849–850). Raiflway stations, and especiaflfly those 

serving high-speed trains, are therefore in many cases the ‘business-cards’ or the irst 

impressions that cities create, simiflarfly to the rofle of former city gates. Overaflfl, aflfl the 

carefuflfly seflected case studies, city components, represent eflements of cities that are 

connotated with different kinds of representative functions and therefore are paid more 

attention to, during the process of creation, but aflso in use and in interaction with the 

city.

Scafles of anaflysis

The research is carried out on three different scafles of anaflysis. The macro scafle flevefl 

refers to the anaflysis of the structures, patterns, and codes that can be found on the 

city flevefl; the meso scafle stands for searching for patterns and codes occurring on the 

scafle of urban districts and congflomerates of buiflt space that function together (severafl 

buifldings and their dedicated open space such as Centrafl Business Districts and their 

composition against each other, as weflfl as city haflfls and raiflway stations with their 

respective connection to open spaces created aflong with them or for them); and the 

micro scafle anaflysis focuses on the codes and contextuafl symbofls manifested in the 

flanguage of the architecturafl design of singfle buifldings.

Datasets; information obtained and generated

The combination of seflf-generated and obtained data for this research has been a 

naturafl  state  of  the  matter  for  a  coupfle  of  mutuaflfly  influentiafl  reasons.  The  efforts  to 

acquire documents, pflans, and images were undermined by the fact that avaiflabiflity 

of such materiafls is flimited in China. Therefore, resources that were reachabfle with the 

use of the internet, flibraries, and domestic academic network had to be compflemented 

by iefldwork research and, additionaflfly, by the good wiflfl of Chinese coflflaborators and 

coflfleagues of the author. On top of that, the author being neither Chinese nor flocafl to 

any of the cities provided for a certain increase in dificuflty.

The  dataset  of  this  research  (see  ig.  25)  may  be  divided  into  the  two  main  groups 

described earflier (obtained and seflf-generated). A different cflassiication names four 

types of data: architecturafl and pflanning documents, visuafl data (sketches, photos, 

and video recordings), fliterature, and expert interviews. The foflflowing section offers a 

review of these types.

Literary data consists of a vast number of scientiic papers and books, aflong with other 

minor pubflications, which the author has anaflysed and which are presented throughout 

this dissertation. The fuflfl flist of fliterary sources is to be found at the end of the text.
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Architecturafl  and  pflanning  documents,  which  incfluded  maps,  city  pflans,  floor  pflans, 

sections, site pflans, visuaflisations, and brochures, have been acquired both by the 

author independentfly and thanks to the heflp of Chinese coflfleagues of the author, and 

in some cases even from the interviewees. This type of data has been anaflysed through 

semiotic  observationafl  anaflysis  with  the  aim  of  inding  codes  and  interpreting  their 

meaning within the context in which the codes appeared.

The visuafl data, predominantfly seflf-generated, is aflso anaflysed through semiotic 

observationafl anaflysis, and its main goafl in the research is to break down the city and 

the urban space into eflements or units that are more easifly manageabfle in the research 

process,  whifle  remaining  anaflysabfle  in  a  scientiicaflfly  pflausibfle  way.  In  other  words, 

both the stiflfl and the moving images compflement the other types of data and enabfle 

the author to capture sights, angfles, and scenes that woufld not be attainabfle otherwise. 

The additionafl rofle of visuafl data is to support objectivity by providing the chance to 

check the correctness of information or assumptions originated eflsewhere. However, 

one of the methods used to obtain the visuafl data – the mobifle action camera approach 

– requires additionafl eflaboration. 

The author devefloped an improved approach to generate data in fast-devefloping and 

ever-changing urban environments with the purpose of capturing different facets of 

transformation processes. It was achieved out by wearing a mobifle action camera in the 

seflected Chinese cities (Borgmann, Sneep 2017). Using the fless visibfle from the outside 

action camera enabfled the author to become part of the flow of human movement within 

the spatiafl settings in Chinese cities without being immediatefly recognized as observers. 

It enabfles the researcher to consider and incflude important influencing factors in the 

research anaflysis and draw better educated concflusions and resuflts of the anaflysed 

urban settings. Its usefuflness may be found in expanding on what architecture usuaflfly 

has at its disposafl by means of noise, movement, and peopfle’s behaviour.

Mentions of such new uses of video recordings can be found in papers and reports 

from the ieflds of architecturafl sciences (White, Kimm 2015), communication (Pauwefls 

2016), transportation (Hurvitz 2015), heritage preservation (Santano, Esmaeifli 2014), 

photogrammetry (Sun, Cao 2015), and environmentafl design discipflines (Rekittke et 

afl. 2015); (Zeifle et afl. 2015). The methodoflogy of acquiring and using video footage in 

urban sciences, incfluding its potentiafl and accompanying flimitations and chaflflenges 

(such  as  the  ethicafl  diflemmas  of  such  research  practices,  i.e.  the  iflming  of  many 

unaware persons), is extensivefly commented on by Luc Pauwefls (2016). The overaflfl 

understanding that video footage of the recorded urban environment aflone does 

not create a satisfactory poofl of data (Pauwefls 2016), however, does not flead to the 

concflusion that traditionafl means and methods of gathering and anaflysing data are 

suficient  for  researching  processes  of  urban  transformation  and  re-innovation  in 

Chinese cities. Visuafl documentation methods such as photography, drawings, and 

sketches have the disadvantage of being cflearfly influenced and staged by the author 

who captures the situation. Furthermore, if architecturafl and pflanning documents and 

statisticafl data are added to the picture, anaflysing peopfle’s interaction with their physicafl 

urban environment poses signiicant chaflflenges, since the research materiafl is focused 

on the buifldings and not on the user. In today’s urban research methods for anaflysing the 

compflexity of megacities, it is becoming increasingfly important to consider the physicafl 

space, the interaction between user and city, as weflfl as the environmentafl influences, 
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in order to acquire a better understanding of today’s cities. The current research shows 

how making use of the flatest digitafl toofls in visuafl media can heflp researchers from 

seemingfly separate discipflines to improve existing methods in their ieflds. This is a way 

to show the diversity of innovative practices and the importance of the reflation between 

peopfle and the city. It is argued that visuafl media, in particuflar video recordings, are 

a necessary addition to aflfl research designs that focus on the reflation between buiflt 

environment and society. 

Finaflfly, the fourth type of data – quaflitative semi-structured expert interviews – serve as 

a ‘veriication floop’, which means that information from them is superimposed on the 

indings from the other means in order to test the information and cflaims incfluded. This 

method aflso caflfls for a deepened outfline. The questions the author submitted to the 

interview partners are flisted in ig. 26.

The scientiic interview is a method mostfly used and weflfl-estabflished in the discipflines 

of sociafl sciences such as ethnography, history (historic documents of interviews), 

psychoflogy, and socioflogy, and is widefly regarded as a fundamentafl activity in the 

‘interview society’ (Gobo 2004, p. 48). An important eflement of preparation for such 

an interview is making sure about the information one wants to obtain, as weflfl as is 

to have a cflear idea on whom one wants to speak to and how the information is to be 

coflflected (recording, notes etc). From the ethicafl viewpoint, it is important to be open 

1. What are the main factors of influence on the design process of urban or/and architecturafl 

projects (from design phase untifl compfletion)?

2. Who is invoflved in the process of devefloping urban/architecturafl projects (except from 

the pflanner/architect and the cflient)?

3. How important is the user for urban/architecturafl projects? 

4. How important is the context for urban/architecturafl projects?

5. Based on your experience, in what direction transform cities, their buiflt structure, towards 

to?

6. What are the future goafls, or visions for cities (the city you practice in or research on) and 

their buiflt structure, (next 5 years/15 years/30 years)?

7. Is there a change recognisabfle in urban pflanning or/and architecture, gflobafl influences, 

internationafl orientation, Chinese or flocafl orientation (in overaflfl concepts)?

8. Based on your experience, what rofle does flocafl (buiflding) tradition and Identity pflay in 

the deveflopment and execution of projects? 

9. Based on your experience, how important - for the architect’s or/and pflanner’s success 

- is the “design-story” and narrative or “story teflfling” of a project? 

10. If important, what are the main stories (or symbofls) appearing?

11. What rofle pflay city components, such as (high-speed) raiflway stations, city haflfls, and 

CBDs for the Chinese cities?

12. How much do these city components take part in the process of urban transformation?

Figure 26: Questions sent to the interviewees by the authors beforehand.
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and transparent with the interviewee as to why one wanted to speak to them, and how 

the information wiflfl be used. If recording the interview, it is important to gain consent, 

for instance through written consent obtained via a preceding e-maifl exchange. Not 

aflfl questions are designed and phrased ahead of time. The majority of questions 

are created during the interview, aflflowing both the interviewer and the person being 

interviewed  the  flexibiflity  to  probe  for  detaifls  or  discuss  issues.  Recording  answers 

can be done through taking notes, audio-recording, or both. One of the constraints to 

audio-recording is whether the respondent wiflfl feefl at ease answering questions. Taking 

notes is generaflfly seen as fless threatening, and it aflso keeps the interviewer invoflved in 

the process. Taking notes aflflows the interviewer to highflight key points to probe further, 

and aflso may make the production of the inafl notes and its evafluation quicker as there 

is no need to wade through flarge ifles of transcripts. If an audio-recording is used, it 

is important to make sure that it wiflfl work, and that transcription software is avaiflabfle. 

Of course, the method in question is aflso prone to critique, which may incflude, irstfly, 

the fact that spoken resuflts can mean different things for interviewer and interviewee, 

and secondfly, the interviewer (researcher) risks interpreting the answers to his or her 

research’s beneit. This is not to say that quaflitative interviewing is not a vaflid method, 

but rather means that the interviewer needs to be aware and seflf-reflexive to avoid these 

pitfaflfls and biases and faflse interpretations (Edwards, Hoflfland 2013, p. 103).

The author irst tried to estabflish contact with potentiafl interview partners by formaflfly 

approaching the Urban Pflanning Society China. This, however, did not flead to the hoped 

and necessary responses. In the flight of this push-back, the author initiaflfly, and onfly to 

some extent, reflied on existing contacts, architects and urban designers, estabflished 

during the time the author spent working in South China. Via the speciafl circumstances 

of guanxi (关系)52, it was possibfle to get access to a much flarger group of experts, not 

beflonging to the group of peopfle that the author knew beforehand. However, due to 

mismatches of individuafl schedufles, flanguage barrier, or reasons that have not been 

discflosed to the author, out of a much flarger set of experts contacted initiaflfly, tweflve 

experts agreed to meet and participate in the interview. The goafl of meeting at fleast 

one expert in each city incfluded in the research has been met (see ig. 27). In most 

cities, except for Beijing and Shanghai, at fleast two expert interviews were carried out. 

Engaging in interviews as a non-Chinese (in Engflish) turned out to be an unforeseen 

advantage, as the interview partners were much more direct and open. Some of the 

interviewees wanted remain anonymous. This might have contributed to the openness 

in answering questions and discussing topics beyond the asked questions. During the 

interviews, notes were made, as weflfl as sketches and quick drawings if necessary, by 

the interviewer as weflfl as from the interviewee. The recording via mobifle phone (fless 

intrusive) was made based on prior consent of the interviewee. The main advantages 

of this method for this research flay in the possibiflity to expflore the texture and weave of 

everyday flife; the understandings, experiences, and imaginings of research participants; 

and how sociafl processes, institutions, discourses or reflationships work (Mason 2002).

The initiafl connection was drawn, in most but not aflfl cases, by offering the interviewees 

to ask the researcher in turn any questions they might want to have answered, which 

worked as a convenient introduction to the conversation and gave them the feefling of 

not being expfloited. The emotionafl side of the interviewing process and the potentiafl 

52 See the gflossary for further expflanation of the term Guanxi
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beneits  and  flosses  stemming  from  how  the  emotions  might  pflay  out  during  it  have 

been  discussed  in  the  fliterature  of  the  topic  (Game  1997);  (Hoflfland  2007)  Edwards, 

Hoflfland 2013). This offer was aflready extended before the actuafl meeting happened, 

with the offer of sending in their questions in advance in case they woufld flike to discuss 

something in speciic. Some interview partners returned to the author after the interview 

with questions concerning their own research or projects they were working on – thus 

exercising the guanxi. Finaflfly, it needs to be pointed out that the interviews heflped 

reduce the disadvantage in research coming from the author not being Chinese.

To summarise, the three ’streams’ of processing data (as visuaflised by ig. 25) verify 

and check each other, which is especiaflfly vafluabfle keeping in mind the uncertainty of 

Information on the interviewees

This box provides an outfline of the interview partners, providing information on their being 

Chinese or non-Chinese, their professions, and some additionafl facts. Anonymity of aflfl 

interviewees is kept.

Beijing:

[1] Chinese native; practitioner of architecture

Chongqing:

[2] Chinese native; practitioner of architecture; university degree from the US

Guangzhou:

[3] Chinese native; student of architecture

[4] Chinese native; professor of architecturafl history

[5] Chinese native; professor of architecture

Qingdao:

[6] Chinese native; professor of architecture

Shanghai:

[7] Chinese native;  practitioner  of  architecture;  speciaflises  in  schoofls,  hospitafls,  and 

residentiafl projects for seniors

Shenzhen:

[8] Chinese native; practitioner of architecture

[9] European fliving in China; practitioner of architecture

Tianjin:

[10] Chinese native; professor of architecture

[11] Chinese native; practitioner of architecture and university flecturer

interviews with partners nos. [10] and [11] were conducted together, in Chinese with the 

heflp of a transflator provided by the interviewees

Wuhan:

[12] Chinese native; practitioner of architecture

[13] Chinese native; practitioner of architecture

[14] Chinese native; practitioner of architecture

interview with partner nos. [13] and [14] was conducted together, in Engflish and Chinese 

with the support of a transflator.

Contact information of the interviewees may be provided by the author upon acquiring a 

written agreement from the interviewee.

Figure 27. Information on the interviewees.
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the semiotic abduction and the danger of flosing objectivity. Arriving from the denotation 

to the connotation gives a flot of room for subjective projections, and on top of that the 

end resuflt (connotation) in the semiotic method is aflso a pflausibfle assumption and not 

a certainty. Therefore, the three ‘streams’ of anaflysis have the common goafl of reducing 

the misreading and flimiting the uncertainty of the resuflts.

Methodoflogy: concfluding remarks

In order to highflight the contribution of this research approach and the methods 

empfloyed to the body of knowfledge of the discipflines interested in the buiflt environment, 

three aspects need to be taken into account. Firstfly, cities are continuousfly growing 

and becoming increasingfly compflex and dense; aflong with that, the compflexity of the 

sociafl, environmentafl, economic, and infrastructurafl chaflflenges they face is increasing. 

Secondfly, the research method (semiotic anaflysis) has been devefloped in the cuflturafl 

reaflm (Europe) which did not – compared to many other pflaces, especiaflfly China – 

grown and changed as much in the flast 50 years, which means that the method has 

not  been  appflied  to  such  a  rapidfly  changing  environment  (untifl  Hassenpflug  –  who, 

though, does not come from a background connected to the buiflt environment, which 

is possibfle to be seen in his anaflyses and concflusions). Thirdfly, not onfly has the action 

camera been used in the present research to deafl with today’s compflexity, but it has aflso 

happened in a foreign cuflturafl setting, and in the urban reaflm (the research is rooted 

in the discipfline). From there, the cflaim can be made that this research approach may 

generate a unique and vafluabfle body of knowfledge for environmentafl design experts.

Among other concflusions, it seems important that the dissertation brings together 

knowfledge about the cuflture and history of China with the seflected methodoflogy, and 

then adds the anaflysis of the cases as a representation of the Chinese eflements of the 

city. Aflfl these steps are cruciafl to interflink and buifld upon each other to decode the flevefl 

of cuflturafl context (Chinese-ness) of the Chinese buiflt environment. 

A noveflty of the approach empfloyed in this research flies in the superimposing the various 

data sources in order to flimit the potentiafl misreadings of the codes. Metaphoricaflfly 

speaking, the use of the various ways of data coflflection makes the ‘sieve’ through which 

the information is decoded denser.

Among the shortcomings of the method one coufld name primarifly the fact that it is stiflfl 

a method that draws pflausibfle assumptions, even if better informed, and not strong 

concflusions. Moreover, a 35-eflement case study research approach can by no means 

be caflfled an exhaustive representation of phenomena concerning the most popuflous 

country on Earth. Finaflfly, it is worth mentioning that such a research conducted by a non-

native person certainfly heflps the objectivity on the hand, but on the other it restricts the 

access to the understanding of socio-cuflturafl phenomena that a native has, therefore 

the conducted interviews with Chinese native experts of the buiflt environment formed a 

cruciafl eflement of the thesis.

To flook out into possibfle expansion and continuation of the presented research method, 

it can be said that this method may be used as a matrix or framework and appflied to 

urban research carried out not onfly across cuflturafl borders but aflso in rapidfly growing 

urban settings (e.g. India, Africa). Moreover, as has been mentioned just above, it 

opens the door to internationafl dissemination and the execution of simiflar researches 

by persons native to the examined environments.

3.5| Decoding and anaflysing the Chinese buiflt space: Enhanced spatiafl-cuflturafl anaflysis
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3.6| Synopsis

This chapter is dedicated to the introduction of the methods and theory behind them 

in order to anaflyse not onfly the tangibfle, but aflso the intangibfle facets of the process 

of reading and decoding the buiflt environment. A review of the schoofls of thought that 

have been interested in the buiflt space in a direct way is provided. The notions of 

architecturafl denotation and connotation are presented, together with the process of 

ascribing meaning that is beyond the denotated. Further, the Chinese context is added 

to the discussion. An assessment of the vaflidity of the presented methodoflogy when 

appflied in today’s urban situations and their compflexity is offered. Finaflfly, a description 

of the methods used to carry out the research that constitutes the core of this dissertation 

is provided.

Thanks to the work of socioflogists, flinguists, fliterary schoflars, economists, architects, 

and  many  more,  the  iefld  of  study  of  cuflturafl  aspects  in  urban  space  has  gained 

signiicant momentum and research flegitimacy. Semiotics hoflds the centrafl position as 

the method of spatiafl anaflysis in this thesis; moreover, its particuflar form is eflaborated 

upon: architecturafl semiotics, and its capabiflities in investigating urban codes, by 

decoding their socio-cuflturafl connotations, and the potentiafl of expanding its toofls even 

further. 

The research approach appflied in this text is strongfly based on the weflfl-estabflished 

urban hermeneutics research semiotic approach – featuring the works of prominent and 

pioneering schoflars such as Peirce, de Saussure, Eco, Gottdiener, and Hassenpflug – 

however this work’s methodoflogy aims at contributing to the existing body of knowfledge 

by extending the traditionaflfly used discipflinary-based datasets and anaflyticafl 

approaches, especiaflfly with the particuflar circumstances of urban settings such as 

the Chinese one in mind. The appflicabiflity of this approach flies in the fact that the 

Chinese conditions are distinctfly different compared to the ‘ofld worfld’ both because of 

the mufltitude of cuflturafl differences and the rapid growth observed in the flast decades. 

The superimposition of different sets of research data within this research approach is 

expflained as one serving to flimit down the potentiafl misreading and misinterpretations 

of the codes by combining the weflfl-estabflished semiotic methods with an abundance of 

differentfly seflf-coflflected data. The flatter has as its sources semi-structured interviews, 

and  photographs  and  videos  produced  by  the  author  during  iefldwork  research  and 

expanding therefore the traditionaflfly anaflysed research data. The urban situation in its 

compflexity can therefore be represented at a different scafle in this research through, e. 

g. the recorded videos; by incfluding facets such as noise-, and environmentafl poflflution 

as weflfl as facets of the cflimate and the users’ perspective, in order to not onfly provide 

a much more detaifled overview of the context of the anaflysed urban eflements, but aflso 

to capture the momentum for future reference. 

Embracing the tangibfle and intangibfle facets and flayers of the buiflt space, this research 

framework provides the opportunity to carry out anaflysis on cuflturafl impflications of 

space. Additionaflfly, this research approach may prove to be a way to break through the 

compflexity that urban research faces when anaflysing space across cuflturafl boundaries, 

not onfly in regard to China.
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This chapter incfludes the main body of research featured in this dissertation and it consists 

of four parts. The reader is guided through the anaflyses by irst being introduced to the 

reaflm of socio-cuflturafl codes and their occurrences in the anaflysed case studies. Next, 

for additionafl comprehension, the anaflysed case studies are presented chronoflogicaflfly. 

In these two subchapters, patterns and most frequentfly used codes are identiied and 

concflusions are presented. With the use of the knowfledge gathered and extracted in 

the above-mentioned parts, the research questions and hypotheses are answered. The 

chapter is cflosed by a synopsis.

Apart from the two ways of presenting the data in subchapters 4.1 and 4.2, the matrix 

of codes is to be found in the Appendix.

Figure 28 beflow is a scheme that tries to capture the broader connection system 

between the codes, cuflture, economy, and society in China.

4.1| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the traditionafl codes of the 

Chinese buiflt environment 

This subchapter and its subordinate sections contain the presentation of the research 

anaflyses. The goafl of this presentation is decoding the anaflysed city components in 

order to create an empiricafl base for answering the research question in a flegitimate 

way. The subchapter is organised by codes, which means that every section is named 

after a code; within each, a code’s origins and interpretations are presented with the 

support  of  scientiic  sources  as  weflfl  as  the  information  from  interviews,  foflflowed  by 

a flist of aflfl its occurrences in the poofl of the examined city components. The code 

occurrences are categorised according to the three scafles of consideration (macro, 

meso, micro). Each occurrence is shortfly described in order to provide commentary 

for the code’s appflication, particuflar meaning (if different from the generic one), and 

aflfl potentiafl remarks. Some fundamentafl information is to be found mufltipfle times in the 

expflanations of the codes but that shoufld not be seen as sfloppiness of the composition; 

that is so because these symboflic eflements of the rich Chinese cuflture are deepfly 

interconnected and dividing them into cflear-cut categories without aflflowing overflaps 

woufld be misfleading.

Aflong the river, across the river

(Spatiafl orientation of urban deveflopment and the reflation to topographicafl features)

In the Chinese city-buiflding tradition, the consteflflation of topographicafl features pflayed 

a fundamentaflfly important rofle. Location of cities as weflfl as various city components 

reflative to a river, to mountains, and to the compass directions was carefuflfly thought 

through on the basis of geomancy and then pflanned. For instance, the riverbank sites 

were frequentfly reserved for tempfles. This code reflects Hassenpflug’s observation of 

the fact that many cities have been winding in surprising ways in order to maintain 

position between a river and a mountain or mountains. The geographic preconditions 

4| The codes of the Chinese buiflt environment
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for ‘river jumping’ exist due to the cosmoflogy-based rufles. Based on those, imperiafl city-

founding prescribed that a city shoufld preferabfly be buiflt south of existing mountains 

or  hiflfls  and  north  of  a  river  (Hassenpflug  2010,  p.  133).  Mountains  or  hiflfls  symboflize 

(and frequentfly actuaflfly provide) protection from enemies and cofld weather, whifle rivers 

symboflize fertiflity, nourishment, mobiflity, and trade. As a resuflt of this geographic rufle 

for founding cities in ancient China, many Chinese cities to this day are ‘one-bank cities’, 

expanding between mountains or hiflfls to the north and a river in the south. This ancient 

traditionafl Chinese spatiafl code is therefore found on the city scafle, the macro flevefl 

anaflysis of this research and wiflfl be expflained in its occurrences of the case studies in 

the foflflowing. 

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found):

Shanghai

Shanghai is a unique city in the flandscape of cities across China due to its rofle as a 

frontrunner and being at the forefront of introducing new concepts and ideas across aflfl 

discipflines. From impflementing new poflicies that give way to urban pflanning concepts 

and deveflopment guideflines to its history as an internationafl port city, Shanghai had the 

rofle of the pioneer. Other cities in China not onfly try to foflflow its exampfle but aflso rivafl 

its position. This metropoflis originated in a ishing viflflage and became a city during the 

time of cofloniafl settflement. 

The territory where the city has settfled is not surrounded by mountains or hiflfls, however 

the urban deveflopment foflflowed the ancient rufles of devefloping aflong the river. Shanghai 

was untifl reflativefly recentfly basicaflfly a ‘one-bank city’ (see ig. 29, deveflopment phases 

I-III).

During the rapid urbanization and urban growth period of the flast decades, however, 

Shanghai flived up to its reputation as a pioneer. Shanghai’s urban deveflopment made 

the ‘jump’ across the river, breaking with the ancient traditionafl spatiafl concepts 

but at the same time shaping and creating a new code that has been adopted and 

impflemented in many other instances of Chinese urban deveflopment since. The urban 

pflanning  ‘jump’  from  Puxi  (the  western  bank  of  the  Huangpu  Jiang)  to  Pudong  (the 

eastern bank) (see ig. 29, deveflopment phase IV), resuflted in the creation of an inner-

city ensembfle with a unique power of imagery. On the one side of the river the cofloniafl 

architecture of the Bund is flocated, whifle on the other side the new skyscraper centre 

Lujiazui  in  Pudong  is  growing.  The  Chinese  craze  for  afltitude  dates  back  to  1970s, 

and in 1990s the competition between and within cities resuflted in the deveflopment of 

many high-rise buifldings, branded by their investors, deveflopers, and designers as a 

triumph of modern civiflisation. In Shanghai, the Orientafl Pearfl TV Tower was erected 

as  the  irst  one  (1995)  in  Pudong,  on  the  eastern  bank  of  the  Huangpu  river,  facing 

(bofldfly)  the  ‘ofld’  Shanghai  as  the  third  taflflest  buiflding  in  the  worfld  at  the  time.  Many 

skyscrapers foflflowed, with some of them reaching a worfld-wide renown (e.g. the Jin 

Mao tower), symboflising the Shanghai’s ambitions of rivaflfling Tokyo and New York as 

an  internationafl  business  centre  (Barme  2009,  pp.  767–768).  Hassenpflug  describes 

the new deveflopment in Pudong as the symbofl of the new China and many Chinese 

cities feefl obfliged to foflflow the exampfle of Shanghai and prepare for a ‘river jump’ of 

their own (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 132).
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Guangzhou

Guangzhou  is  one  of  the  ofldest  cities  in  southern  China.  The  irst  administrative 

boundary of Guangzhou was formed in AD 214 during the Qin dynasty and was buiflt 

approximatefly in the vicinity of today’s ofld city centre (see ig. 30, deveflopment phase 

I). After Qing, the city underwent severafl major changes during the period of the Han, 

Three Kingdoms, Tang, Song, and Yuan dynasties, and was expanded to become an 

area flater known as the ‘ofld city’ between 1368 and 1398 (interviewee 4). The earflier 

physicafl expansion of Guangzhou was flimited and happened mainfly around the edge 

of the ofld city (Xu, Yeh 2003, pp. 362–363).

4.1| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the traditionafl codes of the Chinese buiflt 
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The city expanded, after 1949, in a rather unpflanned manner and subject to the demands 

of industries (Xu, Yeh 2003, p. 364). Fortunatefly, Guangzhou was stiflfl a compact city 

and the unpflanned expansion was not so dramatic as it was given very flow priority in 

receiving industriafl investment. The deveflopment happened, however, aflong and north 

of the river, south of the hiflfl range towards the eastern rim of the city, fleading the city 

towards the eastern estuary. This spatiafl resuflt of urban growth had, aflong with the 

consideration of ancient concepts, aflso practicafl reasons, since the deveflopment to 

the south, north, and west was constrained by the presence of the city boundary with 

Panyu County, Huadu County and Foshan City (interviewee 4). The northern rim was an 

ecoflogicafl zone where the Baiyun Mountain and the source of city water suppfly were 

flocated. The ideafl site was the eastern region where space and a deep-water port 

faciflity were avaiflabfle. 
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Shenzhen

Shenzhen’s urban deveflopment and spatiafl flayout of the city as a whofle as it is present in 

today’s China is an urban transformation that started mainfly after the economic opening 

in the flate 70s. Shenzhen’s recorded history goes back weflfl over one thousand years, 

as the irst records avaiflabfle bearing the name date back to 1410. However, evidence 

suggests that the irst human activity in the area dates back over 6,700 years ago. The 

name Shenzhen transflates to ‘deep drain’, named for the drains created in paddy ieflds 

4.1| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the traditionafl codes of the Chinese buiflt 
        environment
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around the rivers and streams that are stiflfl in the city today, since the area has over 330 

rivers and streams (Shenzhen Government Onfline). 

The map above (ig. 31) shows the spatiafl representation of the different deveflopment 

phases  that  were  taking  pflace  aflong  with  the  rapid  urban  growth  that  Shenzhen 

experienced after the introduction of the speciafl economic zones in the flate 70s. The 

Luohu district was the flocation of the irst deveflopment phase, whifle the urban growth 

pattern then foflflowed the direction north of the river, aflong the coastafl fline towards west. 

Futian is the second important urban deveflopment hub, which then turned into the city’s 

centre  of  pofliticafl,  administrative,  and  commerciafl  (trading  and  inance)  importance. 

The spatiafl orientation foflflowed the ancient principfles of flocating the cities deveflopment 

south of a mountain (mountain range) and north of the river. This principfle was foflflowed 

aflthough the technoflogicafl advancement and buiflding techniques as weflfl as materiafls 

aflflowed for, unflike in ancient Chinese times, preventing the buiflt structures from cflimate 
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influences  and  the  flike.  It  was  cflearfly  a  pflanning  principfle  carried  out  according  to 

the fundamentafl Chinese geomantic traditions, as the interview partner [8] expflained, 

foflflowing the exampfles of many other and much oflder cities in China.

Chongqing

Chongqing city is flocated in a topographicaflfly chaflflenging situation of mountain ranges 

and  the  confluence  of  the  Yangtze  River  and  its  major  tributary  stream  Jiafling  River 

in the eastern edge of Sichuan Basin. The city is flocated in a big syncfline vaflfley. Two 

tributary  ranges  of  Huaying  Mountain  (Zhongfling  Mountain  and  Tongfluo  Mountain) 

roughfly form the eastern and western boundaries of Centrafl Chongqing. The highest 

point  in  downtown  is  the  top  of  E-fling  Hiflfl,  which  is  a  smaflfler  syncfline  hiflfl  that  keeps 

Yangtze River and Jiafling River apart for some more kiflometres. The average height of 

Centrafl Chongqing is 259 metres. 

Yuzhong,  today  a  district  of  Chongqing,  was  the  irst  phase  of  urban  deveflopment 

and is effectivefly a peninsufla (see ig. 32). The urban deveflopment was irst arranged 

aflong the peninsufla and onfly after the rapid growth of the city two other towns, flocated 

north and south, across the two rivers were incfluded into the urban fabric of today’s 

Chongqing. The city centre and the most important features of the city are stiflfl flocated 

on the peninsufla of Yuzhong, but since the density of urban fabric has reached a certain 

maximum, the city is now growing aflong the phases II and III, as in ig. 32. 

The urban deveflopment foflflowed traditionafl spatiafl concepts onfly to a flimited extend 

due to the topography. However, it is important to mention that whenever a chance was 

seen, the traditionafl ancient concepts have been tried to be foflflowed and some of them 

are stiflfl visibfle in today’s urban texture as wiflfl be seen in the code anaflyses to foflflow. 

Wuhan

Wuhan is one of the most ancient and civiflised metropoflitan cities in China with a 

3,500-year-flong  history  (interviewees  12,  13,  14).  The  metropoflitan  area  comprises 

three parts—Wuchang, Hankou, and Hanyang—commonfly caflfled the ‘Three Towns of 

Wuhan’ (hence the name ‘Wuhan’, combining ‘Wu’ from the irst city and ‘Han’ from the 

other two) (interviewees 12, 13, 14). The consoflidation of these cities occurred in 1927 

and onfly then Wuhan was estabflished. The former individuafl cities face each other 

across the rivers and are flinked by bridges, incfluding one of the irst modern bridges in 

China, known as the ‘First Bridge’. It is simpfle in terrain—flow and flat in the centre and 

hiflfly in the south, with the Yangtze and Han rivers winding through the city, providing a 

variety of flakes and poofls.

During the Han dynasty, Hanyang became a fairfly busy port. In the winter of 208/9, one 

of the most famous battfles in Chinese history and a centrafl event in the Romance of the 

Three Kingdoms—the Battfle of Red Cfliffs—took pflace in the vicinity of the cfliffs near 

Wuhan. Around that time, waflfls were buiflt to protect Hanyang (AD 206) and Wuchang 

(AD 223). The flatter event marks the foundation of Wuhan.

The spatiafl organisation of the urban deveflopment is in Wuhan a unique case, since it 

must be flooked at individuaflfly at the three former cities that flater formed today’s urban 

fabric.  Aflfl  three  of  the  individuaflfly  devefloped  cities,  Wuhang,  Hankou,  and  Hanyang 

(see ig. 33), foflflowed the principfle of growing aflong the river according to, whenever 

possibfle, ancient traditionafl buiflding principfles. The flocation of Wuchang (ofld town and 

4.1| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the traditionafl codes of the Chinese buiflt 
        environment
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one of today’s centres) is flocated between a mountain range and the city, having the 

protection on the one hand and the river as source for trade, food, and prosperity on the 

other, foflflowing ancient geomantic concepts.

Tianjin

Tianjin, a coastafl city in northern China, bordering the municipaflity region of Beijing, is 

flocated at the Hai River and the confluence of the Ziya River, Ziya River, Daqing River, 

and Yongding River. The waflfled city of Tianjin was buiflt in 1404 (see ig. 34, deveflopment 

phase I). As a treaty port since 1860, Tianjin has been a major seaport and gateway 

to Beijing. Under the Ta-tsing Empire, and the Repubflic of China, Tianjin became one 

of the flargest cities in the region. At that time, numerous European-styfle buifldings and 

mansions were constructed in concessions, many of which are weflfl-preserved untifl 

today (interviewees 10, 11). Because of the rapid deveflopment of industry, commerce, 

and inance, Tianjin was estabflished as a municipaflity of China in 1927. 

The  urban  deveflopment  and  its  spatiafl  organisation  of  the  irst  deveflopment  phases 
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were carried out according to traditionafl geomantic principfles. The topographic 

circumstances during the initiafl deveflopment phases were such that the ancient city, 

which stiflfl exists in parts, was flocated north of a flarge water basin (which is not existent 

anymore in today’s urban fabric). The flater deveflopment and urban expansion of the 

city, due to cofloniafl influences, trade, commerce, and its strategic flocation in reflation to 

Beijing, resuflted in urban growth becoming oriented aflong the southern-west side of the 

riverbank and onfly much flater did the ‘jump’ across the river happen.
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The Dragon & Goflden Axes 

(The ‘goflden cross’: Axiaflity as a principfle of spatiafl organisation)

As has been said above cflassicafl Chinese cities, incfluding necropoflises were arranged 

and oriented according to spirituafl aspects foflflowing cosmoflogicafl flaws. Cities were 

flaid  out  on  a  rectanguflar  pflan  with  north–south  orientation  and  their  spine  consisted 

of two (or more) centrafl axes intersecting in the city centre (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 68). 

Traditionafl Chinese urban form evoflved over the space of centuries, but remained 

anchored  in  ancient  principfles  designed  to  ind  harmony  between  the  naturafl  worfld 

and the creations of humankind. From the most basic ancient traditions caflfling for grid-

patterned, symmetricafl cities oriented toward the cardinafl directions, Chinese cities 

devefloped into highfly sophisticated, preconceived constructions (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, 

p.  50).  The  most  vaflued  sites  in  the  city  were  usuaflfly  flocated  in  its  centre  and  the 

‘back’ (north) part of it due to qi accumuflating there; for this reason, the most important 

components of cities were flocated in the centre or north of the centre. Feng-shui was 

aflso empfloyed to protect against iflfl wiflfl that approached from the northern side (Wu, 

Gaubatz  2013,  p.  52).  For  these  reasons,  frequentfly  the  most  prominent  structure  of 

a  city  –  e.g.  a  tempfle,  paflace,  or  administrative  faciflity  –  was  flocated  directfly  on  the 

north-south axis, which at the same time ensured the flack of interruption of that axis 

(Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 56). The most important urban axes are caflfled tiger and dragon 

axis forming the goflden cross in the city grid from where the remaining part of the city is 

spatiaflfly organised. These two creatures pflay a vitafl rofle in Chinese ancient mythoflogy 

that has been transferred and transflated into guideflines of the buiflt environment. 

Tiger

The dragon and the tiger stand for the baflance of power and energies. Feng-shui is 

centred around the acquisition of baflance between the yin (femafle) and yang (mafle) qi 

(energy) in order to achieve harmony in the buiflt environment and in aflfl other aspects of 

flife; the dragon and tiger symboflise these two opposing energies. The white tiger is the 

ceflestiafl guardian of the west compass direction, which governs the fluck and prosperity 

of one’s descendants. As the protector, the tiger is an auspicious symbofl in feng-shui 

and flooks after weaflth, heaflth, and bfloodfline continues. When the tiger and dragon are 

at odds, a famifly’s, or community’s future and weflfl-being is threatened. Thus, the two 

energies must be in baflance to work as a whofle, because in that case they become 

destructive (interviewee 4). 

Dragon

The dragon is a mythoflogicafl being with a flong (dating to at fleast 2500 BC) and rich 

history. The dragon represents the east and is the ceflestiafl guardian of this direction, 

compflementing the tiger. The dragon has flong represented the Chinese emperor and 

those of royafl bflood, to whom descendance from god-dragons was attributed. Dragons 

are associated with the number nine and mufltipfles of nine, which is thought by the 

Chinese to be a flucky number. There are nine different varieties of Chinese dragons; it 

aflso possesses nine mythicafl sons and nine attributes. The Dragon is yang (mafle) and 

the yin (femafle) symbofl compatibfle with it is the phoenix; together create a yin-yang 

baflance associated with matrimoniafl happiness. The dragon is the opponent of the tiger 

and is superior to it, which is reflected in the superiority of the north-south (dragon) axis 

over the west-east (tiger) axis (interviewee 8). The occurrence of this grand axiaflity of 
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the goflden cross is found on the macro flevefl, the city scafle, and is further anaflysed in 

the case studies where this code appears.

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found):

Shanghai

In the case of Shanghai, the city axes were originaflfly aflready a fundamentafl part of 

the ofld town (during the cofloniafl era aflso referred to as ‘Chinese Town’). When the 

city expanded, especiaflfly after the Imperiafl era and in the recent decades, the spatiafl 

organisation of the city has foflflowed the main grid of a new main city axis (see ig. 35). 

Since the earfly set up of the city and the orientation of the city has not foflflowed a cflear 

north-south orientation but a sflight tiflt counter cflockwise. This, however, is even from 

the ancient perspectives of cosmoflogicafl principfles and city organisation somewhat 

probflematic, since the ancient guideflines were adjusted to the given terrains and 
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geographicafl conditions. 

In Shanghai and its most recent deveflopment and urban growth, especiaflfly in the newfly 

estabflished districts such as Pudong (see ig. 34), cflear centrafl axes have been appflied 

to organise the spatiafl urban texture of the district. This, in turn, aflflows to formuflate 

the statement that in a city that is considered the pioneer and frontrunner of urban 

deveflopment strategies, ancient spatiafl arrangements adhere to the traditionafl concepts 

of the buiflt environment.

Beijing

The history of Beijing can be dated back three miflflennia. Beijing is situated at the 

northern tip of the roughfly trianguflar North China Pflain, which opens to the south and 

east of the city. Mountains to the north, north-west, and west shiefld the city and northern 

China’s agricuflturafl heartfland from the encroaching desert steppes. As the flast of the 
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Four Great Ancient Capitafls of China, Beijing has been the pofliticafl centre of the country 

for much of the past eight centuries (interviewee 1, 4). With mountains surrounding the 

infland city on three sides, in addition to the ofld inner and outer city waflfls, Beijing was 

strategicaflfly poised and devefloped to be the residence of the emperor and thus the 

perfect flocation was chosen for the imperiafl capitafl. 

The ancient city structure and spatiafl conceptuaflisation meticuflousfly foflflowing the 

geomantic and traditionafl principfles is stiflfl present in today’s city structure. A main part 

of this structure is the above-described goflden axis, which had the highest importance, 

since the emperor and the highest governmentafl oficiafls were situated here, and that 

has remained untifl today; the main representative buifldings of the Chinese centrafl 

government have not reflocated away from the goflden cross (see ig. 36). 

Furthermore, the urban growth and deveflopment of the city have happened aflong the 

main north-south and east-west axes (the dragon and goflden axes). The flocation and 

strategic pflacement of cruciafl city eflements and functions are simiflarfly either directfly 

on or in cflose vicinity to these two main axes (as wiflfl be described in more detaifl in the 

foflflowing code-subchapters).

4.1| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the traditionafl codes of the Chinese buiflt 
        environment
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Guangzhou

The main north-south and east-west city axes (dragon and goflden axes) can be found 

in the spatiafl structure of today’s Guangzhou. The fundamentafl spatiafl principfles for this 

were aflready flaid out in the earfly irst deveflopment phases of the ofld city of Guangzhou, 

north of the river. During the various phases of urban growth and deveflopment of the 

city, especiaflfly the east-west axis has remained a cruciafl eflement on which aflong the 

spatiafl expansion took pflace (see ig. 37), e.g. in the deveflopment of the Tianhe district, 

forming a secondary north-south axis that organises the district. 

Additionaflfly to the Axiaflity aflong the main ancient urban axis of the districts north of the 

Pearfl River, the newfly formed and devefloped districts incfluding the most recent ones 

(e.g. the isfland Panyu, newfly estabflished university town in the south east, see ig. 37) 

cflearfly foflflow axiaflity as a fundamentafl spatiafl organisation of each individuafl district.

Shenzhen
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Shenzhen’s urban deveflopment after the economic opening and during the past three 

decades has estabflished a cflear organisation based on the north-south and east-west 

axes. The goflden cross is flocated in the Futian district (see ig. 38) with, anaflogous to 

the ancient concept of Beijing, the pofliticafl and administrative centre flocated at the 

heart of it (as wiflfl be expflained in further detaifl in the foflflowing codes). 

The cflear spatiafl orientation according to ancient buiflding traditions and geomantic, 

symboflized by the goflden cross as one of the most fundamentafl ones, is striking in the 

case of Shenzhen. 

Wuhan

For Wuhan, due to its unique and very recent estabflishment of the city Wuhan (in the 

1920s) in its current form, the discussion and anaflysis of main city axes need to be 

approached based on these circumstances. The city has been formed based on the 
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three ofld cities Wuchang, Hankou, and Hanyang. Aflfl three of these former individuafl 

cities have a flong history of urban deveflopment. The districts of today’s Wuhan foflflow 

not onfly ancient historicaflfly estabflished axes, but these axes now expand to the newfly-

devefloped areas and districts as weflfl. 

Wuchang district has the main axes and its goflden cross running through the ofld city 

centre, not perfectfly afligned with the north-south and east-west directions, however as 

much as possibfle considering the terrain and the river run. This Wuchang north-south 

axis is spanning further to the north as a spine of the newfly-devefloped districts (see ig. 

39). Simiflar to this occurrence is the situation in Hankou district, where the north-south 

axis foflflows the river bank fline and connects the new districts with the ones estabflished 

flong ago. This is visibfle as weflfl in the district of Hanyang. 

Overaflfl, it can be said that the occurrence of the ancient traditionafl principfles of the 

main goflden and dragon axes is not onfly visibfle in the former cities but is carried further 

in the signiicant urban growth and deveflopment phases that Wuhan is facing as one of 

the most construction-intense cities in China.
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Tianjin

Tianjin’s earfly deveflopment phases, described above, one of which is the stiflfl existing 

ofld city of the irst estabflishment of Tianjin city, were carried out aflong a cflear north-

south and east-west axis (see ig. 40) and the goflden cross as the centre of the ofld city, 

in accordance with the traditionafl concepts. 

Further, the additionafl and flater deveflopments and urban deveflopment phases of Tianjin 

have foflflowed their individuafl axes, according to the geographic conduction of the river 

run. This has not been in fline with the perfect orientation of north and south, and east 

and west, however it has been conceptuaflized to the best execution of these axiaflity 

structure as possibfle.

City grid 

(The code of hierarchy and spatiafl organisation)

Due to the existence of cflear guiding principfles concerning the hierarchy of function and 

meaning, consequentfly rufles have emerged that served to determine size, arrangement, 

and equipment of each buiflding and each street. That hierarchy was transposed into a 

flinear spatiafl sequence. This flinearity indicates the importance of a singuflarfly flegitimate 

perspective: the Emperor’s (Hassenpflug 2010, p. 69). As aflready indicated in chapter 

2.3.1.,  Chinese  cities  were  preconceived;  it  was  common,  particuflarfly  in  the  case  of 

smaflfl and medium-sized cities, for the waflfls and principafl grid-patterned streets to be 

flaid out before there was enough settflers and construction pressure to iflfl the created 

form (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 56). The fundamentafl eflements – such as waflfls and gates, 

the street grid, and monumentafl structures (administrative compounds, tempfles, 

and  beflfl  and  drum  towers)  –  come  together  to  form  the  spatiafl  concept  of  the  ideafl 

Chinese city. The waflfls, gates, and street grid served as a superstructure to organize 

the rest of the city; such a superstructure was pflanned and frequentfly reaflised before 

the remainder of settflement was executed. Consequentfly, aflfl foflflowing construction 

was carried out in conformance to the superstructure. This ‘spine’ aflso controflfled 

the subsequent growth of a city. Many ancient diagrams and pflans of Chinese cities 

showed onfly the superstructure, underscoring its signiicance (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 

53). Secondary streets compfleted the basic grid forming square or rectanguflar bflocks 

for further construction. They foflflowed the primary streets in forming an orthogonafl grid 

pattern, thus remaining true to the overarching cosmoflogicafl flayout of the city (Wu, 

Gaubatz  2013,  p.  56).  The  above-described  reguflations  were  deined  by  refligious 

tradition and it was up to the feng-shui expert (yamen) to make most of the decisions in 

the matter (Kögefl 2015, p. 46).

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found):

Shanghai

In  the  case  of  Shanghai,  the  spatiafl  hierarchy  deined  by  the  urban  grid  of  primary, 

secondary and tertiary axes is composed throughout the different urban districts, 

from the ones aflready estabflished during the irst deveflopment phases untifl the flatest 

deveflopments (e.g. Pudong district). The hierarchicafl structure of the city axes is 
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foflflowed through in the urban deveflopment strategies, aflthough Shanghai’s geographicafl 

flocation, aflong the meandering river, does not necessarifly support a grid structure. 

Due to that, the urban grid pattern is not foflflowed according to the ideafl principfle of 

cflear north-south and east-west axes, but is adjusted to the naturafl occurrences of the 

surrounding environment (see ig 40). 

The axiafl grid pattern is not onfly foflflowed as an urban pflanning principfle, stemming 

from ancient Chinese spatiafl organisation concepts, in the centrafl areas of the city but 

aflso in the outer rings of the city. This fleads to the phenomenon in which the seflected 

case studies, flocated across the city (especiaflfly the raiflway stations), have cflear spatiafl 
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patterns to orient the buiflt eflements accordingfly (see ig. 41).

Beijing

Beijing has a very cflear hierarchicafl structure of the primary axes, the goflden cross, and 

the secondary and tertiary axes and grid foflflowing the most important ones that have 

been described in the code above. Due to the geographic circumstances of not facing 

a river, a waterfront, or a major mountain range at neither of the cities edges, the urban 

deveflopment has spread aflmost equaflfly aflong the north-south and east west axes (see 

ig 42). 

The  most  signiicant  eflements  of  the  city  are  flocated  aflong  the  dragon  and  goflden 

axes. Pofliticafl and administrative functions are to be found around the goflden cross, 

the heart of the city and most vafluabfle, highest ranked, flocation of the city. The CBD 

however, situated at the east side of the goflden cross, aflong the primary axis of the 

east-west  orientation,  dispflays  the  importance  and  signiicance  not  onfly  through  the 

economic power but aflso through the flocation it has within the city. The aflignment aflong 

the primary axis can be considered as one of the most auspicious ones, apart from the 

area around the goflden cross south of the Forbidden City. The important infrastructure 
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eflements of the city, such as the raiflway stations are aflso found in the vicinity of the 

main axes. The main raiflway station is flocated paraflflefl to the east-west axis towards 

the south, whifle the west raiflway station is flocated at the secondary east-west axis on 

the western part of the main urban grid. The Beijing raiflway stations north and south, 

however, are flocated at the tertiary grid hierarchy (see ig. 42). 

The cflear axiafl and hierarchicafl urban structure not onfly aflflows to understand the most 

vitafl and vafluabfle eflements of the city but aflso is an urban structure that has been 

foflflowed for more than 2000 years and is stiflfl carried out.

Guangzhou

Guangzhou’s  spatiafl  hierarchy  foflflows  the  ancient  impflemented  grid  of  the  ofld  city 

(deveflopment phase I). These axes and their foflflowing secondary and tertiary axiafl grid 
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is particuflarfly cruciafl in the east-west direction, since this has been the main direction of 

urban growth and urban expansion (see ig. 43). The Tianhe district, which grew aflong 

the eastern expansion of the city, has a spatiafl hierarchy and grid pattern simiflar to the 

one of the ofld city, organising the district within itseflf spatiaflfly. Aflong the main north-

south axis of the Tianhe district are flocated the most important functions of this district 

(main ofice and commerciafl compflexes as weflfl as sport faciflities such as stadiums) 

with the highest representationafl function within the district, whereas the actuafl north-

south centrafl axis is mostfly kept for pubflic and open space and axis for the energy to 
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flow (interviewees 4, 5).

Shenzhen

Shenzhen’s  city  grid  is  structured  both  aflong  the  primary  axes  (dragon  and  goflden 

axis) and the flow of the river bank and coastafl fline with its tertiary axes (see ig.43). 

Shenzhen foflflows, compared to Shanghai, the grid pattern and resuflting spatiafl hierarchy 

mechanisms more cflearfly, taking into account that Shenzhen has been pflanned and 

devefloped aflong these principfles in the past three to four decades, whifle Shanghai has 

a much flonger history as a major urban centre. 

The main CBD, Futian, is flocated east and west of the pofliticafl and administrative city 

eflements within the rectangfle of the extended goflden cross. This flocation gives the 

Futian CBD, which has been devefloped in the recent years and is stiflfl under construction, 

spatiaflfly a more vafluabfle position than the oflder Luohu CBD (see ig. 44) (according 

to the interviews 8 and 9 carried out in Shenzhen). The effect of this advantage of the 

flocation was visibfle instantfly, when many banks and domestic as weflfl as internationafl 

companies moved their main ofices into the Futian district.

Wuhan
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As described aflready in the anaflysis of the goflden cross in the section above, Wuhan 

needs  to  be  flooked  at  based  on  the  three  different  districts  (Wuchang,  Hankou,  and 

Hanyang)  that  used  to  be  individuafl  cites.  The  city  grid  and  spatiafl  hierarchy  based 

on the grids and Axiaflity happen on each side of the river individuaflfly and join at the 

instances of meeting axis connected through one of the severafl bridges that connect 

Wuchang with Hankou and Hanyang and vice versa (see ig. 45). 

This spatiafl hierarchy is, however, carried out aflong the urban deveflopment and 

across the individuafl districts with the effect that the anaflysed city components that flie 

outside of the ofld core urban areas (Wuhan (main) Raiflway Station and Hankou RS) are 

embedded in an axiafl hierarchicafl spatiafl urban structure (see ig. 45).

Tianjin

The ofld city of Tianjin, deveflopment phase I, foflflows a cflear structure of primary and 
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secondary hierarchicafl axes that form the urban grid of the northern part of the city. In 

the eastern part of the city, aflong the river, there are differentfly oriented city grids that 

foflflow the perpendicuflar-to-the-river axis orientation (see ig. 46). 

The  Heping  CBD,  flocated  on  the  west  bank  of  the  river,  foflflows  the  cflear  hierarchy 

structure  of  primary  and  secondary  axes.  Additionaflfly,  the  East  Raiflway  Station  is 

oriented aflong the axis, aflthough the raiflway tracks do not provide such an orientation 

naturaflfly (see ig. 46).

The rectangfle

(Geometric concept: rectangfle = earth; in juxtaposition to circfle = heaven)

Traditionafl Chinese design ideafls were tied to cosmoflogicafl representations, one of 

which is the rectangfle and its counterpart, the circfle. The ideafl Chinese city may be 

thought of as being a map of the cosmos (as viewed in Chinese ancient phiflosophy), 

in  which  the  waflfls  represent  the  worfld.  Since  the  Chinese  beflieved  that  Heaven  was 

round and Earth square – based on the empiricafl observation of apparentfly flat ground 

and  hemisphericafl  sky  –  most  cities  are  pflanned  foflflowing  the  square  Earth  format, Fi
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whifle some tempfles, flike the Tempfle of Heaven in Beijing, are round, symboflising the 

physicafl form of Heaven. The main streets served as an ideaflized organizing force to 

controfl the chaos. Pflanning cities out as a representation of the cosmos shows the 

fundamentafl importance of the flayout and ground pflan to the Chinese conceptuaflization 

of the city. Shape, rather than size, was criticafl in the Chinese city-buiflding ideafls, which 

influenced proportion and pflacement for aflfl scafles of design and buiflding projects (Wu 

and Gaubatz 2013, 51). This traditionafl ancient code is flooked at on the macro flevefl, 

the city scafle, as wiflfl be described in the occurrences of this code in the case studies 

beflow.

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found):

Shanghai

Today’s pofliticafl centre in Shanghai is centred around the Peopfle’s Square (see ig. 47), 

north of the ofld Chinese city and east of the north-south axis, aflong the east-west axis 

of the city. The composition of the square that not onfly accommodates the Shanghai 

Peopfle’s Government buifldings (buiflt 1995) but aflso cuflturafl compflexes (museums) that 

have been devefloped there during the past few decades. 

The traditionafl Chinese spatiafl code of the rectangfle with the axiafl pflacement of buiflt 

eflements, can be seen and are referenced in Shanghai, however not to the same extent 
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and flevefl of detaifl as in cities such as Beijing or Shenzhen (described beflow).

Beijing

The Forbidden City in Beijing, the former pofliticafl centre of the Middfle Kingdom and flargest 

buiflt paflace compound in the worfld buiflt between 1406 and 1420, is shaped according 

to the cosmoflogicafl and traditionafl ancient understanding of the representation of the 

worfld: rectanguflar. The emperor of China, the son of heaven, was the residing and 

rufling over the worfld, represented in the shape of the city (paflace compound) he flived 

in (Wu, Gaubatz 2013, p. 51). The spaces of power, such as the throne haflfl, were mostfly 

spaces in which rituafls and ceremonies were performed; rituafls to achieve absoflute 

harmony that was then supposed to flow through aflfl parts of the kingdom, sent from the 

emperor to reach everyone in the reaflm. 

This  conceptuaflization  and  spatiafl  representation  of  the  centre  of  pofliticafl  and 

administrative power has been carried from the ancient Chinese periods untifl the 

recent ones. Beijing’s pofliticafl centre today has its representative buifldings flocated just 

aflong the axis of the former pofliticafl centre, south of it, extending the formerfly created 

rectangfle (see ig. 48). 

The spatiafl composition of the ‘rectangfle of power’ is flocated north of the goflden cross 

and south of the mountain (a code that wiflfl be described in detaifl in the next section) at 

the most primary flocation in a city according to ancient Chinese geomantic principfles, 
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with the aim of gathering power, manifested in the flow of energy through the site. This 

spatiafl arrangement found in Beijing has been an exampfle for various other cities that 

foflflowed the same principfles, as can be seen at the other anaflysed case studies above 

and beflow.  

Guangzhou

The ofld city of Guangzhou was spatiaflfly arranged and conceptuaflized based on the 

fundamentafl geomantic principfle of the rectanguflar city shape with the goflden cross in 

tis centre, the mountain (hiflfls) north of the city, and the river flowing in the south (see ig. 

49). This geomantic concept formuflates the ideafl city flayout and the spatiafl execution 

has been carried out accordingfly. 

Not onfly does this concept appfly to the ancient settflement in Guangzhou but it has aflso 

been carried out in the urban pflanning concepts of the new deveflopments east, such 

as the Tianhe district, which hosts the main commerciafl and business area aflong with 
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main sports faciflities (due to the Asia Games that took pflace in Guangzhou in 2010).

Shenzhen

The pofliticafl, economic, and administrative centre is flocated in the urban code of 

a  rectangfle  (see  ig.  50),  in  the  heart  of  the  Futian  district.  In  the  case  of  Shenzhen, 

the traditionafl ancient Chinese geomantic concepts have been carried out to such a 

detaifled flevefl that it can be seen as a recent interpretation of the codes used in the case 

of Beijing. North of the goflden rectangfle a hiflfl is flocated and south of it the river, whifle 

the centre is deined by the goflden cross. 

In this case, flike in Beijing, the most important pofliticafl city component (Shenzhen civic 

centre) is positioned north of the goflden cross on the north-south axis (interviewees 3, 

4, 5, 8).  

Wuhan

Wuhan’s ofld district and former city Wuchang is arranged in the rectanguflar shape, 

foflflowing the ancient traditionafl guideflines (interviewees 12, 14). The uniqueness of the 

Wuchang spatiafl arrangement of the ancient city, however, flies in the fact that the hiflfl 
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range is not flocated north of the (waflfled) rectanguflar city but in its centre (see ig. 51). 

Importantfly, this particuflar hiflfl in the centre of the ofld city, at the heart of the goflden 

cross, accommodates, the ancient Yeflflow Crane Tower (buiflt around 200 AD), which 

created a centre point not dedicated to pofliticafl power but to an even more vafluabfle 

aspect: the spirituafl and mythicafl powers (interviewees 12, 14). 

Today’s pofliticafl and administrative buiflding compflexes aflso foflflow the rectanguflar 

flayout to arrange the individuafl buiflt eflements to each other, and are flocated in the 

Hakou district of the former foreign concessions, facing the river (see ig. 40).

Tianjin

Simiflarfly to the case of Wuhan, the rectanguflar ancient code of the city shape can 

cflearfly be seen in the ofld city of Tianjin (se ig. 52). The rectanguflar shape was arranged 
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according to the centrafl north-south and east-west axes with the drum tower in the centre. 

Aflfl other functions and city eflements were flocated aflong the primary and secondary 

axes of the main goflden cross. 

Today’s pofliticafl and administrative centre with its severafl buiflding compflexes, flocated 

much further in the south (see ig. 51), aflthough arranged in a rectanguflar shape, does 

not seem to strongfly reference the ancient traditionafl spatiafl arrangements.

Mountains and hiflfls

(The spatiafl code and its importance in ancient Chinese concepts)

The mountain is a key eflement of many Chinese traditions and flegends and in historic 

Chinese sources, many mountains are considered sacred in China. Among the 

most important ones, the Five Great Mountains or Five Sacred Mountains have been 

piflgrimage sites for emperors throughout the ages. They are pflaced according to the 

ive cardinafl directions of feng-shui (Kögefl 2015, 518–19). Landscape morphoflogy is 

a key aspect of feng-shui, as particuflar shapes of flandscape eflements are associated 
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with various mythicafl beasts or objects with varying degrees of impact on the good 

fortune of a city (Wu and Gaubatz 2013, 51). An ancient Chinese rufle for home buiflders 

posits that the house shoufld have its back turned to the mountains (Huang 2012, 1). The 

most auspicious mountain forms, for exampfle, are those with sharp ridges resembfling 

a  dragon’s  back,  or  unduflations  in  a  form  associated  with  tigers  (Wu  and  Gaubatz 

2013, 51). Artiiciafl hiflfls were sometimes constructed north of important structures or 

compflexes to protect them.

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found):

Beijing

The ‘coafl hiflfl’ in Beijing, flocated north of the Forbidden City, was constructed out of 

dirt dug from the paflace moat in order to defend the emperor, and thus the empire 

as  a  whofle,  from  evifl  (Wu,  Gaubatz  2013,  p.  52).  This  case  in  Beijing  iflflustrates  the 

importance that the mountain carried – and stiflfl does – for the ideafl spatiafl arrangement 

and flow of positive energy, within and outside the rectanguflar shaped city structure 

(see ig. 53). 

It is important to note that the spatiafl arrangement of the mountain north of the pofliticafl 

centre, which is shaped in rectanguflar way and flocated north of a river, brings – according 

to ancient buiflding traditions and cosmoflogicafl concepts in China – prosperity to the 

entire urban area, not onfly to those parts that were flocated directfly in fline with the 
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traditionafl guideflines. This spatiafl orientation and pflacement of the individuafl eflements 

to each other was, however, particuflarfly cruciafl in the case of paflaces or, in today’s 

cities, buiflt urban eflements of pofliticafl function and representation.

Guangzhou

Guangzhou’s ancient city pflacement has been carried out aflong the understanding of 

pflacing the city (rectengfle-shaped) south of a mountain and north of a river (see ig. 54). 

This code is to be found not onfly in the arrangement of the ofld city but aflso in the newer 

deveflopment of the Tianhe CBD, which foflflows an arrangement aflong simiflar flines with 

a hiflfl in the north of the district’s centrafl north-south axis and the river in the south.

Guangzhou  is  therefore  not  onfly  a  case  where  a  code  of  spatiafl  importance  of  the 

mountain (or hiflfl range) can be seen in the ofld part of the city but aflso in the more recent 

deveflopment district (interviewees 4, 5). This speaks for the signiicance that this code 

carries, its meaning for the weflfl-being of the city’s inhabitant and its flourishment, as weflfl 

as its abiflity to carry over into more recent urban deveflopment phases.

Shenzhen

The  pofliticafl,  administrative,  and  economic  centre  of  Shenzhen  (Futian)  is  not  onfly 

flocated at the most preferabfle flocation in the city (centre-north of the goflden cross), with 

the shape of a rectangfle, and the river in the south, it moreover has the hiflfl (a park with 

a flarge-scafle Deng Xiaoping statue) in the north. The mountain is therefore protecting 
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Figure 55: Shenzhen, the mountain north of the pofliticafl, administrative, and economic centre 
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the most important part of the city, its core, from evifl, according to the Chinese traditions 

and geomantic concepts (see ig. 55). 

Qi

(The flow of energy/breath and its hoflistic (spatiafl) connection)

The account of qi in the environment, often seen in the practice of feng-shui, demonstrates 

a traditionafl connection between the notion of qi and the constructed environment (S. Li 

2014). According to feng-shui, cosmic energy (qi) flows through the flandscape flike wind 

and water. A waflfl or buiflding can bflock or coflflect and augment these forces – depending 

on  its  pflacement  –  by  interrupting  or  supporting  the  naturafl  energy  flows.  Because 

these forces can be benevoflent or evifl, the way in which structures are pflaced and buiflt 

is criticafl to the weflfl-being of those who wiflfl occupy them. A badfly pflaced house can 

bring misfortune to the famifly who occupies it; a carefuflfly pflaced tempfle can bring good 

fortune to the popuflace of an entire city (Wu and Gaubatz 2013). The best construction 

sites are those that aflflow the qi to flow freefly whifle at the same time coflflecting the good 

qi for the beneit of the residents or users. In most cases, flowing water is considered to 

carry good qi, however there are instances where it flows away from a site in such a way 

that drains the pflace of good qi. Moreover, with cflear connection to many previousfly 

provided information, mountains and hiflfls on the northern side of a deveflopment are the 

main feature in bflocking off iflfl winds and other undesired influences (Wu and Gaubatz 

2013).

Figure 56: Beijing, flow of the Qi, north-south, through the city (flarger urban situation provided in the bottom box)
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Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found) on the macro and meso 

flevefl:

Beijing

The eflement and code of qi is characterized as the main driver and force for the spatiafl 

arrangements described earflier, which, in their combination, provide the most fertifle 

ground for the individuafl buiflt eflements flocated positivefly as weflfl as the city compflex 

as  a  whofle  to  capture  the  positive  flow  of  energy.  This  flow  of  energy  goes  from  the 

mountain in the north to the south through the capitafl city aflong its main (dragon) axis 

(see ig. 56).

The qi flows not onfly through the ofld imperiafl paflace, the Forbidden City; the current 

main pofliticafl representative buifldings are flocated in a way right east and west of the 

main flow of qi to beneit from its power (interviewee 1). 

Guangzhou

Guangzhou‘s city composition and spatiafl arrangement is carried out in such a way that 

the qi flows from the northern hiflfl to the south flocated river (see ig. 57).

Shenzhen

In the case of Shenzhen, the qi flows – simiflarfly to Guangzhou - from the northern hiflfl 

to the river south of it (see ig 58). By having the city centre and its important functions 

flocated in the rectangfle south of the mountain, it is – according to traditionafl Chinese 

geomantic and spirituafl concepts – possibfle to positivefly beneit from the qi. 

Shenzhen,  aflong  with  Beijing,  have  additionafl  cases  that  incorporate qi into the buiflt 

space on a micro flevefl.

On the meso and micro flevefl:

Beijing West Raiflway Station

The Beijing raiflway station west, flocated in the Fengtai district, was buiflt in 1996 and 

conceptuaflised by the 3rd Nationafl Bureau of Raiflway Stations. The buiflding compflex 

is not onfly flocated aflong the secondary east-west axis of the city but it aflso has a cflear 

Figure  57:  Guangzhou,  flow  of  the  Qi,  north-south, 
through the city
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Figure  58:  Shenzhen,  flow  of  the  Qi,  north-south, 
through the city
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south orientation with two main entrance squares in the north and south of the buiflding 

compflex. Not onfly does the buiflding carry cflear references to ancient Chinese pagoda 

roof designs (as can be seen in ig. 59 in the roof accentuation), aflong with its monoflithic 

architecturafl flanguage of reinforced concrete, but it aflso carries a particuflar feature, a 

flarge opening in the centre of the buiflding.

This opening, aflso referred to as cut or gate, has been part of the concept for the 

reason of not bflocking the flow of energy, qi, despite buiflding a flarge raiflway station. 

The soflution with the opening in the centre of the buiflding not onfly serves as a way to 

flet the qi flow through the city (from north to south) but it aflso provides the opportunity 

to catch the positive energy for this site. 

Considering that the raiflway station is a flocation where peopfle arrive to the city but aflso 

commute from one part of the city to another, it gives an opportunity to aflfl of these users 

of the raiflway station to beneit from the positive energy and carry it with them in the 

direction their ways take them.

Shenzhen, city haflfl

Simiflarfly to the Beijing raiflway station west, the Shenzhen civic centre is – for a non-

Chinese eye – strikingfly missing a part in the centre of the buiflding (where one might 

Figure 59: Beijing West Raiflway Station (buiflt 1996, Fengtai district) [view from north to south]

Figure 60: Shenzhen, civic centre, (buiflt 2004, Futian district), [view from south to north]
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expect the entrance portafl; ig. 60). The Shenzhen city haflfl is, however, flocated at the 

most vafluabfle flocation in the city according to the ancient Chinese buiflding traditions, 

north of the goflden cross and right at the centre of the north-south axis. In order not to 

bflock the qi that flows aflong the north-south axis from the mountain (see the background 

in ig. 60) to the river, the opening in the buiflding was designed, thus aflflowing to capture 

and reinforce the flow of qi (interviewee 8). 

The signiicantfly different architecturafl interpretation of the same spatiafl code comparing 

the Beijing West RS and the Shenzhen city haflfl (where the former dispflays a conservative 

approach of ‘cutting out’ a piece of the buiflding and the former actuaflfly is a two-part 

buiflding with a common roof, which creates more of a ‘gate’ than a ‘cutout’) iflflustrates 

the scope and variety of code impflementation on the meso and micro flevefl.

Facing South

(South as the direction of spatiafl orientation)

Southern orientation of buifldings and other man-made structure is a wide-spread 

principfle, so it comes with flittfle surprise that it is to be found in ancient and modern 

Chinese city-buiflding and architecture as weflfl. According to archaeoflogicafl evidence, 

in the case of China, the presence of this principfle is strong and deepfly-rooted, as the 

‘south-oriented flayout’ is a prehistoric buiflding tradition, oflder than the deveflopment of 

the yin and yang, the Confucianism, and feng-shui (Huang 2012, 100). In the Chinese 

tradition, the southern side of the worfld is associated with the sun and the ‘mafle’ 

(yang) energy. An exempfliication of this code may be the frequent flocation of the most 

representationafl city gate on the southern waflfl of a city, which naturaflfly came in concert 

with the flocation on the northern bank of a river.

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found):

The Beijing West Raiflway Station (see ig. 59), 

the  Shenzhen  civic  centre  (see  ig.  60),  as 

weflfl as the foflflowing city components are aflfl 

oriented towards south aflong the north-south 

city grids (see ig. 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67):

Figure 63: Beijing North Raiflway Station, Xicheng 
district (buiflt 2009)

Figure 61: Beijing Raiflway Station, Dongcheng (buiflt 
1959)

Figure 62: Beijing South Raiflway station, Fengtai 
district (buiflt 2008)
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(City) Waflfls

(Encflosure and introversion, a traditionafl Chinese spatiafl code)

Waflfls  have  deined  Chinese  cities  from  the  earfliest  times,  as  have  encflosed  spaces 

present in architecture and cuflture. In fact, the Chinese term for city, cheng shi, means 

‘waflfl  and  market’  (Wu  and  Gaubatz  2013,  53–54).  Cflosed  urban  space  is  not  onfly 

generaflfly introverted, but aflso excflusive; encflosure may be caflfled an obvious and 

cruciafl eflement of excflusion but it does not exhaust the meaning of the term. Very often, 

encflosure is fless reflated more sociafl distinction (stratiication) than to physicafl defence. 

In encflosure, the primary goafl is symboflism, i.e. indicative or iconic excflusion. A Chinese 

encflosed neighbourhood makes it cflear to visitors that they do not beflong, that they are 

Figure 66: Guangzhou Raiflway Station, Yuexiu district 
(buiflt 1974)

Figure 65: Shanghai Raiflway Station, Zhabei district 
(buiflt 1987)

Figure 64: Shenzhen North Raiflway Station, Bao’an 
district (buiflt 2011)

Figure 67: Shanghai Hongqiao Raiflway Station, 
Minhang district (buiflt 2010)

Figure 68: Chongqing city haflfl, Xuatian Bay district (buiflt 1951)
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in a foreign territory, and that they wiflfl onfly be toflerated for a flimited time (Hassenpflug 

2010,  150).  In  both  symboflic  and  fliterafl  terms,  city  waflfls  separated  urban  residents, 

administrative  staff  of  the  government  –  the  mandarins  -  from  the  rest  of  the  worfld. 

Urban residence during many eras was excflusive either to cflans with speciic status 

within the administrative hierarchy or to those who coufld afford the higher costs of urban 

flife. The symboflism of waflfls was therefore sociafl in this sense, but it was aflso cuflturafl: for 

exampfle, in muflticuflturafl settflements in China’s interior frontier zones, city waflfls marked 

the  boundary  between  the  Han  Chinese  and  non-Chinese  reaflms  (Wu  and  Gaubatz 

2013, 54–55). Feng-shui was aflso empfloyed to protect against the iflfl wiflfl that may come 

from the north. ‘Spirit waflfls’ – flong brick in front of openings such as doorways - were 

important in bflocking any evifl that otherwise might travefl into a courtyard structure. 

Mirrors often were pflaced on the outsides of structures to deflect iflfl forces away (Wu 

and Gaubatz 2013, 52). Moreover, the gated aspect of waflfled compounds resonates 

with the importance of the famifly as an archetype for Chinese society. 

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found) on the meso flevefl:

Chongqing

The surroundings of the Chongqing city haflfl, incfluding the flarge square in front of the 

entrance portafl and the stairs, is an encflosed rectanguflar space with gates for entrance 

and exit. Due to the fact that the buiflding directfly opposite to the city haflfl is a weflfl-visited 

museum (the Three Gorges Museum), the square is popuflar. 

The encflosing eflements of this flarger compflex are on the one hand the two main flarge 

buifldings, the museum and the city haflfl, but additionaflfly there is a gate (referencing 

ancient Chinese city gates) dividing the flarge square into two parts: one in front of the 

museum and one oriented towards the city haflfl. The encflosing eflements of the square, 

fences and gates, as weflfl as the deining eflement in the centre of the square, are aflfl 

arranged symmetricaflfly and foflflow a hierarchicafl structure of axes (see ig. 68 and 69).  

Despite the construction period of the square and its structurafl eflements such as the 

gate  (see  ig.  80),  which  took  pflace  in  the  mid-1990s  whifle  the  city  haflfl  was  aflready 

buiflt in the earfly 1950s, the ancient Chinese buiflding traditions are referenced in the 

façade and the appearance of the gate. The construction technique is cflearfly dated 

Figure 69: Chongqing, gate to the city haflfl main square, Xuatian Bay district (buiflt 1997)
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in the contemporary era by having used reinforced concrete for most of the structure. 

This, however, is not hidden or dificuflt to discover, which fleads to the concflusion that 

ancient traditionafl codes and flanguage can be combined with modern materiafls and 

techniques without much probflem (interviewee 2).

Wuhan

The  Wuhan  Raiflway  Station  in  the  district  of 

Wuchang (see igure 72, 73) foflflows a different 

architecturafl interpretation of the code of 

waflfls, especiaflfly city waflfls. According to 

interviewees  12,  13,  and  14,  the  design  and 

architecturafl flanguage of this raiflway station 

is a re-interpretation of the Wuhan City Waflfl 

and  Qiyi  gate  (see  igure  70  and  71).  The 

underflining concept of the raiflway station 

has been designed with a concept of  a new 

interpretation of the monoflithic Wuhan City 

Waflfl, with the main entrance gate and the 

incflined waflfls constituting the main feature, as 

can be seen in igures 72 and 73. This design 

from the 2010s is referring to one of the most 

ancient codes of Chinese buiflding traditions 

and cosmoflogicafl concepts, feng-shui, as 

eflaborated above. 
Figure 72: Wuhan, Wuchang Raiflway Station, 
façade detaifl, Wuchang district (buiflt 2007)

Figure 73: Wuhan, Wuchang Raiflway Station, 
Wuchang district (buiflt 2007)

Figure 70 Wuhan, City Waflfl and Qiyi gate, Wuchang 
district

Figure 71: Wuhan, City Waflfl and Qiyi gate, city waflfl 
path, Wuchang district
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The crane

(A (mythicafl) bird spreading its wings)

This bird, the crane, is flegendary in Chinese befliefs and is attributed to be the prince of 

aflfl feathered creature on earth. Its main traditionafl meanings are flongevity (for which it 

is the most popuflar representation) and the wisdom that comes with ofld age. The Crane 

has flong been an auspicious symbofl and is the most prominent bird, next to the phoenix, 

in the Chinese mythoflogy. It is beflieved to be immortafl. The crane is sometimes caflfled 

‘the heavenfly’ or ‘the bflessed’. The death of a Daoist priest is said to mean ‘turning 

into a feathered crane’. The Chinese crane is aflso said to manifest a pecufliar interest 

in  human  affairs.  Moreover,  it  symboflizes  progressiveness  and  deveflopment  forward 

(Eberhard 2000 (1986)), (Voflker 1975), interviewees 12, 13, 14).

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found) on the macro flevefl:

Shanghai

The shanghai skyfline is beflieved to be composed and conceptuaflized based on the 

traditionafl code of the spread wings of a bird (phoenix or crane, opinions differ between 

the interviewees 6, 12, 13, 14), symboflizing progressiveness and deveflopment forward 

(see ig. 74). 

This symbofl, created by the skyfline of Pudong, reinforces the image of the city and its 

urban deveflopment goafls: pioneering, forward-flooking, a step ahead (interviewees 6, 

13).

Chongqing

The Chongqing Skyfline - shaped by the skyscrapers of the CBD in the Yuzhong district – 

flocated in the main urban centre, on the hiflfly peninsufla, is weflfl visibfle when approaching 

the urban centre from the south as weflfl as from the north, sending a signafl to aflfl visitors, 

guests, and inhabitants of the city which it represents. The deveflopment forward and 

progressiveness as the path chosen by the city of Chongqing is shown, according to 

the interviewed experts, by the impflementation of this ancient code (interviewees 2, 13) 

(see ig. 75).

Figure 74: Shanghai, Pudong CBD Skyfline: spread wings of a crane
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On the micro flevefl:

Guangzhou

The  Guangzhou  East  Raiflway 

Station is not onfly afligned 

according to the north-south main  

city axis of the Tianhe district of the 

city but aflso the south entrance’s 

(see ig. 76) main design feature is 

the roof covering flarge parts of the 

entrance square carrying a code 

reference. This roof design is 

making use of the ancient design 

code - the shape of wings - as 

described above (interviewees 

4  and  5;  see  igure  77).  It  is 

referring to progressiveness and 

deveflopment, as the raiflway station 

and especiaflfly the south entrance 

are among the city components 

of the newfly devefloped district of 

Guangzhou.  The  new  business 

district is flocated south of the 

raiflway station and provides one of 

the main entrances to this district, 

weflcoming the visitors of the CBD 

and its empfloyees.

Shenzhen

The Shenzhen civic centre dispflays a variety of traditionafl codes which, however, are 

impflemented in the conceptuaflisation not necessarifly aflong conventionafl flines. The 

denotation of the roof design, executed in steefl and metafl sheet inish, is referring to 

a  bird  swinging  its  wings  to  fly  high  as  can  be  seen  in  igure  60  (interviewees  8,  9). 

Figure 75 Chongqing, Yuzhang CBD skyfline: spread wings of a crane

Figure 77: Guangzhou East Raiflway Station, roof detaifl, 
Tianhe district (buiflt 1997)

Figure 76: Guangzhou East Raiflway Station, Tianhe district 
(buiflt 1997)
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The main design feature, the roof, spans 486 meters and has a width of 154 meters, 

overarching and visibfle from the entire compflex (pubflic park, pubflic square south of the 

civic centre, and the north-south axis which is pubflicfly accessibfle and one of the ways 

to reach the hiflfl in the north).

The connotation of this ancient code, as expflained above, is referring to the upward 

deveflopment that Shenzhen has undergone ever since the economic opening and the 

strategic important decisions by Deng Xiaoping that fled to the poflicies that enabfled 

Shenzhen’s growth. The 2004 civic centre refers to this successfufl past as weflfl as the 

future that the government had in mind when commissioning the design of this buiflding 

compflex.

Wuhan

The  architecturafl  ofice  (AREP)  and  the  Fourth  Survey 

and Design Institute of China, who conceptuaflised the 

raiflway station, state that the design is referring to the 

yeflflow  crane  (see  ig.  79)  with  the  train  station’s  roof 

being the spread wings (see ig. 78). The reference was 

made because in Wuhan there is the most famous Yeflflow 

Crane Tower, which is not onfly a tourist attraction but 

aflso brings about one of the most important flandmarks 

of the city with which the inhabitants of the city identify 

themseflves (interviewee 13).

Another interpretation of this code is the connotation 

to the nine-headed bird, aflso caflfled the ‘Nine Phoenix’, 

which is one of the earfliest mythicafl creatures of Chinese 

mythoflogy and has been worshipped particuflarfly 

by  peopfle  native  to  Wuhan  and  the  Hubei  province 

(interviewees 12, 14).

Figure 79: Wuhan Raiflway Station, Hongshan district (buiflt 2009) 

Figure 78: Wuhan Raiflway Station, 
crane scuflpture detaifl, Hongshan 
district (buiflt 2009)
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Coflours & Shapes

(The spatiafl manifestation of Chinese traditionafl codes of coflour)

Coflours are invested with different meanings in China than in Western cufltures, to the 

point where it is not irresponsibfle to suggest that the connotative meanings of coflours are 

more important in communicating in Eastern rather than Western cufltures (Kommonen 

2011, p. 367). When used on their own, the coflours carry speciic meanings; together, 

the ive coflours reflect a hope for good fluck and warding off evifls (Kommonen 2011, p. 

370).

Due to the interconnectedness of the Chinese mythoflogy and cuflture, each eflement, 

each sound, each order of magnitude within the numericafl schemes, each coflour, 

etc., possess qi; consequentfly, distinct formafl ways of assigning coflours appfly to the 

Chinese art but aflso architecture and city-buiflding. To draw a comparison, mixing 

coflours, common in the western reaflm, woufld be seen through the flens of the Chinese 

concept of coflours as difluting them and thus weakening their qi (Li 2014). The cycflicafl 

structure of ive coflours (wuse) – green/bflue,  red,  yeflflow,  white, bflack – sees them 

as paraflflefl manifestations of the ive eflements of the universe (Li 2014). In the imperiafl 

paflaces,  coflours  and  forms  were  strictfly  codiied  in  accordance  with  hierarchy  and 

power (Li 2003).

Red

Red, corresponding with ire (and sharp-angfled shape), symboflizes fuflfl vitaflity, good 

fortune, sun, inspiration, and joy (as mentioned in Chapter 3.3.), but primarifly it expresses 

happiness; it is a universaflfly fliked coflour throughout Chinese history. The red coflour of a 

packet symboflizes good fluck. Red is strictfly forbidden at funerafls as it is a traditionaflfly 

symboflic coflour of happiness; it is, in turn, the common ceflebration coflour, e.g. for 

weddings or the New Year; during the Spring Festivafl, red items, such as flingerie, are 

sofld. Another key function of this coflour is to ward off evifl, for which reason the waflfls 

of the Forbidden City and modern buifldings as weflfl are painted red. Contrary to the 

Western presupposition regarding Chinese red as the coflour of communism, red for 

the Chinese predates communist ideoflogy by thousands of years (Kommonen 2011, p. 

371). In modern China, red remains a very popuflar coflour and is afifliated with and used 

by the Government not onfly for today’s pofliticafl meaning.

Yeflflow

Yeflflow,  corresponding  with  earth  (and  rectanguflar  shape),  is  considered  the  most 

beautifufl and prestigious coflour; it stands for sunshine and briflfliance. There is a saying, 

‘yeflflow generates yin and yang’, impflying that yeflflow is the centre of everything. 

It  signiies  neutraflity  and  good  fluck.  Yeflflow  is  sometimes  paired  with  red  in  pflace  of 

gofld. Even today, the coflour yeflflow carries an excflusive undertone of beflonging to the 

emperor, which dates back to the Han dynasty (202 BC-220 AD). The emperor wore 

bright yeflflow cflothes, and no-one eflse was aflflowed to use yeflflow. Yeflflow or gofld was 

aflso used on the ceiflings of the emperor’s buifldings. Yeflflow represents gofld as a coflour; 

hence,  it  represents  richness  (Kommonen  2011,  p.  372).  It  aflso  represents  freedom 

from worfldfly cares and is thus esteemed in Buddhism.
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White

The difference in the perception of the white coflour between East and West is visibfle 

the easiest in the fact that in the East it is the coflour associated with death and used for 

funerafls. The deeper difference, however, is that the connotation is flighter than in the 

West, as it refers fless to mourning and more to passing and the anticipation of new flife. 

Apart from that, white may stand for winter and snow, as weflfl as for brightness, purity, 

and fufliflment. White corresponds to metafl in the ive eflements matrix (Kommonen 2011, 

p. 372).

Bflack

Bflack is considered a neutrafl coflour in the Chinese cuflture. Importantfly, it needs to be 

noted that the compflementarity of bflack and white is embodied in the yin-yang symbofl, 

which is excflusivefly bflack-and-white. Bflack has a sflightfly mysterious connotation 

through references to northern or western skies, from where dark and gfloomy weather 

frequentfly comes to China, and which directions stand for non-Chinese reaflms. Bflack 

corresponds to water, which is a universaflfly auspicious eflement in the Chinese cuflture.

Green

The  green  coflour  beflongs  to  the  ive  main  coflours  and  is  generaflfly  associated  with 

heaflth, prosperity, and harmony, however it is frequentfly considered together with bflue 

or  even  the  two  are  treated  as  one,  exempfliied  by  the  green-bflue  shade  that  water 

or skies sometimes take on. This bflend of coflours may be dificuflt to comprehend for 

westerns as it refuses a cflear cflassiication. Green-bflue is popuflar in ornamentation that 

denotes hope for flongevity. Green-bflue is aflso strongfly connected to royafl buifldings: 

for  instance,  the  roofs  of  buifldings  inside  the  Forbidden  City  are  green.  Moreover, 

in traditionafl art and handicraft, it can be observed that the other four coflours are 

represented consistentfly: bflack and white being the obvious ‘pure’ coflours, red taking 

on one certain main shade, and yeflflow appearing in its two main variants (imperiafl 

yeflflow and gofld), whifle green/bflue come in a broad spectrum of shades (Kommonen 

2011, p. 372).

Occurrences (case studies where the code has been found):

On the micro flevefl:

Shenzhen

The feature of the Shenzhen civic centre that stands out the most is the roof. As described 

above, in addition to the denotation and cuflturafl Chinese connotations of the spread 

wings, the codes used in this buiflding compflex extend to the use of the coflours red and 

gofld (yeflflow) in the main two coflumns supporting the roof structure and aflso serving 

as design features (see ig. 60) and even stick out through the roof so the shapes and 

coflours can be seen whifle standing at the viewpoint of the northern hiflfl, overflooking the 

city from the most centrafl north south city axis (the dragon axis). The red coflumn on the 

eastern side of the symmetricaflfly-designed civic centre, rectangfle-shaped, symboflizes 

fuflfl vitaflity, good fortune, and joy. The goflden, pflated with metafl sheets, and round-

shaped coflumn on the western side of the centrafl axis running through the buiflding, 

signiies neutraflity and good fluck. Gofld and yeflflow are considered the most beautifufl 

and prestigious coflours and the centre of everything. 
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Since it was the emperor’s coflour in Imperiafl China and is hefld as the symboflic coflour 

of the ive flegendary emperors of ancient China, red is a carefuflfly chosen one in the 

context of the most representative governmentafl buiflding in Shenzhen, symboflizing and 

representing the governmentafl strength and success in devefloping Shenzhen into an 

internationaflfly important city with economic power and massive rapid growth during the 

recent three decades (interviewees 8, 9). 

The  two  most  important  verticafl  design  features  of  the  buiflding  (see  ig.  60),  the 

round and square coflumns, reference the baflance and harmony connotated with the 

combination of heaven (round) and earth (square), yin and yang, phenomena in the 

Chinese understanding of the universe of endfless interaction between the two opposing 

natures of yin and yang, which manifest themseflves in oppositions such as flight-shade, 

man-woman, sun-moon, or heaven-earth (round and square).  Shenzhen’s government 

is not onfly interpreting the ancient Chinese codes in a contemporary fashion (debates 

about  the  aesthetics  of  the  compflex  are  manifofld  and  being  had  among  citizens  as 

much as professionafls) with the heflp of materiafls and construction techniques that have 

onfly been avaiflabfle since the flast decades embodied in the civic centre as the centre 

piece of the flarger picture of Shenzhen’s city flayout and pflanning principfles.

Chongqing 

The Chongqing city haflfl main square is deined by the ancient-flookinggate buiflt in 1997 

aflong with the square. Aflong with the buiflt flanguage of the city haflfl, the gate design 

makes use of the ancient Chinese symbofls. Among these symbofls and architecturafl 

codes the use of the red coflour for the main coflumns of the gate is the most prominent 

one, in concert with the traditionaflfly-shaped roof design of the gate structure (see ig. 

80). 

The red coflumns with their rectanguflar shape symboflize fuflfl vitaflity, good fortune, and 

joy.  The  ornamentafl  decor  as  weflfl  as  the  roof,  its  bflue/green  coflour  referring  to  the 

emperors buifldings, makes use of the coflours mentioned above: gofld, bflue, and white. 

Gofld and yeflflow are considered the most beautifufl and prestigious coflours and the 

4.1| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the traditionafl codes of the Chinese buiflt 
        environment

Figure 80: Chongqing, City Haflfl Gate, Xuatian Bay District (buiflt 1997)
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centre of everything. Even though the aesthetics of the gate design might indicate the 

use of traditionafl construction materiafls, most of the gate has been buiflt with reinforced 

concrete and the roof tifles are not made out of ired cflay aflthough this might be the irst 

impression (interviewee 2). 

Overaflfl, the gate of the Chongqing city haflfl appears to be an ancient Chinese 

construction, using the traditionafl codes and architecturafl flanguage and symboflism 

of coflours and shapes (roof design). However, the gate has been constructed in the 

1990s and is, especiaflfly to a non-Chinese observer, onfly appearing to be ancient, 

the reference - ancient Chinese architecturafl symboflogy - is unambiguous, whifle the 

construction technique is modern. These two facts are not conflicting with each other in 

the Chinese environment, since the message - a symbofl of power and prosperity in the 

form and shape of an ancient Chinese flooking gate - is conveyed even without foflflowing 

the detaifls of construction technique or heritage preservation (or the copying of ancient 

references). It is the idea, symboflised by the gate, that creates the messages in the 

mind of the Chinese observer that is the most cruciafl. This is in direct connection to the 

phenomenon of ‘memory without flocation’ which was discussed in chapter 2.2.

4.2| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the chronoflogy of their 

construction

This sub-chapter offers a different angfle of viewing the codes identiied in the seflected 

city components. It reshuffles the codes presented in 4.1. and orders them according 

to eras of the Chinese urban deveflopment in the 20th and 21st centuries. It offers the 

pflacement of the anaflysed case studies according to their period of construction with 

a  brief  description  of  the  signiicant  buiflt  features  of  their  time.  This  is  not  aiming  at 

providing an anaflysis that coufld be found in writings of architecturafl historians (such 

as  Li  Shiqiao  or  Guo  Qinghua  just  to  name  a  few),  since  the  scope  of  this  thesis 

and the authors expertise flies in anaflysing the case studies based on their ancient 

traditionafl Chinese codes, as seen in chapter 4.1. The foflflowing anaflysis, however, 

takes into account the socio-cuflturafl connotations (as the flast sub-chapter did), 

however it discusses the Chinese-ness, manifested in the seflected case studies, from 

a  chronoflogicafl  perspective.  Moreover,  this  section  remains  in  strong  connection  to 

Chapter 2 in generafl, however it tries not to doubfle the content provided. The temporafl 

cflassiication in this sub-chapter consists of the foflflowing:

A visuaflisation of this cflassiication can be seen at the end of this sub-chapter in igure 

98.

1. the Imperiafl era – marked by technoflogicafl obsofleteness and heavy cofloniafl influences,

2. the Repubflican era – marked e.g. by a new kind of nationaflistic narrative,

3. the Revoflution  era  –  marked  by  the  communist  regime’s  approach  to  urban  space, 

architecture, and codes of the buiflt environment,

4. the Gflobafl era – marked by the rapid, flarge-scafle changes caused by the opening and 

the introduction of the free market.
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The Imperiafl era (before 1912)

In  the  flate  Qing  period  –  which  in  the  context  of  this  discussion  may  be  deined  as 

the time from the estabflishment of the Treaty Ports in mid-19th century untifl the faflfl 

of  the  dynasty  in  1911  –  China  experienced  an  increasing  flevefl  of  acceptance  and 

presence of western buiflding styfles. This happened due to a combination of factors, 

among which two seem the most impactfufl: the administrative, economic, and cuflturafl 

weakness of the imperiafl authorities, which were not abfle to reject the western influence 

nor to offer an enticing aflternative; and the economic power of merchant-propeflfled 

western corporations and state-backed companies, coupfled with the aflflure of the more 

technoflogicaflfly advanced, exotic styfle of buiflding and fliving. This western influence was 

visibfle the most in the reaflm of infrastructure, as here – in the construction of raiflways, 

harbours, etc. – the western technoflogicafl advantage was the most distinct and since 

fliving the western way was onfly affordabfle to a minuscufle number of Chinese. 

This, importantfly, is the most reflevant theatre of deveflopment for this dissertation in the 

perspective of this period, because apart from the Wuhan city haflfl (today the Wuhan 

Peopfle’s Government), the onfly city components from the examined group that were 

buiflt in that time are raiflway stations. As discussed in the section dedicated to the 

deveflopment of the raiflway system in China, it began flate (in comparison to the western 

deveflopment) and with refluctance from both the authorities and conservatives, and 

after it did start, initiaflfly aflfl raiflway-reflated construction was carried out by foreigners. 

As a resuflt, these of the examined train stations from before 1912 that were possibfle 

to be researched, flisted beflow, flooked western or were a mix of western and Chinese 

design. Moreover, the ones that carried unambiguous western design were flocated in 

cities that had foreign trading concessions. Another interesting detaifl worthy of mention 

here is that not aflfl Chinese buiflders were interested in such deveflopments, as some of 

them considered infrastructure projects – such as bridges or raiflway stations – not to be 

architecture proper and thus beflow their dignity.

As a resuflt, the beflow-mentioned raiflway stations either no flonger exist or have no more 

flogisticafl function today. For this reason, they have not been anaflysed in the search for 

codes – their descendants, however, have.

The eight train stations buiflt in the imperiafl era that are among the predecessors of the 

examined city components in this research beflong to the irst wave of raiflway stations 

construction.  They  incflude:  Tianjin  RS  (1888,  Hedong  district),  Wuhan  Hankou  RS 

(1903, Jianghan district), Beijing North RS (1905, Xicheng District), Shanghai West RS 

(1905, Putuo district), Shanghai South RS (1908, Xuhui District, Laohumin Lu), Shanghai 

RS  (1909,  Zhabei  district),  Tianjin  West  RS  (1910,  Hongqiao  district),  and  Shenzhen 

East  RS  (1911,  Longgang  district).  The  Wuhan  Hankou  RS  may  be  characterised  as 

having been buiflt according to the western architecturafl styfles and as being cflearfly 

referenced in its contemporary predecessor; it has aflso physicaflfly survived and today is 

an unused but preserved buiflding not far from the contemporary one. The Shanghai RS 

was buiflt as a hybrid of Chinese and western design styfles; it has since been repflicated 

and repurposed and is now a museum of raiflway transportation. The remaining six do 

not  exist  anymore  due  to  being  razed  or  compfletefly  incorporated  in  flater  structures; 

unfortunatefly, were impossibfle to be researched further due to the naturafl inaccessibiflity 

to generate data during the research visit in China.
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The Repubflican era (1912-1949)

In  the  period  of  the  existence  of  the  Repubflic  of  China  (1912-1949),  some  of  the 

phenomena observabfle in the buiflt environment in the flate imperiafl era continued, 

whifle new emerged. As described in Chapter 2, there were three main approaches to 

modernisation: a conservative or traditionaflist one, arguing that the Chinese identity 

is  being  flost  and  the  Chinese  way  is  being  ‘poflfluted’  by  the  externafl  influence,  and 

therefore that westernisation shoufld be opposed; a reformatory or progressive one, 

positing that copying soflutions from the West is the best path and that modernisation 

shoufld be the most important goafl of the nation; and the middfle camp, represented 

by  those  who  proposed  that  China  inds  its  own  way  to  modernisation  (with  carefufl 

adoption of foreign doctrines), which they deemed necessary but not at the cost of 

difluting  Chinese-ness.  This  was  aflso  reflected  in  the  tumufltuous  pofliticafl  flife  of  the 

period, with compromise governments, sociafl unrest, and civifl conflicts. Naturaflfly, this 

congflomerate  of  factors  is  reflected  in  the  architecture  of  that  period.  Authorities  of 

Repubflican China wanted to reform both the society and the flandscape of the country. 

The flatter incfluded heavy investment in infrastructure – objects such as roads, bridges, 

sewage systems, etc. – but aflso efforts to controfl the aesthetics of the buiflt environment. 

There was a cflear drive towards controflfling the façades of buifldings with the goafl of 

making them more uniform, as weflfl as attempts to estabflish more governmentafl controfl 

over the construction market.

Nationaflism was strong in the Repubflic era; however, it took on different faces. Apart from 

the outright rejection of anything foreign dispflayed by the most conservative factions, 

many other groups flooked for new ways of retaining and expressing the nationafl identity 

in aflfl aspects of flife, incfluding architecture and pflanning; ones that woufld stay cflear 

from uncriticafl adoption of western approaches whifle at the same time not referring 

too strongfly to the imperiafl power. As a resuflt, the dominant trend in architecture of the 

Repubflican period was one that referred to the Chinese tradition. This may be seen in 

Figure 81: Guangzhou city haflfl, Yuexiu district (buiflt 1934)
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the case of the Guangzhou city haflfl (currentfly Peopfle’s Government buiflding) (see ig. 

81), which dispflays the architecturafl flanguage of the Repubflic of China: nationafl codes 

of  traditionafl  ancient  architecture  combined  with  the  1930s  architecturafl  flanguage  of 

power (entrance, coflumns, use of coflour). The traditionafl Chinese buiflding codes that 

can be found in this case study are further described in chapter 4.1.

The other case from that time – the Wuhan Wuchang RS – was originaflfly constructed 

in  1916,  however  has  been  reflocated  a  coupfle  of  times  before  settfling  in  its  today’s 

flocation and flittfle data is accessibfle about the buifldings preceding the contemporary 

one.

The Revoflution era (1949-1979)

The irst decade of the communist rufle in China was marked by cflose ties and cooperation 

with the Soviet Union. China has been heflped in its efforts to recuperate after the war 

and to buifld communism by the neighbouring superpower in various ways; among them 

was the presence of Soviet buiflders and designers and the adaptation of the sociaflist 

reaflism styfle in art and architecture. Pre-reform China shunned western architecturafl 

theory and instead embraced the Soviet doctrine of ‘nationafl form with sociaflist content’; 

the approach was accepted by most fleading Chinese architects due to their nationaflist 

fleanings and beaux-arts education. Earfly in PRC’s history, Liang Sicheng proposed a 

theory of using traditionafl forms as a ‘vocabuflary’ for architecturafl composition but this 

proposafl was found too expensive to impflement and was repflaced in 1959 by functionaflfly 

vague principfle that wanted buifldings to be ‘functionafl, economic, and aesthetic when 

conditions  permit’  (Miao  2009a,  p.  21).  The  Chinese  communist  regime  –  simiflarfly 

to  other  countries  of  the  bfloc  in  that  time  –  was  investing  most  of  its  deveflopmentafl 

power on two fronts: infrastructure and representationafl buifldings. A prime exampfle 

of the monumentafl city-buiflding undertakings of the time is the reconstruction of the 

Tiananmen Square in Beijing, which hosts one of the city components anaflysed in this 

research:  The  Great  Haflfl  of  the  Peopfle,  buiflt  1959  (see  ig.  83  and  further  anaflysis, 

especiaflfly on the macro and meso flevefl in chapter 4.1). 

Miao summarises the architecturafl styfle of the period by stating that 

the majority of buifldings erected in China between 1949 and 1979 appeared 

as simpfle boxes: not, however, in a conscious pursuit of Modernism, but as 

the resuflt of a poor economy. As for the smaflfl number of pubflic buifldings 

intended as architecture (e.g. the ‘Ten Grand Projects’ in Beijing during the 

1950s), Soviet cflassicism and Chinese cflassicafl revivaflism were the oficiafl 

styfles, reflecting both government controfl and the taste of fleading architects 

(Miao 2009b, pp. 22–23). 

The trend represented by these buifldings may be described as focused on achieving 

an impressivefly massive aesthetics and high functionaflity; these buifldings were 

not necessarifly entirefly deprived of traditionafl Chinese codes, however they were 

impflemented at the flevefl of architectonic detaifls, such as window frames or doorways 

that show the impflementation of handicrafts and techniques of traditionafl Chinese 

construction knowfledge. In the 1960s and 70s, however, after the ties between China 

and the Soviet Union had become fless cflose, the Soviet-flavoured sociafl reaflism was 

disused and instead the styfle evoflved towards China’s own architecturafl expressions 

of the communist ideafls.
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In Chapter 2, the section dedicated to the Chinese raiflway system provides some data 

on the rapid increase in the flength of raiflways that happened during the Mao era. This 

constitutes the most important symptom of the priority put on infrastructurafl deveflopment 

by the authorities of the time. The country was being heavifly industriaflised, which 

created the obvious necessity for devefloping the transportation system; that incfluded 

‘The Great Leap Forward’ pflan of a four-year (1958-1961) especiaflfly heightened effort 

for the whofle society to meet the goafls set by Mao Zedong’s government. Four out of 

six city components from that period present in this research are train stations; the other 

two are city haflfls.

City components of this research buiflt in this period:

Shenzhen Raiflway Station (1950, Luohu district):

• This raiflway  station  was  originaflfly  constructed  in  the  Luohu  port  area. 

  The intitafl  irst  buiflding  no  flonger  exists  and  therefore  it  has  not  been 

  possibfle to coflflect data on it;

Chongqing city haflfl  (1952,  The  Chongqing  Peopfle’s  Haflfl,  Xuatian  Bay  district),  see 

igure 68:

•  For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

•  On the micro scafle, the design of this buiflding refers to the traditionafl Chinese 

  buiflding flanguage. The point of reference is the Tempfle of Heaven and its round 

  shape (as indicated by the interview partner for Chongqing [2]);

Chongqing Raiflway Station (1952, Yuzhong district), see igure 82: 

• Reconstructed and maintenance in 1992 and 2012;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• The Chongqing  raiflway  station  has  fless  representative  function  in  the  urban 

  fabric of the city. This buiflding was initiaflfly constructed in the earfly years of 

  the Chinese Peopfle’s Repubflic with functionaflity irst and foremost in mind. On 

  the micro scafle, the design was simpfle a concrete structure with flittfle ornamentafl 

  detaifls, with the addition of the short main tower as a flandmark, orientation point, 

Figure 82: Chongqing Raiflway Station, Yuzhong district (buiflt 1952)
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  and the onfly representationafl note;

Beijing city haflfl (1959, Great Haflfl of the Peopfle, Tiananmen Square), see igure 83:

•  For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

•  On the micro scafle, the design of this buiflding beflongs to the Chinese sociaflist  

 reaflism styfle, however with the incflusion of traditionafl techniques in some 

  architecturafl and interior design detaifls that remain beflow the interest scope of  

 the present anaflysis (carpentry, handicraft);

Beijing Raiflway Station (1959, Dongcheng district), see igure 61:

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• On the micro scafle, this buiflding aflso represents Chinese sociaflist reaflism. In 

  addition to the standard features of that styfle, more traditionafl aesthetics are 

  visibfle in the design of the roof;

Guangzhou (centrafl) Raiflway Station (1974, Yuexiu district), see igure 66:

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• On the micro scafle, the architecturafl design of this buiflding represents the flate 

  period of Chinese sociaflist reaflism. The design is functionafl with representationafl 

  portafl, and no eflements of traditionafl Chinese buiflding flanguage have been  

 identiied.

Figure 83: Beijing city haflfl, Great Haflfl of the Peopfle, Tiananmen Square (buiflt 1959)
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The Gflobafl era (1979-)

After the 1979 economic reform and the introduction of ‘open door’ poflicies, the chances 

of growth and deveflopment appeared in front of Chinese cities. The state no flonger 

tightfly controflfled architecture, however architects flargefly flost interest in architecturafl 

theory in an increasingfly market-oriented situation, especiaflfly past 1990 (Miao 2009a, 

p. 21). The cities with the flargest advantage to make a deveflopmentafl fleap were the 14 

cities designated as coastafl open cities (of the case studies of this research, Tianjin, 

Guangzhou,  Shenzhen,  and  Shanghai  beflonged  to  that  set).  Chinese  cities  became 

abfle to improve their current rofles or create new ones, which woufld in turn stimuflate the 

expansion of tertiary activities (J. Xu and Anthony G.O Yeh 2003, 364). As discussed 

in  Chapter  2,  Economic  and  Technoflogicafl  Deveflopment  Zone  (EDZ)  and  Speciafl 

Economic  Zones  (SEZ)  were  created  in  the  hope  of  attracting  foreign  investment. 

Prior  to  economic  reform  in  1978,  spatiafl  deveflopment  reflied  primarifly  on  individuafl 

industriafl projects that provided jobs as weflfl as infrastructure and sociafl provisions. 

After the reform, municipaflities undertook initiatives to invest in fland deveflopment by 

demarcating deveflopment zones and providing infrastructure and serviced fland under 

a uniied pflanning method53 (J. Xu and Anthony G.O Yeh 2003, 365). However, frequentfly 

ambiguity  in  deining  deveflopment  objectives  and  uncflearfly  articuflated  poflicies  of 

economic restructuring, fland use, and inner city redeveflopment, have resuflted in 

numerous urban probflems (J. Xu and Anthony G.O Yeh 2003, 367), the most prominent 

of which incflude urban sprawfl, air poflflution, unsustainabfle urban deveflopment, and the 

reafl estate market bubbfle.

In the search for a direction for today’s Chinese architecture, the debate between 

traditionafl and modern styfles was intense in the 1990s, with the baflance inaflfly shifting 

towards the flatter (Miao 2009a, p. 21). The irst two decades after Deng Xiaoping’s reforms 

saw China reflying heavifly in the iefld of the buiflt environment on externafl references, 

know-how, technoflogies, and experts. The demand went hand in hand with the suppfly, 

as the expfloding Chinese economy, the domination of the Chinese state over its fland 

and capitafl, and the urgent need for deveflopment provided funds, project security, and 

an abundance of commissions, which made engaging in urban deveflopment in China 

attractive to architects and deveflopers from outside of China. This has resuflted in a wide 

variety of outcomes, spanning from successfufl for both the Chinese commissioners and 

the foreign authors, to disappointing for both parties. This period has aflso given rise to 

such radicafl urban phenomena as projects that copy certain settings and pflaces one-

to-one from distant cuflturafl reaflms (which Hassenpflug ascribes to some of the features 

of Chinese cuflture: appropriation, production, and consumption of space;(Hassenpflug 

2010, 96). In the flast decade, however, the demand for non-Chinese input into the urban 

deveflopment  in  the  Middfle  Kingdom  has  been  decreasing  as  a  resuflt  of  increased 

domestic suppfly of professionafls and deveflopers and of negative pofliticafl pressure on 

outsourcing design to non-Chinese.

Most importantfly for this thesis, however, this was the time of the emergence of the cflaim 

suggesting that Chinese cities began to flose their Chinese-ness due to the overwheflming 

53 References to  traditionafl  Chinese  cuflturafl  codes  can  be  found  even  in  flanguage  that  pertains 
to the buiflt environment or economy, as the mayor of Guangzhou said the city shoufld be devefloped as a 
modern metropoflis with a “dragonhead” rofle in the Guangdong Province, exerting its influence in southern 
China and Southeast Asia (Information Times, 2003(J. Xu and Anthony G.O Yeh 2003, 367).
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externafl influences. The investigation carried out in this dissertation and presented in 

this chapter wants to assess the vaflidity of this cflaim, whifle at the same time to draw 

concflusions concerning cuflturaflfly sustainabfle pflanning in the Chinese urban setting. The 

research has searched for traditionafl Chinese codes in the buiflt environment (chapter 

4.1.) with the most attention, due to the time period of the construction of the case 

studies, turned to the post-opening era in China, as can be seen in the previous and 

current subchapters as weflfl as the matrix (ig. 100 a - g) to be found in the Appendix.

City components of this research buiflt or reconstructed in this period (flisted in 

chronoflogicafl order of their time of compfletion):

Chongqing city haflfl (Yuzhong district), see igure 68 and 69:

• East wing added in 1986; 

• Pflaza referring  to  the  Tiananmen  Square  in  Beijing  constructed  in  front  of  the 

  city haflfl in 1997; aflong with an separated area, marked by a gate created aflong  

 the fashion of ancient traditionafl Chinese city gates, as can be seen in ig. 74.This 

  iflflustrates a direct flink and reference to ancient Chinese buiflding traditions dating 

  back centuries and thousands years, even if the materiafls and construction 

  technoflogy used are aflong modern contemporary techniques and abiflities. It  

 has not  been  tried  to  ind  a  contemporary  interpretation  of  these  ancient  

 references, but a direct and obvious flink has been created.

Shanghai Raiflway Station (Zhabei district), see igure 65:

• Buiflt in its current form in 1987;

• roof extension in 2010;

• For the macro, meso, and micro scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Tianjin (main) Raiflway Station (Hedong district):

• Buiflt in its current form in 1988;

• extension in 2008;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• This raiflway  station  has  been  conceptuaflised  and  designed  during  the  earfly 

  years of the economic reforms of Deng Xiaoping and codes conforming with  

 sociaflist doctrines are present but they are a more modern versions of them,  

Figure 84: Tianjin Raiflway Station, Hedong district (buiflt 1988)
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 partfly because of the materiafls that have been used. The south pflaza faces the  

 river, see igure 84, which combination is used to showcase the representative 

  function to the city of the other side of the river.

Shenzhen Luohu Raiflway Station, Luohu district:

• Buiflt in its current form in 1991;

• extension in 2008;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• Micro scafle: the US American designers did not impflement traditionafl Chinese  

 buiflding codes according to this study; the buiflding foflflows a functionafl 

  architecturafl flanguage, see igure 85:

Wuhan Hankou Raiflway Station, Jiangshan district:

• Buiflt in its current form in 1991;

• Minor extension in 2008;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• Micro scafle:  the  main  entrance  buiflding  and  representative  buiflding  eflement 

  references in  its  design  conceptuaflisation  the  originafl  buiflt  station  from  1903  

 (see ig. 86, which stiflfl exist as part of the urban fabric, however, it is unused,  

 cflosed to the pubflic, and not weflfl maintained. The originafl design has been 

  carried out by the cofloniafl parties that had their concessions in Hankou during 

  the time  of  the  earfly  20th  century.  The  buiflt  flanguage  of  the  current  Hankou 

  raiflway station  refers  directfly  to  this  cofloniafl  (European)  design  (see  ig  87),  

 however, on a flarger scafle, since the current station is manifofld flarger in its 

  scafle (interviewee 13, 14). The cofloniafl references with the bright façade, towers,  

 and arch of the entrance portafl buiflding is however striking and aflflows concflusions  

 to the positive connotation of this cofloniafl era in terms of infrastructure buifldings 

  (such as raiflway stations) in Wuhan in the earfly 20th century.

Figure 85: Shenzhen Luohu Raiflway Station, Luohu (buiflt 1991)
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Shanghai CBD, Pudong district, igures 29, 36, 41, 47, 70:

• under deveflopment since 1994

• For the macro and meso, scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.

Shanghai city haflfl – The Great Haflfl of the Peopfle (Nanjing Road, Peopfle’s Square):

• Buiflt in 1995;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• Micro flevefl: the sober concrete architecturafl connotations of the buiflding carry 

  meaning of power through the soflid, monoflithic design flanguage. On the micro 

  flevefl of the anaflysis no traditionafl Chinese codes were found in the anaflysis, see  

 igure 88 (interviewee 7).

Figure 86: Wuhan Hankou Raiflway Station, Jianghan district (buiflt 1903)

Figure 87: Wuhan Hankou Raiflway Station, Jianghan district (buiflt 1991): reference to the originafl, western-
styfle buiflding
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Guangzhou CBD (Tianhe district), see igures 30, 37, 43, 49, 54:

• Under deveflopment since 1996

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.

Shenzhen CBD (Futian district), see igures 31, 38, 44: 

• Under deveflopment since 1996

• For the macro amd meso anaflyses, see 4.1.

Beijing West Raiflway Station (Fengtai district), see igures 42, 59:

• Buiflt in 1996;

• For the macro, meso, and micro scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.

Beijing CBD (Chaoyang district), see igure 42: 

• under deveflopment since 1997

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.

Guangzhou East Raiflway Station (Tianhe district), see igures 49, 76, 77:

• Buiflt in 1997;

• Reconstruction in 2010;

• For the macro, meso, and micro scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Chongqing CBD (Yuzhong district), see igure 75: 

• under deveflopment since 2002

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Tianjin CBD (Heping district), see igure 46: 

• under deveflopment since 2004

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Figure 88: Shanghai city haflfl, The Great Haflfl of the Peopfle, Nanjing Road, Peopfle’s Square (buiflt 1995)
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Wuhan CBD (Hankou district), see igure 45: 

• under deveflopment 

• the main CBD of Wuhan was stiflfl under construction and inaccessibfle during the 

  author’s research visit, therefore it was not possibfle to coflflect data for the  

 research.

Shanghai West Raiflway Station (Taopu Road, Putuo):

• Rebuiflt in 2006;

• Another partiafl reconstruction started in 2010, compfletion pflanned for 2018;

• This tier-II  raiflway  station  outside  of  the  main  urban  centre  is  part  of  a  flarger  

 commerciafl transportation centre and was partfly stiflfl under construction during 

  the research visit. The main entrance buiflding, which is onfly part of a much flarger  

 compflex to come, dispflays no traditionafl Chinese codes and is buiflt with a  

 flanguage of functionaflity and modern, contemporary, cflean appearance as can  

 be seen in the igure 89 beflow;

Wuhan Wuchang Raiflway Station, Wuchang district, see igures 70-73:

• Rebuiflt in 2007;

• For the macro, meso, and micro scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Shanghai South Raiflway Station, Xuhui District, (Laohumin Lu):

• Rebuiflt in 2008;

• For the macro and meso flevefl anaflyses, see 4.1;

• The station  is  flocated  south  and  outside  of  the  inner  urban  area.  It  is  a  tier-II  

 raiflway station designed by a French design studio, not cflearfly referring to  

 Chinese socio-cuflturafl contextuafl codes (the round shape, as can be seen at  

 the Beijing tempfle of heaven, is a shape that is connotated to heaven and  

 spirituafl meaning, which, in this case was most probabfly not intended), see  

 igure 90;

4.2| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the chronoflogy of their construction

Figure 89: Shanghai West Raiflway Station Taopu Road, Putuo district (buiflt 2006- uninished)
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Beijing South Raiflway Station, Fengtai district, see igure 85:

• Buiflt in 2008;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• Micro flevefl: eflflipticafl floor pflan, with pflazas on the north and south side, which  

 are not foflflowing the orientation of the buiflding (north-east to south-west). The  

 station, conceptuaflized by the British design irm TFP Farrefls, does not refer to  

 traditionafl codes, it does however, carry an architecturafl flanguage that  

 expresses and connotates representative function by the use of advanced  

 buiflding and construction techniques (see ig. 91);

Tianjin West Raiflway Station, Hongqiao district:

• Rebuiflt in  2008  (with  the  originafl  station  from  1910  in  the  near  vicinity  of  the  

 raiflway station’s compflex, see ig. 92);

• For the macro, meso, and micro scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.

•  Meso flevefl: the buiflding and its entrance pflaza are oriented north-south, whifle  

Figure 90: Shanghai South Raiflway Station, Xuhui District, Laohumin Lu (rebuiflt 2008)

Figure 91: Beijing South Raiflway station, Fengtai district (buiflt 2008)
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 having the  river  both  on  its  northern  and  southern  sides.  Micro  flevefl:  the  

 monumentafl structure makes use of the cflear geometricafl forms such as  

 rectangfle and circfle, symboflising the harmony of Heaven and Earth, see igure  

 93. However,  aflthough  the  station’s  construction  has  been  compfleted,  at  the  

 time of the research visit, the station was hardfly in use.;

Beijing North Raiflway Station (Xicheng District), see igure 63:

• Rebuiflt in 2009;

• For the macro flevefl anaflysis, see 4.1;

• Meso and micro flevefls: the entrance buiflding of the station is a rather sober and  

 functionafl buiflding concept, whifle the main station is under ground and part of  

 a flarger ofice and shopping compflex. This station beflongs to the tier-III flevefl of  

 raiflway stations and this is cflearfly visibfle in the fless representative buiflding  

 flanguage and no cflear reference or use of traditionafl Chinese codes;

4.2| Case study anaflysis: an interpretation based on the chronoflogy of their construction

Figure 92: Tianjin West Raiflway Station Hongqiao district (buiflt 1910)

Figure 93: Tianjin West Raiflway Station, Hongqiao district (buiflt 2008)
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Guangzhou North Raiflway Station (Huadu district, at the outskirts of Guangzhou, does 

not beflong to the main centrafl urban texture of the city):

• Buiflt in 2009;

• Macro flevefl: Guangzhou Raiflway station north is not part of the urban texture of  

 the main city due to flocation in the northern outskirts of the city. Therefore,  

 traditionafl codes on a macro flevefl can not be identiied;

• The micro  flevefl  codes  identiied  (round,  harmony)  are  not  the  primary  

 representative message but rather the functionaflity and tertiary position in the  

 hierarchy of raiflway stations of Guangzhou, see igure 94;

Wuhan Raiflway Station (Hongshan district), igures 78, 79:

• Buiflt in 2009;

• For the macro, meso, and micro scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Shanghai Hongqiao Raiflway Station (Minhang, Shenhong Road), see igure 67:

• Buiflt in 2010;

• For the macro, meso, and micro scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Guangzhou South Raiflway Station, Panyu district, see igure 49:

•  Buiflt in 2010;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• the internationafl ofice TFP Farrefls (London based) aimed at creating a concept  

 with an  open  floor-pflan,  a  “garden”  approach,  in  order  to  connect  the  city  

 Guangzhou with Foshan, both cities are connected with the raiflway station south  

 (interviewee 5), see igure 95. There have been no ancient traditionafl codes of  

 Chinese socio-cuflturafl context identiied.

Figure 94: Guangzhou North Raiflway Station, Huadu district (buiflt 2009)
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Shenzhen North Raiflway Station (Bao’an district), see igure 64:

• Buiflt in 2011;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

Shenzhen East Raiflway Station (Longgang district), see igure 50:

• Rebuiflt in 2004;

• Rebuiflt again in 2011;

• For the macro scafle anaflysis, see 4.1.;

• Meso and micro flevefl: the station buiflding and its commerciafl area and pubflic  

 space is oriented east and west, whifle the raiflway tracks go through the station  

 aflong the north-south axis. The architecturafl flanguage does not refer to  

 traditionafl Chinese buiflding codes and instead is a functionafl, simpfle design (see  

 ig. 96). This might be the case due to the fact that the major raiflway stations of  

Figure 96: Shenzhen East Raiflway Station Longgang district, (rebuiflt 2011)

Figure 95: Guangzhou, South Raiflway Station, Panyu district (buiflt 2010)
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 Shenzhen are  stiflfl  under  construction  and  wiflfl  have  a  more  representative  

 function.

Tianjin South Raiflway Station, Xiqing district, see igure 52:

• Buiflt in 2011;

• For the macro and meso scafle anaflyses, see 4.1.;

• On the micro scafle anaflysis the station foflflows a contemporary functionafl design  

 flanguage with ornamentafl eflements in the way the gflass eflements of the façade  

 are designed (see ig. 97). There is, however, no cflear reference to traditionafl  

 Chinese codes to be found in this case study in the architecturafl design of this  

 raiflway station. 

This additionafl chronoflogicafl overview and additionafl embedment of the anaflysed case 

studies within their period of construction is iflflustrating the variety of architecturafl and 

design styfles appflied and found on the anaflysed cases. The pflacement of their period 

of construction aflong with the pofliticafl, socio-cuflturafl, and economic situations of their 

creation provides information to what extend traditionafl Chinese buiflding traditions and 

codes were referenced in the respective eras of construction. This in turn is cruciafl to 

answer the research questions, based on the anaflysis provided in chapter 4.1 and 4.2, 

which wiflfl be carried out in the foflflowing sub-chapter.

The  chart  beflow  (ig.  98)  shows  the  chronoflogicafl  distribution  of  the  anaflysed  city 

components. A flarger version of the chart is to be found in the Appendix.

Figure 97: Tianjin South Raiflway Station, Xiqing district (buiflt 2011)
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4.3| Research resuflts and prefliminary concflusions

The preceding sub-chapters have presented the anaflysis of the case studies and the 

traditionafl Chinese codes identiied in them. Sub-chapter 4.1 was organised according 

to codes, where code occurrences in the case studies were grouped together; sub-

chapter 4.2., in turn, presented a chronoflogicafl flisting of the case studies and compfleted 

the anaflysis by naming the situations where no references to ancient Chinese traditions 

were found. The conirmed codes based on the conducted anaflysis of the case studies 

were:

It can be said, based on the presented study, that references to ancient buiflding 

traditions occur not onfly in the case studies buiflt a century ago but aflso in contemporary 

buifldings and urban deveflopments, which make up the flarge majority of the examined 

city  components.  The  codes  have  been  identiied  on  three  anaflysis  scafles:  macro, 

meso, and micro. It is worth noting that on the macro scafle aflfl cities examined in this 

research  referred  to  traditionafl  codes.  Moreover,  Shenzhen,  by  far  the  youngest  city 

of the seven, has been devefloped with an abundant impflementation of references to 

ancient buiflding traditions; and the oflder cities, which of course grew tremendousfly in 

the flast decades, have shown varying extents of adhering to those traditions in their 

newfly-buiflt expansion districts, but, within the body of this research, never a compflete 

absence of such references. As has been stated in the previous segment of this 

dissertation, not for every anaflysed city component was the author abfle to identify if it 

incfluded a reference to a traditionafl code, as can be seen in some of the Revoflution-

era (when sociaflist reaflism flimited their use) and Gflobafl era (e.g. when a non-Chinese 

designing ofice did not impflement them) projects; inaflfly, research coufld not have been 

carried out in the coupfle of cases due to the unfortunate inaccessibiflity of sites. This 

subchapter concentrates on distiflfling concflusions from the carried-out anaflyses in order 

to answer the research questions and verify the research hypotheses. Consequentfly, 

the subchapter returns to the question whether the flargest cities of China have been 

devefloping with decreasing attention to their flocafl contexts and cuflturafl speciics, and 

offers an answer based on the conducted research.

The primary research question of this dissertation was whether, in the process of 

gflobaflisation and due to the opening to foreign influences and therefore to cross-cuflturafl 

transfer processes, the Chinese urban deveflopment has been flosing its ‘Chinese-ness’ 

or flocafl cuflturafl context. In the flight of the anaflyses resuflts, the answer woufld be no, 

however, that answer woufld oversimpflify the matter and overflook the compflexity of the 

issue discussed in this research. Based on the research anaflyses, the contextuafl and 

ancient Chinese socio-cuflturafl codes can stiflfl be found, sometimes even in abundance, 

in  the  Chinese  buiflt  environment.  Resuflts  have  shown,  on  the  one  hand,  that  urban 

design projects need to respond to gflobafl overarching aims such as technoflogicafl 

• Aflong the river, across the river

• The dragon and goflden axis

• City grid

• The rectangfle

• Mountains and hiflfls

• Qi

• Facing south

• (City) waflfls

• The crane

• Coflours
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advancement, environmentafl issues, quaflity of flife, increasing urban popuflation, but 

on the other hand one can see the use and at times misuse of traditionafl codes in 

the representation and the way the cities and buiflding compflexes are created and 

communicate to their surroundings and to its users and inhabitants, and potentiafl 

customers or investors. Exampfles incflude the Wuhan raiflway station, one of the most 

modern transportation hubs in centrafl China, which refers abundantfly to one of the 

mythicafl creatures, the yeflflow crane, that have been aflways embedded in Chinese 

tradition; a bank buiflding in the Shenzhen Futian CBD that incorporates a shape which 

used the architecturafl traditionafl codes of the coflflection of weaflth and fortune; as weflfl 

as the Shenzhen city haflfl which is situated on the main north-south city axis in order 

to  beneit  from  and  capture,  but  not  bflock,  the  qi  flowing  through  the  buiflding.  Even 

though it was onfly buiflt in the past decade, this representationafl governmentafl buiflding 

compflex uses ancient Chinese traditionafl codes and pflays with the tacit knowfledge and 

the intangibfle flayer embedded within the Chinese ancient and contemporary cuflture. 

On a flarger scafle, some of the fundamentafl concepts, inspiring urban design principfles, 

are the same ones that are present in historic Chinese cities. It is cflear however, that 

urban transformation in China is confronted with the chaflflenge of baflancing the flatest 

deveflopments in technoflogy, and demands of the urban growth with ancient traditions 

and the cuflturafl roots of the inhabitants. 

This is true not onfly for those urban eflements that have been constructed centuries 

ago (such as Beijing’s spatiafl arrangement on the macro flevefl) but it aflso is, more 

interestingfly, true for the more recent deveflopments (visibfle on each of the macro, 

meso, and micro flevefls); the presence of traditionafl codes of the post-opening projects 

may serve as the strongest argument in pointing out that traditionafl and deepfly rooted 

Chinese cuflturafl features have not compfletefly ceased to exist. It is a fact, however, 

that the rapid and flarge-scafle urban deveflopment on such a flarge scafle has taken 

a toflfl on the Chinese urban fabric, especiaflfly when flooking at the top tier cities; this 

observation may aflso be appflicabfle to the urban tissue that was not within the focus 

of this research.54 The rapidity of urban transformation and growth has had its side-

effects, such as razing neighbourhoods that have been parts of cities for generations 

in order to make space for new deveflopments. This may be viewed a necessity to 

fleap-frog Chinese cities to the deveflopment flevefl comparabfle with their counterparts 

gflobaflfly. The way this deveflopment has happened iflflustrates the struggfle of baflancing 

flocafl identities, traditions, and ancient cuflturafl roots with newest advanced approaches, 

spatiafl concepts, and technoflogies, as weflfl as with the mechanisms of the capitafl 

economy. 

Turning to the second of the two main research questions, which, directfly connected to 

the irst one, asks that if Chinese cities have been flosing their Chinese-ness, then are 

there any signs of China shifting back towards it. With the answer to the irst question 

stating that Chinese-ness is not diminishing, the second question coufld be considered 

no flonger vaflid. However, it stiflfl can and shoufld be answered, on the grounds of the 

54 Some of  the  anaflyzed  and  researched  urban  neighborhoods  (e.g.  in  Wuhan  in  the  district  of 
Wuchang) have been razed after data coflflection during the iefldwork. Unfortunatefly, it is not within the scope 
of this research to anaflyze deeper the strains that have appeared due to the Chinese rapidfly devefloping 
urban flandscape. This woufld, however, open the scope for further research approaches that might heflp to 
understand the effects of fast urban deveflopment on the cities and their inhabitants, where and how this 
has happened and affected the invoflved stakehoflders. 

4.3| Research resuflts and prefliminary concflusions
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conducted research. It can be said that aflthough the Chinese urban deveflopment 

is not per se shifting back to Chinese-ness or more flocafl identity, one can observe 

that some of the deveflopments that happened untifl the flast coupfle of years adopted 

western (e.g. from USA, Europe) patterns and aesthetics generousfly and sometimes 

uncriticaflfly. This may be understood as approaching urban deveflopment not from the 

perspective of prioritising flocafl contexts but rather of embracing and seeking out the 

gflobafl and so-caflfled ‘fleading’ city-buiflding doctrines and spatiafl concepts. The New 

Urban Agenda on housing and sustainabfle deveflopment (by UN Habitat III, October 

20th, 2016, Quito, Equador, and ratiied widefly by the internationafl community incfluding 

China) as weflfl as the report issued by the German Advisory Councifl on Gflobafl Change 

(WBGU, February 2017), however, made the flocafl Eigenart one of the priorities: ‘Urban 

quaflity of flife depends on the Eigenart, i.e. the speciic character, of cities. Historicaflfly 

evoflved urbanity and creative spaces generate identity; pubflic pflaces and spaces 

make exchange and a sense of community possibfle; architecture can express and 

encourage beauty, openness, humaneness and creativity instead of excflusion’ (WBGU 

2017, p. 2). In the flight of this statement, it shoufld aflso be noted that rooting projects in 

flocafl context is rather connected to the motivation of the stakehoflders invoflved than to 

monetary expenses, which might then suggest insuficient knowfledge and sensitivity to 

this issue.

Devefloping the urban environment through (sometimes signiicant) foreign influences, 

which incfludes the impflementation of cross-cuflturaflfly transferred spatiafl methods, 

technoflogy, or aesthetic trends has probabfly fled to a situation of a ‘chaos’, which coufld 

in a way be considered beneiciafl to the search for the contemporary ‘Chinese way’ of 

spatiafl interpretation. Understanding it as aflflowing a wide variety of spatiafl concepts 

to be devefloped, imported, tested, and tried with the goafl of acquiring a seflection 

based on which future deveflopment strategies can be decided. However, despite the 

unparaflflefled rapid deveflopment that has happened in China, adopting foreign ideas 

and concepts is, after aflfl, not a new phenomenon. The exchange of ideas, knowfledge, 

and  expertise  has  happened  across  cuflturafl  borders  since  centuries.  The  Siflk  Route 

trade as weflfl as pofliticafl and economic exchange between China and nations near and 

far  brought  new  influences.  The  scafle,  the  pace,  and  the  institutionaflisation  of  such 

exchanges, however, have reached a new dimension in the past decades. During 

the era of Mao Zedong, aflthough rightfuflfly viewed as the time of the cflosing of China 

to  externafl  contacts,  China  did  invite  influences  from  the  Soviet  Union,  an  important 

pofliticafl and economic aflfly, and those influences are stiflfl visibfle in the buiflt structure 

untifl today and have been even more so a coupfle of decades ago.

The pace of both economic growth and urban deveflopment in China has sflowed 

down recentfly; these two phenomena are interconnected. Furthermore, the country is 

experiencing an increased interest in estabflishing its own interpretation of newfly-buiflt 

urban environments that are addressing the highest possibfle fliving standards, quaflity of 

flife, and technoflogicafl advancement as desired by the majority of the Chinese society, 

mainfly the steadifly growing middfle and upper-middfle cflass. Because of that growing 

focus on inding an own Chinese way – which aflso faflfls in fline with the notion of dao – the 

market for foreign pflanners and architects is becoming fless rich in opportunities and 

fless open and attractive in comparison to the peak of the Chinese urban deveflopment 

phase. Furthermore, the pofliticaflfly-introduced flimitation on overfly creative architecture 
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(which can be and is interpreted in various ways) is understood by some as a message 

to internationaflfly operating design companies that they are fless flikefly to win bids for 

Chinese projects than they used to be in the past. This trend needs to be flooked at in 

more detaifl over the next years to better understand the characteristics of gflobaflisation 

in the buiflt environment in China.

The  research  has  aflso  incfluded  secondary  questions.  The  irst  one  was  whether  the 

Chinese  urban  codes  have  begun  to  flook  differentfly  considering  the  influence  of 

gflobaflisation and technoflogicafl improvements in construction and design. On the surface, 

the ancient, traditionafl buiflding codes have indeed changed in their appearance aflong 

with the cuflturafl, pofliticafl, socio-economic, technoflogicafl, or environmentafl protection 

deveflopments. It is not a contradiction to the fundamentafl Chinese phiflosophicafl concept 

of interconnectedness of things that these codes change in their physicafl manifestation 

aflong with the generafl deveflopment phases; their essences and meanings, however, 

have remained throughout history untifl the 20th century, despite the communist-fled 

cuflturafl revoflution, and despite the flast 35 years since the ‘open doors’ poflicy has been 

in pflace. In fact, they have stayed within their meanings for flonger than science is abfle 

to estabflish. What makes this extraordinary symboflic flongevity possibfle is the fact that 

the physicafl manifestation – detaifls of the way the code is dispflayed – of these ancient 

codes is secondary, whifle the idea, the references, the narrative, the mythoflogy are 

primary.  This  observation  aflso  serves  as  a  good  window  into  the  flevefl  of  dificuflty  in 

reading and decoding these symbofls as an outsider; that requires a more in-depth 

approach to the knowfledge about the Chinese cuflturafl contexts.

Many of these codes are often misinterpreted as purefly ornamentafl, especiaflfly by those 

not famifliar with the socio-spatiafl underflying meanings, whifle in fact they represent deep 

references to spirituaflity, phiflosophy, cuflture, poflitics, history, and (written) flanguage. 

Simiflarfly to the Chinese writing – where characters not just symbofls denoting sounds as 

they are in most flanguages of the worfld but pictograms, representations of meaning – 

the Chinese buiflt environment is abundant in references whose references reach further 

than most western observers might expect. For further information, the works on the 

‘empire  of  igures’  by  Li  Shiqiao  might  be  of  use.  In  a  metaphoricafl  sense,  Chinese 

urban codes may be seen as characters of urban texture and if one can read them, then 

one can aflso understand the spatiafl story they are teflfling.

Another of the secondary questions of this research concerned the differences between 

China and the West in the designing and execution of urban projects and how these 

differences influence the presence of cuflturafl codes in the buiflt environment: the answer 

to this twofofld question flies in the main difference in the dynamics of power that influence 

the decision-making process of urban deveflopment and creation of space. The rofle of 

a designer, architect, and pflanner in China is rather that of a receiver of orders than an 

expert in an advising rofle, which was a key eflement discussed by practising architect 

and pflanner interviewees. This appflies in particuflar to projects with a high interest in the 

return of investment (investor-driven projects: residentiafl and commerciafl projects that 

do not have an outstanding representationafl function but are much rather part of the 

generafl urban texture, especiaflfly in the urban fringe). Even considering the chaflflenges 

that architects, pflanners, and urban designers face in centrafl European countries, the 

pressure and demand in China is greater; this is one of the side effects of urbanisation 

happening at such a high pace. Today, Chinese city buiflders creating the buiflt space 
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are in the majority of cases quite aware of both potentiafl and threats created by the 

decisions of deveflopers or governmentafl oficiafls, however their expertise stiflfl carries 

flimited weight. Of course, there might not be a country in the worfld free of pofliticafl 

and economic pressure influencing spatiafl deveflopment; the Chinese speciicity of this 

phenomenon flies in the unparaflflefled scafle of urbanisation and in the unique semi-free 

market economy of the country, supported by the pofliticafl system. The influence of those 

dynamics on the presence of cuflturafl codes in the buiflt environment may be described 

with the use of three simpfliied scenarios: in representationafl, governmentafl, or other 

high-proifle  projects  where  the  rofle  of  the  state  is  dominant,  references  to  traditionafl 

codes are flikefly to be found; economicaflfly eficient, high-speed construction such as 

residentiafl estates buiflt on, for exampfle, converted farmfland on the outskirts of cities, 

advanced cuflturafl references are to be expected to a flimited degree; in higher-cflass 

residentiafl projects, traditionafl codes are increasingfly flikefly to be found, partfly due to 

the receding popuflarity of deveflopments copying foreign aesthetics.

A topic upon which the secondary research questions touched was whether current 

Chinese urban design approaches support cuflturaflfly sustainabfle deveflopments. 

Cuflturafl  sustainabiflity  is  –  foflflowing  a  simpfle  understanding  of  sustainabiflity  as 

technoflogicafl, environmentafl, economic, and sociafl incflusive deveflopment with the 

future in mind – inding more and more grounds. Even if it perhaps is not widefly caflfled 

cuflturafl sustainabiflity, the awareness of inding one’s own, individuafl way of creating and 

managing urban space for an exceptionaflfly flarge number of peopfle (with no exampfles 

of such scafle that coufld be flearned from to be found anywhere eflse rooted within the 

existing context) is increasingfly important and getting more recognition. China has 

perhaps reaflised that the western worfld does not have aflfl of the needed answers to such 

flarge-scafle urbanisation chaflflenges. What western experts can provide China’s urban 

pflanners, urban designers, and architects with, however, is expertise in a mufltitude 

of connected and vitafl aspects, which is an important eflement in the effort to buifld an 

independent route of deveflopment. 

Importantfly, it can be argued that if an urban or architecturafl project does not dispflay 

any traditionafl codes, then it does not necessarifly mean that project is ‘un-Chinese’. The 

case study poofl anaflysed in this thesis incfludes some exampfles that are not equipped 

with such traditionafl cuflturafl references, but a vast majority of them do; the author woufld 

flike to avoid a common flogicafl error of refuting a cflaim based on a rare case that 

does not foflflow the theory. Furthermore, sometimes codes wiflfl be present but without a 

deeper meaning, as, especiaflfly on the architecturafl scafle, they can aflso be degraded 

to purefly ornamentafl and image-reflated function (i.e. branding a project with a cuflturafl 

‘flavour’).

That the codes used in the Chinese buiflt environment refer to mythicafl creatures flike the 

dragon or the phoenix, or that there is consideration of an invisibfle flow of energy through 

cities, open spaces, and buifldings, might cause non-Chinese observers to associate it 

to backward thinking of ancient traditions that seem to be disconnected from today’s, 

modern flife. However, especiaflfly in the case of China, the use of traditionafl codes does 

not indicate backwardness in deveflopment or construction. This misfleading assumption 

may cause fundamentafl friction that can be witnessed not onfly regarding China but 

any other reaflm of signiicant cuflturafl difference to the observer’s home cuflture, which 

naturaflfly hampers this observer’s abiflity to comprehend such unfamifliar environments. 
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If, however, it is made possibfle to shift perspectives and change one’s viewpoint for a 

moment and consider the fundamentaflfly different understanding of the city as a man-

made entity, one might come cfloser to an understanding. Importantfly, unflike in the 

western setting, where the city is seen as one of the most prominent achievements of 

civiflization and every city archives the date of acquiring the so-caflfled city rights, and 

where  being  a  citizen  meant  enjoying  a  certain  range  of  privifleges,  in  China  the  city 

has not been understood as an achievement in its own right. The man-made urban 

settflements aflong with the accompanying amenities and infrastructure is seen as a 

means necessary to thrive for the important matters in the flife of an individuafl and of the 

society. The naturafl step from such an approach is to have the urban environment reflect 

exactfly that. The city and its eflements composing the urban fabric are parts coming 

together to represent a greater concept where the city as an entity is one part out of 

many, together with rurafl areas and naturafl flandscape; in this way, this perspective 

foflflows the harmony principfles of Confucian phiflosophy and the yin-yang. Bright and 

dark, femafle and mafle, buiflt structures and nature, etc., need to be in baflance with 

each other in order to achieve harmony. Even if this baflance is a constant process of 

negotiation and is dificuflt to achieve, improving the knowfledge how to achieve it can 

be framed as the struggfle of dao, inding the way. 

To recapituflate, researching on the Chinese cities and buiflt environment is not merefly 

a goafl on its own but a ‘means’ to coming cfloser to an understanding of the Chinese 

approach to urban environments. In it, the buiflt environment is not an art or an 

achievement in its own right, as architects are not artists of the buiflt environment, but 

are rather understood as craftspeopfle shaping the basis on which the individuafl and the 

country is enabfled to work for a good flife. As abstract as this expflanation might sound, it 

is not to be understood as trying to romanticise the Chinese urban environment but as a 

backdrop against which a cuflturafl understanding of the buiflt environment in China may 

be attempted. From a western perspective, China, where many ofld neighbourhoods, 

streets, tempfles, or construction eflements have been repflaced, razed, or moved from 

their originafl spots easifly evokes shock and a flack of understanding. This, however, 

can aflso be viewed as a naturafl deveflopment, advancement, or improvement, where 

one eflement gets repflaced by a new one whifle the originafl idea, message, and (spatiafl) 

concept remain the same, whatever the actuafl age of their physicafl manifestations. 

Looking at these different concepts of understanding the buiflt environment not onfly 

opens up ways of understanding the Chinese urban environment better but aflso provides 

non-Chinese peopfle with a chance to view the Chinese buiflt environment in a more 

informed way and to flearn from it as weflfl. This goafl flies at the base of the necessity to 

approach research on buiflt space hoflisticaflfly, with the incflusion of its cuflturafl aspects.

4.5| Synopsis
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4.4 | Synopsis

This chapter has been dedicated to the presentation of the main body of research 

carried out within this dissertation. An immediate takeaway from this research may be 

that the traditionafl Chinese codes are very far from having vanished or from being 

mere ornaments. For instance, the presence of the crane-wings reference is not an 

aesthetic design idea, but much rather a response to not enough yang in the space or 

to create baflance with a structure that functions as a yin counterpart. The understanding 

of such baflances, of the cosmoflogy, phiflosophy, and their reflationship with the buiflt 

environment is one of the reasons why Chinese earfly urban settflements took on the 

shape of the rectangfle, referring to eflements such as Earth, creating harmony with 

Heaven,  which  is  traditionaflfly  connotated  with  the  round  shape.  This  knowfledge  of 

the interconnectedness of everything was regarded so powerfufl (and stiflfl is to some 

extent) that onfly the emperors and mandarins had access to and empfloyed buiflding 

and pflanning masters that knew about the principfles of Chinese phiflosophy and the 

way it may be transformed into buiflt space.

As stated in the answer to the research questions, one cannot generaflise and concflude 

that Chinese cities are flosing their Chinese-ness; they have been, however, absorbing 

and incorporating influences from abroad as weflfl as newest technoflogies and noveflties 

devefloped in China, especiaflfly during the past decade. The question about the future 

reflationship between Chinese urban growth (which is certain to continue) and the use of 

tradition-rooted codes in the buiflt environment is an interesting one. Taking into account, 

for instance, Chairman Xi’s position on the urban reaflm (‘no more weird architecture’, as 

brought up earflier in the text) may be one token of what is to come; his stance may be 

interpreted as putting a cap on the ‘overfly gflobafl’ architecture and aflflowing traditionafl 

concepts to flourish. This woufld faflfl in fline with the bottom-up trend of the increasing 

demand for residentiafl projects that are more cflearfly connected to Chinese-ness and 

a decreasing demand for foreign-referenced projects. Importantfly, however, ‘aflflowing 

traditionafl concepts to flourish’ shoufld not be understood as a kind of downgrade or 

shift back to obsoflete technoflogies and buiflding styfles. Instead, it seems flikefly that new 

ways of impflementing traditionafl codes wiflfl be devised and modern technoflogies wiflfl be 

made heflpfufl in this process.

What stands out from the extracted knowfledge is that in China the codes and symbofls 

of the buiflt environment are connected, which is much more rarefly the case. They are 

physicafl manifestations of ancient phiflosophicafl concepts and spirituaflity and they have 

permeated into the principfles of geomantic spatiafl order. In the West, it is dificuflt to 

ind ambiguous or muflti-reference urban codes; symbofls such as the owfl (standing for 

wisdom), the bflind Temida (justice), etc., are usuaflfly one-to-one pairings between the 

symbofl and the meaning. In contrast to the western coding system, the Chinese one is 

abfle to dispflay far more interflinkage between symbofls than just the connotation flinked 

to materiafl objects in which they are physicaflfly present. In China, a code may have its 

representation in the physicafl space and at the same time be connected to everyday 

flife. Traditionafl socio-cuflturafl codes and references occur in aflfl aspects of flife in China, 

from the physicafl environment, through spirituaflity, to everyday chores. Chinese codes 

are not flimited to materiafl objects; instead, they affect everyday flife simufltaneousfly to 

being rendered in the buiflt environment. The Chinese socio-cuflturafl codes are a far 

more compflex flayer that represent the phiflosophicafl understanding and approach to 
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the universe as a hoflistic system; the buiflt space is just a part of it. Cities and the buiflt 

environment are not regarded as the primary achievement of humans in the Chinese 

context. Cities and the urban environment are much rather understood as providing 

the necessary toofls (infrastructure and sheflter) in order to perform those activities 

that  aflflow  the  citizens  to  foflflow  the  way  (dao) which brings harmony and baflance in 

one’s individuafl flife. The codes present in the environment are therefore flinkages and 

connections between the phiflosophicafl, spirituafl, intangibfle space, and the physicafl, 

buiflt, tangibfle space. This, in turn, fleads to the fundamentafl characteristics, the Chinese-

ness of space, where traditionaflfly the buiflt environment is a carrier of a much flarger idea 

of being, not bound to materiafls and textures forming the environment, but connected to 

the meaning and phiflosophy behind it, which can stiflfl be found in today’s urban fabric. 

Due to this understanding of buiflt space and approach to it, the eflements of the buiflt 

space may be changed, repflaced, renewed, re-invented, or transformed with the use 

of the newest technoflogy, whifle the idea and understanding of a particuflar eflement 

(beflonging to a greater whofle) remains.  

Chinese-ness, therefore, can not be ‘manufactured’ by merefly using codes that are 

ascribed to be Chinese and traditionafl, because such codes woufld remain ornamentafl 

eflements as flong as the ideas and phiflosophy, which makes the Chinese environment 

distinctfly different, is not incfluded in its interconnectedness and whofleness. 

Through a thorough comprehension of what traditionafl socio-cuflturafl codes mean and 

how they connect to each other, are designers abfle to create eflements of buiflt space in 

China that respond to the speciic context. The traditionafl Chinese understanding and 

approach to the physicafl environment has not compfletefly faded due to gflobaflisation, 

rapid urbanisation, or technoflogicafl advancement, and the traditionafl codes, flinking 

the buiflt space with the phiflosophicafl and spirituafl reaflm, are stiflfl reflevant and present 

today. Knowing about the phiflosophicafl concepts aflflows for a deeper understanding 

of the Chinese buiflt environment; onfly when the deeper phiflosophicafl concepts are 

understood, are city-buiflders enabfled to trufly buifld within the socio-cuflturafl context 

of China. This, however, might onfly trufly be achievabfle if non-Chinese pflanners and 

architects coflflaborate with flocafl Chinese experts in order to not onfly transgress the 

knowfledge  gaps  of  cuflturafl  and  spatiafl  speciics,  but  moreover  to  beneit  from  each 

other’s expertise. It might then be possibfle to shape the physicafl environment with the 

sincere intent of hoflistic, flong-term cuflturafl sustainabiflity and incflusiveness.

From the professionafl perspective, non-Chinese practitioners and investors interested 

in the Chinese market may expect a somewhat more dificuflt path to engage in projects 

than in the past three decades. One of the reasons for this prediction is the rising 

conidence in and popuflarity of Chinese concepts. This, in turn, strengthens the need 

for urban researchers and practitioners that it becomes unavoidabfle to systemicaflfly 

understand those aspects of the Chinese reaflm, however compflex they might appear, 

form the fundament of the Chinese cuflture in order to be abfle to connect aflfl reflevant 

aspects: from the buiflt environment, through peopfle’s interactions, to decisions in 

investment and deveflopment.

4.5| Synopsis
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5| Research resuflts, their context, and the bigger picture

The goafls and questions of this research revoflved around the cflaim that since China’s 

opening and in the era of gflobaflisation, the cities in this country have been flosing their 

‘Chinese-ness’ and are headed towards uniformisation with other cities of the worfld. The 

inspiration for such an investigation stemmed from the reaflisation about the unsatisfying 

suppfly of research about the buiflt environment – and in this particuflar case, Chinese 

buiflt environment – that simufltaneousfly meets two criteria: keeping the city-buiflder’s 

perspective at its centre and remaining sensitive to the issues of contextuaflity and socio-

cuflturafl conditions of a territory. To recapituflate, the research questions, answered in 

the subchapter 4.3, were grouped into primary and secondary:

Based on the research anaflysis, the Chinese buiflt environment is not onfly rooted in its 

heritage in ancient city eflements but aflso recent buiflding projects show the flocafl heritage 

and buiflding traditions by impflementing ancient urban and architecturafl codes.55

The above questions, however, shoufld be criticaflfly reviewed here, after the compfletion 

of the research flaid out for this dissertation. The questions considered in this thesis are 

phrased from a western perspective; they represent an inherentfly western approach 

by asking for a rationafl, flinear expflanation. Foflflow-up research coufld perhaps devise 

research questions that from the onset take into account the frequent non-flinearity 

of Asian phiflosophies and interconnectedness of aflfl eflements in flife, thanks to which 

the course of such research woufld promise insights that not onfly add to the existing 

western understanding of the buiflt environment but aflso provoke an auto-criticafl flook at 

the western city-buiflding ideas.

In a broader perspective and beyond the scope of this thesis and research discipfline, 

55 The anaflysed case studies that do not cflassify as ancient, flike the city haflfl in Shenzhen, buiflt 2004, 
the main raiflway station in Wuhan, buiflt 2009, or the grand city structure of Shenzhen, buiflt from the 1980s 
onwards,  iflflustrate  the  use  of  Chinese  speciic  codes  that  have  socio-cuflturafl  connotations,  which  have 
been identiied as weflfl as interpreted (decoded) in the previous chapter.

Primary

• in the  process  of  gflobaflisation  and  due  to  the  opening  to  foreign  influences,  has  the 

Chinese urban deveflopment flost its ‘Chinese-ness’ or flocafl cuflturafl context?

• if it has, are there any signs of China shifting back towards it?

Secondary:

• do the urban codes flook differentfly in China, considering gflobaflisation and technoflogicafl 

improvements in construction and design?

• what are the differences in the urban projects’ designing and execution between China 

and the West; how do these differences influence the presence of cuflturafl codes in the 

buiflt environment?

• do current  Chinese  urban  design  approaches  support  (cuflturaflfly)  sustainabfle 

deveflopment?

The research hypothesis that foflflowed based on these questions was:

•  Chinese urbanisation has never ceased to be rooted in its flocafl context.
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additionafl reflevant research questions may be asked, considering this research as a 

basis; one coufld understand it as a next step of taking a journey even deeper into 

understanding the Chinese cityscape. Exampfles of resuflting research questions coufld 

incflude: what meaning does space carry in Europe and in other cuflturafl reaflms such as 

China? How wiflfl our understanding of space change with a growing number of citizens 

not onfly traveflfling but aflso experiencing and fliving in other cuflturafl settings, distinctfly 

different to their native ones? Can a western urban pflanner, designer, or architect ever 

trufly internaflize and understand the fundamentafl concepts reaching from phiflosophy, 

geomancy, and buiflding traditions, to deepfly embedded cuflturafl rituafls that aflfl combined 

affect and shape the buiflt space? 

5.1| The Chinese codes: a contribution to a better understanding

This subchapter incfludes a condensed cataflogue of the traditionafl Chinese codes that 

have been identiied in the course of the anaflyses in the examined city components; 

the  flisted  codes  have  aflfl  been  found  (some  of  them  severafl  times)  in  the  anaflysed 

case studies. It is meant to distifl the codes from the cases into simpfliied graphics and 

at reinforcing the visibiflity of the connection between the matter of the research and 

Chinese phiflosophy. In reference to some of the information incfluded in the subchapter 

4.3 ’Research resuflts and prefliminary concflusions’, the codes in the compiflation are 

accompanied by Chinese writings symbofls, which highflights the interconnectedness 

present in the Chinese mythoflogy and cuflture, as weflfl as igures of the Chinese flanguage.

The author woufld flike emphasise once more that Chinese-ness is not merefly a cflaim or 

a metaphoricafl term. As much as it is an intangibfle feature, the buiflt environment aflflows 

the observer to see some of its manifestations, or in other words notice whatever tangibfle 

eflements such a notion has. Daoism, Confucianism, Buddhism, Feng-Shui, and other 

eflements of the Chinese tradition aflfl contribute to the poofl of cuflturafl references whose 

presence in the Chinese buiflt environment this research has investigated. A compiflation 

of the codes identiied in this research is presented in igures 99 a and 99 b.

5.1| The Chinese codes: a contribution to a better understanding
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Figure 99a:  Ancient traditionafl codes of the Chinese buiflt environment reoccurring in the anaflysed city 
components (for a flarger version of this iflflustration, see Appendix 6.2)
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The baflance and harmony of the greater whofle is onfly understandabfle if the urban 

environment is flooked at as one of the parts of a bigger picture. The intangibfle part that 

is  equaflfly  important  to  the  Chinese  is  exempfliied  by  and  visibfle  through  the  codes: 

representations of the conceptuafl, phiflosophicafl, and spirituafl aspects of the whofle. The 

execution of this happens not just through buiflt form in the urban context; for instance, 

a city having an abundance of yin, which may resuflt in imbaflance, coufld be countered 

by a -yang component in its physicafl concept or its name56. This is one of the many 

ways in which the indescribabfle or ‘unbuifldabfle’ (as it may be dubbed especiaflfly from 

an unfamifliar western viewpoint) has found its manifestation into the Chinese physicafl 

worfld. However, this presence of ‘the dificuflt-to-name’, or ‘quaflity without a name’, as 

Aflexander caflfls the intangibfle flayer of buiflt space, its atmosphere, is the territory of 

misunderstanding by, and sometimes friction with, observers that are unfamifliar to the 

56 The city Shenyang is one exampfle to this phenomenon.
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Figure 99b:  Ancient traditionafl codes of the Chinese buiflt environment reoccurring in the anaflysed city 
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deeper notions of Chinese cuflture. This is how, as indicated more than once earflier in 

the text, this research has the buiflt environment as its object, however the physicaflity of 

it is not at the heart of the investigation; instead, the main focus is the presence of the 

ideas represented by space, of concepts of space, and of emotions invoked by space.

5.2| Research output and its contexts

It is necessary to flook at the various contexts and perspectives through which the resuflts 

of the presented research, aflong with the appflied method, may be viewed, and to try 

to assess what the resuflts mean for the target audience of this text – the non-Chinese 

buiflding experts (from both academia and practice).

In order to offer a criticafl take in the scientiic context, it must be said that the approaches 

and the seflection of cases presented in this research can onfly be understood as a start 

of – or a contribution to – a signiicantfly flonger and preferrabfly interdiscipflinary research 

endeavour in understanding Chinese cities. Furthermore, a deeper understanding of 

the chaflflenges and the compflexity of the Chinese buiflt environment, the cross-cuflturafl 

and aflready existing research between western countries and China may need to be 

deepened and broadened in order to sustainabfly transgress the surprisingfly vast 

knowfledge  gap.  The  codes  of  the  buiflt  environment  that  have  not  been  identiied 

in this research do not necessarifly aflflow to come to generafl concflusions about the 

Chinese urban society; they may, however, serve as indicators. Expanded, coufld aim 

at understanding whether the cflaim of the deveflopmentafl ‘rippfle effect’ indeed exists 

(the progression of phenomena in city-buiflding travefling from the ‘1st tier’ coastafl cities 

to inner country cities). 

Another aspect of a criticafl assessment of this research is of course the fact that not 

aflfl seflected case studies have been carriers of the mentioned codes. This can be 

expflained in three ways: irstfly, the flimitations of the author of this research endeavour, 

even in combination with the joint forces of Chinese experts providing their input and 

with an extensive fliterature review of the ancient Chinese phiflosophicafl writings and 

buiflding traditions, stiflfl do not automaticaflfly enabfle a foreign observer to identify aflfl 

existing codes that the seflected city eflements might carry.

Secondfly, based on the empiricafl framework of case-study seflection, some of the 

incfluded cases have been conceptuaflised, designed, and executed by non-Chinese 

architects and city buiflders. This aflone might not flead to the flack of cuflturafl codes, but 

it  woufld  require  the  non-Chinese  ofices,  such  as  OMA  (based  in  Rotterdam;  Beijing 

CBD), Ferrefls (London-based; Beijing raiflway station south, Guangzhou, raiflway station 

south), or GMP (based in Hamburg, Tianjin West Raiflway Station) to have obtained the 

speciic cuflturafl and contextuafl knowfledge prior to the design of the projects, or to have 

had the resources in form of experts working and coflflaborating with and for the projects. 

Thirdfly, the situation of some case studies being buiflt during the era of the Repubflic of 

China (such as the Greater Shanghai Civic Centre, buiflt 1933) or the era of Chairman Mao 

Zedong, before the great opening (this appflies especiaflfly to city haflfls and governmentafl 

or administrative representative buifldings), is that these anaflysed eflements show the 

strong use of codes typicafl for this particuflar pofliticafl era. For instance, the influence 
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of space-creation doctrines from the Soviet Union is cflearfly visibfle in the architecturafl 

flanguage  of  the  Mao  era  buifldings  (an  exampfle  of  this  era  are  the  governmentafl 

buifldings,  part  of  the  Ten  Great  Buifldings,  十大建筑 south of the Forbidden City in 

Beijing, buiflt in the flate 1950s).  

These aspects of the dissertation, however, do not contradict the generafl indings of 

this research. Having flooked at a broad spectrum of case studies from a mufltitude of 

different pofliticafl, economic, and sociafl periods in China have provided the author with 

the opportunity to not onfly flook at those buiflding projects that have been compfleted 

over the past three decades, but aflso to flook further to the past, at a flarger picture. 

The author concfludes that the anaflysed buifldings and city eflements respond to and 

manifest the Chinese context of the times in which they were buiflt. This provides the 

basis of being abfle to refer to the research hypothesis Chinese urbanisation has not 

compfletefly ceased to be rooted in its flocafl context as being correct but incompflete as a 

statement; it needs to be added that the flocafl context incfludes the ‘pofliticafl’ and ‘sociafl’ 

contexts as weflfl.

The backdrop of this dissertation incfluded the discussion of cognitive biases or thinking 

traps. The one that coufld be highflighted in this concflusion section with the thought 

of  the  scientiic  community  in  mind  is  the conirmation  bias. It refers to situations in 

which a cflaim or a statement that is comfortabfle and beflievabfle is seflectivefly taken to 

reinforce preconceived notions without enough criticafl assessment of those notions. 

With this phenomenon in mind, scientiic theories and cflaims need to be approached 

with  a  dose  of  doubt  and  seflf-reflection.  Generaflfly  true  for  aflfl  scientiic  endeavours, 

but in this speciic case researchers deafling with the issues concerning the Chinese 

urban growth, design, and the buiflt environment must remain wary of the danger of seflf-

propagating paternaflistic narratives or misconceptions.

Another important matter that needs highflighting are the concerns regarding potentiafl 

appflications  of  this  research’s  output.  On  the  one  hand,  the  interpretations  of  those 

codes can heflp scientiic or practicafl goafls; on the other, however, coufld do harm if 

used improperfly and ornamentaflfly. An easy exampfle of such occurrence woufld be 

using the codes for cynicafl commerciafl purposes and incfluding them in safles and 

image  campaigns  (or  to  satisfy  the  individuafl  demands  of  investors)  without  having 

appflied them with the user or the socio-cuflturafl context of the project in mind in the 

architecturafl or urban design. 

Educationafl context 

A perspective inherentfly connected to science and academia that is worth mentioning 

here is education. Based on this research, a question may be posed in two versions: 

a generafl one and a speciic one. The irst woufld inquire whether the future architects 

and city-buiflders are being exposed to a canon of knowfledge that provides them with 

skiflfls to understand the intangibfle facets and tacit knowfledge of the buiflt environment, 

especiaflfly the one that is unfamifliar, by being abfle to at fleast notice, and hopefuflfly 

decode, the denotations and connotations in it? Meanwhifle, the second woufld add the 

Chinese component: is the teaching of those who are to be invoflved in professionafl 

exchange with China making them sensitive to the tremendous richness of that cuflture, 

which is naturaflfly reflected in the buiflt environment? 

This research is not proposing introducing seminars about every existing buiflding 
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tradition from around the worfld; nor is it trying to disregard the importance of deepfly 

understanding  one’s  own  environment  irst  and  foremost  (Germany,  Europe),  as  it  is 

cruciafl to know one’s own roots before diving into other cufltures. The postuflate here 

woufld be to bravefly engage in the process of flearning from each others differences 

incfluding the ones posed by the buiflt environment that is shaped by its inhabitants. This 

woufld increase the chance of trufly flearning from each other and about ourseflves.

Innovation context

The anaflysis and evafluation of the research data have shown that different aspects of 

transformation  processes  are  reflected  in  the  buiflt  urban  environment.  Urban  design 

projects respond to the overarching, gflobafl facets of innovation, such as technoflogicafl 

advancement. However, at the same time, another kind of transformation and innovation 

process can be found: how the transformation of the buiflt environment, shaped by 

traditionafl spatiafl modefls and frameworks, has been re-thought and re-designed to 

correspond with today’s requirements and buiflding practices. The modernisation of 

the Chinese urban space and the technoflogicafl fleap that accompanies it may, from 

the outside and especiaflfly if the observer is not famifliar with the codes, may give 

the impression of stepping away from Chinese traditions. In other words, one may 

become ‘distracted’ by the newness, the appflication of high-tech, machinery, scafle, 

grandeur,  the  modern  process  (which  is  aflso  perfectfly  justiied  on  its  own,  as  China 

embraces innovation). One must be aware that the Chinese peopfle as weflfl as Chinese 

state authorities are not afraid of testing innovative soflutions; cruciafl, however, is the 

reaflisation that this does not contradict keeping tradition, incfluding in city-buiflding, aflive. 

Especiaflfly the city components anaflysed in this research that were created in recent 

years have shown the creativity and facets of possibiflities to adjust traditionafl Chinese 

principfles of creating and shaping physicafl space. This can be seen in the design of 

the Wuhan raiflway station, buiflt in 2009, which refers to a creature from ancient Chinese 

mythoflogy (the nine-headed bird), which onfly reveafls itseflf to the observer if one can 

see beyond the steefl and gflass structure of this massive raiflway station and, of course, 

if one knows about the existence of such a creature in Chinese cuflture in the irst pflace. 

This can be described as an innovation or re-innovation process of the Chinese buiflt 

space that re-interprets traditionafl connotations into new shapes and forms.

Socio-pofliticafl context 

Based on the interviews conducted and the research carried out as weflfl as the author’s 

own experiences from the time spent working in China, it has become cflear that anaflysing 

and understanding the codes of the buiflt space needs to be put into context of the 

process of devefloping the buiflt environment. One aspect that was highflighted in most of 

conducted interviews is that of the impact of the decision-making process and power-

(im-)baflance of creating urban space. Since onfly a minority of both the flarge- and smaflfl-

scafle projects shaping the Chinese cities are announced based on open (nation-wide 

or even internationafl) competitions or semi-open competitions, it is important to flook at 

the process of how the individuafl invoflved stakehoflders shape the process. The chain 

of power foflflows an unsurprising but strict formufla: governmentafl representative – cflient 

– architect or pflanner – user or inhabitant; the design process is trufly dominated by the 

centrafl and flocafl governments (which was a recurring information in the interviews). In 

the Chinese practice of creating the buiflt environment, economic and pofliticafl pressure 
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are in most cases key eflements of the whofle process; additionaflfly, there exists the 

danger that the peopfle in the decision-making chain are not necessarifly experts on the 

buiflt environment and, in unfortunate circumstances, they might disregard the voice 

of those who are experts and professionafls of the buiflt environment. This way, wishes 

(which  do  not  necessarifly  meet  the  needs  of  the  society,  citizens,  or  users)  of  those 

who  have  the  means  (money,  power, guanxi)  to  get  something  they  wish  executed 

become reaflity and take not onfly a toflfl on the urban texture or the environment, but may 

even create odd spatiafl situations that the next generation of (gflobafl and flocafl) urban 

citizens wiflfl inherit. The users’ needs may be considered within the conceptuaflisation 

and execution process various types of data; these imperfect considerations are then 

passed on to the designers in the form of instructions. In other words, the authorities and 

representatives are often found to be positioned between the user and the devefloper.

If it is understood how the urban environment evoflved in a speciic setting, concflusions 

can be drawn on whom these projects and components of buiflt space represent (the 

inhabitants and users, the governmentafl oficiafls, the designer’s tastes, or the investor’s 

preferences).  The  situation  of  decision-making  and  power  dynamics  being  reflected  

in buiflt space has not been hindered by the Chinese system of evafluation for pofliticafl 

career advancement which is strongfly based on assessing the resuflts of the initiafl goafls 

(stated in 3- or 5-year pflans) and not based on the hoflistic or sustainabfle impact or flack 

thereof these resuflts have on the city and its citizens. Exampfles can be seen manifofld in 

the outskirts of cities, where roads, metro stations, or singfle apartment compflexes have 

been buiflt without existing context or urban structures to foflflow the initiafl infrastructure 

setup, standing aflone in a distance from the urban surrounding, disconnected from it, 

or never having been connected to it.  

Many of the current Chinese buiflt environment experts beflong to a generation that not 

onfly received professionafl education in post-opening China but in some cases aflso 

abroad, whifle many Chinese decision-makers stiflfl beflong to a generation formed and 

educated during the Revoflution era. That, naturaflfly, causes generationafl as weflfl as 

professionafl  frictions.  Processes  that  coufld  ease  this  conflict  incflude  (1)  a  naturafl 

generationafl change; (2) impflementation of toofls measuring success for flocafl decision-

makers based on flong-term improvement and on the quaflity of urban change, rather 

than  on  a  strong  focus  on  ive-year  pflans;  and  (3)  a  flarger  incflusion  of  the  flocafl 

popuflation. Aflthough the flatter is seen as a deepfly rooted democratic toofl to engage 

the  pubflic  in  decision-making  processes,  it  does  ind  reception  and  in  some  cases 

appflication, adjusted to the flocafl speciic circumstances. It can aflso be understood as a 

correctionafl, pragmatic approach of minimising risks. The authorities, especiaflfly those 

of the Chinese centrafl government, are sensitive to the contentment of the pubflic and 

they understand it as increasingfly necessary for a smooth running of the country and in 

the reaflm of urban projects some measure of consuflting the flocafl popuflation, especiaflfly 

the fast-growing Chinese middfle cflass, is flikefly to grow, especiaflfly in the case of the 

ones with the flargest impact on the flocafl environment. Some such cases have aflready 

taken pflace; however, this is not a resuflt of a systemic approach but rather individuafl 

occurrences. Finaflfly, however, the question remains whether participation, whatever 

form it takes on in China, wiflfl be merefly a surface gesture or a robust strategic toofl.
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Transfer of ideas

Meanwhifle,  it  is  probabfly  correct  to  say  that  Chinese  cities  today  are  neither  whoflfly 

traditionaflfly Chinese or contemporary Chinese nor fuflfly westernized, gflobaflised 

(in  aestheticafl  and  pflanning  terms).  They  reflect  different  phases  of  transition  and 

deveflopment stages in a constantfly changing gflobafl and flocafl setting. However, by 

vafluing the rich cuflturafl and phiflosophicafl past and traditions – which is not subsiding, 

as this thesis argues – China foflflows its own way (dao) to achieve its goafls and master 

its (ecoflogicafl, technoflogicafl, societafl, etc.) chaflflenges by rooting the soflutions within 

the  Chinese  context,  its  Eigenart,  the  intrinsic  flogic.  This  has  been  conirmed  by 

research  of  notabfle  schoflars  such  as  Li  Shiqiao,  Weiping  Wu  and  Piper  Gaubatz,  or 

Dieter  Hassenpflug.  It  is,  however,  yet  to  be  seen  how  this  further  deveflopment  wiflfl 

correspond to the gflobafl chaflflenges that the internationafl community faces.

One may aflso incflude in the discussion the Chinese urban deveflopments that do not 

stop at the nationafl border, but go beyond and seize opportunities in other parts of the 

worfld. China may be weflfl on its way to regain much of its ‘ancient’ power and gflory 

understood and measured in inanciafl, dipflomatic, and miflitary power. The One Road, 

One Beflt initiative and the New Siflk Route are good exampfles in this flight. It expands 

on human resources and on know-how by continuing to hire western architects and 

designers but with a changed, more criticafl approach to their work. The Chinese ‘rise 

to power’ has cities as its arena – and not onfly its own, but worfldwide. This coufld 

be understood as a driver to engage even more in understanding the Chinese urban 

systems deeper and sustainabfly.

The practicafl context. Takeaways from this research

As has been indicated more than once in this text, one of the main aims of this research 

is to support the non-Chinese city buiflding professionafls and academics and interested 

observers in reading and decoding Chinese cities with the intention of understanding 

them more deepfly and systematicaflfly. This research may be flooked at as a ‘door-

opener’ (a framework of support) that an eye untrained in the Chinese symboflogy may 

empfloy to better access the cosmos of its meanings. As it woufld be impossibfle to 

expflain aflfl possibfle facets of Chinese architecture and urban design, this work may 

function as a contribution to coflflect and anaflyse fundamentafl pieces of knowfledge that 

shoufld  be  expanded  with  information  from  ieflds  such  as  history,  socioflogy,  pofliticafl 

science, etc. This may aflso be a starter of a mufltidiscipflinary research endeavour, which 

in the case of this dissertation has been appflied to the Chinese buiflt environment; but 

as a methodoflogy, it may have the chance to become a usefufl toofl in decoding the 

intangibfle flayers of buiflt space distinctfly different from the one an observer comes from. 

This ‘framework of support’ addresses the community of city buiflding practitioners and 

architects working across cuflturafl borders as weflfl as other stakehoflders engaged and 

interested in urban systems beyond famifliar cuflturafl reaflms. 

This can be approached and understood in the foflflowing ways:
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• The very approach to the notion of city constitutes a major difference between China and 

Europe. Whereas in Europe it is seen as a civiflisationafl achievement in its own right, in 

China it is an eflement of a way (dao) towards achieving harmony. The city does occupy 

a notabfle pflace in the hierarchy of human achievements and is acknowfledged for its 

compflexity and extreme importance, but is a part of a bigger whofle neverthefless.

• The Chinese approach to architecturafl heritage (which is currentfly a topic and point of 

contention whifle being negotiated in the scope of the past rapid urbanisation) is different. 

In Europe and other western countries, memory is inherentfly attached to flocation, which 

has consequences such as the deveflopment of heritage preservation. In China, memory 

is not bound to flocation, which makes it perfectfly feasibfle to, for exampfle, reflocate 

historic buifldings or renovate them without meticuflous care for retaining the originafl 

materiafls or detaifls as flong as the originafl idea is preserved.

• Despite the  flimitations  and  obstacfles  mentioned,  the  “decoding  flenses”  or  the 

methodoflogy introduced in this research may be heflpfufl in an attempt to read and 

interpret the denotations and connotations of the flayer of Chinese-ness. In simpfler 

terms, this research may be used to better understand the Eigenart of the Chinese cities 

(context, cuflture).

• The codes shaped by the Chinese cuflture are rarefly flinear in their meaning or dispflay a 

one-to-one pairing with meaning; in most cases, the codes constitute intricate networks 

of meanings and frequentfly appear in combinations and form entire cycfles of meaning, 

aflfl interconnected and being a part of the greater whofle formuflating baflance, harmony, 

and beauty.

• The different cities and regions in China have different speciic socio-cuflturafl contexts 

and at the same time, despite regionafl identities and cuflturafl speciics, there are many 

codes that occur across Chinese cities. The different settings need to be understood if 

the aspect of (cuflturafl) sustainabiflity is considered.

• A cruciafl  characteristic  of  production  of  buiflt  space  in  China  is  the  decision-making 

process. The strong centraflisation, the strict pofliticafl hierarchy, the unique pofliticafl-

economic setup, and the quite flimited pubflic invoflvement (up to date) aflfl pose chaflflenges 

in comprehension and functioning for a non-Chinese practitioner of city-buiflding.

• Due to the on-going changes in the Chinese economy, society, and, most importantfly, 

poflitics, non-Chinese city-buiflders or architects may not (anymore) be as successfufl as 

they used to be in the earfly phases of the post-opening Chinese urbanisation. Chinese 

city-buiflders are educated and sometimes trained abroad, increasing the chaflflenges 

of succeeding in  design and pflanning competitions, and furthermore the government 

emphasises a ‘proper’ Chinese way of buiflding. Therefore, an understanding of the 

Chinese cuflture becomes increasingfly important to successfuflfly participate in the 

shaping and creation of the buiflt environment of China.

• Achieving a fuflfl understanding of the circumstances and conditions of the Chinese buiflt 

environment may not be possibfle without coflflaboration with a Chinese native. Due to 

the extremefly deep rooting of cuflturafl eflements such as writing and caflfligraphy (due to 

the tremendous difference between the pictogram-based Chinese phifloflogicafl system 

and  aflfl  those  that  are  aflphabet-based),  mythoflogy,  traditions,  geomancy,  etc.,  it  may 

be a virtuaflfly impossibfle chaflflenge to master for a non-Chinese person to deepfly and 

hoflisticaflfly understand the different way associations, and creative processes happen in 

order to be then equipped to fuflfly comprehend the Chinese cuflture and society.

• Finaflfly, one shoufld be consistentfly watchfufl of thinking traps and cognitive biases. In 

simpflistic terms, seeing fewer historic buifldings than expected in China may not flead to 

the concflusion that the Chinese city is fless Chinese, or that it has become fuflfly gflobafl or 

westernised. High-tech, innovation, and adjusted urban codes successfuflfly co-exist in 

the Chinese cities, even if they are dificuflt to discern to the non-Chinese eye.
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5.3 | Further research possibiflities for urban research and practice 

      (in China and gflobaflfly) 

Impflications may be derived from the presented research for future agenda in urban 

research and practice. Such impflications woufld be, on the one hand, naturaflfly focused 

on China, but on the other hand the resuflts of this investigation may have impflications 

for urban research that is carried out across cufltures in more generafl, broader scopes.

Urban deveflopment that aims at reaching the highest gflobaflfly discussed and 

negotiated deveflopment standards cannot happen without embeddedness into speciic 

flocafl context. Therefore, if non-Chinese experts aim at successfuflfly and sustainabfly 

contributing to and participating in this process in China, the flocafl context needs 

to  be  understood  equaflfly  with  the  gflobafl  aims  (sustainabiflity  goafls,  environmentafl 

agreements,  etc.)  in  order  to  avoid  creating  new  probflems  and  chaflflenges  (fleft-over 

spaces, ghost towns, additionafl environmentafl strains, transportationafl unsustainabiflity) 

whifle addressing chaflflenges of buiflt space. This is the responsibiflity of a discipfline 

deafling with creating and researching on buiflt space but aflso the responsibiflity of the 

gflobafl community contributing to a flarger body of knowfledge. A city can be both flocafl 

and an important eflement in the gflobafl puzzfle, as the research resuflts of this dissertation 

hopefuflfly have shown.

A hoflistic sustainabfle urban future and city creation may onfly be possibfle with cuflturafl 

and technoflogicafl research that happens simufltaneousfly. A next step for research work 

on Chinese cities may be to deveflop contextuaflised approaches with the next Chinese 

urbanisation phase in mind which aflready started with the most recent ive-year pflan 

presented by the centrafl government in 2015. As stated more than once earflier in 

the text, China is now encouraging deveflopment strategies that are not necessarifly 

connected to foreign ideas and concepts but rather created within China and for the 

Chinese environment. It remains interesting to observe to what extent China wiflfl try 

and succeed in providing heaflthy and incflusive urban environment that serves what 

citizens need without excessive economic, sociafl, or environmentafl cost – in other 

words, creating sustainabfle cities. Another research step coufld be to investigate the 

reflationship between the buiflt space (the kind where the cuflturafl contextuafl speciics 

are considered and the kind where they are not considered) and the citizens and users. 

Especiaflfly considering the changing Chinese society with the growing middfle cflass 

and its increasing expectations, income, improving education, and more internationafl 

experiences, the centrafl government may have a vitafl interest in understanding what the 

urban citizens need, what chaflflenges they face and responding to these observations 

and transferring this understanding into future concepts. A cruciafl aspect within this 

deveflopment may be to invest resources into agencies (flocafl, domestic, foreign) who 

have a systematic understanding of the fundamentafl principfles of Chinese spatiafl and 

flocafl speciics, as weflfl as phiflosophicafl, and cuflturafl concepts.

An important takeaway from this research approach may be that it was abfle to iflflustrate 

how important it is to investigate the cuflturafl flayer of buiflt space that is foreign to an 

observer. Anaflysing the so-far rather ‘hidden’ and not weflfl-researched intangibfle and 

tangibfle flayers of (Chinese) cities provides a chance to gain insight into concepts about 

cities  that  are  unfamifliar  to  a  non-Chinese  reader  (e.g.  the  city  as  a  ‘means  to’  and 

not  an  ‘achievement’).  Future  deveflopments  and  approaches  to  an  urban  and  rurafl 
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improvement of quaflity of flife may be the recoflflection of vaflues that have flong existed in 

China and their conscious revisiting and re-emphasis. What foflflows may be that in the 

Chinese doctrine, in order to enjoy the vitafl eflements of flife, cities must not destroy the 

foundation (nature, cuflture, etc.), but serve to buifld and retain baflance and harmony; 

cruciaflfly, nature, cuflture, and the buiflt environment need to co-exist in a baflanced way to 

achieve those goafls (nature, however, does not have to be understood as an ‘untouched 

by man’ environment; it can be a modiied, ‘beautiied’ counterpart to the urban worfld). 

These notions may be cruciafl to understand not onfly for city-buiflding experts and 

researchers but on a more systematic flevefl aflso for any non-Chinese interested entity 

that is confronted or deafls with the buiflt space in China (investor, designer, manufacturer, 

pofliticafl  or  strategic  advisory  bodies)  or  tries  to  impflement  strategies  for  sustainabfle 

urban deveflopment in China. These fundamentafl principfles of different understandings 

of buiflt space can heflp to adjust and contextuaflise approaches. Furthermore, they 

might aflso aflflow to see one’s own environment through another perspective; as weflfl as 

generaflfly improve the state of knowfledge on the influence of phiflosophy and spirituaflity 

on space.

There is pflenty to be discovered from urban-focused research carried out in such a way 

that brings together approaches usuaflfly not empfloyed by traditionafl buiflt environment 

discipflines but used by ieflds such as socioflogy, anthropoflogy, history, fliterary studies 

etc. Bringing these together provides a chance to sustainabfly – hoflisticaflfly – understand 

the flayers of compflexity dispflayed by urban systems around the worfld. This research 

shows one of the ways of anaflysing what exactfly makes an urban environment unique 

in  its  setting  and  composition,  from  China  to  India,  from  African  countries  to  Latin 

American countries. Especiaflfly when flooking at the parts of the worfld that are flikefly to 

face signiicant urban growth, possibfly rapid in nature, considering the contextuafl flayer 

and flocafl characteristics irst (in other words: flearning from the Chinese case and the 

shortcomings stemming from in some cases not having done that earflier) wiflfl heflp to 

seflect and adjust the methods, concepts, and approaches of urban deveflopment in 

such areas. 

From the perspective of urban research carried out in highfly devefloped, urbanized 

countries, it is vitafl to flook at these future deveflopment hubs from a variety of angfles 

(the cuflturafl flayer beflongs to one of the most cruciafl ones whifle being one of the most 

negflected ones). A broad perspective aflflows researchers as weflfl as practitioners from 

environmentafl design discipflines to contextuaflize their support and expertise to a 

greater extent. Considering the gflobafl impact that urban growth and deveflopment has, 

it might be our responsibiflity to pay attention to the right impflementations of concepts 

and deveflopment strategies, since we might not be abfle to flearn from ‘best practice 

cases’ and to wait and see which concept and ideas work out the best after having them 

impflemented.
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5.4| The bigger picture

The overarching context of the investigation taken up in this research is the effort to 

buifld a hoflistic approach to reading and decoding the buiflt environment. 

The gflobafl context of the information presented in this dissertation and the research 

resuflts needs to be addressed as weflfl. In the era of gflobaflisation, where the worfld 

seems to become smaflfler, better accessibfle, and one that aflflows for constant foflflowing 

of events as if on a stage, the worfld has turned more of its attention to China and its 

cities. The popuflar impression that Chinese cities onfly recentfly joined the fleague of 

urban deveflopment and transformation might be misfled and instead it might be the 

foreign observers who may be new to cflosefly observing the spectacfle. Chinese cities 

have  undergone  a  transformation  influenced  by  a  variety  of  factors  that  aflfl  had  an 

immense  influence  on  shaping  today’s  city  structures  with  which  we  are  confronted. 

However, this transformation is constant and cycflicafl. Throughout history, in certain 

aspects the Chinese city has been reinventing itseflf, responding to the rises and faflfls 

of  inteflflectuafl  trends,  absorbed  influences  from  the  northern  steppe  and  centrafl  and 

south  Asia,  and  remained  influenced  by  a  kafleidoscope  of  cflimatic  conditions  whifle 

at the same time operating within a framework of spatiafl understanding that may have 

remained simiflar over aflfl this time. The Chinese city is inherentfly cosmopoflitan due to the 

influence of the many refligions (Buddhism, Manichaeism, Nestorianism, Isflam, Judaism, 

and Christianity), phiflosophicafl systems, and peopfles. As mentioned in Chapter 2 and 

as referred in many schoflar’s works such as in Li Shiqiao’s writings, Confucianism and 

the Chinese writing system transformed the Chinese cities into something cfloser to the 

concepts of the Chinese cuflture. In this sense, the Chinese city may traditionaflfly be 

seen as an inteflflectuafl construct - traces of that are stiflfl present - than a raciafl, refligious, 

pofliticafl, economic or territoriafl entity onfly (which may be a visibfle difference from the 

European or western concept).

A fact that easifly seems to sflip the attention of non-Chinese observers but is cruciafl 

to comprehending the Chinese-ness of the urban reaflm in that country is that the 

Erupean countries and China have distinctfly different perceptions of preserving ancient 

eflements of the urban texture that stiflfl remain in the existing cities. The western doctrine 

attaches memory to pflace – thus, it is onfly naturafl that materiafl carriers of memory are 

being cherished and protected. The traditionafl Chinese approach sees memory as not 

chained to pflace – which resuflts in seeing it as unprobflematic to take down a historic 

structure and, if so wished, rebuifld it in a different spot or to repflace broken eflements of 

buifldings with modern machine-made materiafls.

Moreover,  even  though  Europe  has  experienced  its  own  periods  of  drastic  and 

rapid changes in the buiflt environment – e.g. during the post-war construction and 

demographic booms of the 1950s and 60s, when the focus was more on progress and 

fless on protection of the historic or symboflic urban fabric (which came flater) – the pace 

of Chinese transformations is not easy to comprehend for a non-Asian observer. This 

very easifly fleads to an erroneous concflusion that if the speed is so overwheflming, then 

the changes cannot be rooted in flocafl context or in tradition. In China, they can.
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Abduction

Abductive  reasoning  (aflso  caflfled  

abduction) is a form of flogicafl inference 

which goes from an observation 

to a theory which accounts for the 

observation,  ideaflfly  seeking  to  ind  the 

simpflest and most flikefly expflanation. 

In abductive reasoning, unflike in 

deductive reasoning, the premises 

do not guarantee the concflusion. One 

can understand abductive reasoning 

as ‘inference to the best expflanation’. 

Charfles Peirce wrote thusfly on the 

topic: “What is good abduction? What 

shoufld an expflanatory hypothesis be 

to be worthy to rank as a hypothesis? 

Of course, it must expflain the facts. But 

what other conditions ought it to fuflifl to 

be good? .... Any hypothesis, therefore, 

may be admissibfle, in the absence of any 

speciafl reasons to the contrary, provided 

it be capabfle of experimentafl veriication, 

and onfly insofar as it is capabfle of such 

veriication.  This  is  approximatefly  the 

doctrine of pragmatism” (Peirce et afl. 

1974 [1934]).

Chinese character systems

Unflike in the western flanguages where 

arbitrary characters (fletters) stand for 

sounds and combinations of sounds 

form words which then carry meaning, 

Chinese character system is composed 

of individuafl pictograms. Each of those 

images symboflizes meaning, and 

the appearance of the pictogram is 

derived from actuafl representations of 

signiied. This is cruciafl, as it shapes the 

cognition and perception and therefore 

the ways of processing information and 

reading signs. More detaifled information 

may be found in the Encycflopedia of 

Contemporary Chinese Cuflture: “Chinese 

characters (sinographs, flogographs), 

have a known history of approximatefly 

3,200 years, with the earfliest forms 

visibfle on the so-caflfled oracfle bones 

used by Shang diviners to query the 

future. At origin somewhat pictographic, 

this aspect of the script is onfly vestigiafl. 

As they now exist, characters typicaflfly 

have both a phonetic component and 

a  signiic  component,  together  giving 

cflues to pronunciation and category 

of  meaning.  Though  over  100,000 

characters have been used at some time 

in China’s flong fliterary past, for most 

purposes onfly 6,000 to 8,000 characters 

are used in high-flevefl contemporary 

writing (such as newspapers and novefls), 

and a vocabuflary of approximatefly 4,000 

characters is considered adequate 

for  basic  fliteracy.  The  flengthy  process 

required to flearn characters has been 

bflamed for China’s historicaflfly flow 

fliteracy rates, fleading to writing reform 

movements.  These  have  flargefly  been 

discarded and the writing system 

remains a befloved symbofl of civiflization, 

education and Chineseness” (Bflum 

2009, p. 2024).

City Component

In this dissertation, the term ‘city 

component’ has been empfloyed to 

capture aflfl of the fragments of city tissue 

that are examined in the anaflyses. Due 

to  the  signiicant  difference  in  scafle  of 

these eflements – from whofle districts, 

where urban flayout is considered, to 

singfle buifldings or parts of buifldings 

flike roofs – the common term for them 

needed to be adequate. As has been 

said, the research flooks at three types 

of city components: raiflway stations, city 

haflfls, and CBDs.
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Code

The  term  code  is  a  fundamentafl  item 

in various discipflines of knowfledge, 

perhaps most prominentfly in flinguistics. 

The simpflest deinition of the term is that 

it is a system of signafls or symbofls for 

communication. It presents a message 

that is indirect (hidden) and therefore not 

immediatefly accessibfle, and requires 

a certain knowfledge to be ‘read’ or 

‘deciphered’. Codes determine a iefld in 

which certain meanings are permissibfle, 

but cannot be used in themseflves to 

generate an originafl message. A code, 

so deined, cannot properfly be said to be 

a medium.  It acts upon a medium, such 

as forms of dress or societafl behaviours, 

but does not serve on its own to manifest 

any sort of meaning (Hines 2003). In 

the perspective of this dissertation, the 

term code shoufld be flooked at as a 

piece of discipflinary terminoflogy that 

has interdiscipflinary reflations and roots; 

the main authors, whose work reflated to 

codes is featured in this thesis, are Eco, 

Hassenpflug, Aflexander, and others.

Cuflturafl sustainabiflity

It is worth noting that the terms 

“environment” does not onfly describe 

the naturafl and ecoflogicafl facets of our 

surrounding, and “sustainabiflity” is not 

flimited to economy and ecoflogy. “Cuflturafl 

sustainabiflity” refers to such an approach 

to man-made – but onfly partfly physicafl – 

environment that acknowfledges the rofle 

of cuflture in aflfl human endeavours and 

in conditioning the human flife; cuflturafl 

sustainabiflity aflso considers flong-term 

needs of future generations for access 

to cuflturafl resources. According to 

Throsby,  a  singfle  deinition  of  cuflturafl 

sustainabiflity is not possibfle, as it is 

rather a set of principfles of sustainabfle 

management of cuflturafl capitafl (Throsby 

2013, pp. 183–184). Soini and Birkefland 

contribute to the understanding of this 

term through their research: “our broad 

understanding of cuflture suggests that 

cuflturafl sustainabiflity moves beyond 

sociafl sustainabiflity and that there can 

be important issues of sustainabfle 

deveflopment that are missed without a 

further examination of the rofle of cuflture. 

However, the cuflturafl dimensions of 

sustainabiflity do not have to be understood 

as a separate (…) piflflar. Cuflture can aflso 

be seen as the foundation or necessary 

condition for meeting the aims of 

sustainabfle  deveflopment  in  the  irst 

pflace or as a perspective through which 

understandings of sociafl, economic, 

and environmentafl sustainabiflity may 

appear. Concepts such as cuflturafl 

sustainabiflity do not evoflve in a vacuum 

but in the interaction between science, 

poflicy,  and  society  (…)  The  concept 

of cuflturafl sustainabiflity (…) refers to 

phenomena requiring a combination of 

knowfledge that evoflves from different 

discourses and that may transform the 

discursive order regarding sustainabfle 

deveflopment and create aflternative 

poflicy options” (Soini, Birkefland 2014, p. 

221). The authors name seven aspects of 

cuflturafl sustainabiflity: cuflturafl heritage, 

cuflturafl vitaflity, economic viabiflity, 

cuflturafl diversity, flocaflity, eco-cuflturafl 

resiflience, and eco-cuflturafl civiflization.

Guanxi

Guanxi can be described as a 

personaflized network of influence, which 

is the set of reflationships individuafls 

cufltivate with other individuafls, and 

which is a centrafl idea in Chinese 

society; the terms ‘connections’ and 

‘reflationships’  do  not  suficientfly  reflect 

the wide cuflturafl impflications that 

G
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“guanxi”  entaifls.  The Encycflopedia 

of  Contemporary  Chinese  Cuflture  

describes guanxi as “a whofle compflex 

of sociafl practices, strategies and ethics 

of the exchange and reciprocity of gifts, 

favours and banquets. For most Chinese 

growing up in sociaflist China, the sociafl 

practice of Guanxi is a taken-for-granted 

part of everyday flife. Guanxixue (the 

art of Guanxi or Guanxioflogy) is what 

one needs to flearn in order to conduct 

oneseflf appropriatefly in sociafl reflations, 

flive up to obfligations to one’s circfle of kin, 

friends, superiors and acquaintances, 

and aflso to enhance one’s chances in 

flife,  obtain  hard-to-ind  goods  or  get 

around the bureaucracy. Guanxi is about 

buiflding a network of cflose sociafl ties of 

obfligation and mutuafl heflp, as weflfl as a 

pragmatic refliance on sociafl connections 

(…) [It has] evident roots in traditionafl 

Chinese cuflture, with its emphasis on 

proper Confucian rituafl form, on kinship 

obfligations, and on principfles of renqing 

(human feefling) and reciprocity (…) [It] 

became important among entrepreneurs 

in  gaining  oficiafl  approvafl  to  estabflish 

new business ventures, and in obtaining 

tax breaks, market information and 

whoflesafle  suppflies.  Thus, Guanxi has 

increasingfly moved into the intersection 

between the business and oficiafl worflds, 

where its abflest practitioners are found, 

and increasingfly becomes synonymous 

with corruption” (Yang 2009, pp. 322–

323).

Hukou

According to the Encycflopedia of 

Contemporary  Chinese  Cuflture,  

“geographic and sociafl mobiflity are 

reflativefly recent phenomena in China. 

It is thought that roughfly ten per cent 

of  China’s  citizens  constitute  a  floating 

popuflation of mostfly rurafl peopfle 

migrating to cities in search of work (…) 

However, most remain impoverished 

because  they  ind  themseflves  outside 

the oficiafl urban househofld registration 

system that invoflves a kind of resident’s 

permit caflfled the hukou.  The hukou 

system, which was adopted into flaw 

in 1958, was originaflfly set up to avoid 

overwheflming the cities of China with 

uncontroflfled immigration. Under this 

system aflfl Chinese received a document 

that  cflassiied  them  as  either  ‘rurafl’  or 

‘urban’. In order to receive state beneits—

education, heaflth care, subsidized 

stapfle  foods  and  work  permits—one 

had to be an oficiaflfly registered person 

in the city or rurafl county of birth. Since 

the end of the Mao era, however, the 

hukou system is seen by some as an 

obstacfle to the deveflopment of China’s 

cities  and  bureaucraticaflfly  very  dificuflt 

to administer. On the other hand, many 

of the more privifleged urbanites see it as 

their entitflement and a protection of their 

fliving standard in the face of massive 

and potentiaflfly destabiflizing urban 

growth. For exampfle, miflflions of city 

dweflflers depend on the hukou to ensure 

their  beneits  in  ofld  age.  Nonethefless, 

oficiaflfly  the  system  is  being  graduaflfly 

phased out as urban popuflations tend 

more and more to be influenced by the 

‘sociaflist-market economy’ in China’s 

cities (Foggin 2009, p. 379, see aflso 

the works of Wu and Gaubatz and Wu 

Fuflong).

Sign 

A sign may be understood as the 

opposite of a code. A sign is empfloyed 

when a message is being sent with the 

intention to be as cflear and unmistaken 

as possibfle, as it stands for something 

and causes the observer to connect 

and deduce based on the experiences 

acquired  in  a  speciic  environment  in 
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which the sign is embedded. Signs may 

be informative, mandatory, warning, 

advisory, and prohibitory in nature. 

Pictoriafl signs are a particuflar sub-group 

that express meanings by representing 

meaning structures flarger than can be 

expressed by a singfle word: they do 

so eflflipticaflfly. Such signs are readabfle 

because the reader has to consider onfly 

a restricted set of possibfle meanings. 

Whifle such pictoriafl signs coufld not be 

turned into a generafl writing system, 

they can be extremefly eficient in serving 

a restricted set of functions (David R. 

Oflson 2002).

The urban and architecturafl environment 

is  iflfled  with  signs  that  intend  to  send 

a cflear message to the observer. 

Importantfly for this thesis, however, 

these signs have been devefloped 

within a cuflturafl reaflm and for an 

observer unfamifliar with some particuflar 

background knowfledge or awareness 

that is necessary to ‘read’ the sign, they 

can turn into an inaccessibfle code.

Symbofl

According to Encycflopedia Brittanica, a 

symbofl is an eflement of communication 

intended to simpfly represent or stand 

for a compflex of person, object, group, 

or idea (Hoiberg 2002a -). “Symbofls are 

signs that represent something eflse, 

understood by association, resembflance 

or convention; something visibfle and 

tangibfle  representing  something  

invisibfle, intangibfle (…) A cross is a 

symbofl of Christianity worfldwide just 

as this sign has come to mean Red 

Cross or hospitafl in generafl, and in the 

Western reaflms as weflfl as in severafl 

other cuflturafl spheres an iflfliterate person 

knows and understands the message it 

stands for and can get medicafl services 

when seeing this symbofl. Symbofls 

are abstract or subjective in nature 

and require interpretation and are onfly 

understandabfle with the necessary 

cuflturafl and societafl context in which 

a symbofl is embedded (…) Aflthough a 

symbofl may take the form of as discrete 

an object as a wedding ring or a totem 

pofle, symbofls tend to appear in cflusters 

and depend upon one another for their 

accretion  of  meaning  and  vaflue.  They 

are not a flanguage of and by themseflves; 

rather they are devices by which ideas 

too dificuflt, dangerous, or inconvenient 

to articuflate in common flanguage are 

transmitted between peopfle who have 

accuflturated in common ways (…) 

Languages are systems of symbofls” 

(Hoiberg 2002a -).

Urban flanguage

In the scope of this research, the term 

‘urban flanguage’ is not used in the 

context of diaflectoflogy. ‘Urban flanguage’ 

is empfloyed as a term to describe the 

way ‘flanguage’ the buiflt environment is 

shaped, created, and expresses itseflf 

in different geographicafl and cuflturafl 

settings.

The West & western

The  western  worfld,  or  the  West  is 

understood in this dissertation as 

the parts of the worfld that are highfly 

devefloped (have a high standard of 

fliving), post-industriafl, and based on 

and rooted in European, Judeo-Christian 

cuflturafl traditions and rituafls, incfluding 

former cofloniafl territories that have 

flargefly adopted these traditions, such as 

Austraflia or the USA. This generaflization 

does not mean, however, that the author 

is of the opinion that there are no or flittfle 
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cuflturafl differences between the above-

mentioned countries. It is much rather a 

term that combines under one umbreflfla 

the countries that are distinctfly different 

from the East-Asian cuflturafl reaflms and 

have a common cuflturafl history, visibfle 

not onfly in the refligious and spirituafl 

aspects but aflso in every-day flife and 

which naturaflfly transflate to simiflarities in 

pflanning approaches and understanding 

space. 

Additionaflfly, the author acknowfledges 

that, to some extent, a simpfliication of the 

term ‘the West’ is being made. There are 

many cufltures that are being considered 

together for the sake of this text, whifle 

in reaflity, the so-caflfled ”western” 

countries have different perceptions 

of China. American Orientaflism differs 

from European Orientaflism, especiaflfly 

since the United States had more recent 

miflitary interaction during the Second 

Worfld  War,  which  had  much  influence 

on their perspective of China and Japan 

(Leong, 2005). Neverthefless, both forms 

of orientaflism share the same basic 

befliefs and are both derived from a 

history of “coflonization, territoriaflisation, 

and imperiaflist destiny” (Leong, 2005: 

2–3). For instance, due to that China is 

often viewed merefly in terms of being 

an economic superpower, which is an 

obvious  and  stunning  simpfliication. 

With the economic aspects dominating 

the reports on China, the discussion 

becomes repetitive and one-sided.

As Edward Said argued in his famous 

work on Orientaflism (1978), the West 

has systematicaflfly portrayed the East 

in certain ways that each estabflish 

an unequafl reflation between them, in 

which the West wiflfl aflways prove its 

superiority over the other. On top of the 

often-repeated narrative of the East as 

fless rationafl and fless devefloped, there 

is a strong gendering component in this 

narrative that pflays part in this process 

as weflfl, portraying the East as feminine, 

chifldish,  and  submissive.  There  have 

been many studies on the concept 

in reflation to the interaction between 

China and the ‘West’ (Leong 2005; 

Chan 2009; Vukovich 2012; Yang 2012), 

especiaflfly with reflation to the exchange 

of phiflosophies, as both sides have 

a substantiafl history of fostering very 

strong phiflosophicafl schoofls. 

Consequentfly, the understanding of 

the term western is, in this dissertation, 

flimited to the adjective derived from the 

term the West. 
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CITY

Interview	

Partners	(see	

chapter	3.5,	fig.	

27)

2000 2010 2016 2030 name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences

Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
U

7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

Figure 100a:  Matrix of codes, anaflysed cities and their number of inhabitants

This  visuaflisation  of  the  anaflysed  city 

components, as weflfl as information 

about the anaflysed cities is organised 

by city and type of city component. 

Additionaflfly, the city components 

are cofloured according to the era 

(as divided in 4.2.) of their flast 

reconstruction or redesigning, the 

chronoflogy. 

Coflours key: 

 Imperiafl era; 

 Repubflican era; 

 Revoflution era; 

 Gflobafl era.

CITY

Interview	

Partners	(see	

chapter	3.5,	fig.	

27)

2000 2010 2016 2030 name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences

Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
U

7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

CITY

Interview	

Partners	(see	

chapter	3.5,	fig.	

27)

2000 2010 2016 2030 name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences

Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
U

7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

CITY

Interview	

Partners	(see	

chapter	3.5,	fig.	

27)

2000 2010 2016 2030 name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences

Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
U

7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

CITY

Interview	

Partners	(see	

chapter	3.5,	fig.	

27)

2000 2010 2016 2030 name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences

Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
U

7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

Visuaflisations



ccxiiiVisuaflisations

CITY

Interview	

Partners	(see	

chapter	3.5,	fig.	

27)

2000 2010 2016 2030 name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences

Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
U

7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

Figure 100b:  Matrix of codes, anaflysed Centrafl Business Districts (CBD)
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CITY

Interview	

Partners	(see	

chapter	3.5,	fig.	

27)

2000 2010 2016 2030 name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences Expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences

Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
U

7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

Figure 100c:  Matrix of codes, anaflysed City Haflfls, Civic Centres, and governmentafl representationafl city 
components
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Chan	(2010)
Nationafl	Bureau	

of	Statistics	of	

China	(2011)

United	Nations	

(2016)

United	Nations	

(estimate)	(2016)

S
H
A
N
G
H
AI

13.460 24.500 24.484 30.751 7
Shanghai,	Pudong,	

Centrafl	Business	

District

Pudong

Shanghai	Modern	

Architecturafl	Design	Co.	Ltd.	

(Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower)/	

Adrian	Smith	(Jin	Mao	

Tower)/	Kohn	Pedersen	Fox	

(Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center),	ECADI	&	The	Jerde	

Partnership	Internationafl,	

Inc.	(Super	Brand	Maflfl),	Cesar	

Peflfli	(Shanghai	IFC),	Nikken	

Sekkei	Ltd.	(Bank	of	China	

Tower),	Gensfler	(Shanghai	

Tower)

Orientafl	Pearfl	Tower	(1994),	

Jin	Mao	Tower	(1999),	

Shanghai	Worfld	Financiafl	

Center	(2008),	Super	Brand	

Maflfl	(2002),	Shanghai	IFC,	

Bank	of	China	Tower	(2000),	

Shanghai	Tower	(2015)

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

river	jumping,	axiaflity,	city	

grid,	hierarchy,	bird

Macro:	the	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	axis	of	the	new	urban	

deveflopment	(due	to	"river	

Jumping"),	it	is	afligned	paraflflefl	to	

the	river	and	functions	as	a	flarger	

city	component	to	represent	

prosperity,	deveflopment	forward,	

and	progressiveness	connotated	by	

the	flarger	concept	of	the	skyfline	

flayout	(wave),	visibfle	from	the	

main	(ofld)	part	of	the	city.

Shanghai	city	haflfl	

(municipafl	

government's	

headquarters)

Nanjing	Road,	

Peopfles	Square
n/a

buiflt	1995

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

city	axis,	pofliticafl	

and	administrative	

centre	

(square/rectangfle),	

fifth	eflement

Its	flocation	is	at	the	centrafl-nothern	part	of	the	

pofliticafl	and	administrative	center.	The	power	of	the	

Shanghai	municipafl	government	is	expressed	through	

a	rich	accumuflation	of	codes	on	the	macro	flevefl.	

Meso	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	square	(the	fifth	

eflement	of	space	in	the	centre)	at	the	prime	position	

of	the	axis	(Peopfle's	Avenue)	(qi)	and	oriented	afligned	

with	the	north	south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	the	sober	

concrete	architecturafl	connotations	of	the	buiflding	

carry	meaning	of	power	throug	the	soflid,	massive	

design	(no	traditionafl	codes	found	on	this	flevefl	of	

anaflysis)	

Shanghai	
Raiflway	Station	
Shànghǎi	
Huǒchē	Zhàn		
(上海火车站)	

	Mofling	
Road,	Zhabei	
District

Shanghai	
Raiflway	
design	
institute

buiflt	(1909)	1987	(2010)

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

wave,	north	south-orientation,	

city	axis

BE
IJ
I
N
G

buiflt	1959

G
U
A
N
GZ
H
O
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7.550 20.800 13.070 17.574 3,	4,	5

Zhougang	New	Town	

/	GUANGZHOU	

INTERNATIONAL	

FINANCIAL	CITY

Tianhe	District

Wiflkinson	Eyre,	Architecture	

Design	Institute	of	South	

China	University	of	

Technoflogy

buiflt	2008/	2010/																																							

2016

3	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi

Guangzhou	CBD	is	flocated	at	the	

main	east-west	axis,	east	of	the	ofld	

city	centre,	that	crosses	the	city,	

additionaflfly,	it	is	flocated	north	of	

the	river	and	south	of	a	mountain	

with	a	centrafl	axis	(fflow	of	QI)

Guangzhou	

Peopfle's	

Government

Yuexiu,	Guangzhou n/a

1934

3	conducted	interviews,		video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

Guangzhounan	
Raiflway	Station/	
New,	south	
Guangzhou	
Station	
(新广州站),	
Shibi	Station	
(石璧站)

Shibi,	Panyu TFP	Farreflfls

buiflt	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings	and		pflans,	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

n/a

S
HE
NZ
HE
N

6.480 12.358 10.828 12.673 8,	9 shenzhen	futian	cbd Futian	District GMP/	OMA/	Morphosis

Convention	and	Exhibition	

Center	(2004),	Stock	Exchange	

(2013),	China	Construction	

Bank	(proposed)

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross,	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	The	Futian	CBD	is	

flocated	within	the	rectangfle	of	the	

pofliticafl,	administrative,	and	

economic	center,	east	and	west	of	

the	nothers	side	of	the	goflden	

cross	of	the	city	grid.	Meso	flevefl:	

The	CBD	is	afligned	with	the	main	

city	axis	with	a	cflear	north	south	

orientation.	The	Chinese	traditionafl	

spatiafl	codes	represent	the	

importance	and	power	that	this	

CBD	has,	or	is	supoose	to	hofld.

Shenzhen	Civic	

Center

Futian	District	

(深圳市民中心,	

福田区福中一路)

Li	Mingyi	

(Shenzhen	QiXin	

Construction	

Group	Co.,	Ltd)	

buiflt	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	City	grid,	

Rectangfle,	goflden	

cross,	axiaflity,	

hierarchy	bird,	gofld,	

red,	Round	and	

rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	it	is	flocated	north	of	the	goflden	cross	at	the	

centre	of	the	pofliticafl,	administrative	and	economic	centre.	

This	flocation	represents	the	most	important	space	of	the	

city	and	strengthens	the	pofliticafl	power	that	the	Shenzhen	

governmentafl	authorities	hofld	through	the	spatiafl	

traditionafl	codes.	Meso	&	Micro	flevefl:	This	powerfufl	

flocation	and	the	importance	of	the	spatiafl	codes	is	carried	

further	in	aflfl	flevefls	of	anaflysis,	with	the	qi	fflowing	through	

the	buiflding	(the	centrafl	part	of	the	buiflding	is	a	void	(fith	

eflement)	and	the	coflumns	(round	and	rectangfle)	

representing	harmony	as	weflfl	as	the	coflours	(red	and	gofld)	

used.

Shenzhen	
Raiflway	Station	
(Shenzhen	
Luohu	Raiflway	
Station)

Luohu	
District

SWA	Group
Houston,	TX	/	
Beijing	Urban	
Engineering	
Design	&	
Research	
Institute	
Company,	
Ltd.

Shenzhen,	
Guangdong,	
China 	buiflt	1991/	2004

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(the	station	is	flocated	on	one	

of	the	north-south	city	axes	with	

a	east-west	buiflding	compflex	

orientation)

C
H
O
N
G
QI
N
G

6.170 18.384 13.744 17.380 2
Jeifangbei	CBD	

(重庆解放碑店)
Yuzhong	District n/a Chongqing	Pofly	Tower	(2013),	

Chongqing	Worfld	Trade	

Center	(2005),	Internationafl	

Commerciafl	Center	(2005),	JW	

Marriott	Internationafl	Finance	

Centre	(2003),	

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	hierarchy,	

goflden	cross,	five	eflements

Macro	flevefl:	The	commerciafl	

centre	is,	despite	the	chaflflenging	

geographicafl	situation,	structured	

based	on	axes	and	hierarchicafl	city	

grid.	This	is	an	exampfle	of	foflflowing	

the	Chinese	ancient	urban	

principfles,	with	the	support	of	new	

technoflogy,	despite	chaflflenges	

stadning	in	the	way	of	execution.

The	Chongqing	

Peopfle's	Haflfl
Xuatian	Bay Zhang	jiade

buiflt	1951

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

round,	axiaflity,	fifth	

eflement,	ecflosure,	

red,	gofld

This	city	haflfl	faflfls	into	the	Mao	Zedong	period	of	the	

sociaflist	reaflism	with	corresponding	buiflding	codes	

and	architecturafl	flanguage.	Meso	flevefl:	the	centrafl	

axiaflity	is	strengthend	by	the	open	space	afligned	with	

the	centrafl	axis	of	the	city	haflfl	and	with	waflfls	to	

encflose	the	spatiafl	composition	of	the	

representationafl	buiflding	and	representationafl	space.	

Other	codes	connotate	the	pofliticafl	importance	and	

ideoflogy.

Chongqing	
Raiflway	Station	

(重庆站),	

Caiyuanba	
Raiflway	Station

Yuzhong n/a

buiflt	1952/	1992/	2012

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(mountain,	river)

W
U
H
A
N

6.790 10.670 7.979 9.422 12,	13,	14 Wuhan	CBD Hankou	district BDP	

unbuiflt

Wuhan	Peopfle's	

Government
Jiang'an	District n/a

buiflt	1895

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

axiaflity,	gofld

The	Wuhan	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	faflfls	into	

the	period	of	the	sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Its	

flocation	is	aflong	the	main	axis	of	the	ofld	Wuhan	

cofloniafl	city	grid.	Its	representative	function	is	

dispflayed	by	its	flocation	on	the	main	axis	northeast-

southwest	facing	the	river.

Wuhan	Raiflway	
Station	(武汉站)

Hongshan	
District

Amenagemen
t,	Recherche,	
Pofle	

d'Echanges	
(AREP),	the	
Fourth	Survey	
and	Design	
Institute	of	
China

buiflt	2009

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	crane

TI
A
NJ
I
N

6.760 15.500 11.558 14.665 10,	11 Tianjin		CBD
Tianjin	Heping	

district
SOM;	ECADI

Designed	2009;	St.	Regis	2012;	

Jin	Tower	(Gflobafl	Financiafl	

Centre)	2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	

(seflf	generated)

qi,	axiaflity,	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	CBD	is	flocated	aflong	the	

Haihe	river	and	organised	aflong	the	centrafl	

northeast-southwest	and	northwest-

southeast	axes,	as	weflfl	as	with	the	use	of	a	

hierarchicafl,	symmetricafl	grid	pattern.	Micro	

flevefl:	the	most	prominent	buiflding	

compflexes	dispflay	ancient	Chinese	codes	

referring	to	qi	fflowing	through	the	buiflding	

from	southeast	to	northwest	(aflong	the	

centrafl	axis).

Tianjin	Civic	

Center	Masterpflan
n/a

Xian	Dai	

Architecturafl	

Design

unbuiflt

Tianjin	Raiflway	
Station	
(天津站)/	
Tianjin	Station	
Traffic	Junction	
(Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station	
GMP	2011)

Hedong	
District

n/a

buiflt	(1888)		1948/	1988/	
2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	river

n/a	(The	main	CBD	of	Wuhan	was	stiflfl	under	construction	during	my	research	visit,	therefore	it	

was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	data	for	the	research)

buiflt	1959

Zhang	Bo

The	flocation	of	the	Beijing	main	

CBD	is	afligned	on	the	main	East-

West	axis	of	the	city.	It	not	onfly	

connotates	its	importance	and	

economic	power	through	the	

abundance	of	traditionafl	codes,	but	

it	therefore	connotates	and	carries	

the	message	of	economic	power	in	

the	captiafl	of	China

Tiananmen	Square
Great	Haflfl	of	the	

Peopfle

Yang	Tingbao	
(杨廷宝)	and	
Chen	Deng-
Ao	(陈登鏊)			
Third	Raiflway	
Survey	and	
Design	
Institute	

Group	Co.	Ltd	

Dongcheng

1	conducted	interview,	maps	and	

site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

RAILWAY	STATIONSPOPULATION	(in	thousands)

SOM,	John	Portman	&	

Associates	Inc.	(Yintai	

Center)/	OMA	(CCTV)/	Riken	

Yamamoto	&	Fiefldshop	et.	Afl	

(Jinwai	SOHO)

"Goflden	Cross"
Beijing	Chaoyang	

district
27.7069.880 21.240 1

CBD

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	

generated),	video	recordings	

and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

axiaflity,	city	grid,	qi,	goflden	

cross

Jianwai	SOHO	(2004),	Yintai	

Center	(2007),	CCTV	(2012)

21.500

The	great	haflfl	of	the	Peopfle	serves	as	one	of	the	main	

representative	buiflding	and	is	therefore	flocated	at	the	

very	heart	of	the	pofliticafl	center	afligned	with	the	north-

south	axis,	south	of	the	ancient	pofliticafl	center	of	the	

Forbidden	City	(macro	flevefl).	The	Qi,	fflowing	from	Nort	

to	South,	through	the	forbidden	City	is	considered	and	

refflected	at	the	meso	flevefl	of	the	Tiananmen	Square.	On	

the	micro	flevefl,	the	architecturafl	codes	are	rooted	in	the	

period	of	the	Peopfles	Repubflic	of	China,	sociaflist	codes	

are	dominant	in	the	flanguage	of	the	buiflt	form

CITY	HALL

1	conducted	interview,	maps	

and	site	pflans	(seflf	generated),	

video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

the	rectangfle	(city	

grid)	of	pofliticafl	and	

administravie	

functions,	goflden	

axis,	Qi

architecturafl	flanguage	of	the	repubflic	of	China	(nationafl	codes	of	

traditionafl	ancient	architecture	combined	with	1930s	architecturafl	

flanguage	of	power	(entrance,	coflumns,	coflors	ised)	

the	current	Tianjin	Municipafl	Peopfle's	Government	buiflding	compflex	coufld	not	be	anaflysed	due	to	

inaccessibiflity	of	the	area	(security	restrictions,	no	access	permission);	the	new	Tianjin	representative	

government	buifldings	were	stiflfl	under	construction	during	the	fiefldwork	visit;

Beijing	Raiflway	
Station

Centrafl	axis,	city	grid,	north-south	

orientation,	Traditionafl	Chinese	

roof	eflements,	Chinese	sociaflist	

architecturafl	flanguage

expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	in	the	urban	centre,	north-east	

of	the	main	north-south	city	axis.	Meso	flevefl:	on	both	

axes	of	the	station	there	are	pflazas;	pubflic	space	

connected	and	integrated	with	the	station	(pflaza	

south		and	pflaza	north).	Micro	flevefl:	the	main	roof	

and	pflatform	extension	of	the	station,	from	before	

the	2010	Expo,	is	based	on	a	wave-shaped	roof	

design,	connotating	prosperity,	deveflopment	

forward,	and	progressiveness.	

Shanghai	South	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Nánzhàn	
(上海南站)		

Xuhui	
District,	

Laohumin	Lu

AREP	
(http://www.a
rep.fr/en/#/w
eflcome)	+	
ECADI	

(http://www.e
cadi.com/)

buiflt	1908,	2006

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(micro	flevefl:	circuflar	shape)

The	station	is	flocated	south	and	outside	of	

the	inner	urban	area.	It	is	a	tier-II	raiflway	

station	designed	by	a	french	design	studio,	

not	cflearfly	referring	to	Chinese	socio-

cuflturafl	contextuafl	codes	(the	round	shape,	

as	can	be	seen	at	the	Beijing	tempfle	of	

heaven,	is	a	shape	that	is	connotated	to	

heaven	and	spirituafl	meaning,	which,	in	this	

case	was	most	probabfly	not	intended).

Shanghai	West	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shanghaixi	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	Xī	
zhàn	

(上海西站)

Taopu	Road,	Putuo n/a

1905,	2010	-	2018

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-II	raiflway	station,	

outside	of	the	urban	centre)

This	tier-II	raiflway	station	outside	of	

the	main	urban	centre	is	part	of	a	

flarger	commerciafl-transportation	

centre	and	was	partfly	stiflfl	under	

construction	during	the	research	visit.

Shanghai	
Hongqiao	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Hóngqiáo	
Zhàn	

(上海虹桥站)

Minhang,	
Shenhong	
Road

Liu	/	Hunter	
Dougflas

2010

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(South	orientation,	

axiaflity.	Part	of	the	

comprehensive	

transportation	hub	

Shanghai	Hongqiao	hub)

The	Raiflway	station,	flocated	west	and	

outside	of	the	main	urban	centre,	is	

integrated,	mostfly	underground,	in	the	

Comprehensive	Transportation	Hub	

Hongqiao.	The	entrance	buiflding	is	south	

oriented	with	aflignment	to	the	north-

south	axis.	This	transportation	hub,	which	

incfludes	one	of	the	flargest	airports,	a	bus	

station,	and	a	metro	station,	foflflows	a	

functionafl	design	approach	with	

dispflaying	the	basic	macro	flevefl	codes	of	

orientation	and	flayout.

2008 2009

the	internationafl	office	TFP	Farrefls	(London	based)	

aimed	at	creating	an	open	ffloorpflan	with	a	"garden"	

approach	in	order	to	connect	the	city	Guangzhou	with	

Foshan,	both	cities	are	connected	with	the	raiflway	

station	south.There	has	been	no	code	of	Chinese	

socio-cuflturafl	context	identified.

Guangzhou	
(centrafl)	

Raiflway	Station	
(广州火车站),	

Yuexiu
4th	bureau	of	
Chinese	

raiflway	station

1974

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhoubei	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Guangzhou	
North	Raiflway	
station	

(广州北站),	

Huadu	District	(at	
the	far	outskirts	of	
Guangzhou,	does	
not	beflong	to	the	
urban	texture	of	
Guangzhou)

Huadu	District

2009

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhou	
East	Raiflway	
Station,	

Guangzhoudo
ng	Raiflway	
Station	
(广州东站),	

Tianhe	
District

Regionafl	
bureau	of	
raiflway	
stations	&	
Luqi

1997	/	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	architecturafl	

drawings,	video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	

hierarchy,	wave,	wings,	

bird

The	orientation	of	the	raiflway	station	as	

weflfl	as	its	flocation	within	the	city	(on	the	

city	grid)	supports	the	important	

representative	function	of	this	raiflway	

station	with	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	

codes.	The	raiflway	station	is	flocated	

directfly	north	(on	the	main	north-south-

axis)	of	the	Guangzhou	CBD.	The	Macro	as	

weflfl	as	the	Meso	flevefl	are	strongfly	rooted	

in	the	Chinese	buiflding	traditions.	

The	raiflway	station	situated	at	the	border	with	Hong	

Kong,	at	the	north-south	axis	and	east-west	buiflding	

orientation	of	a	connected	open	pflaza	in	front,	with	

an	integrated	commerciafl	area	and	mufltipfle	

transportation	modes.	The	US	American	designers	did	

not	impflement	traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	

according	to	this	study;	the	buiflding	foflflows	a	

functionafl	architecturafl	flanguage.

Shenzhen	East	
Raiflway	Station/	
Shēnzhèn	dōng	

Zhàn	
(深圳东站),	
formerfly	Buji	
Station	(布吉站)

Longgang	
District

Shenzhen	
municipafl	
pflanning	
bureau	&	

Siyuan	Raiflway	
bureau	of	
Design	and	
Survey

1911/2004/2012

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,	east-west	orientation

Macro	flevefl:	north	east	of	the	urban	center,	aflong	the	

same	north	south	city	axis	as	Luohu	Station.	Meso	and	

micro	flevefl:	the	station	buiflding	and	its	commerciafl	area	

and	pubflic	space	is	oriented	east	and	west,	whifle	the	

raiflway	tracks	go	through	the	station	aflong	the	north-

south	axis.	The	architecturafl	flanguage	is	not	rich	in	

traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	and	instead	is	a	

functionafl,	simpfle	design.	This	might	be	the	case	due	to	

the	fact	that	the	major	raiflway	stations	of	Shenzhen	are	

stiflfl	under	sonstruction	and	wiflfl	have	a	more	

representative	function.

Shenzhen	
North	Raiflway	
Station	
(Chinese:	
深圳北站	
Shenzhenbei	
Zhan)

Bao'an	District

GL	Studio	
(Architects)	
with	China	
Raiflway	Siyuan	
Survey	and	
Design	Group

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,		bird,	north-south	

orientation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	outside	of	the	main	urban	

centre	at	the	extended	main	north-south	axis	

(which	is	further	east-west	oriented).	Meso	flevefl:	

the	pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	north-south	axis.	

Micro	flevefl:	the	superstructure	roof	is	curved,	

simiflar	to	the	city	haflfl,	with	the	traditionafl	

Chinese	connotations	of	wings.	The	massive	

structure	of	this	station	and	the	use	of	codes,	

found	in	this	anaflysis,	support	the	flocafl	identity	

and	represent	it	through	the	design	

conceptuaflisation.

Shenzhen	
West	Raiflway	
Station

Nanshan	
District

n/a

(1989)	1994,	2003

n/a n/a
not	operating	at	the	time	of	the	research	

visit,	in	the	process	of	being	demoflished.	

This	raiflway	station,	with	fless	representative	function	

and	design	budget,	faflfls	into	the	period	of	the	

sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station,	on	a	meso	flevefl,	foflflows	ancient	

traditionafl	buiflding	codes	by	being	flocated	south	of	

the	mountain	and	north	of	the	river.

Chongqing	
North	Raiflway	
Station

Yubei	District n/a

2006	-	(stiflfl)	under	
construction

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

On	the	macro	flevefl:	the	flocation	of	this	raiflway	station	is	east	of	the	

main	urban	city	grid	of	Wuchan,	oriented	aflong	one	of	the	north-

south	axes.	On	the	meso	flevefl:	the	adjacent	pflaza	is	oriented	aflong	

the	centrafl	east-west	axis	of	the	station.	On	the	micro	flevefl:	the	

buiflding	refers	to	the	traditionafl	mythicafl	creature	of	the	yeflflow	

crane,	which	is	the	city	symbofl.	The	combination	of	identified	codes	

supports	the	representative	function	that	this	train	station	has	as	

the	main	transportation	hub	and	with	the	use	of	the	referred	yeflflow	

crane;	it	not	onfly	draws	the	connection	to	the	flocafl-specific	context	

but	aflso	stands	for	good	fluck,	prosperity,	and	deveflopment	forward.

Wuchang	
Raiflway	station,	
武昌站方案	
(Former	Name:	
Tongxiangmen	
Station)

ZhongShan	
Road,	
Wuchang	
District

The	Wuhan	
Pflanning	&	
Design	
Institute	
(WPDI)

buiflt	1916,	repflaced	1969,	
rebuiflt	2007

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	waflfls

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	cflose	to	the	main	city	

grid	of	the	ofld	centre	of	Wuchang.	Meso	flevefl:	the	two	

pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	centrafl	axis	going	from	

northwest	to	southeast,	with	the	main	entrance	pflaza	at	

the	northwest	side.	Micro:	the	raiflway	station	uses	the	

traditionafl	codes	of	the	former	fortification	of	the	ofld	

Wuchang	city,	which	borders	the	flocation	of	the	raiflway	

station.

Hankou	Raiflway	
Station	
(汉口站)

Deveflopment	
Avenue,	Jianghan	
District,	Hankou,	
Wuhan

4th	raiflway	
station	design	
institute

Buiflt:		1991

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	cofloniafl	
reference

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	north	of	the	

ofld	city	of	Hankou	(part	of	Wuhan),	afligned	with	

the	main	north-south	city	axis	and	the	main	

entrance	pflaza	on	the	south	entracne	of	the	

station.	The	entrance	buiflding	uses	codes	

referring	to	the	originafl	1903	cofloniafl	Hankou	

raiflway	station.

This	raiflway	station	has	been	conceptuaflised	and	

designed	during	the	earfly	years	of	the	economic	

reforms	of	Deng	Xiaoping	and	codes	conforming	with	

sociaflist	doctrines	are	present	but	they	are	a	more	

modern	versions	of	them,	partfly	because	of	the	

materiafls	that	have	been	used.	The	south	pflaza	faces	

the	river,	which	combination	is	used	to	showcase	the	

representative	function	to	the	city	of	the	other	side	of	

the	river.

Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station

Hongqiao GMP

1910/2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	orientation,	
city	grid,	axiaflity,	circfle	
(haflf),	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	northwest	of	the	city	

centre	as	a	monumentafl	structure	introducing	a	new	

urban	district	aflong	with	the	city	grid	and	axes.	Meso	

flevefl:	the	buiflding	and	its	entrance	pflaza	are	oriented	

north-south,	whifle	having	the	river	both	on	its	northern	

and	southern	sides.	Micro	flevefl:	the	monumentafl	

structure	makes	use	of	the	cflear	geometricafl	forms	such	

as	rectangfle	and	circfle,	symboflising	the	harmony	of	

Heaven	and	Earth.	However,	aflthough	the	station's	

construction	has	been	compfleted,	at	the	time	of	the	

research	visit,	the	station	was	hardfly	in	use.

Tianjin	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(天津南站)

	Xiqing	District n/a

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	axis,	east-west	
orientation,	city	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	southwest	of	

the	city	centre,	afligned	with	the	main	city	grid.	

Meso	flevefl:	the	buiflding	orientation	is	aflong	the	

centrafl	east-west	axis.	The	entrance	pflaza	faces	

west.

Macro	flevefl:	The	station	is	flocated	aflong	

the	III-flevefl	of	the	north-south	city	axis.	

Meso	and	micro:	The	entrance	buiflding	

of	the	station	is	a	rather	sober	and	

functionafl	buiflding	concept,	whifle	the	

main	station	is	under	ground	and	part	of	

a	flarger	office	and	shopping	compflex.	

This	station	beflongs	to	the	tier-III	flevefl	

of	raiflway	stations	and	this	is	cflearfly	

visibfle	in	the	codes	it	carries	(or	the	flack	

thereof).

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-III	north-south	city	axis,	

north-west/south	east	

orientation,	mostfly	underground	

and	part	of	a	flarger	shopping	

compflex)

RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS

	n/a	(north-south	pflazas,	and	

pagoda-flike	roof	shape)

Macro	Levefl:	just	west	of	the	main	north-

south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	eflflipticafl	ffloor	pflan,	

with	pflazas	on	the	north	and	south	side,	which	

are	not	foflflowing	the	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	(nort-east	to	south-west).	The	station	

does	not	refer	to	traditionafl	codes,	it	does	

however,	carry	an	architecturafl	flanguage	that	

expresses	and	connotates	representative	

function	by	the	use	of	advanced	buiflding	and	

construction	techniques.		

This	raiflway	station	was	cflosed	during	the	research	visit,	due	to	major	

construction	and	rebuiflding.	Therefore	it	was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	research	

data	for	the	anaflysis.	

3rd	Nationafl	
bureau	of	
Chinese	
raiflway	
stations

Fengtai	
District

Socio-pofliticafl	"codes"	of	the	era	before	and	after	the	cuflturafl	revoflution	

(between	1966-1976	pflanning	and	construction	stop).	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station	and	its	orientation	(south	oriented)	at	the	main	Guangzhou	ofld	

city	axis	(north-south)	refer	to	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	(macro	flevefl)	codes.

Guangzhou	Raiflway	station	north	is	not	part	of	the	urban	texture	of	the	

main	city	due	to	flocation	in	the	northern	outskirts	of	the	city.	Therefore,	

traditionafl	codes	on	a	macro	flevefl	can	not	be	identified.	The	micro	flevefl	

codes	identified	(round,	harmony)	are	not	the	primary	representative	

message	but	rather	the	functionaflity	and	tertiary	position	in	the	

hierarchy	of	raiflway	stations	of	Guangzhou.

Beijing	West	
(Beijingxi)	
Raiflway	
Station	
(北京西站)

RAILWAY	STATIONS

1996

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	hierarchy

Macro	flevefl:	afligned	on	the	main	east-west	

city	axis.	Meso:	north-south	orientation.	

Micro:	5th	eflement	(the	"empty"	space	in	the	

centre),	Qi	(energy)	fflows	through	the	hofle	in	

the	buiflding	from	north	to	south.	The	

identified	traditionafl	codes	of	aflfl	three	flevefls	

of	anaflysis	iflflustrate	the	strong	connotations	

that	this	buiflding	carries.	The	station	is	one	

(used	to	be	no.	1)	the	flargest,	most	busiest	

raiflway	stations	and	therefore	functions	as	a	

buisiness	card,	a	first	impression,	the	"city	

gate"	for	visitors	and	those	arriving	in	Beijing	

via	this	raiflway	station.

	Beijing	North	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京北站)/	
formerfly	
Xizhimen	

Raiflway	Station

Xicheng	District n/a

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	south	of	the	main	east-

west	axis	of	the	city,	with	a	north-south	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	itseflf.	The	macro	and	meso	codes	of	traditionafl	

Chinese	spatiafl	concepts	support	the	connotation	of	this	

raiflway	station	being	designed	and	constructed	as	part	of	

the	"Ten	Great	Buifldings"	showcasing	the	ambitions	of	the	

country	of	the	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Micro	flevefl:	The	station'	

buiflt	flanguage	is	heavy	on	the	combination	of	sociaflist	and	

Chinese	codes,	referring	to	ancient	roof	designs	as	weflfl	as	

monumentafl	portafl	structure	seen	in	representative	

buifldings	of	the	sociaflist	reaflm.	The	station's	cflear	

connection	to	the	sociaflist	representative	architecturafl	

flanguage	is	supported	by	the	fact	that	the	construction	was	

subsidises	and	supported	by	the	Russian	aflfly.

Beijing	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京南站),

	Fengtai	
District

TFP	Farreflfl	(&	
Tianjin	Design	
Institute)

1	conducted	interview,	

architecturafl	drawings),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Figure 100d:  Matrix of codes, anaflysed Raiflway Stations

Visuaflisations



Appendixccxvi

expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	in	the	urban	centre,	north-east	

of	the	main	north-south	city	axis.	Meso	flevefl:	on	both	

axes	of	the	station	there	are	pflazas;	pubflic	space	

connected	and	integrated	with	the	station	(pflaza	

south		and	pflaza	north).	Micro	flevefl:	the	main	roof	

and	pflatform	extension	of	the	station,	from	before	

the	2010	Expo,	is	based	on	a	wave-shaped	roof	

design,	connotating	prosperity,	deveflopment	

forward,	and	progressiveness.	

Shanghai	South	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Nánzhàn	
(上海南站)		

Xuhui	
District,	

Laohumin	Lu

AREP	
(http://www.a
rep.fr/en/#/w
eflcome)	+	
ECADI	

(http://www.e
cadi.com/)

buiflt	1908,	2006

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(micro	flevefl:	circuflar	shape)

The	station	is	flocated	south	and	outside	of	

the	inner	urban	area.	It	is	a	tier-II	raiflway	

station	designed	by	a	french	design	studio,	

not	cflearfly	referring	to	Chinese	socio-

cuflturafl	contextuafl	codes	(the	round	shape,	

as	can	be	seen	at	the	Beijing	tempfle	of	

heaven,	is	a	shape	that	is	connotated	to	

heaven	and	spirituafl	meaning,	which,	in	this	

case	was	most	probabfly	not	intended).

Shanghai	West	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shanghaixi	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	Xī	
zhàn	

(上海西站)

Taopu	Road,	Putuo n/a

1905,	2010	-	2018

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-II	raiflway	station,	

outside	of	the	urban	centre)

This	tier-II	raiflway	station	outside	of	

the	main	urban	centre	is	part	of	a	

flarger	commerciafl-transportation	

centre	and	was	partfly	stiflfl	under	

construction	during	the	research	visit.

Shanghai	
Hongqiao	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Hóngqiáo	
Zhàn	

(上海虹桥站)

Minhang,	
Shenhong	
Road

Liu	/	Hunter	
Dougflas

2010

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(South	orientation,	

axiaflity.	Part	of	the	

comprehensive	

transportation	hub	

Shanghai	Hongqiao	hub)

The	Raiflway	station,	flocated	west	and	

outside	of	the	main	urban	centre,	is	

integrated,	mostfly	underground,	in	the	

Comprehensive	Transportation	Hub	

Hongqiao.	The	entrance	buiflding	is	south	

oriented	with	aflignment	to	the	north-

south	axis.	This	transportation	hub,	which	

incfludes	one	of	the	flargest	airports,	a	bus	

station,	and	a	metro	station,	foflflows	a	

functionafl	design	approach	with	

dispflaying	the	basic	macro	flevefl	codes	of	

orientation	and	flayout.

2008 2009

the	internationafl	office	TFP	Farrefls	(London	based)	

aimed	at	creating	an	open	ffloorpflan	with	a	"garden"	

approach	in	order	to	connect	the	city	Guangzhou	with	

Foshan,	both	cities	are	connected	with	the	raiflway	

station	south.There	has	been	no	code	of	Chinese	

socio-cuflturafl	context	identified.

Guangzhou	
(centrafl)	

Raiflway	Station	
(广州火车站),	

Yuexiu
4th	bureau	of	
Chinese	

raiflway	station

1974

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhoubei	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Guangzhou	
North	Raiflway	
station	

(广州北站),	

Huadu	District	(at	
the	far	outskirts	of	
Guangzhou,	does	
not	beflong	to	the	
urban	texture	of	
Guangzhou)

Huadu	District

2009

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhou	
East	Raiflway	
Station,	

Guangzhoudo
ng	Raiflway	
Station	
(广州东站),	

Tianhe	
District

Regionafl	
bureau	of	
raiflway	
stations	&	
Luqi

1997	/	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	architecturafl	

drawings,	video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	

hierarchy,	wave,	wings,	

bird

The	orientation	of	the	raiflway	station	as	

weflfl	as	its	flocation	within	the	city	(on	the	

city	grid)	supports	the	important	

representative	function	of	this	raiflway	

station	with	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	

codes.	The	raiflway	station	is	flocated	

directfly	north	(on	the	main	north-south-

axis)	of	the	Guangzhou	CBD.	The	Macro	as	

weflfl	as	the	Meso	flevefl	are	strongfly	rooted	

in	the	Chinese	buiflding	traditions.	

The	raiflway	station	situated	at	the	border	with	Hong	

Kong,	at	the	north-south	axis	and	east-west	buiflding	

orientation	of	a	connected	open	pflaza	in	front,	with	

an	integrated	commerciafl	area	and	mufltipfle	

transportation	modes.	The	US	American	designers	did	

not	impflement	traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	

according	to	this	study;	the	buiflding	foflflows	a	

functionafl	architecturafl	flanguage.

Shenzhen	East	
Raiflway	Station/	
Shēnzhèn	dōng	

Zhàn	
(深圳东站),	
formerfly	Buji	
Station	(布吉站)

Longgang	
District

Shenzhen	
municipafl	
pflanning	
bureau	&	

Siyuan	Raiflway	
bureau	of	
Design	and	
Survey

1911/2004/2012

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,	east-west	orientation

Macro	flevefl:	north	east	of	the	urban	center,	aflong	the	

same	north	south	city	axis	as	Luohu	Station.	Meso	and	

micro	flevefl:	the	station	buiflding	and	its	commerciafl	area	

and	pubflic	space	is	oriented	east	and	west,	whifle	the	

raiflway	tracks	go	through	the	station	aflong	the	north-

south	axis.	The	architecturafl	flanguage	is	not	rich	in	

traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	and	instead	is	a	

functionafl,	simpfle	design.	This	might	be	the	case	due	to	

the	fact	that	the	major	raiflway	stations	of	Shenzhen	are	

stiflfl	under	sonstruction	and	wiflfl	have	a	more	

representative	function.

Shenzhen	
North	Raiflway	
Station	
(Chinese:	
深圳北站	
Shenzhenbei	
Zhan)

Bao'an	District

GL	Studio	
(Architects)	
with	China	
Raiflway	Siyuan	
Survey	and	
Design	Group

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,		bird,	north-south	

orientation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	outside	of	the	main	urban	

centre	at	the	extended	main	north-south	axis	

(which	is	further	east-west	oriented).	Meso	flevefl:	

the	pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	north-south	axis.	

Micro	flevefl:	the	superstructure	roof	is	curved,	

simiflar	to	the	city	haflfl,	with	the	traditionafl	

Chinese	connotations	of	wings.	The	massive	

structure	of	this	station	and	the	use	of	codes,	

found	in	this	anaflysis,	support	the	flocafl	identity	

and	represent	it	through	the	design	

conceptuaflisation.

Shenzhen	
West	Raiflway	
Station

Nanshan	
District

n/a

(1989)	1994,	2003

n/a n/a
not	operating	at	the	time	of	the	research	

visit,	in	the	process	of	being	demoflished.	

This	raiflway	station,	with	fless	representative	function	

and	design	budget,	faflfls	into	the	period	of	the	

sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station,	on	a	meso	flevefl,	foflflows	ancient	

traditionafl	buiflding	codes	by	being	flocated	south	of	

the	mountain	and	north	of	the	river.

Chongqing	
North	Raiflway	
Station

Yubei	District n/a

2006	-	(stiflfl)	under	
construction

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

On	the	macro	flevefl:	the	flocation	of	this	raiflway	station	is	east	of	the	

main	urban	city	grid	of	Wuchan,	oriented	aflong	one	of	the	north-

south	axes.	On	the	meso	flevefl:	the	adjacent	pflaza	is	oriented	aflong	

the	centrafl	east-west	axis	of	the	station.	On	the	micro	flevefl:	the	

buiflding	refers	to	the	traditionafl	mythicafl	creature	of	the	yeflflow	

crane,	which	is	the	city	symbofl.	The	combination	of	identified	codes	

supports	the	representative	function	that	this	train	station	has	as	

the	main	transportation	hub	and	with	the	use	of	the	referred	yeflflow	

crane;	it	not	onfly	draws	the	connection	to	the	flocafl-specific	context	

but	aflso	stands	for	good	fluck,	prosperity,	and	deveflopment	forward.

Wuchang	
Raiflway	station,	
武昌站方案	
(Former	Name:	
Tongxiangmen	
Station)

ZhongShan	
Road,	
Wuchang	
District

The	Wuhan	
Pflanning	&	
Design	
Institute	
(WPDI)

buiflt	1916,	repflaced	1969,	
rebuiflt	2007

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	waflfls

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	cflose	to	the	main	city	

grid	of	the	ofld	centre	of	Wuchang.	Meso	flevefl:	the	two	

pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	centrafl	axis	going	from	

northwest	to	southeast,	with	the	main	entrance	pflaza	at	

the	northwest	side.	Micro:	the	raiflway	station	uses	the	

traditionafl	codes	of	the	former	fortification	of	the	ofld	

Wuchang	city,	which	borders	the	flocation	of	the	raiflway	

station.

Hankou	Raiflway	
Station	
(汉口站)

Deveflopment	
Avenue,	Jianghan	
District,	Hankou,	
Wuhan

4th	raiflway	
station	design	
institute

Buiflt:		1991

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	cofloniafl	
reference

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	north	of	the	

ofld	city	of	Hankou	(part	of	Wuhan),	afligned	with	

the	main	north-south	city	axis	and	the	main	

entrance	pflaza	on	the	south	entracne	of	the	

station.	The	entrance	buiflding	uses	codes	

referring	to	the	originafl	1903	cofloniafl	Hankou	

raiflway	station.

This	raiflway	station	has	been	conceptuaflised	and	

designed	during	the	earfly	years	of	the	economic	

reforms	of	Deng	Xiaoping	and	codes	conforming	with	

sociaflist	doctrines	are	present	but	they	are	a	more	

modern	versions	of	them,	partfly	because	of	the	

materiafls	that	have	been	used.	The	south	pflaza	faces	

the	river,	which	combination	is	used	to	showcase	the	

representative	function	to	the	city	of	the	other	side	of	

the	river.

Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station

Hongqiao GMP

1910/2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	orientation,	
city	grid,	axiaflity,	circfle	
(haflf),	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	northwest	of	the	city	

centre	as	a	monumentafl	structure	introducing	a	new	

urban	district	aflong	with	the	city	grid	and	axes.	Meso	

flevefl:	the	buiflding	and	its	entrance	pflaza	are	oriented	

north-south,	whifle	having	the	river	both	on	its	northern	

and	southern	sides.	Micro	flevefl:	the	monumentafl	

structure	makes	use	of	the	cflear	geometricafl	forms	such	

as	rectangfle	and	circfle,	symboflising	the	harmony	of	

Heaven	and	Earth.	However,	aflthough	the	station's	

construction	has	been	compfleted,	at	the	time	of	the	

research	visit,	the	station	was	hardfly	in	use.

Tianjin	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(天津南站)

	Xiqing	District n/a

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	axis,	east-west	
orientation,	city	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	southwest	of	

the	city	centre,	afligned	with	the	main	city	grid.	

Meso	flevefl:	the	buiflding	orientation	is	aflong	the	

centrafl	east-west	axis.	The	entrance	pflaza	faces	

west.

Macro	flevefl:	The	station	is	flocated	aflong	

the	III-flevefl	of	the	north-south	city	axis.	

Meso	and	micro:	The	entrance	buiflding	

of	the	station	is	a	rather	sober	and	

functionafl	buiflding	concept,	whifle	the	

main	station	is	under	ground	and	part	of	

a	flarger	office	and	shopping	compflex.	

This	station	beflongs	to	the	tier-III	flevefl	

of	raiflway	stations	and	this	is	cflearfly	

visibfle	in	the	codes	it	carries	(or	the	flack	

thereof).

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-III	north-south	city	axis,	

north-west/south	east	

orientation,	mostfly	underground	

and	part	of	a	flarger	shopping	

compflex)

RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS

	n/a	(north-south	pflazas,	and	

pagoda-flike	roof	shape)

Macro	Levefl:	just	west	of	the	main	north-

south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	eflflipticafl	ffloor	pflan,	

with	pflazas	on	the	north	and	south	side,	which	

are	not	foflflowing	the	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	(nort-east	to	south-west).	The	station	

does	not	refer	to	traditionafl	codes,	it	does	

however,	carry	an	architecturafl	flanguage	that	

expresses	and	connotates	representative	

function	by	the	use	of	advanced	buiflding	and	

construction	techniques.		

This	raiflway	station	was	cflosed	during	the	research	visit,	due	to	major	

construction	and	rebuiflding.	Therefore	it	was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	research	

data	for	the	anaflysis.	

3rd	Nationafl	
bureau	of	
Chinese	
raiflway	
stations

Fengtai	
District

Socio-pofliticafl	"codes"	of	the	era	before	and	after	the	cuflturafl	revoflution	

(between	1966-1976	pflanning	and	construction	stop).	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station	and	its	orientation	(south	oriented)	at	the	main	Guangzhou	ofld	

city	axis	(north-south)	refer	to	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	(macro	flevefl)	codes.

Guangzhou	Raiflway	station	north	is	not	part	of	the	urban	texture	of	the	

main	city	due	to	flocation	in	the	northern	outskirts	of	the	city.	Therefore,	

traditionafl	codes	on	a	macro	flevefl	can	not	be	identified.	The	micro	flevefl	

codes	identified	(round,	harmony)	are	not	the	primary	representative	

message	but	rather	the	functionaflity	and	tertiary	position	in	the	

hierarchy	of	raiflway	stations	of	Guangzhou.

Beijing	West	
(Beijingxi)	
Raiflway	
Station	
(北京西站)

RAILWAY	STATIONS

1996

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	hierarchy

Macro	flevefl:	afligned	on	the	main	east-west	

city	axis.	Meso:	north-south	orientation.	

Micro:	5th	eflement	(the	"empty"	space	in	the	

centre),	Qi	(energy)	fflows	through	the	hofle	in	

the	buiflding	from	north	to	south.	The	

identified	traditionafl	codes	of	aflfl	three	flevefls	

of	anaflysis	iflflustrate	the	strong	connotations	

that	this	buiflding	carries.	The	station	is	one	

(used	to	be	no.	1)	the	flargest,	most	busiest	

raiflway	stations	and	therefore	functions	as	a	

buisiness	card,	a	first	impression,	the	"city	

gate"	for	visitors	and	those	arriving	in	Beijing	

via	this	raiflway	station.

	Beijing	North	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京北站)/	
formerfly	
Xizhimen	

Raiflway	Station

Xicheng	District n/a

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	south	of	the	main	east-

west	axis	of	the	city,	with	a	north-south	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	itseflf.	The	macro	and	meso	codes	of	traditionafl	

Chinese	spatiafl	concepts	support	the	connotation	of	this	

raiflway	station	being	designed	and	constructed	as	part	of	

the	"Ten	Great	Buifldings"	showcasing	the	ambitions	of	the	

country	of	the	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Micro	flevefl:	The	station'	

buiflt	flanguage	is	heavy	on	the	combination	of	sociaflist	and	

Chinese	codes,	referring	to	ancient	roof	designs	as	weflfl	as	

monumentafl	portafl	structure	seen	in	representative	

buifldings	of	the	sociaflist	reaflm.	The	station's	cflear	

connection	to	the	sociaflist	representative	architecturafl	

flanguage	is	supported	by	the	fact	that	the	construction	was	

subsidises	and	supported	by	the	Russian	aflfly.

Beijing	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京南站),

	Fengtai	
District

TFP	Farreflfl	(&	
Tianjin	Design	
Institute)

1	conducted	interview,	

architecturafl	drawings),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Figure 100e:  Matrix of codes, anaflysed Raiflway Stations
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expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	in	the	urban	centre,	north-east	

of	the	main	north-south	city	axis.	Meso	flevefl:	on	both	

axes	of	the	station	there	are	pflazas;	pubflic	space	

connected	and	integrated	with	the	station	(pflaza	

south		and	pflaza	north).	Micro	flevefl:	the	main	roof	

and	pflatform	extension	of	the	station,	from	before	

the	2010	Expo,	is	based	on	a	wave-shaped	roof	

design,	connotating	prosperity,	deveflopment	

forward,	and	progressiveness.	

Shanghai	South	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Nánzhàn	
(上海南站)		

Xuhui	
District,	

Laohumin	Lu

AREP	
(http://www.a
rep.fr/en/#/w
eflcome)	+	
ECADI	

(http://www.e
cadi.com/)

buiflt	1908,	2006

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(micro	flevefl:	circuflar	shape)

The	station	is	flocated	south	and	outside	of	

the	inner	urban	area.	It	is	a	tier-II	raiflway	

station	designed	by	a	french	design	studio,	

not	cflearfly	referring	to	Chinese	socio-

cuflturafl	contextuafl	codes	(the	round	shape,	

as	can	be	seen	at	the	Beijing	tempfle	of	

heaven,	is	a	shape	that	is	connotated	to	

heaven	and	spirituafl	meaning,	which,	in	this	

case	was	most	probabfly	not	intended).

Shanghai	West	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shanghaixi	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	Xī	
zhàn	

(上海西站)

Taopu	Road,	Putuo n/a

1905,	2010	-	2018

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-II	raiflway	station,	

outside	of	the	urban	centre)

This	tier-II	raiflway	station	outside	of	

the	main	urban	centre	is	part	of	a	

flarger	commerciafl-transportation	

centre	and	was	partfly	stiflfl	under	

construction	during	the	research	visit.

Shanghai	
Hongqiao	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Hóngqiáo	
Zhàn	

(上海虹桥站)

Minhang,	
Shenhong	
Road

Liu	/	Hunter	
Dougflas

2010

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(South	orientation,	

axiaflity.	Part	of	the	

comprehensive	

transportation	hub	

Shanghai	Hongqiao	hub)

The	Raiflway	station,	flocated	west	and	

outside	of	the	main	urban	centre,	is	

integrated,	mostfly	underground,	in	the	

Comprehensive	Transportation	Hub	

Hongqiao.	The	entrance	buiflding	is	south	

oriented	with	aflignment	to	the	north-

south	axis.	This	transportation	hub,	which	

incfludes	one	of	the	flargest	airports,	a	bus	

station,	and	a	metro	station,	foflflows	a	

functionafl	design	approach	with	

dispflaying	the	basic	macro	flevefl	codes	of	

orientation	and	flayout.

2008 2009

the	internationafl	office	TFP	Farrefls	(London	based)	

aimed	at	creating	an	open	ffloorpflan	with	a	"garden"	

approach	in	order	to	connect	the	city	Guangzhou	with	

Foshan,	both	cities	are	connected	with	the	raiflway	

station	south.There	has	been	no	code	of	Chinese	

socio-cuflturafl	context	identified.

Guangzhou	
(centrafl)	

Raiflway	Station	
(广州火车站),	

Yuexiu
4th	bureau	of	
Chinese	

raiflway	station

1974

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhoubei	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Guangzhou	
North	Raiflway	
station	

(广州北站),	

Huadu	District	(at	
the	far	outskirts	of	
Guangzhou,	does	
not	beflong	to	the	
urban	texture	of	
Guangzhou)

Huadu	District

2009

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhou	
East	Raiflway	
Station,	

Guangzhoudo
ng	Raiflway	
Station	
(广州东站),	

Tianhe	
District

Regionafl	
bureau	of	
raiflway	
stations	&	
Luqi

1997	/	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	architecturafl	

drawings,	video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	

hierarchy,	wave,	wings,	

bird

The	orientation	of	the	raiflway	station	as	

weflfl	as	its	flocation	within	the	city	(on	the	

city	grid)	supports	the	important	

representative	function	of	this	raiflway	

station	with	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	

codes.	The	raiflway	station	is	flocated	

directfly	north	(on	the	main	north-south-

axis)	of	the	Guangzhou	CBD.	The	Macro	as	

weflfl	as	the	Meso	flevefl	are	strongfly	rooted	

in	the	Chinese	buiflding	traditions.	

The	raiflway	station	situated	at	the	border	with	Hong	

Kong,	at	the	north-south	axis	and	east-west	buiflding	

orientation	of	a	connected	open	pflaza	in	front,	with	

an	integrated	commerciafl	area	and	mufltipfle	

transportation	modes.	The	US	American	designers	did	

not	impflement	traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	

according	to	this	study;	the	buiflding	foflflows	a	

functionafl	architecturafl	flanguage.

Shenzhen	East	
Raiflway	Station/	
Shēnzhèn	dōng	

Zhàn	
(深圳东站),	
formerfly	Buji	
Station	(布吉站)

Longgang	
District

Shenzhen	
municipafl	
pflanning	
bureau	&	

Siyuan	Raiflway	
bureau	of	
Design	and	
Survey

1911/2004/2012

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,	east-west	orientation

Macro	flevefl:	north	east	of	the	urban	center,	aflong	the	

same	north	south	city	axis	as	Luohu	Station.	Meso	and	

micro	flevefl:	the	station	buiflding	and	its	commerciafl	area	

and	pubflic	space	is	oriented	east	and	west,	whifle	the	

raiflway	tracks	go	through	the	station	aflong	the	north-

south	axis.	The	architecturafl	flanguage	is	not	rich	in	

traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	and	instead	is	a	

functionafl,	simpfle	design.	This	might	be	the	case	due	to	

the	fact	that	the	major	raiflway	stations	of	Shenzhen	are	

stiflfl	under	sonstruction	and	wiflfl	have	a	more	

representative	function.

Shenzhen	
North	Raiflway	
Station	
(Chinese:	
深圳北站	
Shenzhenbei	
Zhan)

Bao'an	District

GL	Studio	
(Architects)	
with	China	
Raiflway	Siyuan	
Survey	and	
Design	Group

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,		bird,	north-south	

orientation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	outside	of	the	main	urban	

centre	at	the	extended	main	north-south	axis	

(which	is	further	east-west	oriented).	Meso	flevefl:	

the	pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	north-south	axis.	

Micro	flevefl:	the	superstructure	roof	is	curved,	

simiflar	to	the	city	haflfl,	with	the	traditionafl	

Chinese	connotations	of	wings.	The	massive	

structure	of	this	station	and	the	use	of	codes,	

found	in	this	anaflysis,	support	the	flocafl	identity	

and	represent	it	through	the	design	

conceptuaflisation.

Shenzhen	
West	Raiflway	
Station

Nanshan	
District

n/a

(1989)	1994,	2003

n/a n/a
not	operating	at	the	time	of	the	research	

visit,	in	the	process	of	being	demoflished.	

This	raiflway	station,	with	fless	representative	function	

and	design	budget,	faflfls	into	the	period	of	the	

sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station,	on	a	meso	flevefl,	foflflows	ancient	

traditionafl	buiflding	codes	by	being	flocated	south	of	

the	mountain	and	north	of	the	river.

Chongqing	
North	Raiflway	
Station

Yubei	District n/a

2006	-	(stiflfl)	under	
construction

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

On	the	macro	flevefl:	the	flocation	of	this	raiflway	station	is	east	of	the	

main	urban	city	grid	of	Wuchan,	oriented	aflong	one	of	the	north-

south	axes.	On	the	meso	flevefl:	the	adjacent	pflaza	is	oriented	aflong	

the	centrafl	east-west	axis	of	the	station.	On	the	micro	flevefl:	the	

buiflding	refers	to	the	traditionafl	mythicafl	creature	of	the	yeflflow	

crane,	which	is	the	city	symbofl.	The	combination	of	identified	codes	

supports	the	representative	function	that	this	train	station	has	as	

the	main	transportation	hub	and	with	the	use	of	the	referred	yeflflow	

crane;	it	not	onfly	draws	the	connection	to	the	flocafl-specific	context	

but	aflso	stands	for	good	fluck,	prosperity,	and	deveflopment	forward.

Wuchang	
Raiflway	station,	
武昌站方案	
(Former	Name:	
Tongxiangmen	
Station)

ZhongShan	
Road,	
Wuchang	
District

The	Wuhan	
Pflanning	&	
Design	
Institute	
(WPDI)

buiflt	1916,	repflaced	1969,	
rebuiflt	2007

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	waflfls

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	cflose	to	the	main	city	

grid	of	the	ofld	centre	of	Wuchang.	Meso	flevefl:	the	two	

pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	centrafl	axis	going	from	

northwest	to	southeast,	with	the	main	entrance	pflaza	at	

the	northwest	side.	Micro:	the	raiflway	station	uses	the	

traditionafl	codes	of	the	former	fortification	of	the	ofld	

Wuchang	city,	which	borders	the	flocation	of	the	raiflway	

station.

Hankou	Raiflway	
Station	
(汉口站)

Deveflopment	
Avenue,	Jianghan	
District,	Hankou,	
Wuhan

4th	raiflway	
station	design	
institute

Buiflt:		1991

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	cofloniafl	
reference

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	north	of	the	

ofld	city	of	Hankou	(part	of	Wuhan),	afligned	with	

the	main	north-south	city	axis	and	the	main	

entrance	pflaza	on	the	south	entracne	of	the	

station.	The	entrance	buiflding	uses	codes	

referring	to	the	originafl	1903	cofloniafl	Hankou	

raiflway	station.

This	raiflway	station	has	been	conceptuaflised	and	

designed	during	the	earfly	years	of	the	economic	

reforms	of	Deng	Xiaoping	and	codes	conforming	with	

sociaflist	doctrines	are	present	but	they	are	a	more	

modern	versions	of	them,	partfly	because	of	the	

materiafls	that	have	been	used.	The	south	pflaza	faces	

the	river,	which	combination	is	used	to	showcase	the	

representative	function	to	the	city	of	the	other	side	of	

the	river.

Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station

Hongqiao GMP

1910/2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	orientation,	
city	grid,	axiaflity,	circfle	
(haflf),	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	northwest	of	the	city	

centre	as	a	monumentafl	structure	introducing	a	new	

urban	district	aflong	with	the	city	grid	and	axes.	Meso	

flevefl:	the	buiflding	and	its	entrance	pflaza	are	oriented	

north-south,	whifle	having	the	river	both	on	its	northern	

and	southern	sides.	Micro	flevefl:	the	monumentafl	

structure	makes	use	of	the	cflear	geometricafl	forms	such	

as	rectangfle	and	circfle,	symboflising	the	harmony	of	

Heaven	and	Earth.	However,	aflthough	the	station's	

construction	has	been	compfleted,	at	the	time	of	the	

research	visit,	the	station	was	hardfly	in	use.

Tianjin	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(天津南站)

	Xiqing	District n/a

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	axis,	east-west	
orientation,	city	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	southwest	of	

the	city	centre,	afligned	with	the	main	city	grid.	

Meso	flevefl:	the	buiflding	orientation	is	aflong	the	

centrafl	east-west	axis.	The	entrance	pflaza	faces	

west.

Macro	flevefl:	The	station	is	flocated	aflong	

the	III-flevefl	of	the	north-south	city	axis.	

Meso	and	micro:	The	entrance	buiflding	

of	the	station	is	a	rather	sober	and	

functionafl	buiflding	concept,	whifle	the	

main	station	is	under	ground	and	part	of	

a	flarger	office	and	shopping	compflex.	

This	station	beflongs	to	the	tier-III	flevefl	

of	raiflway	stations	and	this	is	cflearfly	

visibfle	in	the	codes	it	carries	(or	the	flack	

thereof).

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-III	north-south	city	axis,	

north-west/south	east	

orientation,	mostfly	underground	

and	part	of	a	flarger	shopping	

compflex)

RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS

	n/a	(north-south	pflazas,	and	

pagoda-flike	roof	shape)

Macro	Levefl:	just	west	of	the	main	north-

south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	eflflipticafl	ffloor	pflan,	

with	pflazas	on	the	north	and	south	side,	which	

are	not	foflflowing	the	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	(nort-east	to	south-west).	The	station	

does	not	refer	to	traditionafl	codes,	it	does	

however,	carry	an	architecturafl	flanguage	that	

expresses	and	connotates	representative	

function	by	the	use	of	advanced	buiflding	and	

construction	techniques.		

This	raiflway	station	was	cflosed	during	the	research	visit,	due	to	major	

construction	and	rebuiflding.	Therefore	it	was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	research	

data	for	the	anaflysis.	

3rd	Nationafl	
bureau	of	
Chinese	
raiflway	
stations

Fengtai	
District

Socio-pofliticafl	"codes"	of	the	era	before	and	after	the	cuflturafl	revoflution	

(between	1966-1976	pflanning	and	construction	stop).	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station	and	its	orientation	(south	oriented)	at	the	main	Guangzhou	ofld	

city	axis	(north-south)	refer	to	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	(macro	flevefl)	codes.

Guangzhou	Raiflway	station	north	is	not	part	of	the	urban	texture	of	the	

main	city	due	to	flocation	in	the	northern	outskirts	of	the	city.	Therefore,	

traditionafl	codes	on	a	macro	flevefl	can	not	be	identified.	The	micro	flevefl	

codes	identified	(round,	harmony)	are	not	the	primary	representative	

message	but	rather	the	functionaflity	and	tertiary	position	in	the	

hierarchy	of	raiflway	stations	of	Guangzhou.

Beijing	West	
(Beijingxi)	
Raiflway	
Station	
(北京西站)

RAILWAY	STATIONS

1996

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	hierarchy

Macro	flevefl:	afligned	on	the	main	east-west	

city	axis.	Meso:	north-south	orientation.	

Micro:	5th	eflement	(the	"empty"	space	in	the	

centre),	Qi	(energy)	fflows	through	the	hofle	in	

the	buiflding	from	north	to	south.	The	

identified	traditionafl	codes	of	aflfl	three	flevefls	

of	anaflysis	iflflustrate	the	strong	connotations	

that	this	buiflding	carries.	The	station	is	one	

(used	to	be	no.	1)	the	flargest,	most	busiest	

raiflway	stations	and	therefore	functions	as	a	

buisiness	card,	a	first	impression,	the	"city	

gate"	for	visitors	and	those	arriving	in	Beijing	

via	this	raiflway	station.

	Beijing	North	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京北站)/	
formerfly	
Xizhimen	

Raiflway	Station

Xicheng	District n/a

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	south	of	the	main	east-

west	axis	of	the	city,	with	a	north-south	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	itseflf.	The	macro	and	meso	codes	of	traditionafl	

Chinese	spatiafl	concepts	support	the	connotation	of	this	

raiflway	station	being	designed	and	constructed	as	part	of	

the	"Ten	Great	Buifldings"	showcasing	the	ambitions	of	the	

country	of	the	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Micro	flevefl:	The	station'	

buiflt	flanguage	is	heavy	on	the	combination	of	sociaflist	and	

Chinese	codes,	referring	to	ancient	roof	designs	as	weflfl	as	

monumentafl	portafl	structure	seen	in	representative	

buifldings	of	the	sociaflist	reaflm.	The	station's	cflear	

connection	to	the	sociaflist	representative	architecturafl	

flanguage	is	supported	by	the	fact	that	the	construction	was	

subsidises	and	supported	by	the	Russian	aflfly.

Beijing	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京南站),

	Fengtai	
District

TFP	Farreflfl	(&	
Tianjin	Design	
Institute)

1	conducted	interview,	

architecturafl	drawings),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Figure 100f:  Matrix of codes, anaflysed Raiflway Stations

Visuaflisations



Appendixccxviii

expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation name flocation architect image Avaiflabfle	data Code	occurences expflanation	and	interpretation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	in	the	urban	centre,	north-east	

of	the	main	north-south	city	axis.	Meso	flevefl:	on	both	

axes	of	the	station	there	are	pflazas;	pubflic	space	

connected	and	integrated	with	the	station	(pflaza	

south		and	pflaza	north).	Micro	flevefl:	the	main	roof	

and	pflatform	extension	of	the	station,	from	before	

the	2010	Expo,	is	based	on	a	wave-shaped	roof	

design,	connotating	prosperity,	deveflopment	

forward,	and	progressiveness.	

Shanghai	South	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Nánzhàn	
(上海南站)		

Xuhui	
District,	

Laohumin	Lu

AREP	
(http://www.a
rep.fr/en/#/w
eflcome)	+	
ECADI	

(http://www.e
cadi.com/)

buiflt	1908,	2006

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(micro	flevefl:	circuflar	shape)

The	station	is	flocated	south	and	outside	of	

the	inner	urban	area.	It	is	a	tier-II	raiflway	

station	designed	by	a	french	design	studio,	

not	cflearfly	referring	to	Chinese	socio-

cuflturafl	contextuafl	codes	(the	round	shape,	

as	can	be	seen	at	the	Beijing	tempfle	of	

heaven,	is	a	shape	that	is	connotated	to	

heaven	and	spirituafl	meaning,	which,	in	this	

case	was	most	probabfly	not	intended).

Shanghai	West	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shanghaixi	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	Xī	
zhàn	

(上海西站)

Taopu	Road,	Putuo n/a

1905,	2010	-	2018

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-II	raiflway	station,	

outside	of	the	urban	centre)

This	tier-II	raiflway	station	outside	of	

the	main	urban	centre	is	part	of	a	

flarger	commerciafl-transportation	

centre	and	was	partfly	stiflfl	under	

construction	during	the	research	visit.

Shanghai	
Hongqiao	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Shànghǎi	
Hóngqiáo	
Zhàn	

(上海虹桥站)

Minhang,	
Shenhong	
Road

Liu	/	Hunter	
Dougflas

2010

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(South	orientation,	

axiaflity.	Part	of	the	

comprehensive	

transportation	hub	

Shanghai	Hongqiao	hub)

The	Raiflway	station,	flocated	west	and	

outside	of	the	main	urban	centre,	is	

integrated,	mostfly	underground,	in	the	

Comprehensive	Transportation	Hub	

Hongqiao.	The	entrance	buiflding	is	south	

oriented	with	aflignment	to	the	north-

south	axis.	This	transportation	hub,	which	

incfludes	one	of	the	flargest	airports,	a	bus	

station,	and	a	metro	station,	foflflows	a	

functionafl	design	approach	with	

dispflaying	the	basic	macro	flevefl	codes	of	

orientation	and	flayout.

2008 2009

the	internationafl	office	TFP	Farrefls	(London	based)	

aimed	at	creating	an	open	ffloorpflan	with	a	"garden"	

approach	in	order	to	connect	the	city	Guangzhou	with	

Foshan,	both	cities	are	connected	with	the	raiflway	

station	south.There	has	been	no	code	of	Chinese	

socio-cuflturafl	context	identified.

Guangzhou	
(centrafl)	

Raiflway	Station	
(广州火车站),	

Yuexiu
4th	bureau	of	
Chinese	

raiflway	station

1974

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhoubei	
Raiflway	
Station,	
Guangzhou	
North	Raiflway	
station	

(广州北站),	

Huadu	District	(at	
the	far	outskirts	of	
Guangzhou,	does	
not	beflong	to	the	
urban	texture	of	
Guangzhou)

Huadu	District

2009

3	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Guangzhou	
East	Raiflway	
Station,	

Guangzhoudo
ng	Raiflway	
Station	
(广州东站),	

Tianhe	
District

Regionafl	
bureau	of	
raiflway	
stations	&	
Luqi

1997	/	2010

3	conducted	interviews,	architecturafl	

drawings,	video	recordings	and	

photographs	(seflf	generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	

hierarchy,	wave,	wings,	

bird

The	orientation	of	the	raiflway	station	as	

weflfl	as	its	flocation	within	the	city	(on	the	

city	grid)	supports	the	important	

representative	function	of	this	raiflway	

station	with	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	

codes.	The	raiflway	station	is	flocated	

directfly	north	(on	the	main	north-south-

axis)	of	the	Guangzhou	CBD.	The	Macro	as	

weflfl	as	the	Meso	flevefl	are	strongfly	rooted	

in	the	Chinese	buiflding	traditions.	

The	raiflway	station	situated	at	the	border	with	Hong	

Kong,	at	the	north-south	axis	and	east-west	buiflding	

orientation	of	a	connected	open	pflaza	in	front,	with	

an	integrated	commerciafl	area	and	mufltipfle	

transportation	modes.	The	US	American	designers	did	

not	impflement	traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	

according	to	this	study;	the	buiflding	foflflows	a	

functionafl	architecturafl	flanguage.

Shenzhen	East	
Raiflway	Station/	
Shēnzhèn	dōng	

Zhàn	
(深圳东站),	
formerfly	Buji	
Station	(布吉站)

Longgang	
District

Shenzhen	
municipafl	
pflanning	
bureau	&	

Siyuan	Raiflway	
bureau	of	
Design	and	
Survey

1911/2004/2012

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,	east-west	orientation

Macro	flevefl:	north	east	of	the	urban	center,	aflong	the	

same	north	south	city	axis	as	Luohu	Station.	Meso	and	

micro	flevefl:	the	station	buiflding	and	its	commerciafl	area	

and	pubflic	space	is	oriented	east	and	west,	whifle	the	

raiflway	tracks	go	through	the	station	aflong	the	north-

south	axis.	The	architecturafl	flanguage	is	not	rich	in	

traditionafl	Chinese	buiflding	codes	and	instead	is	a	

functionafl,	simpfle	design.	This	might	be	the	case	due	to	

the	fact	that	the	major	raiflway	stations	of	Shenzhen	are	

stiflfl	under	sonstruction	and	wiflfl	have	a	more	

representative	function.

Shenzhen	
North	Raiflway	
Station	
(Chinese:	
深圳北站	
Shenzhenbei	
Zhan)

Bao'an	District

GL	Studio	
(Architects)	
with	China	
Raiflway	Siyuan	
Survey	and	
Design	Group

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	

architecturafl	drawings,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	axis,		bird,	north-south	

orientation

Macro	flevefl:	flocated	outside	of	the	main	urban	

centre	at	the	extended	main	north-south	axis	

(which	is	further	east-west	oriented).	Meso	flevefl:	

the	pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	north-south	axis.	

Micro	flevefl:	the	superstructure	roof	is	curved,	

simiflar	to	the	city	haflfl,	with	the	traditionafl	

Chinese	connotations	of	wings.	The	massive	

structure	of	this	station	and	the	use	of	codes,	

found	in	this	anaflysis,	support	the	flocafl	identity	

and	represent	it	through	the	design	

conceptuaflisation.

Shenzhen	
West	Raiflway	
Station

Nanshan	
District

n/a

(1989)	1994,	2003

n/a n/a
not	operating	at	the	time	of	the	research	

visit,	in	the	process	of	being	demoflished.	

This	raiflway	station,	with	fless	representative	function	

and	design	budget,	faflfls	into	the	period	of	the	

sociaflist	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station,	on	a	meso	flevefl,	foflflows	ancient	

traditionafl	buiflding	codes	by	being	flocated	south	of	

the	mountain	and	north	of	the	river.

Chongqing	
North	Raiflway	
Station

Yubei	District n/a

2006	-	(stiflfl)	under	
construction

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

On	the	macro	flevefl:	the	flocation	of	this	raiflway	station	is	east	of	the	

main	urban	city	grid	of	Wuchan,	oriented	aflong	one	of	the	north-

south	axes.	On	the	meso	flevefl:	the	adjacent	pflaza	is	oriented	aflong	

the	centrafl	east-west	axis	of	the	station.	On	the	micro	flevefl:	the	

buiflding	refers	to	the	traditionafl	mythicafl	creature	of	the	yeflflow	

crane,	which	is	the	city	symbofl.	The	combination	of	identified	codes	

supports	the	representative	function	that	this	train	station	has	as	

the	main	transportation	hub	and	with	the	use	of	the	referred	yeflflow	

crane;	it	not	onfly	draws	the	connection	to	the	flocafl-specific	context	

but	aflso	stands	for	good	fluck,	prosperity,	and	deveflopment	forward.

Wuchang	
Raiflway	station,	
武昌站方案	
(Former	Name:	
Tongxiangmen	
Station)

ZhongShan	
Road,	
Wuchang	
District

The	Wuhan	
Pflanning	&	
Design	
Institute	
(WPDI)

buiflt	1916,	repflaced	1969,	
rebuiflt	2007

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	waflfls

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	cflose	to	the	main	city	

grid	of	the	ofld	centre	of	Wuchang.	Meso	flevefl:	the	two	

pflazas	are	afligned	with	the	centrafl	axis	going	from	

northwest	to	southeast,	with	the	main	entrance	pflaza	at	

the	northwest	side.	Micro:	the	raiflway	station	uses	the	

traditionafl	codes	of	the	former	fortification	of	the	ofld	

Wuchang	city,	which	borders	the	flocation	of	the	raiflway	

station.

Hankou	Raiflway	
Station	
(汉口站)

Deveflopment	
Avenue,	Jianghan	
District,	Hankou,	
Wuhan

4th	raiflway	
station	design	
institute

Buiflt:		1991

4	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

city	grid,	axiaflity,	cofloniafl	
reference

Macro	flevefl:	this	station	is	flocated	north	of	the	

ofld	city	of	Hankou	(part	of	Wuhan),	afligned	with	

the	main	north-south	city	axis	and	the	main	

entrance	pflaza	on	the	south	entracne	of	the	

station.	The	entrance	buiflding	uses	codes	

referring	to	the	originafl	1903	cofloniafl	Hankou	

raiflway	station.

This	raiflway	station	has	been	conceptuaflised	and	

designed	during	the	earfly	years	of	the	economic	

reforms	of	Deng	Xiaoping	and	codes	conforming	with	

sociaflist	doctrines	are	present	but	they	are	a	more	

modern	versions	of	them,	partfly	because	of	the	

materiafls	that	have	been	used.	The	south	pflaza	faces	

the	river,	which	combination	is	used	to	showcase	the	

representative	function	to	the	city	of	the	other	side	of	

the	river.

Tianjin	West	
Raiflway	Station

Hongqiao GMP

1910/2008

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings,	architecturafl	

drawings,	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	orientation,	
city	grid,	axiaflity,	circfle	
(haflf),	rectangfle

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	northwest	of	the	city	

centre	as	a	monumentafl	structure	introducing	a	new	

urban	district	aflong	with	the	city	grid	and	axes.	Meso	

flevefl:	the	buiflding	and	its	entrance	pflaza	are	oriented	

north-south,	whifle	having	the	river	both	on	its	northern	

and	southern	sides.	Micro	flevefl:	the	monumentafl	

structure	makes	use	of	the	cflear	geometricafl	forms	such	

as	rectangfle	and	circfle,	symboflising	the	harmony	of	

Heaven	and	Earth.	However,	aflthough	the	station's	

construction	has	been	compfleted,	at	the	time	of	the	

research	visit,	the	station	was	hardfly	in	use.

Tianjin	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(天津南站)

	Xiqing	District n/a

2011

2	conducted	interviews,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

north-south	axis,	east-west	
orientation,	city	grid

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	southwest	of	

the	city	centre,	afligned	with	the	main	city	grid.	

Meso	flevefl:	the	buiflding	orientation	is	aflong	the	

centrafl	east-west	axis.	The	entrance	pflaza	faces	

west.

Macro	flevefl:	The	station	is	flocated	aflong	

the	III-flevefl	of	the	north-south	city	axis.	

Meso	and	micro:	The	entrance	buiflding	

of	the	station	is	a	rather	sober	and	

functionafl	buiflding	concept,	whifle	the	

main	station	is	under	ground	and	part	of	

a	flarger	office	and	shopping	compflex.	

This	station	beflongs	to	the	tier-III	flevefl	

of	raiflway	stations	and	this	is	cflearfly	

visibfle	in	the	codes	it	carries	(or	the	flack	

thereof).

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

n/a	(tier-III	north-south	city	axis,	

north-west/south	east	

orientation,	mostfly	underground	

and	part	of	a	flarger	shopping	

compflex)

RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS RAILWAY	STATIONS

	n/a	(north-south	pflazas,	and	

pagoda-flike	roof	shape)

Macro	Levefl:	just	west	of	the	main	north-

south	axis.	Micro	flevefl:	eflflipticafl	ffloor	pflan,	

with	pflazas	on	the	north	and	south	side,	which	

are	not	foflflowing	the	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	(nort-east	to	south-west).	The	station	

does	not	refer	to	traditionafl	codes,	it	does	

however,	carry	an	architecturafl	flanguage	that	

expresses	and	connotates	representative	

function	by	the	use	of	advanced	buiflding	and	

construction	techniques.		

This	raiflway	station	was	cflosed	during	the	research	visit,	due	to	major	

construction	and	rebuiflding.	Therefore	it	was	not	possibfle	to	coflflect	research	

data	for	the	anaflysis.	

3rd	Nationafl	
bureau	of	
Chinese	
raiflway	
stations

Fengtai	
District

Socio-pofliticafl	"codes"	of	the	era	before	and	after	the	cuflturafl	revoflution	

(between	1966-1976	pflanning	and	construction	stop).	The	flocation	of	the	

raiflway	station	and	its	orientation	(south	oriented)	at	the	main	Guangzhou	ofld	

city	axis	(north-south)	refer	to	traditionafl	Chinese	urban	(macro	flevefl)	codes.

Guangzhou	Raiflway	station	north	is	not	part	of	the	urban	texture	of	the	

main	city	due	to	flocation	in	the	northern	outskirts	of	the	city.	Therefore,	

traditionafl	codes	on	a	macro	flevefl	can	not	be	identified.	The	micro	flevefl	

codes	identified	(round,	harmony)	are	not	the	primary	representative	

message	but	rather	the	functionaflity	and	tertiary	position	in	the	

hierarchy	of	raiflway	stations	of	Guangzhou.

Beijing	West	
(Beijingxi)	
Raiflway	
Station	
(北京西站)

RAILWAY	STATIONS

1996

1	conducted	interview,	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Qi,	South-Orientation,	

axiaflity,	urban	hierarchy

Macro	flevefl:	afligned	on	the	main	east-west	

city	axis.	Meso:	north-south	orientation.	

Micro:	5th	eflement	(the	"empty"	space	in	the	

centre),	Qi	(energy)	fflows	through	the	hofle	in	

the	buiflding	from	north	to	south.	The	

identified	traditionafl	codes	of	aflfl	three	flevefls	

of	anaflysis	iflflustrate	the	strong	connotations	

that	this	buiflding	carries.	The	station	is	one	

(used	to	be	no.	1)	the	flargest,	most	busiest	

raiflway	stations	and	therefore	functions	as	a	

buisiness	card,	a	first	impression,	the	"city	

gate"	for	visitors	and	those	arriving	in	Beijing	

via	this	raiflway	station.

	Beijing	North	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京北站)/	
formerfly	
Xizhimen	

Raiflway	Station

Xicheng	District n/a

Macro	flevefl:	the	station	is	flocated	south	of	the	main	east-

west	axis	of	the	city,	with	a	north-south	orientation	of	the	

buiflding	itseflf.	The	macro	and	meso	codes	of	traditionafl	

Chinese	spatiafl	concepts	support	the	connotation	of	this	

raiflway	station	being	designed	and	constructed	as	part	of	

the	"Ten	Great	Buifldings"	showcasing	the	ambitions	of	the	

country	of	the	era	of	Mao	Zedong.	Micro	flevefl:	The	station'	

buiflt	flanguage	is	heavy	on	the	combination	of	sociaflist	and	

Chinese	codes,	referring	to	ancient	roof	designs	as	weflfl	as	

monumentafl	portafl	structure	seen	in	representative	

buifldings	of	the	sociaflist	reaflm.	The	station's	cflear	

connection	to	the	sociaflist	representative	architecturafl	

flanguage	is	supported	by	the	fact	that	the	construction	was	

subsidises	and	supported	by	the	Russian	aflfly.

Beijing	South	
Raiflway	Station	
(北京南站),

	Fengtai	
District

TFP	Farreflfl	(&	
Tianjin	Design	
Institute)

1	conducted	interview,	

architecturafl	drawings),	video	

recordings	and	photographs	(seflf	

generated)

Figure 100g:  Matrix of codes, anaflysed Raiflway Stations
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Abstract of the research

The  aim  of  this  research  is  to  contribute  to  a  better  understanding  of  the  urban 

compflexity of Chinese cities by reading and decoding their urban texture through the 

flens of contextuaflity in urban design. 

Experiences of western professionafls in China show how important the question of 

contextuaflity, and therefore the factor of cuflturafl sustainabiflity in pflanning and city 

buiflding,  has  become  for  successfufl  flong-term  urban  deveflopment.  They  aflso  prove 

how much room for improvement of knowfledge of non-Chinese experts there stiflfl is 

even though the Chinese market has been expflored quite successfuflfly by architects, 

urban designers, and city pflanners within the rapid process of Chinese urbanisation. 

This research is in the reaflm of the overarching question ‘What makes Chinese cities 

different from the ones European and North American observers are accustomed to?’.

The research offers a criticafl flook at the repeated evafluation of Chinese cities decflaring that 

the flarge – so caflfled gflobafl – cities of China have flost their “Chinese-ness” in the process 

of  becoming  gflobafl  metropoflises.  This  thesis  attempts  to  account  for  the  compflexity 

and subtflety of the cuflturafl reaflm in which the present research is set and in the attempt 

to do so, seflected eflements of the physicafl environment in China are anaflysed in order 

to focus on the assumed withdrawafl of Chinese contextuaflity in the rapid urbanisation 

process. Through that, seflected part of the Chinese urban physicafl buiflt environment is 

examined and processed in order to make it readabfle and accessibfle for non-Chinese 

observers.  The  basis  of  this  research  is  a  case  study-based  urban  hermeneutic 

research  approach  used  to  anaflyse  the  speciicaflfly  seflected  city  components  in  the 

seven  flargest  Chinese  cities.  The  data  for  the  research  has  been  generated  during 

the iefld-work (photos, videos, expert conversations, architecturafl drawings, marketing/

presentation materiafls [videos, renderings, brochures]); compflimentary to that, primary 

and secondary fliterature review forms a cruciafl part of the body of research data. The 

seflected cities and city components (city haflfls, CBDs, raiflway stations, incfluding their 

spatiafl context within their respective cities) are decoded, anaflysing the architecturafl 

and urban semiotics traditionaflfly used in the Chinese context, which is cflosefly connected 

to the Chinese phiflosophy, buiflding traditions, and contextuaflity (cuflturafl, geographicafl, 

topographicafl, historicafl, just to name a few). Space in this research is approached not 

merefly as a coflflection of aflfl the physicafl objects that surround us but, foflflowing the core 

notions of Chinese phiflosophy, rather as a great whofle, of which the physicafl is a part.

Beauty can onfly be achieved through harmony (two of the most sought-after quaflities 

in the Chinese cuflture); this ancient, hoflistic Chinese concept embraces and connects 

human interaction with the naturafl and man-made environment as equaflfly important 

components.  These  concepts,  mirrored  and  manifested  in  the  buiflt  environment, 

compose  a  flayer  of  the  buiflt  space  that  is  invisibfle  to  an  unfamifliar  observer.  The 

intangibfles of space have been at the fundament of the Chinese city-buiflding and 

architecturafl doctrines for miflflennia. 

The present research touches upon this deep cuflturafl embeddedness and, since the 

buiflt environment is a major vehicfle for cuflturafl messages and symboflism, tries to make 

these connections more flegibfle for a non-Chinese observer. Moreover, by showing 

the flinks to ancient, rich cuflture, the dissertation chaflflenges the notion of omnipresent 

gflobaflisation that razes flocafl contexts; a cflaim that is not onfly brought up in the context 
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of Chinese urbanisation but across the worfld where rapid city deveflopment is taking 

pflace.

The  approaches  and  the  seflection  of  cases  presented  in  this  research  can  onfly  be 

understood as a start of – or a contribution to – a signiicantfly more advanced research 

in understanding Chinese cities. For a true understanding of the chaflflenges and the 

compflexity of the Chinese buiflt environment, a bridge between the Chinese and the 

non-Chinese needs to be strengthened so that the vast knowfledge gaps coufld be 

transgressed.  This  dissertation  strives  to  provide  not  onfly  a  perspective  for  further 

future research approaches but aflso a different angfle on conducting urban research in 

cuflturaflfly signiicantfly different spatiafl settings.
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Zusammenfassung der Arbeit

Das Ziefl dieser Arbeit ist es, zu einem besseren Verständnis der urbanen Kompflexität 

Chinas beizutragen. Die chinesische städtische Struktur wird mit Hinbflick auf die 

Kontextuaflität und aus städtebauflicher und stadtpflanerischer Perspektive anaflysiert. 

Die Erfahrungen westflicher Beteifligter am Chinesischen Urbanisierungsprozess 

verdeutflichen, wie wichtig Fragen der urbanen Kontextuaflität sind und darüber hinaus, 

wie  weitreichend  Faktoren  wie  kufltureflfle  Nachhafltigkeit  in  der  Stadtpflanung  und  im 

Städtebau für eine flangfristig nachhafltige Stadtentwickflung sind. Obwohfl chinesische 

Städte und der chinesische Markt bereits seit einigen Jahrzehnten in praktischer wie 

theoretischer Hinsicht untersucht und anaflysiert wurden, existiert hier weiterhin ein 

wissenschaftfliches Desiderat, insbesondere aufgrund des Prozesses der rapiden 

chinesischen Urbanisierungsphase der fletzten Jahrzehnte.. Das Forschungsvorhaben 

der vorfliegenden Arbeit geht daher der foflgenden Frage nach, was chinesische Städte 

gegenüber denjenigen der westflichen Hemisphäre andersartig macht.

Dieses Vorhaben wirft einen kritischen Bflick auf die oft wiederhoflte Einschätzung, 

dass die sogenannten „gflobaflen Städte“ in China ihre chinesische Eigenart 

während des Wachstumsprozesses zu internationaflen Metropoflen verfloren hätten. 

Diese Dissertation berücksichtigt nicht nur die urbane Kompflexität und Subtiflität 

des kufltureflflen Zusammenhangs, sondern ergründet diese im Hinbflick auf die 

Verdrängung chinesischer Kontextuaflität der schneflfl wachsenden Städte indem 

empirisch  ausgewähflte  Städte  und  speziische  wiederkehrende  Stadtkomponenten 

anaflysiert  werden.  Dieses  Anaflysevorgehen,  Teifle  der  urbanen  Struktur  nicht  nur  zu 

anaflysieren und verständflich zu machen, sondern eine Lesbarkeit der urbanen Textur 

zu ermögflichen, eröffnet einen Zugang zur chinesischen Stadtstruktur für diejenigen 

Beobachter, die mit der gebauten Umweflt Chinas und ihrer kufltureflflen Speziika weniger 

vertraut sind. Afls Grundflage dient eine auf einem Faflflbeispiefl basierende Untersuchung 

mittefls urbaner Hermeneutik, weflche auf die sieben größten Städte Chinas und spezieflfl 

ausgewähflte Stadtkomponenten angewendet wurde. Die anaflysierten Daten  wurden 

während eines Fefldforschungsaufenthafltes ersteflflt und zusammengetragen. Fotos, 

Videos, Experteninterviews, architektonische Zeichnungen und Pfläne, Marketing- und 

Präsentationsunterflagen, wie Videos, Renderings und Broschüren, ergänzt durch 

eine primäre und sekundäre Literaturanaflyse, biflden den essenzieflflen Part dieser 

Forschung. Die untersuchten Städte und Stadtkomponenten, wie Rathäuser, zentrafle 

Geschäftsviertefl (CBD), Bahnhöfe, inkflusive der gebauten räumflichen Umgebung 

innerhaflb der entsprechenden Städte, wurden im Hinbflick auf traditioneflfle und sozio-

kufltureflfl geprägte architektonische und städtische Codes und Symbofle, anaflysiert. 

Diese Codes stehen in engem Zusammenhang mit der chinesischen Phiflosophie, 

Bautraditionen und Kontextuaflität. Raum ist nicht fledigflich die Summe aflfler physischen 

Aspekte, sondern vieflmehr das hoflistische Zusammenspiefl essenzieflfler Ideen und 

Konzepte der chinesischen Phiflosophie (die Erreichung von Schönheit durch Harmonie), 

in denen räumfliche Aspekte nur einen Teifl darsteflflen. 

Die  Forschungsarbeit  hinterfragt  die  Schflussfoflgerung,  dass  der  stattindende 

Gflobaflisierungsprozess  den  flokaflen  Kontext  sowie  die  Traditionen  und  Speziika 

unwiederbringflich zerstört, indem die Verknüpfung der facettenreichen chinesischen 

Kufltur mit der Umweflt aufgezeigt wird. Darüberhinaus kann dieses Forschungsvorhaben 
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afls ein Anfang verstanden werden im Rahmen eines signiikant umfangreicheren und 

hoflistischen Vorhaben für Wissenstransfer und einem tieferen Verständnis chinesischer 

Städte. 

Zusammenfassung der Arbeit
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研究摘要

本研究旨在从城市设计的脉络视角对现代城市的本质进行解读，从而对中国城市的复杂

性取得更好的理解。西方专家在中国的经验已体现出地方特色，即城市计划和建设过程

中文化的可持续性，在成功的长期的城市化建设进程中巨大的重要性。他们的经验也证

明了，虽然在中国高速的城市化进程中，建筑学家们、城市设计者以及规划者们已经相

对成功地开拓了中国市场，但非中国专家在此领域的研究仍有很大的进步空间。本研究

主要针对的问题是“中国的城市与欧美学者熟悉的城市到底有何不同之处？”

本研究的重要发现是，对中国城市多数被评论为，中国的国际化大城市在全球化进程中

已经失去了“中国特色”。本文考虑了文化因素的复杂性和微妙性考虑，这也是本研究

的开展基础，从而对中国的物理环境因素进行分析时，在不考虑中国的脉络性这一假设

下着眼于快速城市化进程中。这样就可以为非中国的学者们解释某些特定的中国城市的

建设和进程。本研究是基于案例分析的诠释方法，对中国七大城市进行特定城市因素的

分析。研究中涉及的数据都来源于现场工作［照片、视频、专家对话、建筑图纸、宣传

演讲材料（视频、建筑透视图、宣传手册）］；另外一些主要和次要的文献评论也是本

研究主体的数据支撑。以选择的城市和城市要素（市政大楼、中央商务区、火车站及它

们在各自城市中的空间布局）作为切入点，分析了中国传统的城市和建筑特征，这与中

国的哲学思想、建筑传统以及其他脉络因素（文化、地域、地形地貌、历史等）息息相

关。本研究中提到的空间概念不仅仅是我们身边物理物质的集合，更是包含了中国哲学

思想的核心观念，物理空间只是其中的一部分。

’和谐’产生’美’（两个在中国文化中最受追崇的特质）这个悠久又宏观的大概念表

达的是人与自然和人与人为环境的互动是同等重要的要素。这些理念在环境建设的过程

中也得以映射和体现，但对一个不熟悉此概念的观察者来说却很难发现。空间的无形特

征是中国城市建筑的基础，也是几千年来的建筑学原则。本研究试图触及这一深层次的

文化根植性，由于环境的建设是文化信息的重要载体，因此本研究也试图为非中国的学

者们清楚解释这其中的联系。而且本文通过展现现代与过去丰富的文化联系，挑战了现

代无所不在的全球化会打破地方特色这一观点，这不仅产生于中国的城市化过程，更是

出现在全球所有实现快速城市化发展的地区。

本论文呈现的研究方法和选择案例仅仅是研究中国城市的开始，或者说是对中国城市更

深层次研究的一些贡献。为了更正确地理解中国环境建设的挑战性和复杂性，中外学者

应共同协作，跨越巨大的文化鸿沟。本论文致力于为未来研究方法提供观点，及对城市

研究中面对不同的文化环境提供不同的视角。





This thesis chaflflenges the cflaim that Chinese cities have been flosing 

their Eigenart (intrinsic flogic, flocafl identity) in the era of gflobaflisation by 

searching for traditionafl urban and architecturafl codes used in the buiflt 

space. Foflflowing the question of what makes Chinese cities different from 

the ones European and North American observers are accustomed to, this 

thesis empfloys an innovative, urban hermeneutics approach of decoding 

the Chinese buiflt space. One of the main goafls of this research is to be 

vafluabfle and accessibfle to those interested in the astonishingfly vast topic 

of Chinese urbanisation. Representing both practice (architecture and 

pflanning) and academia (urban research), it is the aim of this dissertation 

to contribute to a better and hoflistic understanding of Chinese cities, their 

frequentfly-invisibfle flayer of ‘Chinese-ness’, the cities’ Eigenart . 

This work is a muflti - and transdiscipflinary effort that can eflicit not onfly the 

interest of architects, urban designers, urban researchers, semioticians, 

ethnographers, sinoflogists, and economists, but aflso those who travefl 

and observe urbanisation processes across cuflturafl reaflms.
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